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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

MONDAY, JULY 22, 1991

Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMTITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Houston, TX.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in the C.
T. Rhinehart Auditorium, 3100 Cleburne, Texas Southern Universi-
ty, Houston, Texas, Hon. Craig A. Washington presiding.

Members present. Representatives Washington and Jefferson.
Staff present: Tom Wolanin, staff director and Diane Stark, legis-

lative associate.
Mr. WASHINGTON. This hearing in Houston, Texas of the House

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education of the Education and
Labor Committee will come to order.

By unanimous consent, we will take testimony of the presidents
of Prairie View and Texas Southern in that order, out of order. As
I explained earlier, and I have explained to my colleague, I would
like to thank the Honorable William J. Jefferson for coming over
from New Orleans, Louisiana to make this hearing possible.

He is a first-term Member of the Congress and of the committee.
He brings with him quite a reputation in the area of education and
finance, something that is near and dear to the hearts of all of you,
and of course, to the Congress of the United States.

A dedicated reformer on behalf of education, who understands
quite well the necessity for Federal as well as State funding of
higher education, and I am sure you will hear that exemplified in
his remarks, which he has agreed to delay until later.

So at this time, we will hear from General Julius Becton, Presi-
dent of Prairie View A&M University.

STATEMENT OF JULIUS W. BECI`ON, JIL, PRESIDENT, PRAIRIE
VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY; ACCOMPANIED BY: JOANNA THOMAS-
SMITH, ASSOCIATE VICE-PRESIDENT OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS,
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY

Mr. BEaroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Jefferson, distin-
guished colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, I am Julius Becton, the
president of Prairie View A&M University of Prairie View, Texas.

I am accompanied by Dr. Joanna Thomas-Smith, the associate
vice-president of academic affairs, who I hope, Mr. Chairman, will
be able to take my place on the platform when I depart, as you

(1)
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pointed out, to go to a hearing in Austin to see if we cannot help
your former colleagues to do what is right.

I commend you and the leadership for holding this hearing on
such issues vital to the preservation of historically black colleges as
a national resource.

Today I speak as an eyewitness to the educational process at
HBCUs: I was a student at Prairie View A&M University; I have
returned to Prairie View A&M University as President. I, along
with 100,000 other graduates and ex-students, can attest to the
vital role our university and its companion institutions have played
and continue to play in American life and culture.

The story of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities is a
symbol of what America owes every citizen: access, equality, oppor-
tunity. And I realize, gentlemen, in speaking to the two of you, I
am speaking to the choir, but I appreciate the fact that you are
here.

While my colleagues and I will cover some of the same territory
as we enunciate the contributions of the HBCUs, delineate their
continuing needs, and offer future proposals for development that
the reauthorization could endorse, I submit that our story of tri-
uznph cannot be told too often.

Historians at my institution liken the HBCUs' survival and
growth to the miraculous handiwork of making brick with straw.
Without a doubt these institutions will figure largely in America's
success in the global arena.

Mr. Chairman, I am reading from a prepared sketch, but I will
skip some of the next part of my prepared remarks which deal
with Prairie View and what Prairie View is all about. I am sure
that you know what I am going to say there, so I will skip that
portion.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, General Becton, and let me say for
all of the witnesses, those on the panel and those on future panels,
without objection, all of the prepared statements will be introduced
into the record along with any supporting documents.

And you may feel free to ad lib, read, or whatever you wish to
get your sentiments across. In addition thereto, you will notice that
a complete record is being made so that all of our colleagues who
were unable to come to Houston today will have an opportunity to
review everything that you either submit for the record or trans-
mit orally by your testimony.

Mr. BscroN. Thank you, sir. Despite the feats achieved in the
face of tremendous odds, public HBCUs like Prairie View A&M
University can always hear at least one voice that argues vehe-
mently against continuation of HBCUs, suggesting that in tight
economic times the State cannot afford to support all of its colleges
and universities and insisting that HBCUs be the ones closed or
under-funded, since they are no longer needed.

It is at such times that highly visible, unabashed support sus-
tains the hope of our students and staff. And just this morning, in
reading the Houston Chronicle, I read a report about the fact that
the Department of Justice seems to be taking the role of those who
are saying HBCUs no longer deserve the treatment they have been
receiving. We must be on guard at all times, in my judgment.
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Among the HBCUs' many contributions are the following mirac-
ulous realities of the dare to dream:

1. HBCUs succeeded in lifting the veil of ignorance from former
slaves, for whom it was illegal to learn to read, write, or compute.

2. HBCUs produced the lion's share of black nurses, physicians,
educators, military officers, scientists, pharmacists, and other lead-
ers.

Prairie View, as an example, produced more black medical col-
lege entrants than any other institution in the State of Texas and
is one of the largest producers of black medical school entrants in
the country.

Prairie 'View stands as one of the top five producers of engineers
at the baccalaureate level. And Prairie View counts among its dis-
tinguished alumni and ex-students General Calvin Waller, the
leader of the ground forces in the recent successful Operation
Desert Storm; Lois Moore, here in Houston, Director of the Harris
County Medical District in Houston; Percy Sutton, corporate owner
and investor; Dr. Margaret Grigsby, physician; and, of course, the
distinguished Chairman of the committee today, the Honorable
Craig Washington.

3. HBCUs confer over 30 percent of the baccalaureate degrees to
black undergraduates despite HBCUs enrolling only 27 percent of
African-American students.

4. HBCUs have become a portrait of multi-ethnic diversity in
higher education. At Prairie View, as an example, we have a stu-
dent population that is 16 percent non-black. NVe have a faculty
that is 28 percent non-black.

5. HBCUs serve people and institutions in communities. Prairie
View, as an example, reaches 25 Texan counties, touching 100,000
families, through the Cooperative Extension Service Program for
youth and senior citizens as well as small business owners, includ-
ing farmers.

6. HBCUs maintain a meaningful presence in research.
At Prairie View, we are a major participant in the Superconduc-

tor Supercollider Program with our particle detection research
center.

7. HBCUs have broadened their scope of programs and recruit-
ment to attract and retain highly talented minority youths in un-
derrepresented fields. Our Benjamin Banneker Honors College is a
major contributor to the graduate and professional schools.

And last point, HBCUs have produced role models and mentors
not readily available in communities inhabited by minority and
low income Americans. Again, Prairie View is a major player.

In her study, "Blacks in College," Dr. Jacqueline Fleming found
that black students experienced greater academic and personal
growth at HBCUs.

Now, for Title IV of the reauthorization, this entitlement is the
centerpiece of student aid at HBCUs, and any changes in it must
stimulate college-going rates of minorities and graduate profession-
al school production.

A policy whose preference is more loans, fewer grants, is equally
unattractive to students from low and middle income families. Let
me note here that this is critical to us at Prairie View, and that we
enroll students from both ends of the spectrum: the low income,
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whose family cannot contribute to the cost of their education, and
the middle income families who earn just enough not to qualify for
aid but not enough to substantially support their progeny through
college and pay bills at home, too.

Like other NAPE° institutions, Prairie View clientele would
best benefit frou acceptance of the following recommendations:

First, increase the maximum allowable Pell grant from $2,400 to
$6,500. Current levels have virtually ignored the increase in college
costs over the past decade, thus increasing the need for students to
borrow.

Next, simplify the ne,,d analysis system as well as the financial
aid appliention process. nliminate the imbalance of grants to loans.
Permit institutions greater autonomy in campus-based aid.

Recognize and respond to the need for scholarships for talented
minority students in all fields. Providing new authority for direct
lending.

Moving to Title III, in the legislative language, it is clear that
the purpose of Title III is to strengthen the eligible institutions by
stating "capacity to make a substantial contribution to higher edu-
cational resources of the Nation."

One shudders to think of how the HaCUs would have fared with-
out Title III fundings, especially during the recent years when
State budget and private coffers for higher education shrank.

While we in Texas have experienced remarkable programs and
facility improvement since 1980, we at Prairie View A&M Univer-
sity still suffer from resources toe meager to finance substantial
curriculum strengthening; administrative and management sys-
tems; research programs and facilities; maintenance of our physical
plant; attraction of a large cLdre of recognized leaders in dnrepre-
sented fields; and successful competition for highly competent stu-
dents who expect and deserve attractive scholarship offers beyond
those offered by our Benjamin Banneker Honors College.

In the academic area, Title III funding at Prairie View A&M
University has helped to mets critical needs associated with edu-
cating both the underprepared and high achievers. The impact has
been the establishment of several centers and services:

First, the Accelerated Learning Resource Center; the Chemistry
Laboratory Development; MATIENET; Academic Advising Center;
Curriculum and Instruction Improvement Laboratory; and lastly,
Creative Design.

In short, Title III funds at Prairie View A&M University have
made the following possibilities realities: Broadening the academic
support services; compliance with the State mandate for mandato-
ry testing and remediation; provisions of faculty development op.
portunities; provisions of stusient employment opportunities; and
lastly, enhancement of advanced technology, state-of-the-art equip-
ment and laboratory rehabilitation and renovation above minimal
levels.

It is my belief that Historically Black Colleges and Universities
will continue to be recognized for the contributions made under far
less than ideal circumstances. It is my fervent hope that in the re-
authorization process neither budget deficit nor crises of confidence
be allowed to cause our country to renege on a commitment made
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during the passage of the first major education access policy, the
National Defense Act:

"The security of the Nation requires the fullest development of
the mental resources and technical skills of its young men and
women .. . This requires programs that will give assurance that no
student of ability will be denied an opportunity for higher educa-
tion because of financial need."

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jefferson, distinguished colleagues, thank
you for the opportunity to testify before you on such a critical issue
as the need to guarantee access and equality in higher education to
all citizens, regardless of race, creed, color, or national origin.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Julius W. Becton, Jr. followsa
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JULIUS WESLEY BECTON, JR., PRESIDENT

PRAIRIE VIEW MM UNIVERSITY

A TESTIMONY BEFORE ME SUBCOMMITTEE OF EDUCATION AND LABOR

ON

ME REAUTHORIZATION OF ME HIGHER EDUCATION Arr

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

HOUSTON, =LAS

JULY n, 9ft

Mr. Chairman, representatives of the Congressional Black caucus, distinguished

colleagues from other NAFEO institutions, ladies and gentlemen, I am Julius Wesley

Becton, Jr., President of Prairie View Al&M University, Pinkie View, Texas. As the 102nd

Congress considers the sixth reauthorization of the Higher Education Aci, it becomes

imperative that the policies be made to respond positively to continue support of a truly

American treasure, the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HOCUs). How these

institutions fare throu6b the current decade will vety likely be a barometer of what blaeks

and other minorities can expect well into tbe 21it centwy. I commend the leadership for

holding this hearing on such issues vital to the preservadon of historically black colleges as

a national resource.

Today I speak as an eyewitness to the educaticnal process at HBCUs; I was a

student at Prairie View A&M University; I have returned to Prairie View MN University

as President. I, along.; with num other gradUates and ex.students, can attest to the vital

role our university and its companion institutions have played and continue to play in

American life and culture.
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Me sto. of historically black colleges and universities is a symbol of what America owes

every citizen: Pam Eauft and SartRSIthinitt.

While my colleagues and I will cover some of the same territory u we enunciate

the contributions of the HIICUs, delineate their continuing needs, and offer future

proposals for development that the reauthorization could endorse, I submit that our story

of triumph cannot be too often told. Historians at my institution liken the IIBCUs survival

and growth to the miraculous handiwork of making bricks with straw. Without a doubt

these institutions will figure largely in America's success in the global arena.

In Texas there are eight -- six private and two public -- historically black colleges

and universities. Prairie View A&M University, a public institution, is a land-grant

miversity and has been designated by the Texas legislature as a special purpose

institution, serving a diverse ethnic and socioeconomic population. Over 5,000 students

attend the university where they benefit from high quality academic programs in

engineering; nursing; accounting; computer engineering technology; pre-medical biology

and chemistry; liberal arts; agriculture; teacher education and other fields. Twenty

percent of the students are in graduate programs. Through basic and applied research and

through public service programs, Prairie View A&M University's boundaries extend to

national and international communities. The human, economic, and democratic benefits of

these programs are invaluable.

Despite the feats achieved in the face of tremendous odds, public HBCUs like

Prairie View AteM University can always hear at least one voice that argues vehemently

against continuation of HBCUs suggesting that in tight economic times the state cannot

afford to support all Of its colleges and universities and insisting that HBCUs be the one
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closed or under funded since they are no longer needed. It is at these times that highly

visible, unabashed support sustains hope of our studenfi and staff. On the occasion of the

1890 land-grant colleies and universities centennial celebration, the National Advisory

Committee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities

communicated the following affirmation:

These institutions provide meaningful points of
access and often better odds for retention Ad
attainment for blacks than ese currently evident in
other institutions . . These colleges not only
make distinctive coniributIons to their respective
student poops but they also provide cultural and
educational support to the wider black
community. In so doing, they enhance the fabric
and scope of life for many blacks, while
contributing to an overall cultural and
educational- diversity in American higher
education.

Among HBCUs many contributions are the following miraculous realities of the
dare to dream:

I. HBCUs succeeded with lifting the veil of ignorance from former slaves for

whom it WAS illegal to learn to read, write, or compute.

2. HBCUs produced the lion's share of black nurses, physicians, educators,

military officers, scientists, pharmacists, and other leaders.

Prairie View A&M University ...
produces more black medical college entrants than any other
institution in the State of Texas and is one of the largest
producers of black medical school entrants in the country.

stands as one of the five top producers of engineers at the
bachelors level.

counts among its distinguished alumni and ex-students
General Calvin Wallert. lei ader of the ground forces in
Operstion Desert Storm; Los Moore, Director of the Harris
County Medical District of the Harris County Medical District
(Houston, Texas); The Honorable Craig Washington,
Congressman; Percy Sutton, corporate owner/Investor; Dr.
Margaret Grigsby, physician.
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3. HBCUs confer over 30 percent of bachelor's degrees to black
undergraduates despite HBCUs enrolling only 27 percent of African-
American students.

4. HBCUs have become a portrait of multi-ethnic diversity in higher education.

Prairie View A&M University ...
has a student population that is 16% non-black; it has a faculty
that is 28% non-black.

S. HBCUs serve people and institutions in communities.

Prairie View A&M University ...
reaches 25 Texas counties, touching 100,000 families through
Cooperative Extension Service Programs for youth and semor
citizens as well as small business owners including farmers.

6. HBCUs maintain a meaningful presence in rtztturch.

Prairie View A&M University

engages in the study of radiation effects on electronic materialsystems and devices through energy research; it has thepotential to Increase opportunities for scientific and technicalresearch due to Texas' attraction of the Super Conducting
Super Collider.

7. HBCUs have broadened their scope of programs and recruitment to attract
and retain highly talented minorityyouth in underrepresented fields.

Prairie View A&M University ...
has established the Benjamin Banneker Honors College whichenrolls the academically talented in biology, chemistry,
engineering, computer science and selected business fields; ithas sent over 90% of the Honors college graduates to graduateand professional schools.
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8. HBCUs have provided role models and mentors not readily available in

communities inhabited by minority and low income Americans.

Prairie View A&M University ...

matches students and faculty mentors through its varied
student SerViCes programs; it features mentoring as a key
component of the professional leadership program in the
College of Business.

In her study Blacks in College. Dr. Jacqueline Fleming found that black students

experienced greater academic and personal growth at HBCUs. She stated that these

institutions " . apieared to effectively impart the orientation and skills that allow black

students to function well in the larger society: aspiration, confidence, motivation, and the

ability to enjoy competition in the integrated world." That study, I might add, was based

on 3,500 students at 15 institutions in Texas, Georgia, Mississippi, and Ohio.

In Texas, changing demography means that by the year 2000, Black and Hispanic

children below the age of 15 will comprise 50% of the population. Houston, just 45 miles

east of Prairie View A&M University, ranks among the 10 most heavily minority

populated cities. There is a disturbing contrast, however. Though numbers of low income

minority Americans are increasing and expected to continue to do so, the American

Council on Education (ACE) reported that black participation in higher education at

nearly all levels had declined. During the period 1980-1984, the decline was 4 percent at

the undergraduate and 12 percent at the graduate level. Given their phenomenal success

with that population which is rapidly becoming the numerical majority in the work force, it

appears that historically black colleges and universities can be trusted to make good on the

greater investment that may be made in them at tbe federal level. Hence, a show of

continued faith in these institutions can best be actualized and demonstrated in increased

federal funding generally and in simplification of implementation procedures.
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Title IV. This entitlement is the centerpiece of student aid at HBCUs and any
changes in it must stimulate college going rates of minorities and graduate and
professional school production.

A policy whose preference is more loans, fewer grants, is equally unattractive to

students from low and middle income families. Let me note here that this is critical to us
at Prairie View A&M University in that we enroll student- from both ends of the
spectrum: the low income whose families cannot contribute to the cost of their education
and the middle income families who earn just eno A not to qualify for aid but not enough

to substantially support their progeny through college and pay bills at home too.

Consider this scenario. A low income student receives a combination of a PELL
grant and a Stafford loan. His cohort from a middle income family receives a modest
family contribution and a Stafford loan. After college both graduates owe between $5,000
and $9,000 in loans. It doesn't very much matter who owes what. Each graduate faces a
Catch-22. Both graduates begin a career in teaching, or social work, or law enforcement,
all necessary occupations, but all non-high paying careers. Who's ahead now? Clearly,
both recent graduates entered from different socioeconomic backgrounds, but their
opportunities for assisting siblings to enter college, helping family out of crises, or saving
to pay for graduate or professional school are eclipsed by their being debt laden at the
very time they must face supporting a professional lifestyle including paying the high cost
of housing, transportation, and in.surance. Indebtedness early in the graduate's career
deters or at least slows their upward climb. It sends a message that college is not such an
attractive route to e&inomic advancement. That's a message our nation can ill afford to
send to so many who have been outside for so long.
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Like other NAPEO institutions, Prairie View AdiM University's clientele would

best benefit from acceptance of the following recommendations:

In 1 .. U II I '4.1 II 1 0 lj

Current levels have virtually ignored the increase in college costs over the
past decade thus increasing the need for students to borrow.

11 I I 1 I . }A, / I / , ,/ 41! a / /

There is evidence that poorly educated, low income students and their
families have limited experience or patience in conducting business affairs or
in executing official documents. Consequently, some pay exorbitant fees to
individuals or agencies to help them prepare documents but have no
guarantee that forms are either complete Of Seetlfate.

In the matter of needs analysis, the definition of s'independent" student should
be reviewed. Currently there is a vase disparity between the over age 24
independent student with dependents and the one without dependents.
Conditions in families and secrecy are thrusting more childless young people
into the independent category than existed when the enabling jegislation was
created.

Eliminale.thelnhalancLatsnialLInlaana,

To increase the number of persisters in college, grants for eligible students
ruther than loans could be awarded especially kr the freshman year.

Since 1985, the loan volume at Prairie View A&M University has increased
100% from funds emanating from Tide IV. Cues of students borrowing more
in a year than their parents earn a year Ire numerous..

EttMiLinllitutiOnllgaitaLlUnCillinnyinilitaaMptabinigia

The authority to allow movement of 25% instead of the current 10% of funds
among campusbased programs would assist institutions in being more
responsive to needs of their euentele.

1 ..II I I 1 # I 1; 11 ented

There is a dire need for scholarship support for talented middle income
students who comprise a significant pool from which graduate and
professionil school entrants ante expected to come.

Eroxide.a.new_authoriixint_dirsalandins.

Guidelines and standards should not restrict or burden institutions enrolling
large numbers of high risk borrowers.
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lik1IL In the legislative language, it is clear that the purpose of Title 111 is to

strengthen the eligible institutions' ".. . capacity to make a substantial contribution to the

higher education resources of the nation." One shudders to think of how the HBCUs

would have fared without Title III ilmding especially during the recent years when state

budgets and private coffers for higher education shrank. While we In Texas have

experienced remarkable program and facilities improvement since 1980, we at Prairie

View A&M University yet suffer from resources too meager to finance substantial

curriculum strengthening; administrative and management systems; research programs

and facilities; maintenance of our physical plant; attraction of a large cadre of recognized

:zaders in unrepresented fields; and successful competition for highly competent students

who expect and deserve attractive scholarship offers beyond those offered by our
Benjamin Banneker Honors College.

In the academic,area, Title III funding at Prairie View A&M University has helped

to meet critical needs associated with educating both the underprepared and high
achievers. The impact has been the establishment of several centers and service's;

The Accelerated Learning Resources Center ...

Provided seminars, workshops, tutoring and study materials to over 9,000students at the programs' headquartersin the J.B. Coleman Library and atsatellite sites in residence halls.

Chemistry Laboratory Development ...
Added state-of.the-art scientific equipment and computers to enhanceinstruction delivery.

MATHNET .

Provided computer applications laboratory used by over 3,000 students and byfaculty in research development and dissemination as well as curriculum
development and testing.

Academic Advising Center ...
Supported establishment of a freshman and sophomore advisement systemthat includes advisor training, student orientation, and academic counselingand advising.
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Curriculum and Instruction Improvement Laboratory

Developed curriculum materials, computers, and other electronic instruction
equipment used during 2,813 faculty and staff visits from 28 departments;

sponsored faculty development workshops featuring consultants and

outstanding educators.

Creative Design

Supported computer-based fashion design program (projected)

In short, Tit, 111 funds at Prairie View A&M University have made the following

possibilities realities:

1. Broadening of academic support services.

2, Compliance with state mandates for mandatory testing and remediation.

3. Provision of faculty development opportunities.

4. Provision of student employment opportunities.

5. Enhancement of advanced technology, state-of-the art equipment and

laboratory rehabilitation and renovation above minimal level.

It is my belief tbat historically black colleges and universities will continue to be

recognized for the contributions made under far less than ideal circumstances. It is my

fervent hope that in the reauthorization process neither budget deficits uor crises of

confidence be allowed to cause our country to renege on the commitment made during

passage of the first major education access policy, the National Defense Act:

'The security of the nation requires the fullest development of the mental resources

and technical skills of its young men and women ... This requires programs that

will give assurance that no student of ability will be denied an opportunity for

higher education because of financial need."

Mr. Chairman and eistinguished colleigues, thank you for this opportunity to testify

before you on such a crucial issue as the need to guarantee access and equality in higher

education to all citizens regardless of race, color, creed, or national origin.

44). I
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. President.
Dr. Harris?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HARRIS, PRESIDENT, TEXAS SOUTH-
ERN UNIVERSITY, ACCOMPANIED BY WILBUR GREENFIELD,
VICE-PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL OP-
PORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jefferson. I begin
this testimony on behaliF of Texas Southern University, and I wishto acknowledge the support of NAFEO, the National Association
for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, which organization
was responsible for helping to provide some of the data we need toget into the record.

I also wish to acknowledge the presence here today of Dr. WilburGreenfield, who is the vice-president of NAFEO, and is here to rep-resent us. I also wish to say, on behalf of the University, that weare delighted, Mr. Chairman, that you brought your committee
hearings to Texas Southern University, one of your alma maters,
despite what the General might say.

[Laughter.]
I wish to speak briefly on two matters before you. One is Title 111

of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, and the second isbriefly on Title IV of that same act.
Title III has several sections. One of them is to set aside for mi-nority institutions. We completely support the set-aside for minori-ty institutions, and I wish to make clear here that, in this context,minority institutions represent institutions other than the Histori-cally Black Colleges and Universities. They are generally institu-tions that contain large numbers of Hispanic students and faculty.The set-aside also includes the community college section. Andwhat has happened during the past several years is that 76 percentof the funds for the Part A set-asides goes to community colleges.
NAFEO has been concerned about not that that proportion goesto them but, as the lawyers currently construed, any new moneywould be put in at the same level, which means that there will nonew money for the other minority institutions.
We think that Congress needs to take a look at that and to seewhether or not some kind of new qualifier needs to be put intoplace so that minority institutions othernot to take the moneyfrom the community colleges; I cannot do that with my colleaguesitting next to mebut, certainly, that there be some way that itwould not have to necessarily go to that on that level.
We also endorse the recommendation to eliminate the 5-yearwait-out that is currently in place for the institutions in historical-ly black collegeI am sorryin the minority set-aside Part Agrant.
And we also recommend that there be an additional possibilityfor cooperation between and among colleges and universities in thePart A and Part B programs. Such interaction will permit thestrengths of one group to be magnified by the strengths of theother and thus enhancing overall contribution of the Title III pro-gram.
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Part B is the group that I wish to speak most about. Part B cur-
rently provides approximately 100 grants to strengthen the pro-

grams and management of Historically Black Colleges and Univer-

sities.
The awards are formula grants based on their relative enroll-

ment of Pell Grant recipients, the number of graduates, and the
number of graduates entering graduate and professional schools in

the areas in which blacks are underrepresented.
And I take this point to say that Congress needs to keep in mind

that that is every area of study in the world. Funded at approxi-

mately $2 million for the next fiscal year, Title III programs make

a significant contribution to the programmatic quality of Texas
Southern University.

One could make a number of arguments about the value of His-
torically Black Colleges and Universities to American life. But of

course, 1VIr. Chairman, you are fully aware of the contributions of
your two alma meters, namely Prairie View A&M and the Thur.
good Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University.

I am enormously proud of my undergraduate education at Paine
College, a member of the United Negro College Fund, which es-

teemed organization a distinguished member of your house of Con-

gress will soon lead.
But that association as a student, and then the tremendous

honor that has been given me to serve as president of two HBCUs,
make manifest to me the fact that without question these colleges

must be continuously strengthened so as to be able to affect more

lives in years to come.
Texas Southern University is the third largest historically black

university in the Nation. It is a large, complex urban institution
with almost 10,000 students. The university offers degrees at the
baccalaureate, the graduate and professional levels and makes a
major impact on the overall quality of life of Houston and of Texas
and, we think, of the world.

T.S.U. is one of the fastest-growing universities in the State, and

the applicant pool for 1991-92 is 30 percent higher than the pool
for 1990-91. In addition to being a fast growing institution, Texas
Southern University continues to open its doors to numerous disad-
vantaged youths while at the same time admitting to its classes

some of the best and the brightest young people in our State and

Nation.
Support from Title III has provided the financial margin that en-

ables us to make and keep the university attractive and productive.
I also want to emphasize that Title III, Part B, is one of the most
significant acts on the part of United States Congress because, by

so doing it, the Congress did reaffirm the fact that it did make
sense to give special attention to some of the resources of the
Nation so as to enable all of our universities to go forward.

When some of us, several years ago, thought of introducing an
idea of a set-aside for Historically Black Colleges and Universities,
we were told that it would not make sense and that we could not
get race-specific language through Congress.

But Congress was far ahead of us. Congress did, indeed, put in
the race-specific language we needed in Part B, and it has been one

22
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of the most significant things to happen in Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities in recent years.

There are a few thinp about Part B, though, that we wish to
bring to your attention. First, I heartily endorse the increase in the
floor of the set-aside. Currently, a college or university, by formulL
must receive at leaat $850,000. We believe that that number should
be increased to $500,000.

Texas Southern University, one of the largest of the universities,
receives far more than that. hi order to increase the floor would
probably mean an adjustment downward of Texas Southern Uni-
versity's figures.

But for the overall benefit of all of the institutions involved, the
small decline of our proportion would be greatly offset by the in-
crease in improvement 6150,000 could make to one of our smaller
universities or colleges.

We also ask for a continuation of HBCU Endowment Program,
which is generally known as the Frederick D. Patterson Program,
named after the founder of the United Negro College Fund, who
tirelessly insisted that the Federal Government should help to
make possible the development of endowments at historically black
colleges. In Dr. Patterson's words, he wanted to beg one time so
that we wouldn't have to beg forever.

A controversial part of Title III has been the graduate programs,
Section 826. Currently, by statute and by name, several Historical-
ly Black Colleges ancl Universities are involved in the graduate
program to support Historically Black Colleges and University
graduate and professional schools that "are making a substantial
contribution to the legal, medical, dental, veterinary, or other grad-
uate education opportunities for black Americans."

For some reason, when that bill was passed, the Florida A&M
University School of Pharmacy, the Xavier University School of
Pharmacy, the North Carolina Central University School of Law,
the Southern University School of Law, and the Texas Southern
University School of Pharmacy, and the Thurpod Marshall School
of Law at Texas Southern University were omitted.

We believe that those five schools should be includedthose six
schools should be included. On the current proposals, we are rec-
ommending that the School of Pharmacy at Xavier, the School of
Pharmacy at Florida A&M, the School of Law at North Carolina
Central, the School of Law at Southern, and either or both the
School of Law and the School of Pharmacy at Texas Southern Uni-
versity would share.

Now, I have some problem with that personally in that just be-
cause we are good encugh to have two schools does not mean that

zr::$42ht to be penalisW because we are doing so well. But we have
to languap that currently says and/or pharmacy and law

and if, in your wisdom, you want to cMnge that too, we would not
arpe.

aughter.]
As we go forth, we would be pleased to have your wisdom on

this. Mr. Chairman, I have saved my last few minutes to talk brief-
ly about the Part 4I am sorry, Title N.

The HBCUs enroll large numbers of students who come from
families without large incomes or long term wealth. Accordingly, I

0 ,i
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heartily endorse the recommendations put forth before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources in testimony by Dr.
Robert Atwell on behalf of the American Council on Education and
11 other higher education organizations, including NAFEO, to sup-
port heightened and expanded funding for Title IV student aid pro-
grams.

Dr. Atwell specifically called for support of the bill introduced by
Senator Kennedy which would provide additional support for stu-
dents under the Pell Grant Program. I specifically wish to urge
this committee to end the increasing transfer of student support
from grants to loans.

At Texas Southern University, where 70 percent of the students
receive some form of financial aid, students borrowed $21,030,651
for the current fiscal year to pay their educational expenses. That
comes out to an average of $2,213 per student borrowed. They are
drowning in a sea of loan debt.

It is, of course, true that students who receive an education
should bear some of the costs of going to college. But we should not
overlook two important factors. One is that money spent on educat-
ing young people is an investment in the Nation's future, not a
useless expenditure.

Another factor of equal importance and truth is that if these
young people graduate from our colleges and universities heavily
burdened with debt, they will have little money with which to buy
homes, automobiles and other goods and services that fuel our na-
tional economy.

I urge you not to mortgage further our Nation's future by shift-
ing our current burden onto the backs of our children through
heavy loan debt.

I thank you for hearing me, and I am pleased that you are hold-
ing these hearings.

[The prepared statement of William Harris followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before the Subcommittee this morning to speak

on behalf of Texas Southern University and to endorse the

recommendations of a dozen higher education associations on the

reauthorization of Title III of the Higher Education Act and to present any

support of heightened student aid through Title IV. I gratefully

acknowledge the help and support and assistance of the National

Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFE0) which

helped to produce much of the national data cited herein.

Title ill Institutional Aid (formerly Developing Institutions) is the

only federal program which provides direct assistance for academic and

financial development to institutions serving large proportions of

disadvantaged students. As suoh, it provides a margin for real growth and

development beyond mere survival for hundreds of community colleges,

four-year public and private institutions, Historically Black Colleges and

Universities (HBCUs), and other institutions serving predominantly

minority students.

The higher education community strongly supports reauthorizing Title

III at increased funding levels, with a number of technical changes to

better enable It to serve its constituency. The changes we propose for
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each of the three parts of the Title are outlined below:

Strengthening Institutions

Part A currently provides project grant awards to some 300

institutions with relatively low educational and general expenditures and

substantial enrollments of students receiving federal need-based aid. It

is used for faculty and academic program development, management, joint

use of libraries and laboratories, acquisition of equipment, and student

services.

Twenty-five percent of Part A appropriations are set aside for

institutions "with the highest percentages" of minority students. Under

4 language, institutions with the most meritorious project proposals

ao, high minority enrollments (over 80 percent, in some instances) must

- skipped over to fund applications of lesser merit from institutions

with higher minority enrollments. j join in recommendina that this

setaside he modified to institutions 'with higil_parientag

I Ii :

Another Part A setaside, for community colleges, has proved

controversial. When the program was first established, 76 percent of

funds were reserved for baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. In

1980 this was changed to a 24 percent floor for community colleges, but

their participation expanded rapidly and by the mid-1980s they received

2
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78 percent of Part A funding. In 1986 their setaslde was changed to a

fixed amount of $51.4 million, representing their current level of funding.

When appropriations for the program were reduced in FY 88, this

protected the community colleges, but it substantially impaired funding

for four-year institutions: they received nc new grants and had their

continuing grants reduced by 40 percent. Despite increased funding in

subsequent years, participation by four-year institutions has never fully

recovered, and community colleges still receive about 75 percent of Part

A funds.

It is important to assure that four-year institutions receive a fair

share of Title III-A support. While community colleges have a high

proportion of disadvantaged and minority students, larger numbers of

these students continue to be enrolled in public and private four-year

institutions. (In 1988, the last year for which data are available,

four-year colleges enrolled 2.5 million Title IV recipients and 1.3 million

minority students, compared to 1 million Title IV recipients and 1.1

million minority students In community colleges.) Another principal

objective of Part A, to help "institutions...face problems that threaten

their ability to survive," speaks directly to the needs of many small,

four-year private institutions, heavily dependent on tuition revenue and

without recourse to significant public or private funding .

3
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To address this issue, the recommendations we submitted to the

Subcommittee earlier this spring included a proposal to eliminate the

community college setaside, but the American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges later withdrew its support for this recommendation.

Therefore we do not have a consensus position on the issue at this time.

period _for institutions which successfully complete a Part A grant, The

current program properly emphasizes developmental as opposed to

operational grants: the purpose is to give an institution time to try a new

initiative and refine it before taking over its full support. In this

context, however, the five-year wait-out period makes little sense: If an

Institution successfully completes a III-A program and has another

initiative it wants to undertake, it ought to be permitted to apply for

assistance for those activities.

To improve cooperation and administration of both Part A and Part B

programs by participating institutions, we recommend that they be

grants for parts A and la be allowed _to be Awarded directly to _form'

gonsortia. Current regulations limit institutions to participation in only

one cooperative agreement, and consortia are not eligible grantees.

Direct consortial grants are permitted and have proved successful in the

4
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Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. Under such an

arrangement, the consortlal grantee would be a legal entity with

nonprofit tax-exempt status, and application by informal consortia of

convenience would be precluded. This approach places administration in a

neutral body, equally controlled and supported by the participating

institutions. This recommendation intends to foster cooperative

relationships between Part A and Part B institutions, as well as with.

other institutions that might wish to establish consortial relations with

them to maximize their degree offerings and facilities.

Part B: Strengthening Historically Black Colleges and

Universities

Part B currently provides approximately 100 grants to strengthen the

programs and management of Historically Black Colleges and Universities.

The awards are formula grants based on their relative enrollment of Pell

Grant recipients, number of graduates, and number of graduates entering

graduate and professional school in the areas in which Blacks are

underrepresented. Funded at approximately $2,000,000 for the next

fiscal year, Title III programs make a significant contribution to the

programmatic quality of Texas Southern University.

One could make a great number of arguments about the value of

historically black colleges and universities to American life. And, of

5
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course, Mr. Chairman you are fully aware of the contributions your two

alma meters, namely Prairie View A. & M. University and the Thurgood

Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University, have made. I am

enormously proud of my undergraduate education at Paine College, a

member of UNCF which esteemed organization a distinguished member of

your house of the Congress will soon lead. But that association as a

student, and then the tremendous honor that has been given me to serve as

President of two HBCUs make manifest to me the fact that with out

question these colleges must be continuously strengthened to as to be

able to affect more lives In years to come.

Texas Southern University, the third largest historically black

university in the nation, is a large complex urban institution with almost

10,000 students. The university offers degrees at the baccalaureate,

graduate and professional levels and makes a major impact on the overall

quality of life of Houston and of Texas. TSU is one of the fastest growing

universities in the state and the applicant pool for 1991-91 is thirty

percent higher than the pool for 1990-91. In addition to being a fast

growing institution, Texas Southern University continues to open its
doors to numerous disadvantaged youths while at the same time

admitting to its classes some of the best and brightest young people in

our state and nation. Support from Title III has provided the financial

8
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margin that enables us to make and keep the university attractive and

productive.

The case for increased support for Historically Black Colleges and

Universities is clear and compelling. As providers of equal educational

opportunity for over 100 years, they are responsible for the emancipation

of Blacks from illiteracy between 1865 and 1935 and for the education of

the majority of Black professionals. They enroll approximately 20

percent of the Black students in higher education, yet they graduate

almost 40 percent of the Blacks who earn baccalaureate degrees annually.

Many of our most distinguished Black Americans in medicine, law,

business, military and public service are graduates of HI3CUs.

Increased investment in these vital resources is an investment in our

nation, for their value is indisputable. The fact that you have taken

appropriate initiatives, including establishment of Title III-B, is a source

of encouragement to us all. Moreover, you have convened your meeting on

this historic campus and you have graciously extended to me this

invitation to present views on behalf of Black colleges and universities

as well as institutions representing the higher education spectrum. By so

doing, you clearly show your clear perception of the enormous

possibilities for progress inherent in our collective efforts to position

HBCUs and other developing institutions for the educational, social, and

7
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moral challenges facing us in the decades ahead.

The Congress clearly wishes to know what has happened with money

it has appropriated in the past. And with Title lII-15 this is a wonderful

story to tell. Appropriations for Title III-B totalled $351.2 million for

the period FY 87-91. Approximately 100 HEICUs received an average of

$714,000 per year. The number of institutions receiving the minimum

grant of $350,000 declined from 41 in 1987 with an appropriation of

$46.7 million to 14 in 1991 with an appropriation of $87.8 million. The

graduate and professional schools under Section 326 received $48.6

million from 1987 to 1991.

Between 1987 and 1990, in view of increase appropriations for Title

III-B, enrollment in HBOUs Me from 217,921 to 248,000 students--an

increase of over 13 percent. The number of Pell Grant recipients in

HBCUs increased by 5.8 percent, rising from 106,501 in 1987 to 11,178 in

1990. During this same period, HBCUs have been very productive also in

graduating students at the graduate level. 1987 there were 114

doctorates conferred to Blacks from total of 106 HBCUs, out of 1,080

doctorates conferred to Blacks from all U.S. institutions combined.

HBCUs, therefore, are graduating, on a per institution basis, three and a

half times more PhDs than all U.S. institutions. The ratio is about six

times for masters degrees. Some 12 HBCUs grant doctorates and 48 grant

8
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masters degrees.

The recommendations which follow are offered to increase the

awards of the neediest HBGUs which have not received more than the

minimum grant over the past five yearc, to allow for greater flexibility

in the uses of the funds, and to provide funding for five additional

graduate and professional schools and for those which are emerging.

We recommend increasing theAninimum Part_134trant from 9350.000 to

9500.000. This would help some fourteen smaller institutions, which do

not necessarily receive increases as appropriations increase because the

allotment is number-driven, based largely on the proportionate number of

Pell recipients.

We also recommend a change in the authorizing immune to_permit the

use of Part B funds for activities which are not mecifically authorized,

: I The current

language of the statute is too limiting; institutions need the flexibility

to use funds for activities which promote the goals of their program even

though they may not be specifically authorized. As the President of one

of the largest Part B institutions I am proud to support raising the floor

to help the smaller institutions.

Graduate Support, Part B also provides a separately-authorized

program (Section 326) for support of Historically Black Professional or

9
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Graduate Schools "making a substantial contribution to the legal, medical,

dental, veterinary, or other graduate education opportunities for Black

Americans. Five schools are named in the law as eligible for this

support, but since Section 326 was originally drafted, five more

institutions have developed graduate programs to deal with the

undersupply of minorities in criPlal areas of need. They Include: Xavier

University School of Pharmacy, Southern University School of Law,

Florida A & M University School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, North

Carolina Central University School of Law and the Texas Southern

University School of Law and School of Pharmacy.

We recommend that these schools be added to the list_of ellaibles. and

lhat the Secretary be authorized to designate additional institutions fat
II 1: I : . a 41 . II i

periodic amendment of the statute. Both recommendations will require

an jncrease in the authorization for Section 326,

The case for additional support for HBCU graduate programs is

particularly convincing in light of the fact, reported by ACE, that the

production of Black male doctorates dropped 47 percent from 1978 to

1989. In contrast, there has been a 63 percent increase in the number of

PhDs received by non-U.S. citizens. The National Science Foundation

reports that between 1978 and 1988 PhD recipients among non-U.S.

10
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citizens in the natural sciences increased from 14 to 24 percent. In

engineering, the percentage of doctorates awarded to foreign students

rose from 30 percent in 1978 to 45 percent in 1985. Furthermore, Black

Americans are the only minority group showing a decline in the number of

doctorates awarded between 1979 and 1989.

Clearly, it is our nation's interest to invest in the production of Black

doctorates to help replenish our aging professoriat and to help regain our

competitive edge. HBCUs have an unparalleled record in educating Blacks

at the undergraduate and graduate levels; therefore they are logical

institutions to receive federal help to increase the production of Black

PhDs.

A precedent for investing in HBCUs can be seen in NSF's establishment

of Centers of Excellence at majority institutions in the 1960s to increase

their capacity to produce PhDs in the sciences. Surely, the

underrepresentation of Blacks with doctorates in areas critical to the

national interest warrants a replication of this model which would

increase the capacities of HBCUs to offer doctorates as well as to

perform needed research.

Part C: Endowment Challenoe_Grania

This authority currently provides about 20 matching grants annually

to institutions eligible for either Parts A or B to establish or increase

11
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their endowments. During the grant period of up to ten years an

institution may not withdraw or expend any of the endowment fund

corpus; after termination of the grant the corpus may be used tor any

educational purpose. Institutions receiving grants are not eligible to

reapply for another ten years.

Challenge Grants are critical to assuring the fiscal stability of small,

under-funded institutions, particularly Historically Black Colleges and

Universities. Hampton, like her sister institutions but unlike her

majority counterparts, operates within a framework of a particular

vulnerability, a major antidote to which is sustained support from the

public and private sectors which, in all instances, can mean for these

institutions the difference between survival and extinction.

The establishment of the Endowment Challenge Grant Program in 1983

reflects the sensitivity of Congress to the fiscal vulnerability of Black

colleges and universities and other small, underfunded institutions. This

program fulfilled the dream of Dr. Fred Patterson, founded of the United

Negro College Fund (UNCF), and others who called for a major federal role

in ensuring the financial stability and self-sufficiency of HBCUs. During

the early years of the Part C program, HBCUs received about 50 percent of

the funds. However, in 1986 the application of the setaside for minority

institutions was removed from Part C, and since then HBCUs have

12
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received only 13 percent of the funds. Specifically: in 1987, three of six

awards went to HBCUs; in 1988, eight of twenty-four; in 1989, five of

twenty; and in 1990, two of twenty. From 1984-90, 66 HBCUs received

105 grants/grant reservations totaling $32.9 million, while 198

institutions ( including the 66 HBCUs) received 283 grants/grant

reservations totaling $114.5 million.

Therefore, legislative changes are needed to restore the original

intent of Congress that the endowment program ensure the financial

stability of HBCUs. We recommend _that $20 million of Part C

appropriations be reserved for HI3CUs, This is the identical reservation

that House and Senate conferees on the Educational Excellence Act agreed

to last year: although this legislation was not enacted, it is clear that

Congress wants the federal government to play a significant role In

preserving and advancing HBCUs as national resources. The general Part C

aighorization should be Increased from $20 million to $75 _ minim

We make.two other recommendations to improve the effectiveness of

Part C: 11,9 1

I LI 0,0 1 9 1 .

and grants should be capped relative to the size of the appropriation to

atm : a 9 11 /: 1 . a 1

few institutions. We suggest that grants be limited to $500,000 when

13
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the appropriation is under $11 minion, and to $1 million when the

appropriation is between $11 and $20 million.

Federal endowment support is appreciated in its own right. Just as

important, however, is the enormous extent to which it helps HBCUs

leverage private resources. Indeed, Texas Southern University can

document the fact that Endowment Grant generated twice as much

additional money from private sources.

In addition to the foregoing recommendations pertaining to the

Endowment Challenge Grant Program, please consider: (a) including some

flexibility in the legislation which would allow any HBCU with the

capability to generate endowment support to participate in the program;

(b) removing language which penalizes those HBCUs which have been more

successful in building their endowments in the private sector; and (c)

perhaps including a classification of HBCUs according to their fundraising

potential and level of endowment.

HBCUs enroll large numbers of students who come from families with

out large incomes or long term wealth. Accordingly, I heartily endorse

the recommendations put forth before the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources in testimony by Dr. Robert Attwell on behalf of the

American Council on Education and eleven other higher education

organizations to support heightened end expanded funding of Title IV

14
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student financial aid programs. Dr. Atwell specifically called for support

of the bill introduced by Senator Kennedy which would provide additional

support for students under the Pell Grant Program. I specifically wish to

urge this committee to end the increasing transfer of student support

from grants to loans. At TSU, where 70 percent of the students receive

some form of financial aid, students borrowed $21,030,651 for the

current fiscal year to pay their educational expenses. That comes out to

be an average of $2,213 per student. They are drowning in a sea of loan

debt.

It is, of course, true that students who receive an education should

bear some of the costs of going to college. But we should not overlook

two important factors. One is that money spent on educating young

people is an investment in the nation's future, not a useless expenditure.

Another factor of equal importance and truth is that if these young people

graduate from our colleges and universities heavily burdened with debt,

they will have little money with which to buy homes, automobiles and

other goods and services that fuel our national economy. I urge you not to

mortgage further our nation's future by shifting our current burden onto

the backs of our children through heavy loan debt.

I thank you for hearing me today.

1 5

4 0
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. President. And I will now
yield to my colleague from the great State of Louisiana.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To the panelists, all
who have come this morning, it is traditional at these field hear-
ings that one heaps praise upon the local member so as to endear
him further to his constituents and, of course, so as to win his
favor when we are back in Washington looking for help.

And so I, of course, will not depart from that tradition, but not
for those reasons. I want to say something good about Craig Wash-
ington because he deserves it. I remember meeting him for the firsttime in Washington, and some folks told me that people back in
Texas were so in love with this man until they were fighting over
him, literally.

can tell them I witnessed that, in part, this morning between
the presidents of Prairie View and Texas Southern Universities asthey fought to claim you as their own.

[Laughter.]
But Craig has only been there a short time, a year ahead of me,

but he has impressed all who have met him as an eloquent and
committed spokesman for the causes that he pursues. And believe
me, he pursues them with great passion, with great vigor, withgreat intelligence.

And his leadership will be, I think, shown to the whole Nation aswe see his career unfold in Washington. And as you have seen himin Texas in the State legislature, how he has done his work there.
So we may expect similar things from himif not greater thingsfrom him in Washington.

I am telling you what you already know, however, I am sure. Iwant to say, without taking up much time, how important it is that
we are here, and how happy I am to be here even though my dis-
trict is not very far from here, just across the way there in NewOrleans.

These are important hearings, and the reason we take the timeto go out into the field is for a reason which I statt at anotherhearing earlier. It is one thing to sit and to try and dete.mine what
is best for the Nation, and what should be done in higher educa-
tion, and how we should adjust this law or make changes or what-
ever, or re-enact it the way it is.

To make decisions about it in a vacuum, simply depending uponour skills of reasoning is one way to get after thiswhat ought to
happen, what should work. But what is better is to test the experi-ence of those who have been the consumers of the laws that have
been passed by the Congress, and those who have sometimes beenthe victims of the laws that have been passed by the Congress, andto try and straighten out the problems or to go back and say thesethings are working properly and let's keep them in place.

And as one who said it more eloquently than I can ever hope to
say it, Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "The life of the law is not logic,it's experience."

And I believe he is right, and that is why we are here more thananything else. To gather what we can in the way of information
from your experiences with this act so that we may go back andhave a better restilt for our country.
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The remarks you have madethat you two gentlemen have
made so far about historically black collegesI think add well to
the record that we are trying to make in Washington on this same
subject. And I think every time I hear someone talk, there is a new
angle, there is a new bit of information that helps to spark a point.

A.nd as Craig and I were just talking, we are going to put in an
act which will be separate that you probably know a little some-
thing about, Mr. staff director, that will deal with historically
black colleges and deal with the issue of opportunity and access
and, hopefully, will be folded into the reauthorizing act as we go
along.

But we will use it in New Orleans next week to focus on this
issue. So I want to say to you that I am very pleased to be a part of
these hearings, and very pleased to accept the invitation of our
Chairman, Mr. Washington, and very pleased to have a chance to
work on these most important issues at this time, in the critical
time in the history of our country where education, competitive-
ness and opportunity for everyone to a higher education is most
important.

And it is something that we all need to focus on and do better
with this great problem and this great challenge that faces us. So
thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting me these brief remarks.
And it is my pleasure to be here, and I look forward to the rest of
the hearing.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Congressman Jefferson, and I

would like to thank both of you very much for your testimony. Dr.

Harris, once again, thank you for the help that your staff has pro-
vided, and the administration faculty as well as the employees who

work on the campus, the policemen, everyone involvt: has been so
gracious in helping us and helping my staff and the committee
staff in order to make these hearings possible.

And you are an excellent host, and we bid you adieu, farewell
and good luck in Austin.

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BECTON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Dr. Green?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES GREEN, CHANCELLOR, HOUSTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Congressman Washington, Congressman
Jefferson. And before my distinguished colleagues leave the build.
ing, I want to endorse everything they have said about Historically
Black Colleges and Universities, being a product of one myself.

And I take away absolutely nothing from the comments they say.
I can only add to them in the area of financial assistance for needy.

And for those institutions that have done it for over 100 years, we
who are new can only champion their cause and say that, as a
product of their institutions, we are here to support their efforts
not only in continuing, but in providing them the assistance of the
students that we as the new institution now seek to serve in the
first 2 years of their education.

Unfortunately, I cannotI do not believe, and I have to check
this by asking Congressman Washingtonclaim Congressman

12
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Washington as an alum, unless he has taken one of my continuing
education courses, because we did not exist until 1971 and he, like
I, probably had completed our formal education at that time.

Mr. WASHINGTON. You are telling my age.
[Laughter.]
Mr. GREEN. We now, as a matter of record, serve 67,000-plus

local students. Contained within are many of the minorities that
ultimately attend both the historically black institutions and the
other educational institutions throughout the Nation.

But that is not the purpose of my particular testimony today. My
testimony today is much more specific than anything that has been
talked about thus far, and that is to talk about the complexity and
the difficulty of providing educational service to health science par-
ticipants in the education process who serve us in the hospitals
that so desperately need their help.

Earlier this year, the Houston Community College System pur-
chased land in the Texas Medical Center area adjacent to the facili-
ty that it presently occupies for the purpose of constructing a state-
of-the-art health science center to meet the needs of thousands of
Houstonians who apply yearly to the college health care programs
but cannot be served because of space restrictions.

The land has been purchased and the plans have been drawn,
but the Houston Community College does not have the financial re-
sources to build that facility. Our need is for a one-time allocation
that would fund the entire project.

As the largest health science trainer in the Gulf Coast region,
Houston Community College serves more than 2,400 students a
year in two nursing programs; associate degree nursing for a regis-
tered nurse, and a licensed vocational nursing program, plus 18
allied health programs and disciplines such as physical therapy, ra-
diography and nuclear medicine technology.

Presently, the college shares facilities with the High School for
Health Professions. The college occupies 25 percent of the second
floor, and the entire third floor. Library facilities are shared. That
means that is less than half a high school for the training of some
of Houston's key health professionals.

Because of space limitation, the Houston Community College
Health Science Facility is only able to accommodate 20 percent of
the students who apply each year, even though classes are offered
days, evenings and weekends. This leaves literally thousands of as-
piring students out of the educational route that has the creden-
tials to train them for meaningful careers in an area that is pres-
ently experiencing crippling shortages, both locally and nationally.

The four most recent additions to the roster of health science
programsnurse aide, medical records technology, pharmacy as-
sistant technology and diagnostic medical sonographyare without
laboratories due to space restrictions.

Two health science programsmedical laboratory technology
and mental health associatehave been forced to relocate to an al-
ternate Houston Community College campus, again because of
space restrictions. These programs in an area that is not accessible
by public transportation, although many of the health science stu-
dents commute in this manner daily.
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The proposed new health science facility would put all health sci-
ence education under one roof in a center that will accommodate
more than 4,000 students, increasing the number of students who
can be served by close to 3,000. Equipment and labs will incorpo-
rate the latest in health care technology in a functional, pleasant
environment that will enhance learning for a body of students,
most of whom hold jobs while they pursue an education.

The Houston Community College System Health Science Center
is a Texas Medical Center institution, a prestigious designation for
any institution of higher education. Most of the clinical practicums
lodged for Houston Community College students are in the Texas
Medical Center Hospitals.

The Texas Medical Center is two and one half times larger than
any medical center in the world. It has 41 member institutions and
serves over 107,000 patients daily. About 2,350,000 patient visits
are scheduled each year. The Texas Medical Center is also the larg-
est single employer in Houston with approximately 50,000 full and
part-time employees.

People from all over the world flock to the Texas Medical. Center
because of its international reputation for excellence and advanced
technology. At the end of 1990, there were 1,800 job vacancies in
the Technical Medical Center. It is projected that an additional
2,500 jobs will be created in the next 3 to 5 years.

Citywide, there is an 18 percent shortage of health professionals
in hospitals and clinics. This is one of the highest rates of vacancy
in the country. The success of our college health science students
reflects the excellence of the medical community that it serves.

The passing rate of the Houston Community College health sci-
ence students taking their board certification exams is 87.8 per-
cent. In the critical disciplines of associate degree nursing and li-
censed vocational nursing, the rate increases to 92 percent.

In addition to teaching credentials, all health science instructors
have been working professionals in their disciplines, enabling them
to take instruction beyond the textbook and laboratory and infuse
the vital element of the real world work into the training process.

The college associate degree nursing program has established a
working partnership with several Texas Medical Center Hospitals
to upgrade their licensed vocational nurses and public health care
employees to registered nurses.

Some of the classroom and laboratory spaces, and all of the clini-
cal practicum slots are provided by the partnership hospitals. Rela-
tionships of this nature are built on respect. We, the Houston Com-
munity College, are considered a quality teaching institution, and
these prestigious hospitals would not entrust this task to us were
our training not thus.

The Medical Center Hospitals heartily endorse the need for the
college to move ahead with the new facility in order to cope with
the crises of the shortage of health care providers. The institutions
expressing their support include St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital,
Methodist Hospital, Hermann Hospital, M. D. Anderson Cancer
Center, the Harris County Hospital District, and many more.

We have enclosed a letter to Congressman William Ford by Dr.
William E. Renardi, president and chief executive officer of the
Texas Medical Center, begging your endorsement of our request.

4
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In April of this year, the board of trustees of the Houston Com-
munity College System unanimously approved a resolution to name
the proposed health science facility in memory of the late Con-
gressman George Mickey Leland. The college believes that it is
fitting tribute to Congressman Leland's undying commitment to
the preservation of life through education and health care.

This commitment is also at the heart of our efforts to build a
new health science center. There is no single strategy that can con-
tribute more to the economic well-being of our city than matching
job training with available jobs.

The equation is simple. If we train unemployed and underem-
ployed individuals in the health care professions where there are
shortages projected to last well into the 21st century, we are creat-
ing a base of productive citizens with secure futures.

We are meeting the serious shortages that exist in our medical
community, and we are ensuring quality health care, not only for
Houstonians, but for people all over the world. The only missing
link in this equation is the new health science center. We are
asking you to provide us with that link.

I would like to thank both you, Congressman Washington, and
you, Congressman Jefferson, for the opportunity to testify and to
indicate that our support here this morning is in the form, not only
of myself but the chairman of my board, Mr. Bruce Austin is
present, and my vice-chancellor of academic affairs, Dr. Harding,
and others to include students that you will hear testify later on.

And subject to your questions at the appropriate time, this com-pletes my presentation.
[The prepared statement of Charles Green follows:]
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HONORABLE WILLIAM FORD

CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

2451 RAYBURN

HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
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SPEECH/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, DR. GREEN

Earlier this year, the Houston Community College System
purchased land in the Texas Medical Center, adjacent to the facility it
presently occupies, for the purpose of constructing a state-of-the-art
Health Science Center to meet the needs of the thousands of
Houstonians who apply yearly to the college's health care programs
but cannot be served because of space restrictions.

The land has been purchased and the plans have been drawn,
but the Houston Community College System does not have the
financial resources to build the facility. Our need is for a one-time
allocation that will fund the entire project.

As the largest health science trainer in the Gulf Coast region,
Houston Community College serves more than 2,400 students a year
in two nursing programs, Associate Degree Nursing for RN's and a
Licensed Vocational Nursing program, plus 18 allied health programs
in disciplines such as physical therapy, radiography, and nuclear
medicine technology.

Presently, the college shares a facility with the High School for

Health Professions. The college occupies approximately 25 percent of
the second floor and the entire third floor. Library facilities are

shared. That's less than half a high school for the training of some of
Houston's key health practitioners.

Because of space limitations, the HCCS Health Science facility is
only able to accommodate 20 percent of the students who apply
each year, even though classes are offered days, evenings and
weekends. This leaves literally thousands of aspiring students out
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of an educational loop that has the credentials to train them for

meaningful careers in an area that is presently experiencing

crippling shortages.

The four most recent additions to the roster of health science

programs - Nurse Aid, Medical Records Technology, Pharmacy

Assistant Technology and Diagnostic Medical Sonography - are

without laboratories due to space restrictions. Two Health Science

programs, Medical Laboratory Technology and Mental Health

Associate, have been forced to relocate to an alternate HCCS campus;

again because of space restrictions. These programs are in an area

that is not accessible by public transportation, although many Health

Science students commute in this manner.

The proposed new Health Science facility would put all Health

Science education under one roof in a center that will accommodate

more than 4,000 students, increasing the number of students who

can be served by close to 3,000. Equipment and labs will incorporate

the latest in health care technology in a functional, pleasant

environment that will enhance learning for a body of students most

of whom hold jobs while they pursue an eduCation.

The Houston Community College System Health Science Center

is a Texas Medical Center institution, a prestigious designation for

any institution of higher education. Most of the clinical practicum

slots for HCCS students are in Texas Medical Center hospitals.

The Texas Medical Center is 2-and-a-half times larger than any

medical center in the world. It has 41 member institutions and

serves over 107,000 patients daily. About 2,350,000 patient visits

are scheduled each year. The Texas Medical Center is also the largest
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single employer in Houston with approximately 50,000 full and part-
time employees. People from all over the world flock to the Texas
Medical Center because of its international reputation for excellence
and advanced technology.

At the end of 1990, there were 1800 job vacancies in the Texas
Medical flenter. It is projected that an additional 2500 jobs will be
created in the next three to five years. City-wide there is an 18
percent shortage of health professionals in hospitals and clinics. This
is one of the highest rates of vacancy in the country.

The success of the college's Health Science students reflects the
excellence of the medical community that it serves. The passing rate
for HCCS Health Science students taking their board certification

exams is 87.8 percent. In the critical disciplines of Associate Degree
and Licensed Vocational Nursing, the rate increases to 92 percent.

In addition to teaching credentials, all Health Science
instructors have been working professionals in their disciplines,
enabling them to take instruction beyond the textbook and
laboratory and infuse the vital element of the "real world of work"
into the training process.

The college's Associate Degree Nursing program has established
working partnerships with several Texas Medical Center hospitals to
upgrade their LVN's and other health care employees to RN's. Some
of the classroom and laboratory space and all of the clinical
practicum slots are provided by the partnership hospital.

Relationships of this nature are built on respect. Were the
college not a quality teaching institution, these prestigious hospitals
would not entrust it with the task of the training their
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health professionals.

The Medical Center hospitals heartily endorse the need for the

college to move ahead with the new facility in order to cope with the

crisis of the shortage of health care providers. The institutions

expressing their support include St. Lukes Episcopal Hospital,

Methodist Hospital, Hermann Hospital, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center,

the Harris County Hospital District and many more. Here is a letter

written to Congressman William Ford by Dr. Richard E. Wainerdi,

president and chief executive officer of the Texas Medical Center .

In April of this year, the Board of Trustees of the Houston

Community College System unanimously approved a resolution to

name the propose,: health science facility in memory of the late

Congressman George "Mickey" Leland. The college believes that it is a

fitting tribute to Congressman Leland's undying commitment to the

preservation of life through education and health care. This

commitment is also at the heart of our efforts to build a new Health

Science Center.

There is no single strategy that can contribute more to the

economic well being of our city than matching job training with

available jobs. The equation is simple. If we train unemployed and

underemployed individuals in the health care professions where

there are shortages projected to last well into the 21st century, we

are creating a base of productive citizens with secure futures; we are

meeting the serious shortages that exist in our medical community;

and we are insuring quality health care not only for Houstonians, but

for people all over the world. The only missing link in the equation

a new Health Science Center. We are asking you to provide us

that missing link.
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Texas Medical Center

Richard E. Wainerdi, Ph.D.
President and
Chief Executive Officer

Comeau= William Ford
Chair=
Committee on Education and Labor
United States House of Representatives
2431 Raybtun Home Office Building
Washington, DC 20315

Dear Congusmun Ford:

July 17, 1991

406 Jesse H. Jones
Library Budding

Houston. Texas
77030.2894

Please accept this letter in full support of the proposal for the Houston Community
College System °." consmict a new facility for Health Science education.

Presently, them are sevem personnel shortages in all health science professions that
will continue to grow in the coining years. The Houston Community College System is
attempting to *Baute many of these shortages by offering educational programs in 20 allied
health and numb% disciplines.

Last year, the College System's Health Science division experienced a 15 percem
enrollment growth, bringing it to full capacity. The division shares a facility with the Ifigh
School for Health Professions and the limited space prohibiu any further growth in the
college's programs which are so vital to the medical community.

I would appreciate any consideration you give to this proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard B. Wainerdi

REW/ddc

MX. 713 791-8872 713 791-8800
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Dr. Green. We are very pleased to
have the chairman of the board here also. Dr. Barrera?

STATEMENT OF ADOLFO R. (SONNY) BARRERA, ASSISTANT VICE-
PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND DIRECTOR, MINORITY
STUDENT AFFAIRS, SOUTHWEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. BARRERA. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jefferson, on behalf of South-
west Texas State University [SWT], and our president, Dr. Jerome
Supple, we extend our gratitude to the Subcommittee on Postsec-
ondary Education, Representative Craig Washington and Texas
Southern University for your invitation to testify on the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act.

On Novem"uer 8, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson returned to
the campus of his alma mater, Southwest Texas State University,
to sign into law the Higher Education Act. President Lyndon B.
Johnson said, "Progress in education won't solve all of our prob-
lemo. But without progress in education, we can't solve any of our
problems."

It is with this spirit in mind that SWT goes on record in full sup-
port of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Specifical-
ly, we focus our remarks on Title III, Strengthening Institutions
Program.

Before getting to the meat of my remarks, allow me to provide a
brief historical perspective on our institution. SWT is a 4-year uni-
versity with an enrollment of more than 20,000 students. The uni-
versity is located in San Marcos, between Austin and San Antonio,
in the heart of the Interstate (I-35) Corridor.

Early in the last decade, unparalleled statewide growth and pros-
perity were followed by a virtual collapse of the oil, agriculture,
and manufacturing fiscal base. At the same time, growth of minori-
ty populations brought a higher influx of underprepared and lin-
guistically diverse students who required alternative instructional
delivery and support systems.

The influx of ethnic minorities has permanently changed the de-
mographics of the region and the population the university serves.
One of the most difficult challenges facing the university is how to
continue to serve the traditional college population while meeting
.the unique needs of a multicultural and socioeconomically diverse
nontraditional population.

In order to understand the magnitude of this challenge, it is nec-
essary to describe the fabric of the diverse community which the
university serves. Today, 50 percent of the public school children
on the 1-35 corridor are Hispanic and black, while the population
of white students comprises the other 50 percent.

The new ethnic change of the region and Texas is reflected in
the student population through the local school districts. At the
university, we anticipate that within the next 10 years, the com-
bined presence of blacks and Hispanics will constitute a majority
proportion of the university's total enrollment.

While it is heartening to anticipate the increase in diverse popu-
lations who choose to take advantage of the higher educational op-
portunities at SWT, there will remain a significant segment of the
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total population who will never reach for the opportunities the uni-
versity offers.

Poverty, lack of career and academic counseling, and first gen-
eration college bound status restricts a s*nificant segment of mi-
nority students from attending college. Those who do enter SWT
need specialized student support services and role models to help
them succeed.

Without these services, it is likely that they will encounter a re-
volving door, leaving college because of lack of skills and resources
needed to achieve. To be successful with these students, universi-
ties like Southwest must provide comprehensive, innovative pro-
grams designed to create an educational environment that supports
state-of-the-art student services.

With its current fiscal restraints, Southwest Texas State Univer-
sity cannot prepare for this challenge and conversion without ex-
ternal resources. Since State appropriations have dropped from 90
percent to 60 percent between 1984 and 1990, SWT is facing a crisis
of veater demand with fewer resources.

To meet the challenge, a viable source for external fundhig is the
Strengthening Institutions Program, Title III of the Higher Educa-
tion A.ct. While the SWT administration supports fully the reau-
thorization of the Higher Education Act, SWT as a designated eligi-
ble institution under the Strengthening Institutions Program needs
to_pursue Title III funding.

These potential funds are necessary to assist the institution to
improve its academic quality, institutional management, fiscal sta-bility, and strengthen our capacity to make a substantial contribu-
tion to the higher education resources of the Nation. Through these
development grants, SWT hopes to provide quality postsecondary
educational opportunities for all citizens.

As the authors of "One-Third of a Nation" have urged, "Ameri-
ca's institutions of higher learning must renew and strengthen
their efforts to increase minority recruitment, retention and grad-uation."

With this guidance in mind, the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act is imperative. SWT advances the following four rec-
ommendations pertinent to Title III funding for consideration:

1. Eliminate granting waivers for eligibility to compete for Title
III funds. Any and all developing institutions with a vested interestin submitting competitive proposals for funding should be author-
ized to compete.

2. Set-aside funding for community colleges limits funds avail-
able for 4-year colleges. SWT, as a 4-year institution, favors fund-
ing proposals on merit rather than on classification.

3. Expand the minority institution preference to include institu-
tions such as SWT which demonstrate significant potential to in-
crease its ethnic minority proportion of total enrollment, given theavailability of ethnic minority students in the college-bound high
school cohort.

4. Enhance the fund-raising activities of Title III funded institu-
tions which will support enrollment, retention and graduation ofethnic minority students specifically in critical discipline areassuch as math and science, teacher education, and health profes-sions.
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I would like to add as a postscript to my testimony, pertaining to
Title IV, that the proposed income-dependent education assistant
loan idea, which was introduced by Congressman Petri, offers a
new way of providing Title IV assistance.

While we have not had an opportunity to fully analyze the
impact of the proposed programs, I do encourage you to give it very
serious study.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Adolfo R. (Sonny) Barrera follows:]

5 4
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Mr. Chairmen,

On behalf of Southwest Texas State University (SWT), and our Prosident

Dr. Jerome Supple, we extend our gratitude to the Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, Representative Crsig Washington and Texas Southern

University for your Invitation to testify on the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act.

On November 9, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson returned to the

campus of his Alma Mater, Southwest Texas Slats University, to sign Into law

the Higher Education Act. President Lyndon B. Johnson said, "Progress In

education won't solve all our problems. But without progress in education, we

can't solve any of our problems." it is with this spirit in mind that SWT goes

on record in full support of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Specifically, we focus our remarks (testimony) on This Pi, Strengthening

institutions Program.

Before getting to the meat of my remarks, allow me to provide a brief

historical perspective on our institution. SWT is a four-year university with

an enrollment of more then 20,000 s:udents. me university is located In San

Memos, between Austin and Sen Antonlo, In the heart of the Interstate (I-33)

Corridor.

Early in the last decade, unparralled statewide growth end prosperity were

followed by virtuei collapse of the oil, agriculture, one manufacturing fiscal

base. At the same time, growth of minority populations brought a higher influx

of underprepared and linguistically diverse StUdente who required

alternative instructional delivery and support systems. The influx ofethnic

minorities has permanently changed the demographiCS Of the region and the

population the university serves. Ono of the most difficult challenges facing the

university is how to continue to serve the traditional college population while

meeting the unique needs of a multicultural and .6410-economically diverse

nontraditional population.

In order to undrirstand the magnitude of this challenge, It Is necessary to

describe the fabric of the diverse community which the university serves.

Today, 50% of the public school children on the 145 corridor are Hispanic

(38%) and Black (12%), while the population of white students constitutes

M. The new ethnic change of the region and Texas Is reflected in the student

population through the local school districts.

r Lo
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At the university, we anticipate that within ten years, the combined

presence of Blacks and Hispanics will constitute a majority proportion of the

university's total enrollment.

While it is heartening to anticipate the Ingress* in diverse populations

who choose to lake advantage of the higher educational opportunities at SWT,

there will remain a significant segment of the total population who will never

reach for the opportunities the university offers. Poverty, lack of career and

academic counseling, and first generation college bound status restricts a

significant segment of minority students from attending college. Those who do

enter SWT need specialized student support services and role models to help

them succeed. Without these services, It I. likely they will encounter "a

revolving doordsaving college because of lack of skills and resources needed to
achieve. To be successful with these students, universities like INT must

provide comprehensive, Innovative programs, designed to create an academia

environment that supports and provides "state of the art" student servioes.

With its current fiscal restraints, SWT cannot prepare for this challenge

and conversion without external resources. Sinus state appropriations have

dropped from SO% to SO% between 1284 end 1000, SWT la facing a oriels of

greater demand with fewer resources.

To meet the challenge, a viable source for external funding Is the

Strengthening institutions Program, This ill, of the Higher EducationAct of

1063. While the SWT administration supports fully the rsauthorizetion of
Higher Education Act, SWT as a designated eligible hislitutIon under the

Strengthening institutions Program needs to pursuel1tle III funding. These

potential funds are net:pear/ to assist the Institution to improve Its academia

quality, institutional management, fiscal stability, and strengthen our capacity

to make a substantial contribution to the higher education rmourose of the
nation. Through these development grant opportunities, SWT hopes to provide

quality postsecondary educational opportunities ior all citizens.
As the authors of One:Third of a Nstloq Immo crow, osmotic.%

institutions of higher learning must renew and strengthan their efforts to

Increase minority recruitment, retention and graduatIon." With this guidance
in mind, the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act Is imperative.
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SWT advances the following four recommndations pertinent to Title HI funding

for consideration:

1) Eliminate granting waivers for eligibility to compete for Title III

funds. Any and ell developing Institutions with vested interest In submitting

competitive proposals for funding should be authorized to Compete.

2) Set aside funding for community colleges limits funds available for

four-year colleges. SWT, as a four-year institution, favors funding proposals

on merit rather than on classification.

3) Expand the minority institution preference to Include institutions such

as SWT which demonstrate significant potential to imam its ethnic minority

proportion of total enrollment given the availability of ethnic minority students

In the college bound high school cohort.

4) Enhance the fund raising activities of Title ill funded institutions

which will support enrollment retention and graduation of ethnic minority

students specifically In critical discipline areas such as Math/Science, Teacher

Education, and the Health Professions.

r ;0 0
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Dr. Barrera. Dr. McMillan?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH T. MCMILLAN, JR., PRESIDENT, HUSTON-
TILLOTSON COLLEGE

Mr. Mc MILIAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Congressman Wash-
ington, Congressman Jefferson, members of the subcommittee who
are not in attendance today but who will read transcripts and see
tapes, I am Joseph T. McMillan, Jr., president of Huston-Tillotson
College, located in Austin, Texas.

I call to your attention the error in the witness list, and that it is
Joseph T. and not P., and because my dad is alive and well, I
always carry the Junior.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you.
Mr. McMILLAN. Huston-Tillotson College is one of 41 member in-

stitutions of the United Negro College Fund, affectionately known
as UNCF, and the oldest educational institution in the city of
Austin.

We are, in fact, the largest minority business in the city of
Austin, the greatest provider of minority baccalaureate education
in the city of Austin. And I appear today on behalf of the 41
member institutions of the United Negro College Fund.

More than, or sproximately 50,000, students enrolled at 41
member institutions are spread throughout 48 of the 50 States. An
additional 1,504 international students from 30 foreign countries,
and some 809 students from United States possessions, the Virgin
Islands in particular.

I am pleased to have this opportunity very much to speak before
this committee and to affirm the importance of the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act. Indeed, there is much more we all
share in common in our commitment to higher education on this
panel and the subsequent panels than we disagree.

And yet, there are certainly some subtleties whereby I would like
to lift up a perspective which reflects the concern of the independ-
ent sector, notably the five historically black United Negm College
Fund institutions in the State of Texas and, indeed, all 41 member
institutions of the United Negro College Fund.

Perhaps a snapshot of the United Negro College Fund might be
helpful. During the past few years, 31 of our 41 member institu-
tions have experienced enrollment gains of some 16 percent over
the past 4 years. At Huston-Tillotson College alone, we have experi-
enced a growth of 38 percent enrollment increase in 1 year alone.

We now enroll about 715 students. Perhaps significantly, 80, or
11 percent, come from Harris County. A good number come from
Louisiana also, Mr. Jefferson. And 79 students, or 11 percent, are
international; 13 percent are from out of State. We also enrolled 79
percent African-American youths, some 3 percent Hispanic youths,
some 3 percent Anglo youth, and some 3 percent Asian and other
youth.

The Title IV programs provide very significant support for stu-
dents at United Negro College Fund institutions and, indeed, some
61 percent of all UNCF students receive Pell Grants, 33 percent re-
ceive the SEOG Grant, 37 percent receive the College Vlork Study
Grant, and some 51 percent receive Stafford Loans.

5
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Most students receive multiple forms of the Title IV programs. It
is very interesting to note that the United Negro College Fund
presidents note with alarm that the number of borrowers f'rom the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, the Stafford Loan Program,
has doubled. This number has increased from some 11,000 in 1982-
83 to some 22,000 by 1988-89, and the number and the percent of
students who must borrow money each year continues to grow.

Thus, we end with the very simple notion that the Title IV pro-
gram must clearly look at the Pell Grant as an entitlement pro-
gram, just as Social Security is an entitlement program. Indeed, it
is greater access to higher education at the front end of the age
continuum.

It is so vital to the progress and equality of life in America,
surely you must see it as an entitlement, just as Social Security
benefits the aged, the infirmed, and the other very special catego-
ries at the other end of the continuum.

As you know, Title III was completely rewritten during the 1980
reauthorization period, and again in 1986. Title III is the single
largest institutional aid program funded by the Federal Govern-
ment under the Higher Education Act or any other general or Fed-
eral statute, inch,ding the Morrill Act.

As you know, Title III authorized three separate programs of
funding for eligible institutions and provides direct institutional as-
sistance to a variety of institutions of higher education, especially
those serving a large number of low income students.

At Huston-Tillotson College, some 89 percent of our students are
recipients of the Title IV programs. Three programs included, obvi-
ously, are the Strengthening Institutions Program; the Strengthen-
ing Historically Black Colleges and Universities Program, which
includes Section 326 on the graduate professional schools; and the
Endowment Challenge Grant Program.

United Negro College Fund, among others, has played a very sig-
nificant role in working with Senator Paul Simon and Chairman
Augustus Hawkins in rewriting this law, which constitutes the
only real form of institutional assistance which most of the Histori-
cally Black Colleges and Universities receive from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

In our view, Part B of the Black College and University Act re-
quires only minor changes in the Reauthorization Act. If it is not
broken, do not fix it. And we are not suggesting that you would fix
it, but would ask you to look at a few options which would
strengthen the program and allow it to serve better those institu-
tions which have been served.

Four important points and changes I would call to your attention
for consideration:

First, I, too, join General Becton, Dr. Harris, and other col-
leagues who favor increasing the minimum grant from $350,000 to
$500,000. In fact, the United Negro College Fund position is very
strongly in favor of increasing the minimum grant from $350,000 to
$500,000.

You might note that three institutions in Texas would be benefit-
ted by this; Wiley College, Jarvis College and Southwestern Chris-
tian College. Secondlyand, I note a typographical error in my
draft of testimony. I note that it says the "Bus Administration."

¶
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Indeed, that is the Bush Administration program to establish a
setaside of some $20 million for Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. We reaffirm, with a special emphasis on Part C, the
Endowment Challenge Grant.

Huston-Tillotson College was turned down for a Challenge III
Grant this past year, and we would certainly look forward to re-
competing or re-entering an application for that. And that endow-
ment building is critical to the success of all institutions, surely to
smaller, liberal arts institutions and, indeed, to Historically Black
Colleges and Universities.

Thirdly, we do favor adding new graduate and professional
schools to Section 826 of Part B, and we identify those institutions
in the draft. A more important thing, I think, though, is that I
would like to call your attention another typographical error. And
that is at the very bottom of page two of my draft, I note "but not
both," and let me clarify what I mean by that.

We suggest to add five new_graduate professional schools to Sec-
tion 826 of Part B, including Xavier University School of Pharma-
cy; the Southern University School of Law; the Texas Southern
University School of Law or the School of Pharmacy, but not both.

And the "but not both," in all due respect to Dr. Harris, suggests
that in your good wisdom, that you would consider that support for
one of the outstanding graduate schools of Texas Southern would
be the support position from United Negro College Fund, but not
both at this point in time.

But the "but not both" does not pertain, I should add, to the
Florida A&M School of Law or Pharmaceutical Sciences, and the
North Carolina Central University School of Law. And if you were
to read the text as it is typed, the misplacing of the comma would
suggest that the "but not both" pertains to Florida A&M and
North Carolina.

But instead, I regret to say even in Texas, even in the esteemed
auditorium of my good colleague, that but not both for Texas
Southern is the position that we would take. Fourthly, we do favor,
in fact, establishing a statutory mechanism for bringing the five
new graduate schools, but not six, into Section 826 without reduc-
ing the funding for any of the current recipients.

In other words, hold harmless, grandfather their support through
the current legislature, and do not jeopardize that funding unless
there is s*nificant funding that we can do both.

The UNCF supports inclusion of a uniform methodology for cal-
culating the number of graduates who complete their studies in 4
or 5 years. Dr. Becton referred to the several technical things that
could be done in the legislature that would make it easier to calcu-
late the number of students who go on to graduate and professional
school, and we do indeed favor that kind of legislature.

We also recommend inclusion of a general authority in Section
328, which would permit institutions to implement activities that
are not currently funded, with an emphasis on teacher preparation
or outreach programs or fund-raising, and strengthening those
kinds of developmental aspects at the institutions, all of which are
currently excluded from the legislature.

Under Part C, we believe that a cap in the amount of the endow-
ment grant, though, would help all of us. As much as we favor not
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both in the case of Texas Southern, we favor not allowing any one
institution to receive such a high percentage of allocation that it
would not be possible for other institutions to build an endowment.

Finally, we strongly support other authorization of $150 million.
I would urge it to be raised to at least $250 million in the course of
the 5-year life of the authorization.

United Negro College Fund and Huston-Tillotson College and I,
personally, am indeed very pleased with the progress that has oc-
curred in the course of the life of the Nation since the last authori-
zation of the Higher Education Act in 1986.

Indeed, concepts of access, concepts of choice for all American
students, and the importance of diversity in higher education; the
public sector or the private sector, the small college, the large col-
lege. Texas Southern and Huston-Tillotson College, and all the
State universities of this State all provide something very, very im-
portant that we have to affirm in this reauthorization.

So let there be no doubt about it, we all favor reauthorization of
higher education as a commitment nationally to preparing young
people for global leadership, for the challenges of the 21st century.
And this is one of the great ways that our government can make a
commitment to young people in a way that will be surpassed by no
other option and by no other nation.

And I want to affirm the importance of that at this critical time,
and thank you Or this opportunity to share with you some of the
subtleties of variation among the institutions as we join in commit-
ment to higher education. And thank you for your leadership in
this effort.

[The prepared statement of Joseph T. McMillan, Jr. follows:1

G 2
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141. CHAIRMAN, MEM OF THE SUBCCIIIITTEE, T AM JOSEPH T. 14:MILLAN,
JR. , PRESIDER OF HUSTCN-TILLOTSON COLLEGE IN AUSTIN, TEXAS.
HUSTON-TILLOTSON =LEGE COLIME IS Ota OF TIE FORTY-ONE MEER
issanyrroms UNTTED NEGRO '"IzArs: FEW (WM) AM I APPEAR IDDAY
ON BEHALF OF (MR 11:10ER PRESII)Em. AND pansr 50,000 =EMS FRCM 48 OF
'IDE FIFTY STATES AND 1,504 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS RCN 30 FCREIGN
(=TRIES AN) 339 STUDENTS FROM CUR U.S. POSSESSIONS.

I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK '10 YOU ABCUT THE
NEED TO REVISE AND MEND 'TITLE III OF THE HIGHER =CATION Acr AND TO
DIX SPECIFICALLY ABOUT PART B, THE BUCK COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ACT.

IN ORDER TO SET UNCF'S RECCEMIEDATICNS FCR REAUTHORIZATION OF TITLE

III OF THE HIGHER EIXICATION ACT IV CONTEXT FOR THE SUBOCENITTEE, I
BELIEVE IT IS APPROPRIATE TO GIVE YOU A "SNAPSHOT.' OF SIUDENTS MOILED
AT UNCF'S 41 NEMER INSITTUTICOS AS A GROUP.

DURING TIE PAST FEW YEARS, 31 OF OUR 41 MEMBER INSTITUTIONS HAVE
DIPERIENCED EIROLIZENT GADS OF 16 PERMIT OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS. WE

NJW =OIL 49,397 STUDEEITS. AS PRIMARY BENEFICIARIES OF TITIE IV AID --
snay-ctis PERCENT OF ALL UNZF MONIS REOTIVE PELL GRANTS; 33 PERCENT

RE(IIVE SEOGs ; 37 PERCENT RECEIVE COLLEGE ICEK SILIDENT; AND 51 PER=
RECEIVE STAFTURD LOANS; AND 14)ST 'DECEIVE MILTIPLE MIS OF THIS
ASSISTAICE. UNCF PRESIDENTS KITE -- WITH MARE -- THE FACT THAT THE
MISER OF =ENT MMUS IN THE GM (STAMM LOANS) HAS AIFIDST
1XXIBLED ME 11,000 IN 1982-83 TO AUIDST 22,000 IN 1988-89.
IN:REASIN3LY, UNCF STUDENTS ARE MCCLUNG OVER-BURDENED WITH DEBT -- IN
1979-80, EIGHT PERCENT OF AIL UNCF SIMMS =EMI) GUARANTEED SIUDENT
LOANS, wsra rs 1987-88, MORE MAN CNE-HAII OF AIL UNCF STUDENTS RECZIVE
STAMM MANS. I 14ENTICN THIS 10 YOU 'MAY 10 MAKE 11,0 POINTS RFAILY:
(1) narrwrrota LIKE HUSTCN-TILLOTSCII CCILIME ARE WIPING THE FEDERAL
oonateirr EUIFILL rrs "AGMS" MISSION BY MOILING WW-INCOME AND
MINORITY =TENTS UM GET MCCAIAURFATE MGM AND BE= TAX-PAYING
CITIZIELZ; AND (2) IN ALOITICN TO ALL YOU DO FOR MACK COLLEGES, WHICE WE
VERY 14/CH APPRECIATE, 'MUM TIT1E III -- THE Trus iv AID YOU PROVIDE

TO CUR STUDER'S IS CUR LIFELINE AND THEIR PASSPORT TO ESCAPE TIE
SECCED-GENERATICEI ARMS OF DISDUMINATION IN AMERICA. WE HOPE YOU
WII1 Kir IN MIND AS YOU DEBATE WHETHER CR NOT TO MAKE TIE EEL GRANT A
REAL INITITDIENT -- WE NNE THAT ICU WILLI

SINCE TITLE III WAS REINITTEN AS THE BUCK OM= AND UNIVERSITY
ACT TN PANT 13 IN 1986, UNCF MEER Iteraurraa HAVE MEET=
EVENS= MN THE 14XE ICRE CAREFU1LY TAMED, FORMULA-DRIVEN PROGRAM
WITCH PROVIDES MOST $38 MHZ= '10 PRIVATE HISTERICALLY MACK ODIZEGE
AND UNIVERSITIES. AND 889 MILLION 10 THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE OF
UNDERGRADUATE HBCUs. ADOITICEALLY, ANOTHER $11.3 MILLICN IS PROVIDED '10
FIVE HISKRICALLY BUCK PROFESSIONAL AND MAUI= MOMS -- DARK
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY (GRAIX1ATE SCHOCL) , TUSKS= UNIVERSITY salmi. OF
VETEIUNARY IEDICINE, THE 1EIREIKAISE SCECCL CV MEDICINE, THE MARRY
MEDICAL mums, AND TIT CHARLES R. MEW saw= OF POSDRADUATE
14Enate.
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Page 2

TITLE III WAS CCMPIETELY REARTI'TEN IIIRING THE 1980 REAUMORIZATICV
AND AGAIN IN THE HIGHER MEAT= ACT AMENCIMENTS OF 1986 (P.L. 99-498).
IT IS TIE SINZE TAR= INSITTUTIONAL AID PROGRAM FUNDED BY THE FREI&
GOVERMENT UNDER THE HIGHER ERECTOR ACT IR ANY OMER FETERAL STATUE,
=DIM THE MRRIIL ACT. TITLE III =MITES THREE SEPARATE ROMANS
OF FUND= FOR ELIGIBLE INSITILITICNS AND PROVIDES DIRECT INSTITUTIONAL
ASSISTANCE TO A VARIETY OF =TINT= OF HIGHER EDUCATICV, ESPECIALLY
THOSE =VIM LARGE REIBERS OF UV INOCME STUDENTS. THE THREE PROGRAM
IN=E: (1) ME STREMMENING INSTITUTTONS FROMM; (2) THE
STRECTIENING HISIERICAILY MACK COLIEGIM AND UNIVERSITIES PROGRAM
(=MD= SECTICV 326 FOR GRAIX1ATE AND PROFESSICNAL moms): AND (3)ME EtWatiENT CHAIM= GMT FROMM.

1HE TITLE III, iNsrnurroNAL AID PORTION OF 111E ACT WAS REVISED TO
REFLECT HIE =LINE DESCRIBED ABOVE IN ME 1986 AMENEMIENTS. UWE, AbEIC
aims, HAYED A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN 1CRICING WITH SENATE PAIL SIMON AND
=MAN AVM= F. HAMM IN RE4RITING THIS IAN 111101 =TIMMS
THE CELT REAL FORM OF INSTITUTIONAL ASSISTANCE 1436 T IIBCIla RECETVE MCM
TM FEDERAL GOVEMENT. IN OUR VIEW, ME PART B, BLACK OIL= AND
UNIVERSITY ACT REWIRES (MY tont CHAN= IN ORDE( TO num ITS STATE)
OD& OF MAN= AMERICA'S HISMRICALLY EAR INSTITUTIONS OF INGER
EX/CATION. WE HAVE BEN VEERING REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PUBLIC BUCK
COLLEGES AS WELL AS THE ZACK PROFESSIONAL AND GRAMME sae= TO
DEVEWP A SERIES OF IEGISLATIVE RECOMERIATIONS AFFECTING PART B. UWE
SUPPORTS MIR DIPCRTANT CHANZS IN TITLE Ms

INCREASE THE PART B FLOM CR MINIM GRANT FIRM $350,000
TO $500,000 IN CRIER TO PROVIDE A MINIMUM LEVEL OF
FtWING KR THE SMALLEST HEW WITCH ARE ELIGIE1E TO
PARTICIPATE. THIS CHARM AFTECIS ONLY MUM= PART Bneurtmots.

ENACT ME BUS AEWNISTRATIr "Z:VOSAL TO ESTABLISH A
"SET-A-SIDE" OF $ 20 )flUJ( I Mb IN THE PART C,
MILE= (ENDC6}1111) Gem PROGRAM, WITH A PART C
AUDICRIZATION OF $175 MUER FOR BY 1994.

Alb FIVE MW GRADUKLE/PROIESSIQIAL saws SECTION 326
OF PART B, 11C111D116 THE XAVIER LVIVERSTTY SCHOOL OF
FRAME, THE SOUIELIN UNIVIRSTLY SCIEOL CE? UM, THE
TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY (maw MARSHA1L) SOUL OF
LAW (OR DIE swot. OF PFARMACY) , BO111,111E FLCRIDA
A6M UNIVEISITY SOUL OF PHAPMACEITITCAL SCMCES, AND THE
mem CARCLINA MURAL umwatsnY MOM CV LAW, WIM
PROVISICOS PROTECTIEU THE EXISTIM GRANTS ALREADY MALE
10 THE ORIGINAL FIVE SCHOOLS TIRO= FISCAL MR 1994 .

CR ME LIFE OF THE =RENT CRANE.
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Page Three

ESTABLISH A STATUTORY MECHANISM FOR BRINVINn THE FIVE
tEW GIATUATE INS'TTLIMMONS INTO SECC:INIT 326 WTTHOUT RETUCING
FUNDING TO ANY OF THE =KW PARTICIPANIS. WE OPPOSE

INIRODucnoN OF A "GEERIC' MAI:CATE AumEtTLATM
BEGALWE THIS IiIIL CRIME-A-sumsTECTACIEllnirDIFM,
ITITE7YTTORIWITIIIIBTICTIMERIr PEZRENTRIEWAREMAN

1146'e Iv' a N JO re N o if I T.

` N V. WI ' 7.. NI 1 IP

LAW.

UNCF ALSO SUPPORTS INCLUSION OF A UNIFORM MEIHODOLOGY FOR
CALCUIATING TIE NIIIBER OF GRAMMES MO COMPLETE THEIR STUDIES IN
F13IR/FIVE YEARS, AND WHO ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL WIT1TTN A
FIVE YEAR "LAM-BACK" PERIOD. ATOITIONAILY, UNCF RECCHIENDS INCLUSION
OF' A QMERAL AUTHORITY IN SECTION 323 WHICH MED PERMIT INSITIUTICNS TO
IMPLBINT ACTIVTTIES, THAT CXVIRIBUTE TO CARRY= OUT THE MAIL
PURPOSES OF PART B, BUT ARE NOT SPECIFICAILY SPELLED-OUT IN TIE
AUIHORIZED ACTIVTTIES. SUCH ACTIVTTIES WOIXD INCLUDE FUNDRAISING AND
DEVEUNMENT, ENHANCItt MINORITY TEACHER PREPARATION AND °MEWL
PROGRAM.

IN PART C. UNCF BELIEVES THAT A "CAP" ON THE AUNT OF A PART C GRANT,
RELATIVE TO THE SIZE OF TIE OVER& PART C APPROPRIATION IS NEEDED. THIS
IS INIENDEVID PREVEIC A FEW MAIL GPANIS FROM ABSORB= 71.1E ENTIRE PART
C APPROPRIATION. WEIMULD SEXIEST A $500 THOUS= CAP WHEN THE
APPROPRIATION IS $11 MILL/ON OE LESS; A $1 mum CAP WHEN FUND= IS
ABOVE $11 If:LUTON BUT BEIM $21 MILLION1 AND NO LIMIT MIEN 111E
APPROPRIATION IS $21 MIILION OR GREATER. FINALLY, UE THINK REDUOIht THE
"smour PERIOD FOR THOSE INSTTIUTIONS WHICH SUCCESSFULLY PURSUED A
LARGE MAIMING GMT ($2 FEDERAL FEE EACH $1 PRIVATELY-RAISED) ERCM
YEARS TO FIVE YEARS IS WARRANTED.

WE STRONCLY SUPPORT A PART B AUTHORIZATION OF $150 MIILION RISING TO
$250 MILLION DURING ME FIVE YEAR LIFE OF THE AUTHORIZATION.

UNCF IS PLEASED WITH THE PROGRESS MATE THUS FAR WITH THE REVISED MACK
COLL= AND UNIVERSITY ACT PROGRAM ESTABLISHED IN 1986. WE ENCOURAGE
00E1GRESS TO FOLLOW THE AGE-OLD PRINCIPLE -- IF IT'S NOT BROW, DON'T
FIX IT -- DURTIC THE CURRENT REAUIWEIZATION PROCESS!

I IOLD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY (VESTIMS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much, Dr. McMillan. Dr. Pa-
checo?

Mr. MCMILLAN. By the way, come to Huston-Tillotson when you
are in Austin one of these times, and see all the students from
Texas, from Harris County and, indeed, from Louisiana who con-
tribute to this better world that we are providing an opportunity
for young people to succeed and grasp.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I will pay you a visit in the next several
weeks; I will be in Austin.

Mr. MCMILLAN. Look forward to seeing you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ARTURO PACHECO, VICE-PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO

Mr. PACHECO. Congressman Washington, Congressman Jefferson,
thank you very much for the opportunity to testify before you
today.

My name is Arturo Pacheco. I am vice-president of the Universi-
ty of Texas at El Paso. Like most higher education institutions
across the country, we are observing with great interest and antici-
pation the forthcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act.

Our institution, the University of Texas at El Paso, or UTEP, as
it is fondly called by all, is looking with particular interest at Title
III of the Act. We are a developing institution and we are the larg-
est Hispanic-majority university in the continental United States.

UTEP, situated on the Texas/Mexican border at the most west-
ern edge of Texas, has nearly 17,000 students. Of thew, approxi-
mately 60 percent are Hispanic, 3 percent are African-American, 7
percent are international (mostly Mexican), and 30 percent are
Anglo.

Our student composition reflects that of the city of El Paso,
which now has a population of approximately 600,000. The city is
approximately 70 percent Hispanic, 3 percent black, and 26 percent
Anglo. Across the Rio Grande River, which runs along one edge of
the campus is the Mexican city of Juarez, a growing city of 1.2 mil-
lion people.

UTEP is the major comprehensive university in this region of
Texas. The entire region depends on UTEP for access to higher
education. The next closest public institution is more than 200
miles away; that is, within Texas. Over 90 percent of UTEP's stu-
dents are from the immediate metropolitan area.

Like our sister institutions along the border, we serve a primari-
ly working class and low income population. Our congressional dis-
trict is the fifth poorest in the United States. Unemployment is
very high and El Paso's per capita income is 37 percent less than
the national average and 29 percent less than the average for
Texas.

Seventy-five percent of the adults over 25 years of age in El Paso
have not completed high school, and the drop-out rate is close to 50
percent in some areas. I cite this data to emphasize how critically
important our institution is in terms of access to higher education

46-418 0 - 92 - 3
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in our region. For most, it is the only opportunity for higher educa-
tion.

Our students are extremely industrious and hard-working.
Nearly all live at home with their families and commute to school.
Approximately 75 percent of our students are first in their families
to go to college, and about 70 percent work full or part-time while
attending college.

Most of our students are heavily dependent on financial aid, and
even slight increases in tuition or fees often cause delays in their
academic progress. Yet, although they take a bit longer to complete
their studies for their degrees, our graduation and retention rates
are quite respectable when compared to other public institutions.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and especially
Title III and Title IV are of critical importance to developing His-
panic-majority institutions like our own. Just as Title III has been
a life-line to historically black institutions, we are hopeful that
Title III will be of increased assistance under a reauthorized
Higher Education Act to institutions like our own.

Institutions like ours have been increasingly successful in remov-
ing the barriers of access to higher education, which have long
been in place for minority and low income students. We are very
proud of this success, and our very rapid increase in enrollments
indicates that we are serving well the minority and low income stu-
dents in our region.

Our institution has a long history of providing the future leaders
of the El Paso metropolitan region, and increasing numbers of mi-
nority individuals are taking positions of considerable responsibil-
ity. Graduates of our institution are also increasingly recruited by
business and industry across the country, particularly in areas of
science and engineering, where we have been uniquely successful.

In addition, increasing numbers of our graduates are successfully
entering graduate school in Texas and elsewhere. This success,
however, come at a very time when the institutions of higher edu-
cation like ours in Texas are facing the dual strains of decreasing
State funding and increasing student fees and tuition for those who
can afford it least.

A renewed and strengthened partnership with the Federal Gov-
ernment to equalize educational opportunity has never been more
important than it is now. Title III and Title IV of the Higher Edu-
cation Act are perhaps the most critical mechanisms that the Fed-
eral Government has to continue to guarantee not only access to
higher education, but continuing academic success in completing
degree programs.

In partnership with the Federal Government, we have been very
successful in opening the door to higher education to those who
have been traditionally deprived.

An expanded Title III will not only allow us to continue to keep
the door open, but will allow us to attract and train the very best
faculty that we can, to develop the highest quality curriculum and
programs, and to guarantee to our studentswho deserve the very
best of educationsnot only that they be academically successful
but will emerge as leaders in a new and more equitable society in
the 21st century.
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We strongly support increased funding to both Part A and Part
B of the Higher Education Act.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished colleagues, thank you for the oppor-
tunity to speak before you today.

[The prepared statement of Arturo Pacheco follows:]

-
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Testimony by Dr. Arturo Paoheoo
Vie* Presideat, University of Texas at 111 Paso

Texas Southern Usiversity
Senates, Texas
July 92, 1991

Congressman Washington, distinguished members of this

hearing, thank you for the opportunity to testify before you

.today. my masa is Dr. Arturo Pacheco, and I am Vice President of

the University of Texas at El Paso. Like most higher education

institutions across the country, we are observing with great

interest the forthcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education

Aot. Our institution, the University ot Texas at El Paso, or

UTEP, as it affectionately called by all, is looking with

particular interest at Title III of the Act. We are a developing

5.netitution and we are the largest Hispanic-serving uniVersity in

the continental United States.

UTEP, situated on the Texas/Mexico border at the most

Western edge of Texas, has nearly 17,000 students. Of these,

approximately 60% are Hispanic, 3% are Afrioan.American, 7% are

International (mostly from Mexico), and 30% are Anglo. Our

student composition reflects that of the city of El Paso, which

now has a population of approximately 600.000. The city is

approximately 70% Hispanic, 3% Black, and 26% Anglo. Across the

Rio Grande River which runs along;one edge of the campus is the

Mexican city of Juarez, with a growing population of 1.2 million

people.

UTEP is the najor comprehensive university in this region of

Texas. The entire region depends on UTEP for access to higher

education. The neXt closest public institution is more than 200

7ti
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miles away. Over 90% of UTEPos students are from the immediate

metropolitan area.

Like other institutions along the border, we serve a

primarily working class and low income population. Our

congressional district is the fifth poorest in the United States.

Unemployment is very high and El Paso's per capita income is 37%

less than the national average and 29% less than the average for

Texas. 75% or the adults over 25 years or age have not completed

high school, and the drop-out rate is close to 50% in soma areas.

I cite this data to emphasize how critically important our

institution is in terma of access to higher education in our

region. For most, we are the pn1V opportunity for higher

education.

Our students are extremely industrious and hard-working.

Nearly all live at home with their families and commute to

school. Approximately 75% are first in their families to go to

college, and about 704 work full-time or part-time while

attending college. Host of our students are heavily dependent

on financial aid, and even slight increases in tuition or fees

often cause delays in their academic progress. Yet, although

theY take a bit longer to complete their degrees, our graduation

and retention rates are quite respectable when compared to other

similar public institutions.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and

especially Title III and Title IV are of critical importance to

developing and Hispanic-majority institutions like our mot. Just
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as Title III has been a life-line to historically Sleek

institutions, we are hopeful that Title III will be of increased

assistence under a reauthorized Higher Education Aut.

Institutions like our own have been increasingly successful in

.removing the barriers of access to higher education, whieh have

long been in place for minority and low -income students. We are

very proud of this success, and our very rapid increase in

nrollments indicates that we are serving well the minority and

low income students in our region. Our institution has a long

history of providing the future leaders of the El Paso

metropolitan region, and increasing numbers of ainority

individuals are taking positions of considerable responsibility.

Graduates of our institution are also increasingly recruited by

business and industry across the country, particularly in the

areas of science,and engineering, where we have been uniquely

successful. In addition, increasing numbers of our graduates are

successfully entering graduate school in Texas and elsewhere.

This success, however, comes at the very time when

institutions of higher education like ours in Texas'are facing

the dual straine of decreasing state funding and increasing

student fees and tuition for those who can afford it least. A

renewed and strengthened partnership with the Federal government

to equalize educational opportunity has never boon more important

than it is now.

Title III and Title IV of the Nigher Education Act are

perhaps the most critical mechanism that the Federal government
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has to continue to guarantee not only scone to higher education,

but continuing scedwmig_euggess in completing degree programs.

In partnership with the Federal government, we have been very

successful in opening the door to higher education to those who

have been traditionally deprived. An expanded Title III will not

only allow us to continue to keep the door open, but will allow

us to attract and train the very best faculty that ve can, to

develop the highest quality curriculum and programs, and to

guarantee that our studentswho deserve the very bet of

educations - -will not only be academically successful but will

emerge as leaders in a new and more equitable society in the 20th

Century,
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Pacheco. Congress-
man Jefferson?

Mr. JEFFE. SON. I will be very brief. Dr. Pacheco, let me ask you,
when you talk about an expanded Title III, what specifically do you
have in mind?

Mr. PACHECO. Increased funding, particularly for those 4-year in-
stitutions in Part A. There will be an increased number of institu-
tions that have mAjority needy students and the funding, as was
mentioned earlier in the testimony, is insufficient to provide for
those institutions in Part A.

So expanded in terms of increased funding for eligible institu-
tions.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Dr. McMillan, let me ask you, you spoke on
behalf of UNCF and, as I mentioned earlier, Mr. Washington and
other members of Congress and I will have some legislation to deal
with on many of the issues you talked about.

You talked briefly about the issue of teacher education, of reach-
ing into high schools to bring more minority teachers onto the
rolls, and to have young people who are interested in teaching ca-
reen.

I would hope, perhaps not now, but you might be more specific
about it. In the future, perhaps you can submit something to the
committee along the lines you have in mind. Or, if you have a little
something now you might say to elucidate your thought in that
regard.

Alr. MCMILLAN. Well, the suggestion was to include within Title
III, Part B, specific language which encourages the development of
teacher preparation, teacher recruitment and other support pro-
grams for those who would pursue careers in secondary education
or secondary elementary education, and to make provisions for
that in the language.

Currently, that is not a specific notation in the development of
proposals by institutions for funding under Title III. Teacher edu-
cation is often short shift or in the staff support and clarification of
what should and should not be included. Because it receives no
highlight in the language, it does not receive much encouragement.

Mr. JEFFERSON. I was thinking you might have been encouraging
not only that but something different in the way that you dealt
with the financial aid for persons interested in that career. One
problem of financial aid, of course, is when you look at the burden
that the people are having to deal with, they are driven away from
careers that do not pay a lot of money, one of which people think
teaching is.

I do not know what it is in every case, but that seems to be the
thinking of many people that if you want to make a lot of money,
do not go into teaching. And so, therefore, if you are looking for a
big expense, a big debt, then you may not take up that or some
other.

So I wanted to know what you think along those lines.
Mr. MCMILLAN. I would be very pleased to do that because,

indeed, the early national ex-student loan program was centered
around encouraging persons to go not only into the defense related
fields, but into education. And I think a new language in the reau-
thorization would be very helpful in that regard.

7 4
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Mr. JEFFERSON. Okay. Thank you very much.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Reduced burden for those who pursue careers,

for example, and other kinds of variations on that, indeed, have
been discussed in various quarters and would indeed be very
timely.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you. Mr Chairman?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Congressman Jefferson. If I could

just follow up on the last colloquy between the Congressman and
Dr. McMillan. Last year in the last Congress, I attended a hearing
up at Brown University. I was not a member of the subcommittee
at that time, but accommodated the Chairman because I had a lot
of free time on my hands as a freshman.

But it was a very interesting hearing. One of the concepts that
was developed there was the notion of loan forgiveness for certain
targeted areas where you have too few teachers in the rural areas
and in some highly metropolitan areas. I think that would prob-
ablythat El Paso was written up.

And it seemed similar to the broad range of things that we have
talked about here today, especially in the area of getting more
people into educationbecause, realistimilly, you cannot expect, at
least as a threshold, that this loan imbalance used to be 25 percent
loans to 75 percent grants, and now it is the other way around.

If I were a young person, 22 years old or so, getting out of college
and had amassed $80,000-$40,000 in loans, I would not have the
ability to sit around and wait to pick a job or to take the job that I
really wanted in my heart of hearts. If I had a choice of a job that
paid me a fairly decent wage, I would probably go ahead and take
ft, perhaps sometimes to the detriment of an entire career.

It seems to me if we can do something to level that off again, and
also to encourage more people to go into teaching by saying if they
worked 5 years in one of these targeted areas, the Federal Govern-
ment woulsi forgive these loans.

I think that the Federal Government would be making a very
important contribution to getting more people into education
which, of course, helps not only at that levelat the college level
but also helps the young people who are coming up through the
system by demonstrating more role models and more people who
are dedicated to education as a career, not as a stopping place in
their lives.

Do any of you think that that is a good idea, or something we
should pursue? Dr. Pacheco?

Mr. PACHECO. Yes, I would like to speak in favor of that idea.
There have been similar programs in the past. As the grant to loan
ratio changes over time, we are finding that some young people are
shying away from those fields that they know are not immediately
lucrative upon graduation.

Teaching is just one of those fields. We find increasing numbers
of rung people, for example, choosing business, which is well-to-do
on its own merits, but if the or ly reason for choosing business is, in
fact, so that they can have h!crative positions and be able to pay
loans right away, we are then shortchanging our student bodies
into going into those fields that the entire Nation needs, typically
those fields of public service like teaching, health work.

So I strongly support that kind of investigation.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, sir. Dr. Green?
Mr. GREEN. Congressman Washington, I am a product of a simi-

lar thing. When the National Defense Loan first came out, I was
only able to graduate because it was there my last year. And one of
the clauses allowed me, .if I served in the military, to be relieved of
the interest of that.

So for 10 years, I was able to rise to a level where my income
allowed me to be capable of paying that back. And certainly, those
kinds of things are real to the individual that is trying and striv-
ingas we talk about the disadvantaged schoolsin any way they
can to meet the limitations of completing their work. Those indi-
viduals who are encumbering these large loansas have been
pointed out by my colleagues hereand that we all know, when
they come out, are having great difficulty paying back by the
number of defaults we have.

So I think it might be in our best interests to tie some possible
paybacks to some needs both nationally and locally that would also
decrease the number of loan defaults.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much. We appreciate very
much the testimony that you have given to us. We would like for
you to stay in touch with us or through the committee. Chairman
F'ord, of course as you know, has been a leader in the field of edu-
cation for many, many sessions of Congress.

We are happy to have his leadershipthe leadership of Chair-
man Fordand I assure you that we will come out with a good
work product. We would like you to keep your input and ideas, not
only that you expressed here, but other matters of concern to us
such as the so-called non-traditional student, which we have not
touched on here.

As you know, we had some 40 odd field hearings like this around
the Nation. And Cong .essman Jefferson and I were fortunate
enough to spend the Fourth of July weekend out in Hawaii attend-
ing hearings on two different islands to learn of the nature,
breadth and scope of the problems there.

I am sure you all know because you travel in educational circles
around the country, but perhaps some of those in the audience
were not aware thatit seems to me, at leastand, I would like to
have Congressman Jefferson's commentsI was quite fascinated to
know that the nature of the problems such as those that you have
touched upon are not distinct to this area.

They are not distinctive to minorities. They traverse this coun-
try, as I say, from Rhode Island where I attended the hearing at
Brown University, all the way to Hawaii and all points in between.
I have had an opportunity to read press accounts from some of the
other hearings that I have not attended; to read summaries of
some of those, and to read some of the actual testimony.

I look forward, in fact, this coming Saturday to attending a hear-
ing over in New Orleans at the behest of Congressman Jefferson
where we will entertain additional testimony. What you do is so vi-
tally important to our work, as Congressman Jefferson elcquently
pointed out earlier.

If we agree with the notion that is inside the beltway where we
are talking to each other, and we arethat only the ideas that are

P1
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inside the beltway are important, then the Congress has really
missed its mission.

These field hearings afford us an opportunity to have some
cannon fighters, some grist to take back; real live examples of what
is happening out in the real world where we pretend to legislate on
your behalf, on behalf of the students that you serve.

So what I am inviting you to do is to stay in touch with us. I will
be visiting some of your campuses. I have good working relation-
ships with most of you and with most of your institutions, and I
plan to continue to do that.

Remember that we are just a sounding board; that you are the
professional educators and the administrators, and we invite your
participation now and in the future toward making the Higher
Education Act and all that follows it a realization of what we know
that it could be.

Mr. MCMILLAN. May I make another comment?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, please.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Your comment about non-traditional students re-

minded me of a very interesting subtle point that I think I would
like to share with you.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Sure.
Mr. MCMILLAN. Many members of the higher education commu-

nity favor what is known as front-loadingthat of encouraging
first- and second-year students to receive grants, third- and fourth-
year students to receive loans.

My own position, the position of Huston-Tillotson College and the
United Negro College Fund position does not support that for the
very reference that you make to non-traditional students. At
Huston-Tillotson College, a significant number of our students are
transfer students, and are older students, students who have at-
tended Southern Methodist University, University of Texas at
Austin, and other institutions throughout the State and Nation.

If these students were to use up their eligibility for the Pell
Grant during their first and second years at these institutions,
when they come to us, then, they would no longer be eligible for a
grant and would further exacerbate the amount of loans that stu-
dents have to take in order to complete their education.

Which is why we take a more of a middle of the road position
that encourages raising the maximum award to $4,400, but do not
favor restricting grants to first and second year students because of
the non-traditional number of students we serve at the age non-tra-
ditional level.

Mr. WASHINGTON. That is a very valuable additional comment. I
had not thought about the notion of traasfer students because,
quite frankly, Iat least without further elaboration on educa-
tiontend to lean toward that so-called front-loading approach, be-
cause most of the studentsI am told, at leastwho do not suc-
cessfully matriculate are those who are in the first- and second-
years.

And of course, the Federal Government will be picking up more
of the responsibility and lightening the load on the individual stu-
dent.

Dr. Thomas-Smith?
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MS. THOMAS-SMITH. I, too, corroborate that point that I think it
would be a serious impediment .e those students who are planning
to matriculate to the 4-year colleges and universities.

If upon completing the 2-year program, having gotten their
grants and whatever, they are finding that they are having to go
into the loanheavily burden themselvesto come to the 4-year
schools, I think that we would find that we would have lowered col-
lege going rates instead of enhanced, heightened rates. Yes.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank all of you very much for your testimo-
ny. Congressman Jefferson?

Mr. JEFFERSON. No, I suppose we had better let this panel go and
get to the next one. But I just wanted to say that, when we have so
many people going to community colleges, this becomes a particu-
lar problem. And a great number of minority students in the coun-
trythe overwhelming majority of themare now in community
colleges starting out.

Some do not go any farther than that, but others do transfer to
4-year schools. And when they doif they dothen it really would
be. So we would have to make some allowances for that sort of
thing as we go through this.

Okay. Thank you very much.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much for your testimony.
We would like to convene now panel number 2, which will be

Mr. Ronnie Davis, president of the council of student organizations
at Prairie View A&M University, Mr. Garth Davis, president of the
University of Texas student's association.

In addition to those who are listed as witnesses, the committee
will be pleased to hear from Ms. Erica Moshay, representing Texas
Southern University.

I would like to welcome all of you to the subcommittee, and
thank you very much forthe subcommittee will come back to
order. We will proceed with panel 2. Thank you very much.

I would like to welcome all of you to the subcommittee, and
thank you for taking time out of your schedule to come and give us
an additional perspective on something that is important to all of
us, but most important to you. You are the raison d'etre for all
that we attempt to do, for if there were no students, there would be
no institutions or higher education. And so your testimony is vital-
ly important.

I would like to go from your right to left. Maybe I will start at
the other end so I can take the ladies first. Being an old Southern
gentleman, if you gentlemen and Mr. Davis do not mind down on
the other end, I would like to start at the other end.

Ms. Moshay?

STATEMENT OF ERICA MOSHAY, STUDENT, TEXAS SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY

MS. MOSHAY. My name is Erica Moshay, and presently I am a
student at Texas Southern University. And I am here to discuss
the financial aid process at Texas Southern University.

The financial aid process, or the procedures required to apply for
and to receive financial aid at Texas Southern University are, for

pal
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the most part, pretty much the same as those required by other in-
stitutions.

Students at the Texas Southern University can apply for the
same type of financial aid programs that are available to stu-dents

Mr. WASHINGTON. YOU have a soft voice.
Ms. MOSHAY. The financial aid process at Texas Southern Uni-

versity. The financial aid process, or procedures required to apply
for and to receive financial aid at Texas Southern University are,
for the most part, pretty much the same as those required by other
institutions.

Students at Texas Southern University can apply for the same
types of financial aid programs that are available to students at
other universities, colleges and vocational schools throughout the
country.

Regardless of what type of educational institution a person
chooses to pursue his or her career objectives, they mustif they
are going to finance their education through financial aid
sourcesmust start the process somewhere by completing some
type of forms.

These forms, even though they are very time-consuming and
they may get a little confusing, are necessary in order to receive
financial aid. They require a person to have patience. They require
a person to have or to develop a strong sense of success.

Texas Southern University Office of Financial Aid requires that
all studenth who are applying for financial aid to complete various
forms. Students who inquire early, prior to their enrollment into
the university, often have less difficulty in receiving that aid, as
opposed to the person who waits until the last minute in order to
apply for financial aid.

Applying for and receiving aid depends on whether or not the
student has completed all the necessary forms required by the uni-
versity office of financial aid. These forms include completing and
submitting to a processing center in Iowa the ACT student finan-
cial aid statement, the Texas Southern University general fmancial
aid application, and also providing the office of financial aid tran-
scripts from prior colleges attended.

Once a stuclent has completed the Acr package and a processing
center has provided the student with their Student Aii:1 Report,
they are to take or mail them to the office of financial aid. Stu-
dents who have not provided the office of financial aid with the
above information will have difficulty in receiving fmancial aid
prior to a particular semester of enrollment.

Students who have incomplete files will also experience difficul-
ties in having their financial aid in place at the time of admitting
into the university for a particular semester. To eliminate the
delay, it is advisable for a student to apply for financial aid very
early.

There are many types of aid that a student can apply for at
Texas Southern University, but whether or not the student is eligi-
ble to receive any aid is dependent upon many different reasons.

Scholarships, which everyone wants to apply for, are limited.
Students must have a GPA of 3.0 or above in order to receive a
scholarship. However, many students are not aware of this fact.
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Nor are they willing to accept this as a criterion to receive a schol-
arship.

College work-study is another area that students pursue. They
think that anyone can get on work-study once they ask to do so.
This, too, is a myth. A student must be eligible to receive work-
study. They must apply for it, and they must complete forms. How-
ever, many fail to follow procedures.

They think that just because they want it, they should get it.
They fail to realize that if they have not applied for any type of
financial aid, they cannot receive work-study. This, too, is a part of
the financial aid process.

The awarding of various grants is based on the information from
the processing center. Students often think that once they have
submitted their information to the processing center, and the
center sends them back the information letting them know that
they are eligible to receive the Pell Grant, that that is all they
have to do.

They fail to realize that they must give the information to the
office of financial aid. Or, they will only give the office part of the
information sent to them. Time is often lost because a student did
not provide information to the financial aid office on time.

The forms can be shortened so that the student does not get dis-
couraged from the beginning. Many attitudes that the students
convey are results of the long time it took them to complete the
forms, and the long time which it took them to get the information
back.

Many times, they would have made mistakes that required them
to return the forms for errors. This delay added to the frustration
of the student. Often, there are many delays experienced by stu-
dents that are not directly related to the financial aid office, but
the office of financial aid is the office that experiences all the nega-
tive responses from students.

True, there is not enough staff members to accommodate the
growing number of students who are receiving financial aid at
Texas S'outhern University. However, the staff does provide top
quality services and assistance to all students. Only those students
who are late in applying for financial aid are the most dissatisfied
with the overall process of financial aid.

Only those students who discover that they cannot receive a loan
when the only papers they provided to the financial aid office was
the loan application are unhappy with the office of financial aid.

And lenders work very closely with Texas Southern's loan sec-
tion to ensure that students receive their loan checks on time. Stu-
dents who do not receive their loans prior to a semester are those
whose papers were not processed before a particular semester. Pri-
ority deadlines have been established by the office of financial aid.

Aid is just that, an aid. Something designed to assist them in ob-
taining their education. And as such, they should be a little more
interested in all the aspects of the requirements necessary for them
to receive the funds they need for their education. Students should
pay a little more attention to what they should do and continue to
do in order for them to receive the aid they need.

If everyone who is interested in applying for and receiving finan-
cial aid at Texas Southern University, took a little time to comply
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with the criteria established by the office of financial aid, they
would not have the difficulties they experience in receiving the
funds they need for their education.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Ms. Moshay. Thank you very
much. You pointed out some very interesting aspects of what stu-
dents need to be aware of.

Ms. Blocker?

STATEMENT OF DORIS BLOCKER, STUDENT, HOUSTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM

Ms. BLOCKER. Good morning, Mr. Washington, Mr. Jefferson and
Ms. Stromgo, my chancellor, Dr. Green and Dr. Harding, and to
those assembled.

I am Doris Blocker, and I am a 36-year-old single parent. I have
three children. And I did not address specifically the financial aid
section, but I am going to talk about that. I hope I am not penal-
ized for that.

But I wanted to address all of the concerns that I have being a
student at Houston Community College. I am in the nursing pro-
gram, and I started back in January of 1990. I did not go to college
dfrectly after high school because I had a baby and I got married,
and I wanted to be a housewife.

But when I did choose to go back to school, it was after my di-
vorce and it was because I needed to make more money and I
needed to support my family. And I chose Houston Community Col-
lege Nursing Program because it was going to take me a shorter
time, and time is of the essence to me.

So I got into their 2-year program. I have encountered problems
with the Pell Grant in that there was one semester that I thought I
would not be able to go back to school because it took me quite a
while to get my grant.

The application, I think, is monotonous. It is not very simplified,
and I do not consider myself to be stupid. And once I did complete
the application and mail it in in all of the time frames that were
establishedor allowed, ratherI did not get it back in time for
registration.

And I had to borrow money from one of my sisters, and that was
like pulling teeth, because she is not that generous.

[Laughter.]
But you know, I agonized that semester because I almost did not

make it, almost did not fulfill a dream. I am trying to raise three
children off of welfare. I am trying to keep my childrenor do my
little bitto keep them out of the drug situation.

I am trying in my effortor, my own little wayto make a dif-
ference in Houston, in America, in Texas. I am trying to make a
difference. One female.

And I plead to you that perhaps you could look at the grant ap-
plication and make some changes. I do not know exactly what
changes. Or, make some funds available for people like myself. I
could have been stopped just because I did not have finances.

The other thing I would like to address is our need at the school.
I am a student at the Eastwood Campus and, as Chancellor Green
stated, we are terribly limited in space. We have one floor that I

b 1.
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was awareI was not aware that we were using part of the second
level. But there is no space on that third level.

All of the disciplines are there, and you can be overcrowded. Our
supplies are functional but limited, as I stated in my written testi-
mony. The school does have a very high State Board licensure, and
that was one of the factors that made me consider the school. And
also, the fact that many of the students pass the State Board exam.

And the staff is very good, and I think that they have done well
in trying to accommodate all of our students in that small area
space. So lest I leave this podium without expressing my concern,
and that you all would consider it, that the school does need that
building.

We really do need it, because I work in the Medical Center. I
work at Texas Children. And for what we are doing there, if we
would have had larger clinical areas at the Eastwood Campus, I
just feel like some of the things that I needed to get at school to
prepare me for having gone to the Medical Center would have been
great.

They were not there. But we have done without, and we have
made it. And I am a graduatingI will be a graduating student
this August 23, God willing, and I have made it. And I would like
to make it better for some of my classmates and peers that are fol-
lowing me.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Doris Blocker follows:]
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My name is Doris M. Blocker. I am 36 years of age, a single

parent and mother of three children. This is my written testimony

as a student enrolled in a community college health careers

program. I have enclosed a brief personal history, some

difficulties 7 have encnuntered since my enrollment at the College,

and other concerns that have been expressed to me by students

awaiting the opportunity to oroceed to the clinical aspects of the

ADN curriculum.

I am a 1973 graduate of John H. Reagan High School. After

graduation, I chose not to further my education, but instead

chose to be a housewife and mother. I remained unemployed for some

eight years after which I decided to take a nurse's aid training

course. Upon completion of that oleos I worked for the City of

Houston as a clinic assistant for two years. I later enrolled in

school at the Ben Taub Hospital, becoming an Operating Room

Technician, and have served in that capacity for the past 12 years.

Because of my divorce 5 years ago and the rising cost of living,

I chose to return to school in order to increase my income and

better provide for my family. I entered the Associate Degree

Nursing prograA weekend classes in January 1990, and will be

graduating from that program on August 23, 1991.

My deuision to attend Houston Community College System was

based on these factors: 1) easy access to the satellite campuses;

2) the high passing rate of graduates on the State Board licensure

exam; and 3) the availability of the only weekend nursing program
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in the city. Aside from all the positive benefits the Eastwood

Health Careers Campus offers, I do find the facility to be less

than adequate due to a minimal number of clinical practice areas,

equipment that is functional but outdated, and general over-

crowdedness. Sharing one floor with several other departments has

meant our being crowded into small classrooms for lectures.

Many of the graduates from this nursing program seek jobs in

the Texas Medical Center. In keeping with the high standards of

the medical center, one of the most renown in the country, I feel

the Houston Community College System School of Nursing should be

offering its students training with state of art technology, and

educational opportunities which lead to advancement and encourage

lifelong learning.

My classmates have expressed concerns about the 1) waiting

time for ntry into clinical classes after they have successfully

completed all academic courses; 2) lack of continuing education

courses (seminars, workshops, etc.); and 3) insufficient financial

assistance necessary to stay in school.

One of the main barriers to may returning to school was the

financial aspect. I simply could not afford to pay for tuition,

books and supplies, and family expenses. I decided to apply for

a Pell Grant and a number of scholarships. Although I met the

application deadline for the Pell, an error on the application form

caused me not to receive my grant in time for registration. I must

say that the application and its processing proved to be quite
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complex and perplexing. For example, I never understood the nature

of my error on the application form, and the explanation form I

received was just as unclear and difficult to understand. It is

my opinion that the Pell application process should be simplified

and shortened, or that the student be allowed to enroll once

eligibility has been determined and the award is being processed.

In conclusion, I find that the college offers me a well

designed curriculum, and a faculty and staff who are genuinely

dedicated and concerned about students. However, to meet the

training needs of the year 2000 the college must address the

critical issues of facilities, technology, and student support

services.

By the way, next Spring I will enroll for the prerequisite

courses needed for the Bachelor of Science in Nursing. This is my

long-range personal goal, which will aid me in advancing up the

clinical ladder.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Very well stated. Very well stated. And do not
despair, your written testimony will appear in the record immedi-
ately following your oral testimony.

Ms. BLOCKER. Okay. Thank you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. You are welcome. Mr. Gallegos?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GALLEGOS, STUDENT, HOUSTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM

Mr. GALLEGOS. Ladies and gentlemen in the audience, Congress-
man Jefferson, Congressman Washington, I have been asked to dis-
cuss with you today my experiences as a non-traditional Chicano
while in pursuit of my education.

Please understand that after all is said and done, after all the I's
have been dotted, after all the T's have been crossed in the Title III
Act, there is one thing left. And that is in here. It is heart, as Ms.
Blocker so clearly stated to you.

In other words, if there is a situation that is not to your liking,
then change it. You may say, "Well, Mr. Gallegos, that is easier
said than done." You are right. You are absolutely right. It takes a
person with a lot of determination, tenacity, commitment. But ulti-
mately, it comes from within to be able to overcome what, at times,
may seem insurmountable odds.

With the support of my family, friends and, yes, the Federal Gov-
ernment, I was one of the fortunate ones who was able to enter and
complete my education at the University of Houston in May, 1987.

Yes, my personal opinion is that the difficulty did not come from
race, but rather because of a factor that transcends race, color,
cread, national origin, sex, or age. It is financei.e., poverty.

In retrospect, my family could easily be classified as the working
poorhardly enough money to sustain the family, but too much
money to qualify foi any type of government assistance. Therefore,
my choice was not whether I was going to attend Texas A&M, UT,
Texas Tech, Baylor, SMU, but rather would I be able to attend at
all.

With that in mind, I am here to inform you that the next 8 years
of my life were somewhat difficult for me, but not impossible. I
joined the service and took full advantage of the Veterans Educa-
tional Assistance Program. After my enlistment, I married. My
wife and I then continued on the road to higher education.

I was receiving veterans assistance, drawing unemployment ben-
efits, drawing a complete financial aid packet, to include grants,
loans, scholarships, work-study, and I even applied for food stamps.

Did I enjoy or want to go through the lines, the forms, more
forms and more forms? Did I want to take on debt? Congressman
Washington, debt does not frighten me. Because I know I have
something tangible in my hands, and that is a degree. And that is
something that will not depreciate and will not lose a' or value.

Did I want to work full-time while going to school part-time? The
answer is no, definitely not. But because of my personal philosophy
in life that I mentioned earlier, there was little that I would not do
to receive my degree.

I know that you would like for me to elaborate on what I jut
mentioned, but I feel that there is an issue that is not being ad-

S
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dressed, which is HCC's health careers program itself. Picture this:
A young Chicano wants a medical career but cannot afford to
attend a large university away from home.

He is informed that Houston Community College has a health ca-
reers program, specifically a physical therapy assistant program, of
which I currently am a student. This young student decides to go
to the Eastwood Campus and take a look for himself.

He is somewhat confused because he notices it is a high school.
He just finished high school. Why does he want to go back to a
high school? But the security guard informs him that the HCC
Health Careers Division is on the second and third floor. Okay, he
thinks to himself, I can live with that.

Upon entering the office, he notices there are three separate de-
partments located in one small area. Staff and students are packed
together, people are in the hallways because there is not any room
in the offices. He is introduced to the director of the physical ther-
apy assistant program, and she is sitting in a five-by-five cubicle.

And mind you, Congressman Washington, Congressman Jeffer-
son, this is the director of the program. This cubicle is jam-packed
with an assortment of educational materials. The staff's working
area does not fare much better.

Now, the student is given a tour of the lab, and what does he or
she see but 35 people trying to learn in approximately 800 square
feet with equipment on top of that. It is not a very pleasing sight.
He leaves somewhat depressed and decides to work for another
year, save up enough money and try to go to another university.
We may have lost a student.

I have tried to paint a picture of the facts. But please understand
that this in no way indicates the lack of the quality education
given to us by the staff. But they have one leg and foot tied behind
their back.

As a student currently recOving no financial aid, there are quite
a few items that a-e lacking in the health careers division at Hous-
ton Community College, specifically the physical therapy assistant
program:

Adequate staffing to meet the needs of the students. Our director
is not only a director, but is our teacher, our mentor, our counsel-
or, advisor, disciplinarian, friend, foe and, yes, at times, even our
mother. This is an enormous amount of responsibility to handle for
one person.

Adequate space. Due to the limitation of space and staff, all of
the potential students that could come into the program are not,
because the spacing does not permit more than 35 students per
year. Adequate spacing also includes storage to be able to place all
of the physical therapy assistant program equipment where one is
not constantly tripping over it.

Updated equipment. Congressman Jefferson, Congressman Wash-
ington, we are in the Houston Medical Center; world renowned,
world famous. But yet, our equipment is ancient according to medi-
cal standards. How can we expect our staff to do the best possible
job with less than adequate equipment?

in closing, I want to stress that the difficulty a student encoun-
ters is one of personal finances and not for the lack of opportunity.
Let us make Houston Community College a leader where a young
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Chicano can be proud that he is a student at Houston Community
College, and that Houston Community College is not a younger
brother or sister to other, larger universities.

We should be able to stand on our own and not in the shadow of
any other institute of higher learning.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Michael Gallegos followsl

S
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TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL GALLEGOS

I have been asked to discuss with you today my experiences as

a Chicano/Hispanic while in pursuit of my education. Please

understand that my pevlonal philosophy in life is one of "Pulling

yourself up by the bootstraps." In other words if there is a

situation that is not to your liking , then change it.

You may say/think, well that is easier aid than done. You

are absolutely right! It takes a person with a lot of determi-

nation, tenacity, commitment, but mostly heart, to be able to

overcome what at times may seem to be insurmountable odds. With

the support of family, friends and yes, the federal government, I

was one of the fortunate ones who was able to enter and complete

my education. Was it difficult? Yes! My personal opinion is that

the difficulty did not come about because of race, but rather

because of a factor that does not know race, color, creed, national

origin sex, or age. It is FINANCES.

In retrospect, my family could easily be classified as the

"working poor" - hardly enough money to sustain the family but too

much money to qualify for any type of government assistance.

Therefore, my choice wasn't whether I was going to attend Texas AO!

UT, Texas Tech, Say-or or SMU, but rather would I able to attend

at all. With that in mind, I am here to inform you that the nSxt

eight years were somewhat difficult for my wife and me, but not

impossible. I joined the Service and took full advantage of the

Veterans Educational Assistant Program. After my enlistment, I

married and continued on the road of higher education. I was
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receiving my veterans assistance, drawing unemployment benefits,

drawing a complete financial aid packet to include grants, loans,

scholarships and college work-study.

Did I enjoy or want to go through the lines, form, forms and

more forms? Did I want to take on a debt, did I want to work? The

answer is no, but because of my personal philosophy in life that

I mentioned earlier in this letter, there was very little that I

would not do to receive my degree I know that you would like for

me to elaborate on what I just mentioned but I feel that there is

an issue that is not being addressed, which is HCCS, Health Careers

Program itself.

Picture this, a young Chicano/Hispanic person wants a medical

career but cannot effort to attend a large university away from

home. He is informed that Houston Community College has a Health

Careers Program specifically a Physical Therapy Program. This

young student decides to go to the Eastwood Campus and take a look

for himself.

First of all, he is confused because this is a high school,

not a college but the security guard informs him that HCC Health

Careers Division is on the second and third floors. Okay, he

thinks to himself, I can live with that. Upon entering the office,

he notices that there are three separate departments located in one

small area, staff and students are packed in together, tighter than

sardines, people are discussing certain things in the hallway

because there is no room in the offices. He is introduced to the

Director of the Physical Therapy Assistant Program and she is

sitting in a 5x5 cubicle that is jammed pack with an assortment of
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educational materials. The staff's working areas do not fare much

better.

Now, the student is given a tour of the lab and what does he

sae but 35 people trying to learn in approximately an 800 square

foot room. It seems that people are on top of people. Not to

mention that in order to make room for these students, equipment

is stacked on top of each other. It is not a very pleasing sight.

He leaves some-what depressed and decided to work for a year, save

up enough money and try to go to another university.

I tried to paint a picture of facts. Please understand that

this in no way indicates the lack of quality education given to us

by staff, but it sure ties one log and foot behind their back. sA

a student, currently receiving no financial aid there are quite a

few items that are lacking in HCCS1 Health Careers Division,

specifically the Physical Therapy Assistant Program:

1. Adequate staffing to meet the needs of the students, our

director is not only a director but also our teacher, mentor,

counselor, advisor, disciplinarian, friend, foe and at times, our

mother. This is an enormous amount of responsibility to handle for

one person.

2. Adequate space. Due to the limitation of space and

staff, all of the potential students that could come into the

program are not because the spacing does not allow for more than

35 students per year. Adequate spacing also includes storage to

be able to place all of the Physicvl Therapy Assistant Program

equipment where one is not constantly tripping over each other.

3. Updated equipment. We are in the middle of the World
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Famous Houston Medical Center, but yet our equipment is ancient

according to medical standards. How can we expect our staff to do

the best possible job with less than adequate equipment?

In closing, I want to stress that the difficulty a student

encounters is one of personal finances and the prestige of the

school. Let us make HCCS a leader on community colleges throughout

the county, state and country and not a younger brother/sister to

other universities. We should be able to stand on our own and not

in the shadow.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Gallegos. Mr. Davis? Mr.
Garth Davis.

STATEMENT OF GARTH DAVIS, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT AUSTIN STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. GAam DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I
would like to sincerely thank you for allowing me to testify before
you today.

My name is Garth Davis, and I am the president of the student
body at the University of Texas at Austin. I will be speaking on
behalf of the students in the fmancial aid office at UT-Austin in
expressing a concern for the financial aid at our institution.

In beginninguicnay testimony, I must assure you that I am well
aware of the f crisis our Nation is currently experiencing. Let
me also assure you that I am aware of the Federal financial aid for
students has risen dramatically since the Higher Education Act
was made into law in 1965. Nonetheless, I must contest that Feder-
al aid programs are currently inadequate.

Of course, I am testifying before you today under the populist
belief that every citizen should have an equal opportunity to seek
higher education. Higher education is an investment in the social
and economic well-being of the Nation.

I have heard predictions that claim that by the year 2000, one
out of every four jobs will require a higher education degree. If we
do not ensure equal access to higher education, then our unemploy-
ment rate will undoubtedly increase, which means that even
though we saved money in student financial aid, we will lose it in
welfare.

Furthermore, many minority groups have been forced into low
socioeconomic neighborhoods, and higher education offers the only
way out. Equality will never be realized in this Nation unless we
accept the fact that all citizens must be given an equal opportunity
to attend institutions of higher learning.

Finally, me add that higher education leads to a more educat-
ed work foi which, in turn, leads to a more productive society. By
increasing accessibility, we increase the number of educated work-
ers, which consequently increases the tax base of the Nation.

At UT-Austin, we do have a very low tuition rate, yet about 50
percent of our student body is participating in some form of fman-
cial aid, and recent studies show that we are still falling short
and, in my written testimony this is wrong. We have an unmet
need right now of $22.3 million.

Furthermore, as we speak, State legislators are meeting to pro-
pose various tuition hikes. Our financial service director has made
some preliminary estimates that show if tuition is raised to $32,
and the TPEG set-aside becomes 20 percent of tuition, we will still
experience a net increase in financial aid need of $831,000that is
unmet need.

If tuition increases to $40, and TPEG set-aside becomes 20 per-
cent, we will experience an unmet need increase of $2,398,000. I
truly hope that there could be some effort to determine the unmet
need of students in the Nation, and appropriations could be in-
creased accordingly.
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As I understand it, the amount of aid in the form of loans has
increased tremendously, while Federal grants have increased only
slightly since 1965. The Federal loan program is commendable;
however, I feel that more emphasis should be placed on grants in
the future.

Many students have expressed to me reservations about applying
for financial aid for fear that they will be paying off debts for
many years to come. Debts that would increase even more as they
enter graduate school. I do not have figures, but I would guess that
the fear of going into debt would prevent many prospective stu-
dents from pursuing higher education degrees.

Students, especially minority students from low socioeconomic
neighborhoods, face a great deal of stress in assimilating into insti-
tutions of higher learning, and loans introduce a large burden on
those who can least afford it.

In a financial aid perspective paper written by officials on the
UT campus, it is suggested that more grants be given, especially to
undergraduates. It is also suggested that loan forgiveness be grant-
ed to students, both minority and other aid recipients, that enter
service professions such as health and education.

Of course, loans will still be a part of Federal financial assist-
ance, but loans should be given after academic success has been
proven. Thus, failure will not lead to an indebted dropout, and the
number of loan defaults will decrease.

Students on the UT-Austin campus have complained for several
years that the financial aid office is inefficient. Many students
complain that it is impossible to get through to the office on the
phone line, and others complain that it is difficult to arrange an
appointment with a staff member.

In addition, a standing committee reported that the office space
was too small to house the staff. Problems with the financial aid
office became such an issue on campus that they started appearing
in campus political campaigns. Recently, the office was moved to a
temporary larger site, and we are currently anticipating the build-
ing of a new office.

On the surface, these problems with getting financial aid seem to
be caused by inadequate services rendered by the university, but I
believe much of the problem lies in the difficulty of applying for
financial aid. I have heard countless people complain that there
are too many forms to fill out, and the forms are too complex to
understand.

It is no wonder to me that the phone lines are busy, seeing that
there must be countless people calling with questions about the ap-
plication process. The complexity and the number of forms requires
large staffs and office spaces, which is an unnecessary burden on
the university.

Furthermore, prospective students who receive financial aid
forms could understandably be so turned off that they decide not to
attend college. We must remember that a poor student entering
college is under a great deal of stress, and the added burden of de-
ciphering the financial aid forms could force the student to recon-
sider pursuing a higher education degree.

The first step to simplifying the system would be to simplify the
need analysis process. All the different financial aid programs have

) f;
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different procedures for determining eligibility. The institutiwis,
State agencies and Federal Government should work together to
determine exactly what information should be required to establish
need.

The results can be used differently by different programs, but
the simplified criteria could help create one standard form that
would alleviate the complexity and help provide more efficient
service. Moreover, reapplication for financial aid should be made
easier for low income families, so that they do not have to repeat
the process yearly.

Finally, I would like to note that many students in high school,
and especially in middle school, are unaware that they can receive
financial aid. Programs like TRIO should be expanded to adequate-
ly inform prospective students that they can pursue higher learn-
ing. This would allow them to plan on a college career well in ad-
vance of graduation.

In closing, I would like to remind you that higher education is
essential to the social and economic well-being of the Nation, and it
is therefore essential that we make higher education accessible to
all citizens of the USA. Higher education is an investment, not a
liability.

[The prepared statement of Garth Davis follows:]
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Testimony By Garth Davis

Members of the committee, I would like to sincerely thank you for allowing me to
testify before you today. My name is Garth Davis, and I am the president of the student
body at the University of Texas at Austin. I will be speaking on behalf of the students,
and the financial aid office of UT-Austin, in expressing a concern for the status of
finandal aid at our institution.

In preparing my testimony, I have talked with several students who have sought
financial assistance. I have also conversed with the director of financial services, Pat
Harris, who presented me with several papers regarding the Reauthorization act. In

addition, I have reviewed a report of a subcommittee that investigated our financial aid
office at UT. Hence, I hope that I will be able to adequately express the concerns of the
students, as well as convey suggestions that our financial aid officials have with
regards to the reauthorizing of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

In beginning my testimony, I must assure you that I am well aware of the fiscal crisis
our nation is currently experiencing. The state of Texas is in a four billion dollar
budgetary shortfall, and the national debt is continuously increasing. Let me also
assure you that I am aware that federal financial aid for students has risen dramatically
since the HEA was made into law in 1965. Nonetheless, I must contest that federal aid
programs are currently inadequate.

DI course, I am testifying before you today under the populiet belief that every
citizen should have an equal oppo'iunity to seek higher education. Higher education
is an investment in the social and economic wellbeing of the nation. I have heard
predictions that claim that by the year 2000, one out of every four jobs will require a
higher ed. degree. If we do not insure equal access to higher education, then our
unemployment rate will undoubtedly increase, which means that even though we
saved money in student financial aid, we will lose it in welfare. Furthermore, many
minority groups have been forced into low socioeconomic neighborhoods, and higher
education offers the only way out. Equality will never be realized in this nation unless
we accept the fact that all citizens must be given an equal opportunity to attend
institutions of higher learning. Finally, let me add that higher education leads to a
more educated work force, which in turn leads to a more productive society. In
addition, by increasing accessibility we increase the number of educated workers,
whict, consequently increases the tax base of the nation.

At UT-Austin we do have very low tuition rates, yet about 50% of our student body is
participating 1.9 scynine form of financial aid, and recent studies show that we are still
falling about two

,
llion dollars short of satisfying the need on campus. Furthermore,

as we speak, state legislators are meeting to propose various tuition hikes. Our
financial services director has made some preliminary estimates that show that if
tuition raises to $32 and TPEG funding becomes 20% of tuition, we will still experience
a net financial need increase of $831,000. If tuition increases to $40 and TPEG set
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aside becomes 20%, need could increase by $2,398,000. I truly hope that there could
be some effort to determine the unmet need of students, and appropriations could be
increased accordingly.

As I understand it, the amount of aid in the form of loans has increased
tremendously, while federal grants have increased only slightly since 1965. The
fe !eral load program is commendable; however, I feel that more emphasis should be
placed on grants .11 the future. Many students have expressed to me reservations
about applying for dnancial aid for fear that they will be paying off debts for many years
to come. Debts that would increase even more as they enter graduate school. I do not
have figures, but I would guess that the fear of going Into debt would prevent many
prospective students from pursuing a higher education degree. Students, especially
minority students from low socioeconomic neighborhoods, face a great deal of stress
in assimilating into institutions of higher learning, and loans Introduce a large burden
on those who can least afford it. In a financial aid perspective paper written by officials
on the UT campus, it is suggested that more grants be given, especially to
undergraduates. It is also suggested that loan forgiveness be granted to minority and
other aid recipients that enter services professions such as health and education. Of
course, loans will still be a part of federal financial assistance, but loans should be
given after academic success has been proven. Thus, failure will not lead to an
indebted dropout, and the number of loan defaults will decrease.

Students on the UT-Austin campus have complained for several years that the
financial aid office is inefficient. Many students complained that it is impossible to get
through to the office on the phone line, and others complained that it is difficult to
arrange an appointment with a staff member. In addition, a standing committee
reported that the office space was too small to house the staff. Problems with the
financial aid office became such an issue on campus that they started appearing in
campus political campaigns. Recently, the office was moved to a temporary, larger
site; and we are currently anticipating the building of a new office. On the surface,
these problems with getting financial aid seem to be caused by inadequate services
rendered by the university, but I believe much :A the problem lies in the difficulty of
applying for financial aid. I have heard countless people complain that there are too
many forms to fill out, and the forms are too complex to understand. It is no wonder to
me that the phone lines are always busy, seeing that there must be countless people
calling with questions about the application process. The complexity and number of
forms requires large staffs and office space, which Is an unnecessary bi 'den on the
university. Furthermore, prospective students who receive financial aid forms could
understandably t)e so turned off that they decide not to attend college. We must
remember that a poor student entering college is under a great deal cf stress, and the
added burden of deciphering the financial aid forms could force the student to
reconsider pursuing a higher education degree.

The first step to simplifying the system would be to simplify the need analysis
process. All the different financial aid programs have different procedures for
determining eligibility. The institutions, state agencies, and federal government should
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work together to determine exactly what information should be required to establish
need. The results can be used differently by different programs, but the simplified
criteria could help create one standard form that would alleviate the complexity, and
help provide more efficient service. Moreover, reapplication for financial aid should be
made easier for low income families, so that they do not have to repeat the process
yearly.

Finally I would like to note that many students in high school, and especially in
middle school are unaware that they can receive financial aid. Programs like TRIO
should be expanded to adequately inform prospective students that they can pursue
higher learning. This would allow them to plan on a college career well in advance of
graduation.

In closing, I would like to remind you that higher education is essential to the social
and economic well-being of the nation, and it is therefore essential that we make
higher education accessible to all the citizens of the USA. Higher education is an
investment, not a liability.

I hope I have given you a student perspective on the state of financial aid on the UT
campus. I must admit that I was not sure of what I was supposed to testify about, and I
have therefore left out a few facts and figures. If you have any questions I will be
happy to answer them, and if I do not have the answer I would be happy to find it for
you. Once again, thank you very much for allowing me to express my views before
you.

V 1
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Davis. Mr. Ronnie
Davis?

STATEMENT OF RONNIE J. DAVIS, JR., PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY

Mr. RONNIE DAVIS. Thank you very much, Congressman Wash-
ington, Congressman Jefferson. My name is Ronnie Davis. I am the
president of the Council of Student Organizations at Prairie View
A&M University. I thank you for having this opportunity to come
before you to testify at these hearings.

I would like to take this time to come at you from not a different
angle, but in the same perspective, but I would like to get toas
my father would sayat the meat and the potatoes of the matter.
And that being funding.

One of the major concerns of higher education today is financial
aid. Today, students base their decision on whether or not they go
to college on how much financial aid they will receive. In my own
opinion, I think this is very disturbing.

If any person, regardless of race, creed, or sex with the mental
capacity to perform on a college level and would like to attend col-
lege, should, and more importantly, should have the necessary
funds to get them through college. If not, the Federal Government
should provide some type of financial assistance to help the student
through college.

And the help should not always be in the way of a loan. This
leads me up to a major concern with all students, and that being
budget cuts under Title IV of the Higher Education Act.

Title IV has provided many students with the financial assist-
ance needed to attend an institution of higher education. But with
the proposed budget cuts, the number of students attending col-
leges and universities will decline drastically.

Upon my own conclusion, this will lead to a 'greater number of
persons in the lower level work force and/or unemployment. And
when I say lower level work force, I am emphasizing those who do
not have a college education, or those jobs that would not require a
college education.

Either of the two, or both, will cause more problems for the
United States as a whole in terms of our economy. In the lower
level work force, you have people working sometimes 6 to 7 days a
week, and 8 to 12 hours every day. Which means that, basically,
they are working at an hourly rate for pennies.

Our economy, basically, how it is run is on disposable income, as
called by economists. And that disposable income makes up our
economy. Whatever people have left over from after they pay their
bills, that is more or less they call their spending money. They put
that into our economy--disposable incomewhich makes our econ-
omy flourish that gives it the rotation that it has.

But without that disposable income, our economy is strugglinF.
And in case of unemploymentif we have unemployment, that is
real simple; no job no money. No money, struggling economy. That
is why we need to make sure that those students who aspire to go
to college have the necessary funds to do so.
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Now, in terms of financial assistance, a question was raised in
me. What can be done to assure that each and every student who
qualifies for financial assistance has the necessary funds to attend
college?

The answer to that is to increase the maximum amount avail-
able through Title IV to enable students who are qualified to re-
ceive fmancial aid. These increases in funding should be through
Pell Grants, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grantsthat is
SEOGCollege Work-Study Grants, Perkins Loans, and Student
State Incentive Grants.

Over the past decade, the NH Grant has declined in value by 16
percent in cost of dollars, without cost of living adjustments being
made. In contrast to the Pell Grant, student's loans grew through-
out the 1980's, from less than 20 percent V) over half of all student
aid.

The number of loans have quadrupled in that time, and yet the
percentage of academically competitive low income students has
decreased in the 1980's by over 9 percent.

At Prairie View, a total of 88 percent of the student body are on
financial aid. Sixty-eight percent of all students are receiving aid
authorized by the Higher Education Act, so if we were to cut that,
we would be cutting our own throats.

Half of our students who qualify for financial aid only receive 70
percent of their financial aid. We have twice as much funding
available through the Stafford Loan Program as we have through
the Pell Grant Programs.

This information tells me, in my own opinion, that one, the Pell
Grant has weakened; two, the Pell Grant Program has not put into
effect the cost of living adjustments with inflation; and threeand,
most importantlyour students are becoming more dependent
upon loans.

But what can we do to turn this around? By making the loan
programs the last viable means for financial assidance for quali-
fied students. It is ever present that loans are becoming more and
more the means of financial resources for students. 0:msequently,
we are having significant loan default rates, particularly at minori-
ty institutions that enroll many low income studehts, such as Prai-
rie View.

Okay. What happens when students are not able to play their
loans? Then we have defaults. Now, you cannot even file bankrupt-
cy. You might have to go to a loan shark, borrow from your sister
or your brother. Things like that happen when you are not even
paying back your loans; I know.

Mr. Chairperson, Congressman Washington, at PV we have pre-
dominantly a mi4ority of black students. We also haveas Presi-
dent Becton sayswe have Hispanic, white, Asian and so forth. I
do not know every exact one. But we do not always attract the "su-
perior intellects."

We get the low income students, C, C+ average studentsB
whose parents are usually middle class or low income. In my own
studies getting my undergraduate degree in 1990, when I first at-
tended Prairie View in 1986, I was on financial aid in which I did
not even have to take out a loan.
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But between 1986 and the fall of 1990, I owe $8,700 in loans.
Now, I am trying to aspire myself toward graduate school. And I
started in the spring; last spring. And between that and by the
time I graduate from graduate school, who knows how much I may
owe? Which means I am starting out in debt.

And in terms of a young black man in corporate America, start-
ing out in debt is going to hinder ma in me getting a job, and aspir-
ing to be what I want to be.

Also, in terms of graduate studies, I feel that there should be
more financial assistance for graduate students other than loans,
becauseas I stated in my own opinionlow income students get
these degrees and they go out into the work force, and most of
them have to pay back loans.

They do not want to go to graduate school because of the simple
fact they know they will have to take out a loan or find another
way to pay it back, which they do not have. We have a lot of bril-
liant minds who come from low income housing, such as Mr. Thur-
good Marshall.

He camehis family was not rich. He started out poor, worked
his way up, as also with the nomination for the Supreme Court
Justice Thomas. He did not start out in a middle class family. He
started outfrom what I was toldfrom the backwoods, no bath-
room in the houFe, things of that nature.

But in rounding this all up, in my conclusion, I ask that you allo-
cate more funding toward Pell Grants, less toward loans, and that
these grants be adjusted for inflation by cost of living standards.

Also, I ask that you would take into consideration that by in-
creasing emphasis on student loan programs, you are creating a
significant financial burden not only on the student, but on the
government and banking institutions in administering these loans
as well.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ronnie J. Davis, Jr. followsd

I
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, I am glad to have the oppOrtunity to

speak to you today about the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act. i am Ronnie J. Davis Jr., President of the

Council of Student organization at Prairie View AGM University,

I would like to speak not only on behalf of the student body at

Prairie Vlew AGM University, but all students who attend

institutions on higher education, whether it be an In league

school, or schools such as Prairie View AGM University, one of

the 35 Historically Black Colleges and Universities. (HMIs.)

one of the major concerns of higher education today is

financial aid. Today, students base their decision of whether or

not they will go to college, on how such financial aid that they

will receive, in my own personal opinion, I believe that this

is disturbing. If any person, regardless to race, creed, or sex,

with the metal capacity to perform on college level, and would

like to attend college should, and more importantly haVe the

necessary funds to get them through college. If not, the

federal government should provide some type of financial

assistance to help that student through college; And that help

shouldn't always be in the way of a loan. This leads me up to

the major concern of all students, and that being budget-cuts

under Title IV of the Higher Education Act.

Title, /V has provided many students with the financial

assistance needed to attend at institution of higher education.

But with the proposed budget cuts, the number of students

attending colleges and universities, will decline drastically.

Upon ay own conclusion, this will lead to a greater number of

2.
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persons in the blue collar, fast-food, lower-level hotel-tourist

work force (those jobs that do not require a college ducation)

and/or unemployment. Either of the two or both, will cause more

problems for the United States. Thome in the blue collar , low--

1017Si hotel-tourist work force, work long hours: 6 sometimes 7

days a week, ere paid on an hourly rate. After they're attempted

to meet their monthly expwAses, they have very little money left.

Our economy, as shown below, thrivs off these "left over funds"

known as "disposable income".

[cod

671

1-4.'101711. pitkonaus ncoial

nut without any dispolable income one cannot spend, and without

spending by consumers, results.will show e strwrgling eccnomy.

WV understanding of unemployment is clear and simplet No Job...No

Money! Which puts those unemployed looking toward the federal

government for help is this what we really went to happen?

would hope not. That is why I !eel it necessary for us in the

academic world to do something to control this problea. We need

to insure persons who aspire to attend any institution of higher

eduoation, has the financial resoUrCOS to do so. That is why

Title IV is major concern to every etudeut acres,, the nation.

2
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These increases in funding should come through Pall Grants,

Supplemental Education opportunity Grants, College Mork Study

Grants, Perkins Loans, end State Student Incentive Grants. Over

the past decade the Pell Grant has declined in value by 16% in

constant dollars, without cost -ofeliving adjustaents being sade.

In contrast to the decline in Fell Grants, students loans geew

throughout the SO's from less than 20% to over half of all

student aid. The number of loans given have quadrupled in that

time, and yet ihe percentage of academically competitive, low-

income students has decreased in the 40's by over 9%. (Charles

Saunders, ACE Recommendations June 25, 1990.)

At Praia* Wm AAN Univers1tY1

h total of 14% of the students are on financial aid.

-6811 of all students are receiving aid authorised by the

Nigher Education Act.

-204 receive aid from other sources.

-Self of our etudents who qualify for financial aid, only

receive 704 of their financial need.

Ne have twice as much funding available through the

Stafford Loan Progras as we have through the Pell Grant

Programa.
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limmial mia, Low-income families have fewer overall financial

resources to drfw upon than middle-income fealties. If this

distinction is not nada, there is a danger of increasing the

number of middle-income student grants at the expense of grants

.for poorer students.

This iatarnatian ULLA ma thati

-The Pell Grant hes weaken.

4/7141 Pell arant Program hasn't put into effect the cost.

of-living adjustmert.

-Our students are becoming more dependent upon Stafford

Loans,

sat bam am gm tun this atamag2

1.Nalge Ma Lama =gram tta last AMU! mama Sax limas&
mgiatama gar mmiximg Magmata& It is ever present that loans

are becoming more and more the means of financial resources for
students. Consequently, we are having significant loin default

rates, particUlerly st minority institutions that enroll many

low-income students. (Students borrow over $10 billion each year,
and in 1269, loan defaults conatitutod over $6 billion.) After
graduation, most students aren't able to find a job quickly or
one that pays /1004. When this happens, students aren't able to
pay back their lams tn other instances, newly wed couples that

4
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recently graduated, after both took out loans during college, find

it hard nr are not ablu to pay the loom beak. They're not able

to becau c of the fact that they're just starting out, along with

trying to survive day to day living expenditures.. The burden is

especially difficult for minorities from low-income backgrounds,

who obviously have a harder time gaining employment to repay

these loans. What we need to do is put more funding into'Pell

Grants end less into loans.

2.11Aka jj =mum= options Roza Ildulabla If the interest

paysents on the loans were lower it would enable more students to

repny the loans. Also, in the event that students aren't able to

pay back their loans, some other viable option should be looked

at ouches, volunteer services in a federally funded program.

In Conclusion, I ask that yOu allocate more funding toward

Pell Grants, and that these grants be adjusted.for inflation by

cost -of-living standards. Also, I ask that you would take into

consideration that by increasing emphasis on student loan

rrograms, you are creating a significant financial burden not

only on the student, but on the government end banking

institutions in administrating these loans as well.

5
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Davis. Thank all of
you again for your testimony. Congressman Jefferson has com-
ments and questions.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Well, frankly, you have done a fine job, coming
from different starting points, in getting information over to this
committee, and I really appreciate it. Each you has had an expe-
rience, while it is similar, it is really dissimilar in many respects.

And it is this kind of diverse expression of opinion that is most
helpful to me. And I think, speaking for the rest of us who are
trying to examine these issues, for all of us.

Congressman Washington has said it, I suppose, as well as it
needs to be said that our work is not for the univarsities, for the
teachers, for the librarians and the rest, as such. It is principally to
assist those who are aspiring for an education to attain one, and to
give them the support they need to be successful.

And so it is for the students that these enactments are proposed
and carried forth. And this whole business about reauthorizing the
Higher Education Act ought to be aimed at how do we make it
work better for each of you.

What runs as a common thread through your testimony is this
issue of COS:" The cost of higher education is going up and up and
up. And it further strains the issue of financial aid. If the aid kept
up with the cost, in would be helpful, but we are learning now that
costa are going to go up even more.

And as we look within the context of what is being proposed by
the administration, they want to have what they call a partnership
for certain programs between the universities and the Federal Gov-
ernment; having the States put up more money. When you know,
as a matter of fact, that if the State does that, and the State needs
more money, it comes out of the pockets of students and parents in
the form of tuition.

And so, it is a shell game, really. And it is a very disturbing
problem because, in the endas Mr. Davis and Mr. Davis have
pointed outwe are going to end up with fewer people having
access to college, and with people making less than the career
choices they want to make, and even perhaps deferring or not
going to graduate school, if they should want to, because of a con-
cern over indebtedness.

So I just want to not ask questions but to thank you for what you
have done for this community and tell you how important your
work is to us today, and how helpful it has been to me. So I would
like to thank each of you for what you are contributing this morn-
ing.

/dr. WASHINGTON. There is nothing to be added to that eloquent
statement. Thank you all very much for your testimony. May we
encourage you to continue your pursuits of education directly and
indirectly, and also to encourage the many young people you know
that are out there from age 50 to age 18 to get involved in educa-
tion and do all that they can.

Let them know that help is on the way. Thank you very much
for your time.

I would like to call the third panel up so that they can take their
seats and be prepared to testify.
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The subcommittee will come to order. Without objection, the pre-
pared statement of Dr. Herbert Hayre, National Education Associa-
tion, will be made a part of the record.

And I am told by my dear friend and counsel that we should at
this time also introduce into the record the statement of the Hon-
orable Wilhelmina Delco, Chairman of the House Committee on
Public Education and Speaker Pro Tem of the Texas House of Rep-
resentatives, and that of Mr. Jimmy Parker, Texas Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators.

These matters are included in the record without objection. Dr.
Hayre?

STATEMENT OF HERBERT HAYRE, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSO-
CIATION; PRESIDENT, TEXAS FACULTY ASSOCIATION; AND
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRIC AL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF
HOUSTON

Mr. HAYRE. Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to be here, and I
appreciate your inviting us. I am a professor of electrical engineer-
ing at the University of Houston, the president of Texas Faculty
Association, and member of the National Education Association
Council on Higher Education.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on an issue of tremen-
dous importance to the future of our Nation: the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. The Higher Education Act is the corner-
stone of our national postsecondary education policy.

It helps extend education opportunities to millions of young
Americans. It helps keep America competitive, and helps improve
the quality of life for all Americans.

My experience on the Hill shows that there at least a dozen com-
mittees trying to get competitiveness on the go, and it is quite
amazing when it comes to education, which is the basic building
block, we are wondering how to divvy up maybe less than a billion
dollars. It is somewhat shocking.

Over the 20th century, the pace of change has accelerated. Tech-
nological achievements, scientific discoveries, and social changes
have transformed the world, and nothing suggests that the pace of
change will abate in the near future.

On the contrary, as we enter the 21st century it appears that
dramatic technological, political and social changes will take place.
America and Americans cannot nor do we wish to arrest or slow
this transformation.

We must take steps now to assure that we are active participants
rather than observers. A manufacturing society rather than a serv-
ice society. A Nation which can compete with any segment in the
world.

Our counterparts and contemporaries around the world are not
standing by waiting for us to set the direction of intellectual en-
deavor, technological innovation, or economic development. Indeed,
our strongest allies are also our competitors. The United States
must adapt to this environment.

We must develop the means to increase our economic vitality
and enhance participation in our democratic institutions, and work
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shoulder to shoulder with our longstanding friends, eme de-
mocracies, and developing nations to address the challenges ahead.

Federal involvement in postsecondary education helps make that
possible. In fact, I must say that the National Science Foundolon
is spending roughly $100 million on promoting math and science
among minority and women.

If this programthe way administration proposesis curtailed,
would negate that. The Academy of Sciences says that we are going
to be half a million people short professionally, and here we are
not able even to fund the program at the 1980 level.

And in Texas, we have been buffeted by a series of economic
challenges, a decline of both energy and agricultural sectors of the
economy, and the collapse of the savings and loan industry, and
the effect of national recession.

In addition, the Court-ordered restructuring of the school finance
formula for the elementary and secondary schools has exacerbated
the economic pressures that determine what resources are avail-
able for postsecondary education.

Tuition at State-supported postsecondary institutions are expect-
ed to double by the fnll of 1991, as we read in the papers over the
weekend, intensifying pressure on many postsecondary students
and prospective students, particularly those from low and middle
income families.

Texas and its people are leaders in the U.S. today. Our State has
many nationally and world-renowned postsecondary educational in-
stitutions, including the University of Houston. And of course, we
are proud of the Texas Southern University.

Congressman Washington, you and Mickey Leland were the
twonot only the two, but one of the very manyleaders who
were produced on this campus. And if this aid was cut, I would not
be a bit surprised if most of the students at Texas Southern Uni-
versity used this aid because of economic necessity.

Therefore, we appreciate the role that the Federal Government
has played in making these achievements possible. Without Feder-
al student financial aid, and other postsecondary programs, we
would be hard pressed to maintain these accomplishments, and yet
cannot, as a State or as a Nation, afford to stand still. And this will
be apparent when I present the numbers in a minute.

We must continue to build and to grow in order to survive. Were
it not for college work study programs, some 1,000 students at the
University of Houston alone could not afford to enroll.

And I was impressed with our forefathers who taught us the
value of work. Here, we are telling the students that there shall be
no more work study program. This runs contrary to the very basic
American apple pie. It makes absolutely no sense.

Instead of cutting work study as the administration proposes, we
hope that the committee will recommend to double it. Such a cir-
cumstance would be devastating for our economy and our individ-
ual ambitions that would be denied. Of those 1,000 students I men-
tioned, some 50 percent are minoritiesblack and Hispanic and
Native Americans. And 42 percent are single parents. Vihere are
we going if we cancel these programs?

By assisting students from low income families achieve their
dreams, what we do moi e than improve the economic standing of

1 2
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individuals, we enrich the lives of every American. Even though
Federal student financial aid has helped reduce barriers to postsec-
ondary education over the past two decades and more, family
income is still a primary determinant in the postsecondary enroll-
ment.

Youth from families with incomes of more than $50,000 are four
times more likely to attend college than those from families with
incomes below $15,000. This should not happen in America.

Moreover, despite dramatic increased in high school completion
rates for blacks and Hispanics over the past 20 years, only 31 per-
cent of blacks from 18 to 24 years age group, and enly 29 percent of
Hispanics in that age group are enrolled in the postsecondary edu-
cation, compared to 40 percent of the white youth.

These trends have tremendous consequences for both future eco-
nomic attainment and social justice. F&ieral student aid programs
have fallen far short of the need. The . ierage Federal student aid
award felland, I underline the word tellfrom almost 80 percent
of the average cost of attendance by the mid 1970's to 60 percent in
1980-81, and to 40 percent in 1989. This is incredible. In other
words, something is out of whack.

Moreover, many young people forego postsecondary education in
order to avoid beginning their work lives with an insurmountable
debt. You heard from the students, awl I meet them every day.
They leave universities with something like $10,000 minimum debt
before they get out. And if they are in professional schools, they
are up to $23-, $25-, $30,000 debt. So it is quite a burden.

Total Federal postsecondary student aid declined by 3 percent in
constant dollars between 1980 and 1989. I repeat, total Federal
postsecondary aid declined by 3 percent in constant dollars be-
tween 1980 and 1989. Absolutely unacceptable.

More alarming, total spending for postsecondary education plum-
meted by more than 24 percent over the decage of the 1980's, after
accounting for inflation. Fully funding Pell Grants would cost some
$7.6 billion in the fiscal year 1992, an increase of $2.2 billion over
the fiscal year 1991.

Restoring funds to Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants would require an increase of $170 million over the fiscal
year 1991 spending level. Bringing college work study back to the
1980 levelmind you, back to the 1980 levelwould require an in-
crease of $359 million.

I added these three figures up. They come out to less than the
cost of eight B-52s, which do not work. And they are not defensi-
ble. I am a radar man, so I can tell you that.

Congress must authorize and appropriate funds sufficient to
assure that no qualified student is denied access to postsecondary
education. The surest way to do that is to establish Pell Grants as
a Federal entitlement program, so we cannot play budget games
with it every 2, 3 years with every different President.

Increase the maximum allowable Pell Grant, and raise to 75 per-
cent the percentage of allowable costs Pell Grants can cover. At the
same time, middle income families are increasingly hard-pressed to
meet college costs. Costs of attendance at a 4-year public college
rose five times as much as the median family income.

i 3
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Let me say that again. Costs of attendance at a 4-year public col-
lege rose five times as much as the median family income between
1980 and 1988. And yet, these programs were dropped. Private uni-
versities and college costs rose more than six and a-half times as
much.

The National Education Association urges Congress to eliminate
the assessment of home or farm equity in the calculation of the ex-
pected family contributions, and allow those from families with an
mcome up to $45,000 to receive some Pell Grant assistance.

I must say, at this time, the administration's proposal of $10,000
income, if you do a little simple calculation, comes out to be a $5
an hour wage for one family member. For a single parent family,
which we have 26 million of them, they cannot pay the child care
and have a full-time job and ever improve their skills, it is a dead-
end situation.

I think somebody in the office of budget management is not
aware of the real world outside. The resources must also be direct-
ed towards recruitment, Federal programs designed to help make
students aware of postsecondary financial aid, and provide identifi-
cation, counseling and tutoring programs to help assure that indi-
viduals make full use of their abilities.

The NEA believes every effort should be made to identify and
assist students to assure that they are prepared and able to attend
college. In addition, Qmgress should take mto account the needs of
part-time students, a very growing segment of our population,
adults, single parents, and others in the developmental Federal stu-
dent aid and related programs.

The process for applying for Federal postsecondary student aid is
needlessly complicated and redundant. It makes no sense to require
families who have proven that they are poor to do so repeatedly.
Incidentally, I tried to heip this student fill a form out. It took me
literally 21/2 hours to figure out what in the world they were
asking.

There is a booklet ten pages thick. It is worse than the IRS. The
procedures may be themselves discouraging many families from
pursuing financial aid and denying students academic opportunity.
AVe recommend the adoption of a single need analysis systemI
hope one pagerather than a four-page summary.

And the elimination of the fee for the application. In addition,
we urge Congress to allow students from families receivinif food
stamps or aid to fa milies with dependent children to be considered
automatically eligible for the maximum Pell Grant and other stu-
dent aid, and create a simplified procedure for reapplication.

Default rates for the Federal student loans are totally unaccept-
able. I do not want to go into the details, but you know fully well
where they are coming from. It is not happening in the major insti-
tutions of higher learning. Because the amounts students are re-
quired to borrow have become excessive.

Appropriate levels of aid and grant for low income students
would help lead to fewer defaults. And more stringent standards
must be established to determine institutional eligil3ility for Title
IV programs.

N.E.A. has made a number of detailed recommendations about
the administration of the Stafford Loan Program in comments sub-
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mitted at the request of the subcommittee, which I think are on
your records there. I refer you to those recommendations and urge
you to consider them for adoption.

Federal support in postsecondary education, involvement assist-
ance and resources play an integral part in our ability to address
the challenges as a country. NEA is committed to assist you in
your critical task of shaping a Higher Education Act reauthoriza-
tion that will strengthen our Nation's ability to meet the future.

I want to add just one more comment. If this great Nation of
ours can spend $65 billion to liberate Kuwait, we definitely need to
liberate about 40 percent of our population with better education.
It should be the same priority. It is about time that we paid atten-
tion at home as well.

Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Herbert Hayre, Hon. Wilhelmina

Delco and Jimmy Parker follow:]

i 1 1
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Harb Hayre, a professor of electrical engineering at the

University of Houston, president of the Texas Faluity Association,

and a member of the National Education Association's Committee

on Higher Education. I appreciate this opportunity to comment,

on behalf of NEA, on an issue of tremendous importance to the

future of our nation: the reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act.

The Higher Education Act is the cornerstone of our national

postsecondary education policy. Included in the Act are programs

that extend educational opportunities to millions of young
Americans and programs that help keep America competitive in

technological development and every other aspect of intellectual

endeavor. The Act includes programs that help improve the

quality of teacher preparation and professional development and

programs that support scholarly research that improves the
quality of life for all Americans.

Student Financial Aid

Among the most critical issues involved in this proposed

reauthorization are those related to postsecondary student aid.

Even though federal student financial aid has helped reduce
barriers to postsecondary education over the past two decades

and more, much more needs to be done.

Family income is still a primary determinant in

postsecondary enrollment. Youths between the ages of 18 and 24

from families with Incomes of more than $50,000 are four times

1 1 7
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more likely to attend college than those from families with incomes

below $15,000. Moreover, despite dramatic increases in high

school completion rates for Blacks and Hispanics over the past 20

years, only 31 percent of Black 18- to 24-year-olds and 29 percent

of Hispanic youths are enrolled in postsecondary education,

compared to almost 40 percent of white youth. These trends have

tremendous consequences for both future economic attainment

and social justice in the U.S.

Federal postsecondary student aid, including Pell Grants,

Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, College Work-Study,

and Stafford Loans play an essential role in the vitality of our

postsecondary institutions and the access to economic

opportunity for American youth. Pell Grants alone represent some

15 percent of the tuition income of the nation's colleges and

universities. And the opportunity to attend postsecondary schools

has vastly expanded the nation's vital intellectual and human

resources.

And yet, federal student aid programs have fallen far short of

the needs. The average federal student aid award fell from almost

80 percent of the average costs of attendance by the mid-1970s to

around 60 percent in 1980-81. By 1989-90, the average financial

aid package paid less than 40 percent of the average costs of

attendance at a college or university. Moreover, during the 1980s,

the balance of the average student aid package shifted

dramatically from 60 percent in grants and 40 percent in loans at

the beginning of the 1980s, to 40 percent in grants and 60 percent

in loans by the close of the decade. As a result, many young
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people have chosen to forgo postsecondary education in order to

avoid beginning their working lives with a seemingly

insurmountable personal debt.

According to the College Board, total federal postsecondary

student aid declined by 3 percent in constant dollars between

1980 and 1989. More alarming is the recent Department of

Education report which found that total spending for

postsecondary education plummeted by more than 24 percent

over the decade of the 1980s, after accounting for inflation.

A recent report by NEA projects what it would cost to fund

Pell Grants for all eligible students at the FY91 maximum allowable

grant ($2,400), as well as to restore Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants and College Work-Study to the FY1980 levels,

after accounting for inflation. Fully funding Poll Grants would cost

some PA billion in FY92, an increase of $2.2 billion over the FY91

level. Restoring funds to funding SEOG would require an increase

of $170 million over the FY91 spending level of $540 million.

Bringing College-Work-Study back to its 1980 level would require

an increase of $359 million above the FY91 appropriation of $595

million.

NEA urges the Congress to authorize and appropriate funds

sufficient to assure that no qualified student Is denied access to

postsecondary education on the basis of financial need and to

include in this reauthorization provisions to:

o establish Pell Grants as a federal entitlement program;

1
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o Increase the maximum allowable Pell Grant to $4,300 in

Fiscal Year 1992, with a $200 a year increase in each

subsequent year;

o raise to 75 percent the percentage of allowable costs Pell

Grants can cover; and

o set more realistic cost-of-attendance figures for room and

board.

Assistance for Middle Class Families

While the focus of federal student aid programs must be on

helping low-Income students, middle-income families are

increasingly hard pressed to meet college costs. According to the

College Board, costs of attendance at a four-year public college

rose five times as much as median family income between 1980

and 1988. Private school costs rose more than six and one-half

times as much over the same period.

To address the needs of students from middle-income

families, NEA 'ages Congress to include in the reauthorization

provisions to:

o eliminate the assessment of home or farm equity in the

calculation of expected family contributions for families with

incomes below $40,000;

o increase the Pell Grant awards that moderate-Income

students receive and allow those from families with incomes

up to $45,000 to receive some Pell Grant assistance; and
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o provide modest Mavens in Stafford Loans, Supplemental

Loans for Students (SLS), and Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students (PLUS).

Increasing Early Intervention Efforts

As Americans read the newspaper and see on television

alarming reports on the rise in the costs of postsecondary

e ducation, too many students see college as a dream far beyond

their reach. As a result, many students abandon the idea of

attending college or pursuing a college preparatory track as early
as their middle school years.

A number of programs included in the Higher Education Act

are designed to help make students aware of postsecondary

financial aid and provide identification, counseling, and tutoring

programs to help keep the dream alive. These programs are

essential to assure that our nation makes full use of its human

resources and that individuals make full use of their intellectual

abilities.

NEA believes these programs, most targeted toward
particular student populations, should be extended and

expanded. But in addition, we believe *very effort should be made

to identify and assist students to assure they are prepared and
able to attend college.

NEA recommends the Higher Education Act include
provisions to:

o establish statewide early intervention programs;
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o expand the Special Programs for Students from

Disadvantaged Backgrounds (TRIO) to double the number

of students served bnd to involve postsecondary faculty In

mentoring programs;

o establish a Student Counseling and Assistance Network

(SCAN) that would provide training for school counselors,

create a national database on financial aid options, and

publicize financial aid programs;

o create a demonstration program similar to the "I Have A

Dream Foundation" which guarantees tuition assistance and

helps assure students are qualified to be accepted in

postsecondary Institutions; and

o direct a portion of College Work-Study funds be used to

support mentoring progra.ns for disadvantaged youth.

Enturingtiontraditionalatik, nkArt reed

Increasingly, colleges and universities include significant

numbers of "nontraditionar students, those who have chosen to

pursue postsecondary education as adults or who elected to

enhance their knowledge and skills in order to be more successful

in their work or to change careers entirely. Meny of the existing

federal financial aid programs were designed to assist students

who enroll just after high school and complete their

undergraduate education in four years.

NEA believes the Higher Education Act should take into

account the growing number of "nontraditional" students,

1 2
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including part-tIme studenta, adults, single parents, and others.

We recommend the Act include provisions to:

o maintain Pell Grant eligibility for less than half-time students;

o increase the allowance for child care costs in determination

of a Pell Grant to $3,000 per dependent;

o modify the eligibility formula to take into account such

factors as welfare income, preelpitious drop in incomes for

those enrolled in school compared to previous years, and

assuring that student aid is not counted as income in

eligibility standards for food stamps, welfare, or other federal

Isaistance programs; and

r oquire that institutions provide at least 10 percent of their

..ampus-based ald funds for part-time students;

Simplifying the Financial Aid Process

NEA believes that the current process for applying for

federal postsecondary student aid is intrinstically daunting and

needlessly complicated and redundant. At present, students must

fill out a multiplicity of complicated forms each year that they
apply. It makes no sense to require families who have proven they

are poor to do so repeatedly. The complicated nature of these

procedures may, by themselves, discourage families from
pursuing financial aid and deny students academic opportunity.

We recommend the adoption of a single financial aid needs

analysis system and the elimination of the fee structure for

1 r)
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application. In addition, we urge Congress to include provisions

in the reauthorization to:

o allow students from families receiving food stamps or Aid to

Families with Dependent Children to be considered
automatically eligible for the maximum Pell Grant and other

student aid;

o create a simplified procedure for reapplication after initial

determination of eligibility; and

o clarify the definition of independent students.

Reducing Loan Defaults

Without question, default rates for federal student loans are

totally unacceptable. And yet, default rates have become so high

precisely because the amounts students are required to borrow

have become excessive. A recent study by the U.S. Department of

Education revealed that between 1977 and 1986 the median debt

levels of college graduates increased by 33 percent in constant

dollars. Appropriate levels of aid in grants for low-income

students would help lead to fewer defaults. And more stringent

standards must be established to determine institutional eligibility

for Title IV programs.

Congress must be careful, however, in addressing the

default rate to assure that it does not limit access to

postsecondary education for any qualified student.

1 24
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NEA has made a number of detailed recommendations about

the administration of the Stafford Loan program in comments

submitted at the request of the Subcommittee. I refer you to those

recommendations, and urge you to consider them for adoption.

Impact on Texas

The State of Texas has been buffeted by a series of
economic challenges: the decline of both energy and agricultural

sectors of the economy, the collapse of the savings and loans

industry, and the effects of the national recession. In addition, the

court-ordered restructuring of the school finance formula for the

elementary and secondary schools has exacerbated economic

pressures that determine what resources are available for
postsecondary education.

Tuition at state-support postsecondary institutions are

expected to double by the fall of 1991, intensifying pressures on

many postsecondary students, and prospective students,

particularly those from low- and middle-income families.

Texas and its people are leaders in the U.S. toch.y. Our state

has many nationally and world-renowed postsecondary education

institutions, including the University of Houston. In addition, we

have an extensive network of community colleges throughout the

state that make educational opportunities accessible to thousands

of Texans from all walks of life.

We appreciate the role the federal government has played in

making these achievements possible. Without federal student

financial ald programs, as well as programs to strengthen

1 r
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institutional vitality, we would be hard-pressed to maintain these

accomplishments. And yet, we cannot, as a state or as a nation,

afford to stand still. We must continue to build and to grow in

order to survive.

Were it not for College Work-Study programs, some 1,000

students at the University of Houston alone could not afford to

enroll. Such a circumstance would be devastating for our

economy and for the individual ambitions that would be denied.

Of those 1,000 students, some 50 percent are minorities: Black,

Hispanic, and Native American; some 42 percent are single

parents.

College Work-Study is but one of the essential programs.

Pell Grants, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, State

Student Incentive Grants, and the Stafford Loan Program provide

a network of support and assistance that enhance our nation's

ability to remain competitive in a world economy. And by

assisting students from low-income families achieve their dreams,

we do more than improve the economic standing of individual

families. We enrich the lives of every American.

Conclusion

Over the 20th century, even in our lifetimes, the pace of

change has accelerated. Technological achievements, scientific

discoveries, and social changes have transformed the world, and

innovations in communications and transportation have brought

us ever closer together. At present, nothing suggests that the

pace of change, innovation, and development will abate in the

1 r' t ,
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development will abate in the near future. On the contrary, as we

enter the 21st century, It appears that dramatic technological,

political, and social changes will continue.

Americans cannot, nor do we wish to arrest or slow this
transformation. But we must be careful that we continue to be
active participants, rather than observers.

Our counterparts and contemporaries around the world are

not standing by waiting for us to set the direction of intellectual

endeavor, technological innovation, or economic development.

Indeed, our strongest allies are also our competitors. The United
States must adapt to this environment. We must develop the
means to increase our economic vitality and enhance participation

in our democratic institutions, and work shoulder to shoulder with

our longstanding friends, emerging democracies, and developing

nations to address the challenges that face us all.

Federal support in postsecondary education involvement,
assistance, and resources play an integral part in our ability to

address those challenges. NEA is committed to assist you in your
critical task of shaping a Higher Education Act reauthorization that
will strengthen our nation's ability to meet the future.

Thank you.

127
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TEST:MONY OF WILHELMINA R. DELCO

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

HOUSTON, TEXAS

JULY 22, 1991

INTRODUCTION: Srbsequent to an 18-month study of the proprietary

school industry n Texas, the Joint Interim Committee on

Proprietary Schools submitted, to the 72nd Legislature, a

300-page report, and a 165-page bill to address the

recommendations In the report. Both of those documents are

submitted to you today to supplement this oral presentation. In

the course of our deliberations as a Committee, which included

eight public hearings, visits to fourteen proprietary schools in

four regions of the state, and a review of over 200 written

documents on the subject of proprietary school regulation, the

Committee focused on three major components for success in

postsecondary education, "access, achievement, and

accountability". We evaluated the responsibility of institutions

to provide access to education; we traced the subsequent

achievement of those trained to garner productive employment; and

we examined the accountability of schools in their management

capacity and the status of their financial apparatus, and of

governing bodies in their oversight and regulatory functions. The

thrust of the report and resulting legislation is two-fold: one,

to implement measures to reduce the spiraling default rates

germane to the guaranteed student low.' program; and second, to

augment the ronsumer protection and program quality

Delco - 1
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responsibilities of proprietary schools and licensing and

regulatory agencies.

DEFAULT REDUCTION: Most of the recommendations made in the

report and resulting legislation are appropriate steps toward

reducing default rates and alleviating the burden for students,

taxpayers, guaranty agencies, and the money markets serving the

proprietary school industry. Those recommendations relating to

reducing defaults on guarantoed student loans include:

(1) establishing a default "risk-pool" whereby schools will

share the cost of defaulted loans, by contributing to a fund

designed to supplement guaranty agency loan loss reserves;

(2) creating a School Fund Advisory Board with broad powers

to set fees and audit regulatory agencies, hear appeals and

arbitrate disputes, and monitor default rates and institute

prevention plans according to the reduction measures in CFR 668

and 692;

(3) funding a mechanism exclusively dedicated to teachouts

and tuition protection/recovery, and financed by school

assessments;

(4) prohibiting the use of fund monies for teachouts by

owners of the closed schools;

(5) enforcing tighter refund policies and imposing criminal

penalties for failure to comply;

(6) prioritizing refunds to the repayment of guaranteed

student loans and government aid before other disbursements;

(7) imposing appropriate restrictions on loan eligibility

certification;

Delco - 2
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(8) requiring comprehensive and frequent ltan counseling to

student borrowers;

(9) augmenting financial stability, solvency, and reporting

requirements for proprietary school operations;

(10) adopting comprehensive civil and criminal penalty and

cause tur action previsions.

CONSUMER PROTECTION: Those recommendations designed to provide

consumer protection and enhanced program quality include:

(1) requirements for extensive pre-enrollment counseling and

consumer information dissemination;

(2) mandating implementation of grievance procedures and

arbitration mechanisms;

(3) requirements for cost comparison, license qualification,

wage and salary, employment and placement, and market survey and

industry input disclosures regarding the applicability of program

offerings;

(4) truth in advertising clauses and restrictions on

recruitment practices and commissioned salespersons;

(5) quality control measures regarding school personnel,

course length and curriculum content;

(6) program enhancements including requirements for basic

education components, clarification of degrees, and articulation

agreements;

(7) minimum skills entrance requirements and enharced

remediation efforts cr behalf of ability-to-benefit students.

18) improyLu rules regarding facilities, equipment,

enrollment policies, and other provisions and upgrades identified

Delco - 3
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as necessary to ensure program quality, operational soundness,

and administrative competence in proprietary schools and

regulatory agencies.

CONCLUSION; Despite support from the higher education

authorities, the lending markets, the business community, and the

better proprietary schools for the Delco bill, (House Bill

206l/C.S.S.B. 926), during the last Regular Session of the Texas

Legislature, the bill did not reach the House floor in time for

debate, passage, anti implementation. A second effort has been

launched whereby conscientious Texans who are truly interested in

improving the educational environment in the state, who are

dedicated to the pursuit of quality vocational/technical training
for the future workforce in Texas, and who are frustrated by the
tax burden imposed by defaulted loans, will support this

meaningful and comprehensive vehicle for proprietary school

regulation. The overwhelming need, and the goal and objective
of the Delco legislation, is to provide greater consumer

protection and a higher quality of education for students, to

reduce taxpayer exposure resulting from high default rates, and

to expunge those proprietary school operators who have failed in

their fiduciary responsibility to use Title IV funds in a prudent
manner. The legislation has been voted out of committee as an

amendment to the Omnibus Education Bill; and ,it will be

considered on the floor of the Texas House of Representatives
tomorrow.

Delco - 4
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The Texas Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
(TASFAA) has considered issues related to Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act am it pertains to Title IV Student Financial
Assistance. TASPAA is an organization composed of approximately
260 member institutions and over 900 individuals. Members of a
TASFAA Reauthorization Task Force have discussed our areas of
concern and prepared a series of recommendations which have been
adopted by the TASFAA Board of Directors.

We believe the delivery system as it now stands is working and
providing funds to those students who need additional financial
help for their cost of education. However, we do see some areas
for improvement which would allow for a more efficient delivery
of student aid dollars. We do not believe this could be
accomplished by moving the current system to a form of block
grant allocation or a move away from the State Student Incentive
Grant (SSIG). We also believe the current concern regarding loan
defaults could be managed if more emphasis were put on awarding
grant dollars than on loans. Under tight budget constraints we
un'-cstand this may not be popular, but we believe in the long
run the savings would be greater than continuing to bombard
everyone with legislation aimed at default prevention that yakes
the system more confusing and cumbersome for students and more
costly to administer.

The following represents our recommendations on the
reauthorization process. If I may provide any further
clarification on the issues we have raised, please contact me at
Angelo State University, 2601 N. Avenue N, San Angelo, TX 76909.

TASPAA Reauthorization Recommendations

I. PART A: Grants to Students

A. Subpart 1: Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (Pell
Grants)

1. We recommend the elimination of the Pell Grant
Student Aid Report (SAR). (Section 411(f))
However, we also recommend all students who apply
for federal financial assistance be provided an
output/correction document.

2. We recommend the use of one formula to determine a
student's eligibility for Pell Grant and other Title
IV assistance. (Section 411)

B. Subpart 2: Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG)

We recommend retaining the current institutional
matching requirement. (Section 413C(a))
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II. PART 2 LOAMSe Stafford, SLS, PLUS

A. We recommend the establishment and appropriation of an
institutional administrative allowance to help offset
the cost of administering loan programs.

B. We strongly recommend providing the Financial Aid
Adsinistrator the authority to limit loan amounts based
on equitable institutional policy.
(Section 428(a)(2)(C))

C. We recommend an institution have the option of non-
participation in Part 8 Loan programs without
jeopardising student deferment options at that
institution. (Section 428(b)(1)(N))

D. We recommend the holder of a loan be required to buy or
sell loans, at the students request, in order to insure
all the student's loans are with one holder. We believe
the student should have the right to request all loans
be placed with one holder without the higher costs
associated with consolidation.

E. We recommend that lenders who withdraw from the program
be required to sake provisions for all scheduled
disbursements and make every effort to ensure single
account and single payment arrangements are made
available to the student by having all of the students
loans placed with the same holder.

F. We recommend retention of the current minimum monthly
repayment for Part 8 loans of $50.
(Section 427(c), 428(b)(1)(L), 428A(c))

G. We strongly recommend enrollment verification provided
by an institution be an acceptable method of confirming
a borrower's enrollment status. (Section 427(a)(2)(c))
The federal data bank information from guarantee
agencies should be current as well as accurate and used
to grant such deferments.

H. We recommend interest rates be maintained under the
present structure.

I. We recommend that the due diligence requirements be
simplified to eliminate duplicative and labor intensive
functions that are unrelated to the successful
collections process.

J. We reCommend deferments for both old and new borrowers
be based on half-time enrollment without requiring
additional Part 8 Loans. (Section 428(b)(1)(N))

13,1
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III. PART Ca College Work-Study (CMS)

A. We recommend retaining the current institutional
matching requirement of 30%. (Section 443(b) (5))

B. We recommend additional wording be added to Part 675,
Subpart A, section 675.2, "definitions," of the Title IV
regulations to allow students seeking a second
baccalaureate degree or teacher certification to be
eligible for CNS funds.

IV. PART RI Direct Leas. to Students

We recommend additional wording be added to Part 674,
Subpart A, section 674.2, "definition.," of the Title IV
regulations to allow students seeking a second baccalaureate
degree or teacher certification to be eligible to borrow
Perkins Loans.

V. PART Fe Need Analysis

A. Definition for Independent student (section 480(d))

We recommend the use of the current automatic criteria
(i.e., age, veteran status, orphan/ward of the court,
14tgal dependent) only to qualify for independent status,
eliminating all conditional criteria. Professional
judgment may be exercised as appropriate.

B. Congressional Methodology

1. We recommend the continued use of a need analysis
format which collects essential data elements
necessary for federal financial aid eligibility
determination and permits the collection of optional
elements for use in awarding institutional aid.

2. We support the concept that recipients of public
assistance (both parents of dependent filers and
independent filers) will be assumed to have a zero
parents' contribution or (if independent) student's
contribution.

3. We recommend the elimination of the separate need
analysim provision for displaced homemakers and
dislocated worker.. (Section 479A(e)(f)(1))

4. For dependent students we recommend the use of a
standard student contribution without regard to base
year earnings except those cames where professional
judgment would indicate otherwise.
(Section 475(g) (1))
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Dr. Hayre. MS. Bednar?

STATEMENT OF DEE BEDNAR, DIRECTOR, PROPRIETARY
SCHOOLS AND VETERANS EDUCATION, TEXAS STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION

MS. BSDNAR. Thank you. First of all, I would like to say I am
glad that one of my responsibilities is not completing financial aid
forms. I have enough trouble with IRS forms.

I am Dee Bednar, the director of the Division of Proprietary
Schools and Veterans Education. I am pleased to be here today, be-
cause I am very excited about telling you what we in Texas have
been doing to regulate proprietary schools.

And when I talk about "we," I want to emphasize that I am talk-
ing about the better proprietary schools, the Guaranteed Loan Cor-
poration, the Attorney General's Office, the U.S. Department of
Education, and every player in this complex situation.

Texas has a very good foundation of legal requirements and a
commitment to education in proprietary schools. I have provided
written testimony, and I do not wish to go into all the details of
that. You can read that for yourself later.

But I did want to touch on what I view as three very important
components of better regulation, and then I would also like to close
that a few comments that I think Congress may wish to consider in
its proposal under reauthorization.

Mose three areas that I believe are important are funding and
staffing, communication and coordination, as well as program qual-
ity.

First and foremost to me is funding levels and staffmg. I believe
one report I have read recently talked about a cruel hoax on con-
sumers when legal requirements are written but the proper fund-
ing is not available.

I am pleased to say that, in Texas, the legislature and the State
Board of Education has provided funding over the last 2 years that
has allowed us to hire and employ the following for regulation:
compliance and monitoring teams, a special investigation and
closed school team, curriculum specialist, full-time attorney, com-
puter programmer, placement and employment coordinator, a fi-
nancial stability evaluator, licensing, recruiter, and instructor ap-
proval units.

I have been to a national conference recently, and I want to tell
you that I was almost embarrassed at having that sort of staff. But
it does showI believe, in the Senate report, it mentioned that
some States try to function with one or two staff. That cannot be
done.

First of all, what it does is place the States in the situation of
becoming paper pushers, as we were 3 years ago, as opposed to in-
dividuals who can provide assistance to those schools who want to
provide a good quality education.

The second area that I am concerned about and think is vital is
communication and coordination. We have worked very closely
with the Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, the other better
proprietary schools, the Consumer Protection Division of the Attor-
ney General's Office, the other agencies in our State that regulate

131;
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proprietary schools such as the Barber Board and the Cosmetology
Commission.

On a Federal level, we work with the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion with their OIG Office, the auditors. We work with the accred-
iting bodies. I am pleased to say that a lot of our staff are on a
first-name basis with the staffs of these other agencies.

And the reason this is so important is because this is a very com-
plex problem. There are many people who play a role in this situa-
tion concerning defaults and program qualities. Joint visits are oc-
casionally necessary. We share information on closed schools in
particular.

I am very proud of what the State has done in that when a
school closes, we have a network of working with the other State
agencies and the Federal agencies, and also with the proprietary
schools in our State. They work with us to provide train-outs for
these students, and thus far we have been able to place about 85
percent of the students.

The other area that is most important to meand I keep saying
each is most important because I think you cannot have one with-
out the otherand that is program quality.

I do not like it when people refer to proprietary schools as busi-
nesses. That probably is true, but I think from a regulatory func-
tion, we need to view these as educational institutions. That is the
service that they are to provide.

As a State education agency employee, I want us to place our
focus on program quality, and that is what we have been doing
over the last 2 years. It has not been an easy process. Again, we
drafted a rule that we are excited about in which we involved the
proprietary schools, the Attorney General's Office, and the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Corporation, and I would like to talk about that
for just a moment.

We do not believe a program should be approved in a proprietary
school unless, first of all, it is going to lead the student to a job
that is recognized by employers as being a valid job. So first of all,
we think there should be a job objective.

Secondly, there needs to be shown to us that there is a awed for
education and training. I have been embarrassed by some of the
things our State has approved in the past. When we find a program
that has been approved, and you learn that the student could get
the job whether they had gone to the school or not and, as a matter
of fact, some employers would rather hire a student that has not
attended a school, we have been remiss. And so we are taking steps
to correct that.

Therefore, it has to be shown to us that there is an actual need
for education and training, and it has to be demonstrated that a
graduate is more likely to be employed in that occupation.

Third, we think there should be jobs. There has to be a demon-
strable employer demand for that occupation. Then, we come into
the program content. First of all, in that area, the pre-requisite
should be appropriate for the job objective. The student should be
matched to the skill level necessary for them to be successful upon
graduation.

The subjects must bear a substantial and demonstrable relation-
ship to the job skiN and knowledge required for employment in

1
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the occupation, as does the length of the program. And lastly, the
program title must clearly identify that occupation for which the
student is to be trained.

This has been an evolving process, and I remember also reading
in the Senate's report that there were a lot of political consider-
ations on a State level. And I would like to say that we had a pro-
gram denial in which all of those were brought to bear.

And when it can be shown to the legislative staff that there is a
real reason for the denial, we have found those legislators to be
very supportive. This particular program when to a full hearing,
and we were able to show that the length could not be justified.

I want to point out that they wanted to have a 320-hour program
when it had previously been 40 hours. And we all know the magic
of 300 hours. We are also, in program quality, trying to work with
other State agencies, in which we are having cooperative agree-
ments to work on the content of the programs as well as the quali-
fications for instructional staff.

Examples there are the coordinating board in the degree pro-
grams, the Barber Board, the Cosmetology Commission, insurance,
health professionals, court reporting, etcetera. We are trying, as I
itate, to work together to make proprietary schools something of
which we can all be very proud.

I thought some about what you could do to help this be a better
process. One of the things that has guided us throughout this is
what I simple mindedly say, "Determine what is fair and right,
and then proceed."

I also read in the Senate's report that a lot of the other States
and accrediting bodies sometimes would not take action because of
the threat of a lawsuit. That is a valid fear. But what we have de-

-I here is that the threat of a lawsuit is something that you can
vi.nstand and, frankly, I would rather go forward, be sued, and
lose if what we are doing is for the right reason.

But I believe that if we are right and if we are being fair, then
we will not lose. And that is why we have a full-time attorney also,
is to help us in times like that.

Another thing that guides us when we are trying to decide what
is fair and right is that the schools often are funded by students
who are borrowing money to attend the school. A very difficult
thing for meand, I have been in this sector for 20 years, and I
always say I started when I was 12but I have been here for 20
years.

And I have seen school owners that I care a lot about become
very upset about what has happened to them because of the lender
problems, the default rates. And we are having to take adverse
action against these schools.

We have a new requirement where we can suspend enrollments.
In other words, if we see a situation where we think students are
going to be harmed, we believe we should corral the damage; to at
least limit it to those students enrolled. Perhaps, you know, we
cannot stop the school from operating right away, but we can pre-
vent them from perhaps damaging more students.

The hue and cry there is how can I continue to operate my
school if you suspend my enrollments. Our thought back is we
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cannot allow capitalization to occur by low income students bor-
rowing money to support this operation.

In thinking about the problems we have had, one is bankruptcy.
I know President Bush signed a change in the bankruptcy law
November 5, I believethat was supposed to make the States not
subject to the automatic stay. We are having an unfortunate situa-
tion here where the Judge has decided that we are subject, and he
has restrained us from taking action against the school.

My attorney asked that I please ask you to lcok at Section 105 of
the Bankruptcy Act, at that particular provision where the judge
has the authority to do whatever is necessary to continue the oper-
ation of the school.

I have also read of a complaint that the Federal student loans
are not the State's responsibility. We do not look at it quite that
way. While it may not be the State's responsibility of the Federal
Loan and Grant Program, it s our responsibility to protect the con-
sumer.

And so we care a lot about the Federal Loan and Grant Program,
and that is why we work so closely with the Guaranteed Loan Cor-
poration and the other Federal agents. But I must say that it is
very difficult to have it said that when you issue a license, that
means they are eligible for Federal funding.

We may issue a license to the school because they have met our
minimum requirements and we would like to allow them to oper-
ate. It does not mean that I think they should receive millions of
dollars in financial aid. To me, there perhaps should be different
criteria.

I understand that there were several concerns on the Senate
side. One, was that there were no uniform standards throughout
the State. That is very true, as you well know. I believe that there
should be minimum standards set for the Federal Loan and Grant
Program.

I also understand that political considerations within the States
were a problem. We experienced some of that there in the lobbying
in the legislature. Again, I am starting to think that perhaps if you
want more play in the States in this particular program, you might
wish to consider the Federal contract situation.

I know you have heard about that with the Department of Veter-
ans Affairs. We handle that Federal contract with the Department.
I understand there perhaps could be a funding problem, and I wish
I knew how to address that.

But to me, the Federal contract would address the uniform
standards, the political impact within the various States, it would
solve inadequate staff and resource problems, due processif there
were certain standards within those to address, that will help
weak enforcement. Again, staffing, etcetera, and fragmented re-
sponsibility.

We support what you are trying to do, and I certainly appreciate
the opportunity to address you.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dee Bednar follows:]
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ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE STATE OF TEXAS
TO IMPROVE REGULATION OF

THE PROPRIETARY SCHOOL SECTOR
OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

July 22, 1991

IIILEZIMILL213

The Texas Proprietary School Act was enacted in 1972 to provide protection for
proprietary school students and certification and regulation of the schools.
The Division of Proprietary Schools and Veterans Education of the Texas
Education Agency is charged with ths regulatory function. Rules are set by
the State Board of Education on the recommendation of the commissioner of
education with the advice of an advisory commission. The Texas Education
Agency does not regulate cosmetology and barber schools as these schools are
regulated by other state agencies. Consolidation of these regulatory
functions is being considered by the legislature at this writing.

112 SUlatalZ1-13111112/_11/1121.12atarkax.19.12

In the spring of 1989, the State Board of Education asked staff to bring
forward proposed rules to improve the quality of education and curb abuses in
proprietary schools. Simultaneously, the Texas legislature was alpo
considering the regulation'of proprietary schools. As a result, legislation
was passed to provide prospective students information needed to assess the
quality of educational programs and to strengthen the regulation of
proprietary schools. In addition, staff implemented new procedures to better
enforce the legal requirements.

Some of these specific items are:

CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PROTECTION

A tuition protection fund was created to protect students enrolled in
schools that close.

Representatives of the Texas GUaranteed Student Loan Corporation and
the Attorney General's office were added as members of the
Proprietary School Advisory Commission.

Placement and employment information of program graduates must be
provided to the students prior to enrollment.

Students may request information from the Texas Education Agency as
to the cost of the same program at other proprietary schools and
community colleges prior to enrollment.

Prospective students must be given a tour of the facilities and
equipment prior to enrollment.

14 ' BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Schools are required to supply information to a student prior to
nrollment pertaining to job openings and the difference between
loans and grants.

Restrictions about the actions of recruiters are specifically
outlined and sanctions against the school authorized.

Schools are required to have a grievance procedure to resolve
complaints.

ENFORCEMENT

If a school does not routinely pay refunds timely or the method used
to calculate student refunds is in error, an audit of thn school's
refunds may be required.

On-site visits are conducted prior to approval, three months after
approval, and prior to renewal each year. At least one visit per
year must be unannounced.

Sanctions, in addition to denial or revocation of approval, include
suspension of enrollments, civil penalties, and peer reviews.

Agency staff is in communication with other state agencies,
accrediting bodies, and the U.S. Department of Education to
coordinate regulatory activities.

Individual staff are assigned to specific school types to ensure
personal attention to school file as well as to ensure schools of
similar types are handled by the same staff member.

Due process timelines have been reduced by instituting "docket day"
so that all hearings on denials or revocations of school or program
approvals can be scheduled more quickly. Consideration is being
given to instituting a process whereby denials are not given unless a
complete application for renewal is filed prior to expiration of the
approval.. Instead, a school would be considered to be operating
without approval, and appropriate steps would be taken to correct the
situation.

DEFAULT RATES

A Memorandum of Understanding was crated between the state agencies
that regulate proprietary schools and the Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Corporation to develop a comprehensive strategy to reduce
default'rates and improve program quality. (Copies of the April, May
and July minutes are enclosed as Attachment 1.)

Indicators and sanctions pertaining to program quality and default
rates are being explored.
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PROGRAM QUALITY

'The commissioner of education will established minimum and maximum
program lengths for recognized occupations.

Programs will not be approved unless;

(1) the job objective is one that is recognized by employers or a
specified list of ntities;

(2) the actual need for ducation and training has been demonstrated
by the fact that a graduate is more likely to be employed in the
occupation for which the program is offered than an individual
who does not enroll in the program;

(3) there is a demonstrable employer demand for the occupation;

(4) the subjects (content) must bear a substantial and demonstrable
relationship to the job skills and knowledge required for
employment in the occupation as does the length of each subject;
and

(5) the program title must clearly identify the occupation for which
the program is offered.

Program application evaluations include consultations by agency staff
with employers either through a committee process or individual
contacts.

Cooperative agreements to improve program quality are being developed
with other state agencies responsible for the regulation of the
occupational profession or agencies with expertise in the
occupational field.

The inimum qualifications of directors and instructors were
strengthened. In addition, directors are required to attend an
agency-sponsored workshop prior to approval, annual evaluations of
instructors must be done, and staff development is required.

Specific provisions were included for entrance requirements, remedial
programs, and refunds for ineligible students.

The requirements for progress and attendance policies, equipment, and
space were strengthened.

Denial of a new program was authorized if a school's compliance is in
question, in addition to denials based on inadequate program quality.

A Memorandum of Understanding was developed between the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board and the Texas Education Agency whereby
the degree program requests are determined by the coordinating board
and the institutional requests are determined by the education
agency.
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ituagiaLAsaltialtIng

Legal requirements cannot be effective without the added support of adequate
funding and staffing levels. Therefore, to support enforcement of the new
requirements, the legislature and the stets Board of Education increased the
fee schedule and approved seven additional compliance professional staff with
accompanying support staff for the proprietary schools section of the
division. Further, financial, legal, programming, and curriculum specialists
were added to the staff such that the staff now includes:

compliance and monitoring teams
special investigations and closed school teams
curriculum specialist
attorney
computer programmer

s placement and employment coordinator
s financial stability evaluator

licensing, recruiter, and instructor approval units

An organization chart of the division is included as Attachment 2.

INLIZAIL-d-Shansialalivalatistn

Due to the current environment of proprietary schools, it is often difficult
to ascertain one reason as opposed to several reasons why a school closes.
Also, the delay in ascertaining the default rates of a graduating class also
causes a delay in ascertaining whether certain initiatives are effeCtive in
reducing default rates. It can be said that the Texas State Auditors office
has investigated the initiatives of the Texas Education Agency and the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation and believes the impact will be a
reduction in default rates. As further evidence that the Texas scheme of
regulation is effective perhaps is demonstrated by the following dote:

TrdelV0 Months Ended Malik Months Ended
May 31, 1991August 31, 1989

Total No. of Licensed Schools 413 313
Newly Certified Schools 45 20
Closed Schools 26 44
Revocations or Denials 28 130
Attorney General Cases 2 7

Suspensions of Enrollments n/a 34

againi-rmEnta
The focus of regulation is now on program quality and outcomes. Compliance
and monitoring aro important and will continue: however, the focus is shifting
from the stops taken to reach the goal to the goal itself. The goal in
proprietary schools is whether the students remain in school and whether the
graduates are successful. Those schools with excellent outcomes should be
allowed more flexibility in operations within certain perimeters.

k1 1
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Further, many of these students have low-incomes and do not have good family-
support systems. The successful schools fulfill that need with support
services. A positive peor situation must bs created to assist the student in
becoming a success. Standards should not be lowered due to a poor background,
but instead, the programs and services xpanded to help these students meet
the same standards of success as other students. These students must enter
the same °real world" as other students who are more fortunate financially and
personally. The schools must be challenged and assisted in meeting these high
expectations.

For more information, contact:

Dee Bodnar, Director
Proprietary Schools and Veterans Education
Texas Education Agency
1701 Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
(512 , 475-3560
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NIMES
STATE AGENCIES TASK FORCE

April 4. 1991

The State Agencies Task Force met on Thursday. April 4, 1991, at 9:00 a.m. in the
William B. Travis Building, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Room 1110, Austin, Texas.

The following members were present:

Dee Bednar, Texas Education Agency
Ron Resech, Texas Cosmetology Commission
George Torres, Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation

The following members were absent:

Jo King McCrorey, State Board of Barber Examiners
Don Smith, Board of Private Investigators and Private Security Agencies

State Agencies requested to attend meetings as members and present:

Jon Hittman, Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Frank Coggins, Texas Rehabilitation Commission

Others present were: John Swinton, State Auditors Office (Texas performance
review); Duncan Fox, Texas Education Agency; Ed Wendler, Sr.; and Julian H.
Zimmerman.

Minutes

It was moved by Jon Hittman, seconded by Ron Resech, and carried unanimously to
accept the minutes of the March 5, 1991 meeting.

Time Table

Dee Bednar presented a time table for action by the task force to reach the
legislative objectives (Attachment A). This table was reviewed by the members.
It was moved by Jon Hittman, seconded by George Torres, and carried unanimously to
adopt the time table.

Responses from EaCKAgencv pertaining to orsanization of the task force. 121

Dee Bednar presented the Texas Education Agency's written response to the
information requested by the task force at its March 5, 1991 meeting (Attachment
B). The time table mentioned in item "1." had been adopted and so, discussion
centered around item "2."

Ron Resech informed the members that under "program quality", the Texas
Cosmetology Commission collects all but (A). Under "Default Ratea", the
commission collects all but (B) and (C).

1 4
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-

Frank Coggins informed the members the Texas Rehabilitation Commission collects
information on employment by occupation, the number of clock hours, progress and

attendance. He noted that Texas Education Agency approval is used to select

training establishments.

George Torres informed the members that the Texas GUaranteed Student Loan
Corporation collects information about default rates, volume data, specific school
information as well as legislative and regulation information pertaining to the
U.S. Department of Education and the Texas legislature.

The definition of program quality was then discussed with alternative language

proposed by Jon Mittman. After some discussion, it was moved by Jon Mittman,
seconded by George Torres, and carried unanimously to adopt this definition of

program quality.

"Program quality means the achievement of desirable objectives using
legitimate means (diverse features of education). Desirable objectives are

states of knowledge, skills, career nhancement and/or employment in a field
related to training as appropriate."

Indicatora

The members then discussed indicators of poor program performance and excessive

default rates. Jon Mittman presented a draft paper ntitlA "A Multiple Dimension
Mdel for Quality Assessment of Proprietary School Programs" for the qonsideration
of the membership as a means of valuating program quality and default rates
(Attachment C). There was much discussion and it was agreed that the concept

deserved further consideration. In-put from the members who were unable to attend

this meeting was needed for concept approval.

It was also agreed that the concept was appropriate but dus to its complexity and
the need for a short-term plan for improving nrogram quality and reducing default
rates, a two-fold approach was necessary. Two plans would.evolve. The first
would be an immediate one including obvious indicators of poor program quality and
xcessive default rates. The second would be to pursue Hr. Hittman's proposal.

The indicators shown as Attachment D wer proposed by the members as indicators
for the short-term plan. It was agreed that all members would consider theme
indicators and determine (1) whether other indicators should be included, (2) a
rate to propose for each indicator, and (3) the documentation required for each
indicator.

5peakers

It was agreed that in order to make wise decisions pertaining to program quality
and default rates, the task force needed input from other sources such as
proprietary schools, mployers, and other agencies. Attachment E lists those
individuals to be invited to make presentations at the next meeting to be held on
May 10 and the name of the task force member responsible for requesting the
speaker's input.

lhe meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:30 p.m.

lit;
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TIME TABLE TO
IMPLEMENT HOU WITH

OTHER STATE AGENCIES

Adopt Purpose Statement

Examine types of information
available
Define program quality
Discuss indicators of poor
program performance and
excessive default rates
Relate information to
indicators

Consider speakers

MAY 91 Speakers

JUNE 91

JULY 91

Review written report/rules
regarding development and
monitoring of indicators and
sharing of information
relating to those indicators
Develop strategies to reduce
default rates and improve

. program quality including
sanctions

Review written report/rules as
amended at the Hay meeting and
new language regarding
strategies and sanctions

AUGUST 91 Public hearing

SEPTEMBER 91

OCTOBER 91 - MARCH 92

APRIL 92

DB:ddt:dw3:TABLE

Reaction to information at
public hearing

Each agency utilizes
appropriate process to adopt
and implement report/rules

Task force meets.to hear
progress report from each
agency and plan future
meetings
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Attachment B

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
RESPONSE FOR APRIL MEETING
STATE AGENCIES TASK FORCE

I. Organization of Task Force:

Each task force member must pursue this project with interest and a

high level of f2cused productivity. A time table should be adopted

which tracks the statute, MOU, and purpose statement. For

consideration, see attachment.

2. Information collected by TEA:

Program Quality:

(A) number and rates of employment and retention and completion
by program

(B) number and type of complaints pertaining to program quality
for each school

(C) reports of on-site visits - attendance, progress, complaints
(D) instructor qualifications
(E) program entrance requirements, content, and length reviews by

industry and education experts
(F) Curriculum, instructor qualifications, equipment, texts

Default Rates:

(A) number and rate of drop-outs
(B) schools with refund problems
(C) schools with commission only recruiters
(D) financial condition of school
(E) closed schools
(F) number of clock hours in each program
(G) progress and attendance policies

Ideas for information from other agencies:

(A) TRC - report from other agencies regarding employment of
graduate

(B) SOIC or TEC - starting and average salary for objectives and
market demand

3. Definition of Program Quality:

The extent to which students obtain appropriate job skills and
knowledge resulting in employment in a field related to training.

DB:ddt:dw3:RESPONSE

1 4
L
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Attachment C

A Multiple Dimension Model
for Quality Assessment of Proprietary School Programs

Prepared by
Jon A. Rittman

Associate Program Director
Texas Higher Education .

Coordinating.Board

4/8/91

DRAFT FOR REVIEW ONLY

sy THE TASK FORCE
ON PROPRIETARY SCHOOL

STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT REDUCTION
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Executive Summary

Recent legislation has impacted the state agencies that

regulate proprietary schools. These agencies have been charged

with the responsibility to devise a "comprehensive strategy"

designed to reduce default rates and improve the quality of

programs offered in proprietary schools. The purpose of this paper

is to present a model for evaluating program quality.

The literature supports the use of a comprehensive approach to

the evaluation of program quality. Neither educational process nor

outcomes, measured in isolation, can effectively provide assurance

of quality.. The "open systems" theory sUggests a comprehensive

evaluation method which takes into account the characteristics of

the institution's student body, the educational process employed by

the institution, and the results achieved.

This "open systems" strategy uses a panel of experts to; 1)

define quality, 2) identify components, sub-components, and

indicators of quality, 3) identify.high, medium, and low risk

factors connected with student default rates, and 4) establish a

system of weighting that will determine the relative importance of

the components and sub-components of quality programs. The input

of these experts can be the foundation upon which a quality

assessment instrument is based.

The last segment of this paper is a model which simulates the

results of an "open systems" evaluation using admissions,

curric4lum, instruction, and outcomes as components of program

quality.

1 5 )
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'Background Information

The recently amended Proprietary School Act mandates that the

state agencies, responsible for the regulation of proprietary

schools, develop a "comprehensive strategy to reduce default rates

at the regulated proprietary schools and improve the overall

quality of the programs operated by those schools." This

"comprehensive strategy" is to be expressed in a Memorandum of

Understanding among the varioUs regulating agencies and requires

the "development and monitoring of indicators that identify schools
that have excessive loan default rates, poor'program quality, or
both." This legislatic.. expresses a concern regarding the
regulation of proprietary schools by state agencies centering on
the effectiveness of efforts to define and measure quality
education. The intent of the legislation is 'to reduce'default

rates through the development, delivery, and encouragement of
quality programs.

The charge to the various state agencies, responsible for the
regulation of proprietary schools, is to develoO and implement a.

strategy of regulation that ensures quality pl)grame and reduces
default rates. The purpose of this paper is to provide a:quality
assessment index model that is comprehensive and will accurately
measure the quality of programs offered at proprietary schools.

Limitations of Single Dimension Approaches
to Quality Evaluation

This section defines and outlines the limitations of quality
assessment which focuses on a single dimension (e.g.

outcomes only
or process only); Structural assessment, sometimes known as

151
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"process evaluation" addresses quality assurance by setting

standards regarding the structural elements of education such as;

stability of resources, administrative organization, qualifications

of instructors, and adequate facilities. State licensing agencies

and accrediting associations usually perform this evaluation with

the uspoused theoretical purpose of controlling cost And ensuring

quality education. structural elements do form the basis for the

educational system and there exists little doubt that schools and

teachers do affect the quality of learning (Hoy end Miskel, 1987).

However, there is no homogeneity of their effect on students.

Research has noted a weak correlation between structural

assessments and other .measures .(e.g. outcomes) of quality

education. Madaus (1980) states unequivocally that "empirical

researchers have not clearly identified any variable related to

instruction, policy, or resources which consistently affects

output." The criticism of process criteria is that optimal process

does not always assure an optimal outcome.

Obviously, if the agencies want to improVe the outcome of

education delivered by proprietary schools then they need to

measure it directly in terms of completion.rates, placement rates,

GSL default rates, beginning salaries, persistence in employment

and perhaps other indicators as well. A student who graduates,

since graduation is the general .goal of the program, has face

validity as a quality measure. The repayment of student loans is

likewise an indicator of quality. Determining quality based solely

upon outcomes is attractive because the quality measures (e.g.
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graduation rates, placement rates, tc;) can readily be computed.

However, some limitations remain since, for xample an adverse

outcome may have multiple causes, which may or may not include the

education delivered. No matter how they are measured, differences

in socio-economic background of the family lead to significant

differences in student achievement (Hoy and Miskel, 1987). An

"outcome only" assessment of quality for proprietary institutions

would encourage higher entrance standards which could have a

positive ffct on outcomes without affecting the quality of the

programs offered. Reconciling the exclusion of a student who can't

meet the entrance requirements but could benefit from the training

is another limitation of the."outcome only" approach to 'quality

assessment.

Rationale for a Multi-dimensional Model

Development of a comprehensive strategy to'improve the quality

of programs in proprietary schools is integrally .'linkod to

understanding the concept of "quality" itself. /Borrowing from the

health care industry's widely accepted definition of quality

medical care (Donabodian, 1988) quality vocational education can bo

defined ass "the.ability to achieve desirable objectives (states of

knowledge or skill) using legitimate means (diverse features of

education)." The breadth of this definition coupled with the

limitations of the single variable (e.g. outcome or structural

evaluation) approach to assessing quality suggest that any accurate

appraisal of quality must be multi-dimensional and systems

oriented.

3
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For the purposes of this paper a system is defined as a set

of interdependent elements forming an organized whole. Early

systems research suggested that organizational success was'

dependent upon the internal forces of the system. More recent

research reveals that a comprehensive approach which includes both

internal and external forces is appropriate. The Open Systems

theory recognizes the importance of internal forces and further

suggests that organizations are not only influenced by their

environments but dependent upon them. Richard Scott (1981) stats

that the open systems model stresses the reciprocal ties that bind

and interrelate the organization with those elements that surround

and penetrate it (see figure 1).

(Figure 1)

Inputs ---4*

Transformation

System Outputs

Organizations such as proprietary schools are social

transformation systems comprised of distinct interacting social

elements bound together in mutually interdependent relationships.

For example, in order to function effectively, proprietary schools

must interact with and are dependent upon administrators, faculty

4
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NOV
membets, and students, as well as federal, state, and local

governments.

It is; 1) the breadth of the definition of quality, 2) the

limitations of single dimension approaches, (e.g. process only or

outcomes only evaluation), and 3) the interrelatedness of different

dimensions (e.g. the socio-economic background of the students, the

educational process of the school, and.the outcomes of the process)

that require a comprehensive "systems" approach tit quality

appraisal.

Proposed Methodology

The process of quality assessment Is predicated upon the clear

definition of "quality" and.the development of an instrument that

accurately reflects the level of quality of the program being

evaluated.

The instrument used in the proposed evaluation process should be

designed to:

1) yield a single score indicative of overall quality;

2) yield subscores indicative of a school's performance on

several dimensions;

3) be feasible to administer given the agencies resource

constraints;

4) be relatively unobtrusive (i.e. data should be

collectible without significant disruption to the

educational operation of the school;

5
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respected leaders are polled for nominations and those most often

mentioned would be included on the panel.

The first stage of instrument development is qualitative in

nature and focuses on the identification of the basic attributes of

quality vocational education using the nominal group method

(Delbecq, 1975). The panel of experts should be convened and their

responsibility is to identify and organize components, sub-

components, and indicators of quality programs.

Example:

(Component) 01 ADMISSIONS

(Sub-Component) 01.5 CONSUMER PROTECTION

(Indicators) 01.5.1 Catalog

01.5.2 Placement Rates Revealed

01.5.3 Completion Rates Revealed

01.5.3 Complaint Information

01.5.4 Total Cost of Program

01.5.5 Loan Information

The second phase of the instrument development process is the

quantitative stage in which the strength of the relationship

between the already identified qualitative attributes and quality

is determined. A different sat of panelists should be convened and

the task of this new panel is to rank order the components of

quality and assign relative weights to each. 'The same procedure

should be followed for the sub-components. The panel should then

develop a range of performance for each indicator.

7
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It is apparent that there are a variety of students enrolled

in proprietary schools and they possess a broad range of academic

skills, life experiences, and motivation levels. Some student

characteristics have a positive correlation with loan default.

Therefore, different sets of weights should be established for each

component reflecting the varied risk of default. The panel should

rank order the at-risk factors designating what combination of

indicators represent high risk, medium risk, and low risk. The

weights assigned tO each component should correspond to the level

of default risk. The rationale for this distinction is that the

intensity of service required for "high risk" students differs,

somewhat from the intensity of service required for "low risk"

students in order to attain the same goal (reduced default rate).

If the intensity of educational service required to achieve the

espoused goals differs slightly then the measure of quality should

also account for this difference. The components, sub-components,

and indicators for the three types of students does not change,

however, the relative importance of these elements could differ and

should correspond to the level of default risk.

Simulated Results

The chart that follows simulates the results of a quality

assessment. The quality components (Ql-Q4), sub-components (Ql.l-

Q4.6), performance levels, weights, and percentage of students in

the risk categories reflect the thoughts and bias of the author and

are for demonstration purposes only.

8
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Formulas and Given Information
KR = Student with characteristics identifying themes having a High
Risk of defaulting on a loan.

MR = Student with characteristics i ifying them as having a
Medium Risk of defaulting on a loan.

LR = Student with characteristics identifying them as having a Low
Risk of defaulting on a loan.

In this fictitious institution 38% of the student population is HR,
45% is MR, and 17% is LR.

The % column on the following chart represents the performance
level on the indicators (not listed on the chart) reported by the
evaluator.

HR score = (weighted value) x (performance score) x (38%)

MR score (weighted value) x (performance score) x (45%)

LR score (weighted value) x (performance score) x (17%)

NIX = (% HR) X (pit Score) + (% MR) X (MR Score) + (% LR) X (LR
Score)

10
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INITIAL PROPOSAL OF INDICATORS
OF

PROGRAM QDALITY AND.DEFAULT RATES

Progrem Ouality

Completion Rate
Employment Rate

Default Rates

Attachment D

Completion
Employment Rate
Ratio of debt payment to starting wage
Ability to benefit students
Majority of Student with loans of less than $2,500 or only one foan

Program of less than 600 clock hours in length

Each agency member is to;

(I) propose other indicators
(2) determine the appropriate rate/number for each indicator
(3) determine the appropriate documentation for each indicator
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Attachment E

SPEAKERS TO BE INVITED TO THE MAY 10, 1991
STATE AGENCIES TASK FORCE MEETING

and the
MEMBER TO EXTEND THE INVITATION

Speaker's Name

placement/rehabilitation counselors

cosmetology school(s) official

Shannon James
representative of Family Welfare
Better Business Bureau

Member's Name

Frank Coggins

Ron Resech

George Torres

employers Jon Mittman

Steve Gregg
Steve Friedheim
Joni Cilton
Robin Roberts
Beverly Donoghue

Dee Bednar
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MINUTES
STATE AGENCIES TASK FORGE

MAY 17, 1991

The State Agencies Task Force met on Friday, May 17, 1991, at 9:00 a.m. in the
William B. Travis Building, 1701 North Congress Avenue, Room 1-110, Austin,
Texas.

The following members were present:

Dee Bednar, Texas Editcation Agency

Jo King.McCrorey, State Board of Barber Examiners
Vickie Eyhorn, State Board of Barber Examiners
Alicia Ayers, Texas Cosmetology Commission
George Torres, Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation

The following members were absent:

Don Smith, Board of Private Investigators and Private Security Agencies

State Agencies requested to attend meeting as members and present:

Frank Goggins, Texas Rehabilitation Commission
Jon Mittman, Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Robin Roberts. Texas Employment Commission

Others present were: Elizabeth Bradshaw, Beverly Donoghue, Tony Lawrence,
Jane Moomaw, Jim Zaija, and Carolyn Willard.

Employers, proprietary schools, and other state agencies were invited to make
presentations at this meeting that would provide task force members with
infozmation to write rules for improving program quality and lower default
rates in proprietary schools. The entire meeting was dedicated to this task.
Listed below are the speakers and a few comments.

Ellyabgtkaridabgw_,_Sainnyla_ps1ntk_agsLaagyiggr
(employer of a small to medium business)

1. Programs should include:
current technology and techniques;
basic high school math and English;
computer training;

work place values such as being a team player, integrity, self
initiative, business etiquette, setting and meeting goals, reliability;
and

job hunting and interviewing skills.
2. Experience and education are respected equally.
3. Private sector may be forced by competition to pay for training of

potential employees.
4. Employers would want to be included in determing instructor

qualifications, program content and length, and student entrance
requirements.

46-418 0 - 92 - 6
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R ha
(employee of a state agency)

I. 80-90% of the proprietary schools do an excellent job.

2. Some problems encountered in proprietary schools by TRC:
sole purpose is profit-margin, not education,
false and misleading advertising concerning starting wage and

placenent (includes students not employed in the field in which

they are trained),
students without adequate progress are allowed to continue until

the student is close to graduation,
Texas Education Agency needs to better enforce rules and more

fully investigate complaints, and
mployers contacted by TRS will not hire graduates of a

specifically named school.

2. TRC has information on placement of its clients by school name.

Robin Roberts. Employment and Education Liaison.
Texas Emoloypent Commission (TEC1
(employee of a state agency)

There was a general discussion of the essential elements of quality education.
Some thoughts were:

1. neutral party testing,

2. counseling at the school site,
3. performance measures,
4. statewide standards (TEC has wage data),

5. access to ducation,
6. labor market measures and standards,

7. retention in job,

8. employer satisfaction,

9. improvident plans, and
10. sanctions

The use of cost standards was discouraged as was any measure that did not take
into account the change in value added. "Creaming" should be avoided.

Al .

(owner of a proprietary school)

I. The types of students to be served must be considered above all else.
2. Federal initiatives have already begun to reduce the default rate.
3. Those who service the loans cause many of the problem.
4. Loans are sold so many times that it is difficult for the student to

know to whom the payments should be made.

5. The default rates of the servicers should be examined.

1 f; i
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Jane Moomaw. Art Institute of Hcoston
(vice-president in charge of firAncial aid at a proprietary school)

1. A full time loan counselo: is an asset. This person becomes a familiar
face, a friend for the st.tdent to contact even after graduation or
termination if there are Troblems. Personalization of the process is
important for success.

2. The counselor works with t e student to train them to handle their
problems as opposed to the counselor pe-forming the activity.

3. When the student leaves tht tchool, another reference sheet is completed
to assist the school in lotatlug the students in the event the student
needs to be contacted about lie loan.

4. Multiple loans may be consc it' 'd for purchase by sallie mae.
5. Other counselors are on st..1L :1 assist the student with personal

problems to assist in keepi ig :be student in school.
6. Disincentives may be the best -11ulatory scheme but rewards for

compliance should also be consi(tred.
7. Peer reviews would be beneficial.

Jim Zaila. ComouAdd Computers
(employee of a small to medium business)

Mr. Zaija introduced the Malcom-Baldridge toncept on quality and the
membership discussed its applicability tosoto state agencies, proprietary
schools, and proprietary program offering.. The application was supplied by
Jon Hittman and it will be reviewed and suited. Mr. Zaija also serves on the
Austin Quality Council.

Due to the fact that at the end of the meetitf, only members Hittman and
Bednar were still in attendance, another mee.11g date was not set. It was
agreed that additional information from Ms. kooerts at the next meeting would
be beneficial. The meeting adjourned at appmcimately 2:30 p.m.

1 1'
I 0(1
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MINUTES
STATE AGENCIES TASK FORCE

JULY 8, 1991

The State Agencies Task Force net on Monday, July 8, 1991, at 9:00 a.m. in the
William B. Travis Building, 17(4 North Congress Avenue, Room 1-110, Austin,
Texas.

The following members were present:
Dee Bodnar, Texas Education Agency
Alicia Ayers, Texas Cosmetology Cotwission

The following members were absent:
Jo King McCrorey, State Board of Barlor Examiners
Don Smith, Board of Private Investigat4Js and Private Security Agencies
George Torres, Texas Guaranteed Studen: Loan Corporation

State Agencies requested to attend meettngs as members and present:
Jon Dittman, Texas Higher Education C..ortinating Board
Robin Roberts, Texas Employment Commission
Charles Stevens, Texas Rehabilitation Catnission

Others present were:
Debbie Murray, Bob Lahti, end Beverly DoncOue

The first order of business was to consider the minutes of the April 4, 1991
end Mey 17, 1991 meetings. It was moved by Jon Dittman, seconded by Robin
Roberts and carried unanimously to accept t) r minutes of the April 4, 1991 and
May 17, 1991 meetings. It was noted later in the meeting that the remarks
made at the May 17 meeting by Tony Lawrence, Texas Rehabilitation Commission,
concerning lack of enforcement of Texas Educttion Agency (TEA) rules and
complaint investigations referred to complairts filed with the agency over two
years ago. A meeting hat been set with Mr. Lewrence and.th% special
investigation team of the agency to discuss cooperative measures to handle
complaints and exchange information.

One speaker, Dr. Beverly Donoshue, could not be °wird at the May 17, 1991
meeting due to time constraints. Therefore, she tresented her thoughts on
program quality at this meeting. Dr. Donoghue is a staff member of the
Division of Proprietary Schools and Veterans Education and has the
responsibility of program approvals for proprietary schools. The main points
addressed by Dr. Donoghue are:

The prerequisites must be appropriate for the program objective and
should match the student to the program in skill level, and previous
education and experience.

A concern expressed was that "paper and pencil" type testing is often
used and this is the type of testing which caused these types of
students difficulty in the past.
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Court reporting is an example of a program where there are no
prerequisites (except high school graduation); despite the need to
test hearing acuity, manAal dexterity, and command of the English

language.

Content and Length

Advisory committees shoulA be utilized.

Many factors affect lenge - (1) ability of students (2) geographic
area, (3) type and size of work place setting, and (4) skills
required for the job objecrtve.

Self-paced programs can be very effective and are not yet addressed.

New program application curiertly being developed for use by TEA will
request the necessary information to make good decisions about
program approvals. For exampo performance standards by subject and
technical skills required by coployers.

Programs need to incorporate c'itical thinking and processing
problem solving.

We should encourage re:isions iv .nrriculum in response to industry's
changing needs. Job training prnrams are dynamic, not static. This
underscores the critical need for advisory committees.

Support Services

These are necessary because of the type of student enrolling in
proprietary schools. The reasons students drop out must be known to
the school so that corrective action may be taken. Successful
schools have activities that make tae student feel a part of the
family. These students need the "people connection".

jnstructors

Continuing education is extremely important to keep instructors up to
date in their field of instruction and changing technologies.

"Chalk and Talk" is the least effective method of teaching with these
students. We should encourage schools to address different learning
styles that facilitate student participation by using a variety of
instructional methods.

A standard for the ratio of cost to reasonable salary expectation
of the graduate should be established.

Outputs

We need to understand what is behind the numbers.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The completion rate will fluctuate depending on the program, locale,
students' ability, and other factors.

In addition to placement/employment rates, we should look at success
on the job. What is the job tenure? At what level of salary aid

responsibility? Has the student advanced on the job?

The bottom line is the emplo!ment rate.

Q2nnatz.lx2tittign

Students should be aware that iiagnostic testing and different
programs are available.

If potential students were more aware of their achool and program
options, schools would be enco4raged to offer better programs.

Communication with other states would be very beneficial. What
programs are offered? What are their standards? What are the
outcomes?

Questions were asked of Dr. Donoghue. It 'as agreed that monetary incentives
were necessary to cause schools to want to have better programs. To avoid
creaming, weights were needed for different types of students, density of the
area, the environment, etc. This would result in an adjustment of the
standard as encouragement for schools to.accept the "harder to teach"
tudents. It is important to give schools AL much freedom as pocsible to
design programs to meet the standards. Discussion also centered around the
fact that programs should be designed to accsomodate the type of student
rather than lowering the standards. There satuld be an adjustment in the
standards in the first year of a program offering to ollow for "the bugs to be
worked out." Technical assistance should be provided by agency staff.

The timetable agreed on at the Wirth meeting was then discussed as well as the
future of the task force in light of John Sharp's proposals to consolidate
some of the state agencies involved in the work of the task force. It was
agreed to continue to follow the tasks indicated on the timetable but to
disregard the months indicated due to the current concerns about the futures
of some of the agencies. The group then proceeded to discuss in detail the
indicators of program quality. The conclusions of the discussion are listed
on Attachment A. The membership of the task forcu will be considering further
these indicators and be prepared at the next meeting to discuss the indicators
of default rates.

The meeting adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

1 f;
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PROPOSAL OF INDICATORS
OF

PROGRAM QUALITY AND DEFAULT RATES
July 8, 1991

Program Ouality

Initial approval

(1) Admissions standards, curricuLum content and length developed with
employer input and tied to yolk skills required for mployment. Content
includes subjects in work plact values such as problem solving, setting
and meeting goals, integrity, r'liability, team playing, and job hunting
and interviewing skills.

(2) Financial integrity is evident icluding financial stability, adequate
facilities, equipment, furniture, instructional materials, etc.

(3) Adequate instructor qualificatiore
(4) Advisory committee consisting of amployers or potential employers

Continued approval

(1) Completion rates*
(2) Employment rates**
(3) Instructional staff

continuity of staff
staff development

(4) Pinancial integrity
financially stability

equipment, facilities, instructional msterials maintained and
available

(5) Competetcy gains
pre-test and post-test and
outcome assessment

(6) Employer satisfaction
evaluation of training after employment to determine:

effectiveness of training
inital wage and level of responsibility jub persistence
change in wage and level of responsibility over time

(7) Curriculum and length

Constant and continuous program evaluations to improve and meet
changes in employer needs

*Corrective action could include revised admission standards, restructure the
commission to be paid over the .ntire length of the program until the student
graduates, revised'student assessment procedures, additional support
services, analysis to determine why students drop out, link recruiters and
instructors to assist recruiters and other relevant personnel in determining
characteristics of a successful student, reduced student-teacher ratios,
instructional methods evaluation, school administration evaluation, more
staff development, etc.

I 7
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**Corrective action could include additional mployer in-put, development of
sole source for particular employer, placement services, reevaluation of
curriculum and length with emphasis on job skills needed for job
persistence, etc.

student Loan Default Ram

(1) Completion rate
(2) Employment rate
(3) Ratio of debt paymeAt to starting wage
(4) Ability to benefit utudents prerequisites appropriate for program

objective
(5) Majority of students uith loans of less than $2,500 or only one loan
(6) Program of less than (00 clock hours in length

1 7 1
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, h Bednar. Mr. McCormick?

STATEMENT 0"/ JOSEPH L MCCORMICK, PRESIDENT, TEXAS
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION

Mr. McCosattot. Mr. Washington, Mr. Jefferson, my name is Joe
McCormick. I am president of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation, the non-profit corporation designated by the Texas
legislature to administer the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan
Program. I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

And I especially am pleased to be here on the panel with my col-
leagues Dee Bednar of the Texas Education Agency, an agency that
has donein the last 3 yearsan outstanding job of oversight reg-
ulating proprietary schools, and Mr. Comer Alden, a leading
spokesperson for the proprietary school industry, who I would
point out currently serves on the board of directors of the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation.

Two personal comments if I may, Mr. Washington, before I begin
my remarks. One, I think you are the first Texan to serve on the
Subcommittee for Postsecondary Education in a very long time,
and that is long overdue. And we are very proud that you elected
to serve on that committee.

Secondly, if you remember nothing else that has been said here
today, I hope you will remember the comments of the students on
how complex this process has become, and how important it is, al-
though how difficult it will be, to make changes that truly will sim-
plify the delivery of student aid. And I hope definitely you will
carry that back to Washington.

But since the last reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in
1936, over $55 billion in Title IV student aid has allowed thousands
of needy students to pursue their education at over 3,000 tradition-
al 4- and 2-year institutions, as well as almost 6,000 private for-
profit proprietary schools.

This level of commitment by the Congress to provide access to
postsecondary education to all who can benefit has made the Amer-
ican system of postsecondary education the most enviable and the
most accessible system of education beyond high school in the
world.

But during that same 5-year period, we have unfortunately also
seen this highly accessible system subjected to a dramatic increase
in student loan defaults and an alarming increase in cases of poor
program administration and downright fraud.

e Department of Education indicates student loan defaults will
exceed over $3 billion by year's end. Cases of fraud and abuse in
the program in recent years have been well-documented by the In-
spector General's Office, the Department of Education and, most
recently, the Senate Investigation Committee on Fraud and Abuse
in the Student Aid Programs.

But before we talk about and dwell on those abuses, I thitik it is
important that we be reminded of what has already been done. The
United States Congress during the past 3 years has taken serious
steps to address both defaults and fraud and abuse in student aid.
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Congress enacted legislation to prohibit schools with cohort rates
in excess of 35 percent for three consecutive years from participat-
ing in the program. Potentially, this may eliminate 178 schools na-
tionally, 17 schools in Texas, and locally here in Houston, four
schools.

In Mr. Jefferson's district in New Orleans, it may very well
eliminate seven schools. The Department of Education as well as
TGSLC has imposed tighter restrictions on schools, lenders and
borrowers in the program to discourage defaults and prevent fraud
and abuse.

In recognition of the complexities of the delivery system, TGSLC
has been a leader in providing better information to borrowers on
their loan responsibilities, toll-free numbers for students to call to
receive information, publications to local high schools, and improv-
ing the aid delivery system process by electronic linkages between
schools and lenders.

In addition, TGSLC has one of the most aggressive default pre-
vention programs in the country, involving credit checks to SLS
borrowers, judgments on defaulted borrowers, collections of driver's
license information to aid in skip tracing, and a very aggressive
claims and pre-claims and collections staff, not to mention a full
participation in the Federal IRS Offset Program, which has been
very successful in collecting student defaulted dollars.

TGSLC has been recognized by the Department of Education and
the Inspector General's Office for having a very well-trained and
highly effective program compliance staff. In the summer of 1989,
we published some of our findings in program compliance in a pub-
lication called "School or Scandal," which attracted national atten-
tion to the problen 3 in the student loan program and helped to en-
courage some of the changes that have now been enacted in the
law.

We also try to exercise a strong effort to help defaulted borrow-
ers repay their loans. We work diligently with those borrowers who
demonstrate a sincere effort to repay their debt by offering the bor-
rower a full reinstatement of his credit and his student aid eligibil-
ity after 1 year of consecutive payments.

Over $6 million in defaulted loans have been rehabilitated this
year in this program. In addition, students who were victimized by
a closed school that left them in debt with no training may have a
portion or all of their loan cancelled under certain Federal guide-
lines.

At the State level, the Texas legislature has taken steps in
recent years to improve the regulation of proprietary schools and
to discourage defaults. For example, students who are in default on
a student loan at the time they attempt to renew their license to
practice law, to practice dentistry, or cosmetology, or accounting,
will have the renewal of that license revoked until such time as the
borrower has made satisfactory arrangements with TGSLC to
repay the loan.

At the present time, under the able and courageous leadership of
Speaker Pro Tem Wilhelmina Delco, a bill is currently being con-
sidered in the special session of the legislature to provide further
regulatory and statutory oversight of proprietary schools.
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This bill is in direct response to a 2-year study on proprietary
schools in Texas that I would ask to be made a part of the record.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Without objection.
Mr. McComicx. This report was completed under the leadership

of Ms. Delco and Senator Haley. Individual schools and lenders
should also be recognized for the efforts that they have made over
the past few years to reduce defaults.

Now, given all that is currently being done to curb student loan
defaults and prevent fraud and abuse in the program, the question
then remahls: What more needs to be done?

The initial reaction has been to suggest that schools conduct
more loan counseling sessions, that lenders increase their due dili-
gence efforts, and that guarantee agencies conduct more program
reviews.

And probably the most offensive suggestion to me personally is
that we need not do anymore, simply because all the bad schools
are gone. Or, two, the default rates are high simply because my
school serves low income students.

As my colleague, Sam Kipp from California, often says, "We
have found it not to be a case of schools serving poor students so
often as it is a case of schools serving students poorly. '

The most serious problems with regard to high defaults and
fraud and abuse lie squarely within the proprietary school indus-
try. From the Department of Education's own data, we see the pro-
prietary school industry has benefitted far more than any other
sector of postsecondary education in student aid.

Just from 1982 to 1988, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
volume for proprietary schools increased from $684 million in 1982,
to over $4.15 billion in 1988. Correspondingly, student loan defaults
nationally began to rise dramatically, with over 77 percent of all
defaulted loans in 1989 being paid from students who attended pro-
prietary schools.

In Texas, the TGSLC will pay out over $200 million this year in
defaulted claims, and over 67 percent of those claims come from
students who attended proprietary schools. The problems associat-
ed with proprietary schools are well-documented across the coun-
try, but perhaps nowhere more shocking than right here in Hous-
ton, Texas.

One brick-laying school sent buses to homeless shelters ak, far
away as Representative Jefferson's district in New Orleans, recruit-
ing homeless people off the streets, putting them on the bus, driv-
ing back to Houston. And while they are on the bus, they negotiate
a promissory note. And once they have signed the note, they were
put in a Houston motel and abandoned.

How many more horror stories like this will we have to read
about before the really important question of the 1991 reauthoriza-
tion is asked? Who will have access to Title IV aid and access to
what?

When I testified before the subcommittee in May, I suggested
that the current system of school eligibility and certificationthe
triad, if you willof accrediting agencies, State licensing agencies,
and the Department of Education's own eligibility and certification
function had failed and should be replaced.

176
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In its place, I strongly recommend Congress take the following
steps:

1. Eliminate accreditation as a step in the process of approving
schools for eligibility for Federal student aid programs. Accrediting
agencies have a role to play in setting standards for the quality of
education offered by schools, and are ill-suited to serve as the gate-
keeper for Federal student aid.

2. Establish minimum Federal standards for the State licensing
of schools as a precondition for any school's participation in the
Federal student aid programs.

3. Require the Department of Education to assume its proper
oversight responsibilities and develop its own Federal standards for
school eligibility.

From all of the compliance reviews that we have conducted, it is
abundantly clear the best indicator of a school's ability to success-
fully administer the student aid programs revolve around its finan-
cial strength.

During the May hearing, Chairman Ford challenged me to pro-
vide specific suggestions as to how these standards might be im-
posed. I have done so at length in the written testimony I submit-
ted to the committee, and for now I will simply summarize a few
examples.

1. Require schools to submit audited financial statements for 2
previous years in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.

2. Analyze both the school and the school owner's financials.
Some of our reviews uncovered fraudulently designed levels of cor-
porate ownership, designed to hide the true owner's identity until
such time the school finally declared bankruptcy and walked away
with the money.

3. Require not only a one to one ratio of assets to liabilities that
is currently in the law, but also require schools to show a positive
net worth. We have examples in the past where the Department of
Education has literally certified a school is eligible for Title IV aid
that showed operating losses for 2 prior years.

4. Provide a measure of the school's debt to net worth. This will
indicate the relative amount invested in the school by creditors
versus the amount of the investment by the school owner.

5. Labor market standards. We have to ask the question: Are we
training students for non-existing jobs? The Higher Education Act
contains no provision which requires schools to prove that their
programs serve a demonstrated market need. Yet, other programs,
such as the Perkins Vocational Training Act do. There should be
labor market information to identify 30 to 40 State priority occupa-
tions that would receive full consideration for Title IV student aid
eligibility, while programs of lesser demand might receive only a
limited amount of eligibility.

In my 25 years of experience in administering Federal student
aid, in my opinion there is no more important issue to resolve in
reauthorization than the one I have attempted to address here
today. Who is eligible under what conditions for what?

In Texas, I think we are seriously trying to answer that question
in a way that will provide students full access to a quality educa-

7 1
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tion in any school licensed by the State. The evidence is clear. The
Triad has failed.

It is now time to move forward with more rigorous standards to
ensure quality education is offered our young people in whatever
type school they choose to attend, whether it be public, private or
proprietary.

We must be mindful that access and quality are really two sides
to the same coin. Quality without access is not quality, it is elitism.
And access without quality is not access, it is mediocrity.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Joseph L. McCormick follows.]

1 7
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Written Testimony

Submitted by Joe L. McCormick
President

Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation

to the
Committee on Education and Labor

United States House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education

July 22, 1991
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uscvms KOMAR?

This committee has heard numerous witnesses describe past
abuses in the Title IV programs. Most of the problems involve
the lack of oversight of proprietary schools and result in both
high default rates and the exploitation of students, most of whom
are from disadvantaged backgrounds. In prior testimony, I argued
that the existing system of oversight -- the Triad of accrediting
agencies, state licensing agencies and Department of Education --
has failed and should be replaced. I recommend that ED assume
its oversight responsibility by setting federal standards for
school ligibility. Subcommittee Chairman William Ford urged me
to propose soap standards. I have done so and they follow:

The federal government should set standards relating to the
financial condition of schools and the degree to which schools
provide training in occupations that are actually needed by
businesses. Major abuses typical:y occur when schools are
undercapitalized and have difficulty meeting their obligations to
credilors, faculty and, most importantly, students. Analysing
TGLSC's xtensive compliance reviews has allowed us to identify
key indicators of financial stability. Current law also allows a
tremendous amount of federally subsidised futility. What is the
point in training students for non-existent jobs? Yet the Higher
Education Act (MIA) contains no provision which would require
scbools to prove that their programs serve a real labor market
raed. Some models developed in other federal training programs,
and in Texas, could help make this multi-billion dollar
investment more productive and fair to students. By setting
labor market standards, schools will help businesses meet real
labor needs and students will more likely find jobs with which to
repay their loans.

Financial Standards For Eligibility

1. Any eligibility action taken by ED (initial
ligibility, recertification, new location, branch to
free standing, tc. . .) should include a financial
analysis to ensure that institutions receiving Title
IV, MBA program funds are financially stable. (Thorough
financial analysis is not currently taking place.)

2. A school that tam a deficit net worth position should
not be eligible to participate in Title rv, HEA
programs. Schools have been permitted to gain
ligibility by providing minimal financial assurances.

3. Add another element to the factors of financial
responsibility, i.e., a minimum debt to net worth ratio
of perhaps 4.1 or 3.1.

4. Discontinue reliance on self-reported financial
statements. All institutions providing unaudited
financial statements should be required to provide tax

1 S
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returns for the corresponding fiscal years.

5. Before granting eligibility require schools to provide
audited financial statements for the previous two
fiscal years prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles (OAP) for the school
and for each level of ownership.

6. Each time ED reviews or approves a school's eligibility
status, a complete financial analysis of the school and
all levels of ownership should occur.

7. The amount of money that schools obligate in surety
arrangements should cover the financial exposure
associated with the amount of federal dollars at risk.

8. Restrict a school's growth in Title IV volume to a set
percentage increase over the school's volume for the
previous year.

9. Set a maximum annual volume cap for schools
participating in Title IV HIA programs based on the
number of students and cost of education.

10. Require a school to continn with the same name, at the
same location, or even with the same educational
program. Any change would require the school to pass

through the eligibility process under its new configuration.

Labor Market Standaxds for Eligibility

1. As a condition for receiving federal student aid, schools
which offer only vocational training courses should be
licensed by a state agency which requires schools to show
the labor market need for the occupations for which they
train.

2. As is done with JTPA and the Perkins Vocational Education
Act, the Higher Education Act (HEA) shoul1 require states to
use labor market information in identifying state priority
occupations, i.e., those occupations which are in high
demand and are critical to the economic health of the state.

3. States should solicit the views of business and education
leaders and labor market experts before identifying priority
occupations.

4. Thirty to forty occupations should be designated as high
priority with a similar number designated as moderate
priority. Schools which provide training in high priority
occupations would be fully eligible for Title rv funds, and
those in moderate priority would be eligible for 75%.
Schools which meet all other standards, but do not fall
within these two categories would be eligible'for 50% Tit]e
IV funds.

1 S
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TESTIMONY OF JOE L. MCCORMICK

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

HOUSTON, TEXAS

JULY 22, 1991

I. INTRODUCTION

On May 30th, I offered testimony before this committee on

the integrity of the Title IV student aid programs. The

testimony covered several important topic. including the federal

budget process, deferment reduction, fraud and abuse,

simplification and the plight of middle class students. 'One

area, however, generated much attention -- a proposed reform of

the school ellgibility process which would (1) remove accrediting

agencies from the certification process and, (2) require minimum

federal standards for state licensing agencies for schools who

wish to participate in the federal student aid programa.

Chairman William Ford asked me what specific federal standards

would I recommend for the school eligibility process. TOday's

testimony provides specific recommendatione on this issue.

The U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

accurately described the shortcomings of the use of accrediting

agencies for the determination of student aid eligibility. The

subcommittee found that accrediting agencies did not, as

1 10 '12
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Department of Education (ED) officials believed, view guaranteed

student loan oversight as their responsibility. Operating under

this misconception, ED failed to enforce any eligibility

standards and provided no significant oversight of schools during

the 1980's. Other problems associated with accrediting agencies

include:

the transferability of accreditation in the sale of

schools

accreditation jumping by schools

weak control over the branching of schools

ineffectiveness of site examinations

exposure to costly lawsuits by accrediting bodies

long intervals between initial accreditation and

re-accreditation

The federal government should not rely on accrediting

agencies to serve as gatekeepers to any of the Title IV student

aid programs. That is not their role. Accrediting agencies

ensure that schools are, "adhering to the published standards and

having clearly defined objectivesl. .6 ("Accreditation: Issues

for the Eighties," policy Controversies in Hiaher Education,
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p. 127.) they do not pass judgement on the relevancy of the

education program to the needs of businesses nor do they

adequately evaluate the financial integrity of schools. As a

trade association, accrediting agencies are severely limited in

what they can do. Peer reviews, the threat of lawsuits for any

sanctions they may impose, and competition with other accrediting

agencies strips accrediting agencies of the independence needed

to properly restrict eligibility to responsible educators.

Independence with real authority can reside only with ED;

anything less will perpetuate existing and well- documented

abuses.

To eliminate abuse, contain costs, and promote labor market

efficiency the ED should establish its own standards for school

eligibility to participate in Title IV student aid programs. The

standards should emphasize schools' financial strength and

responsiveness to labor market demand. This testimony attempts

to show the need for these guidelines and to briefly describe

what they might entail.

II. FIMAMCIAL STK-DARDS FOR ELIGIBILITI

A. Financial Considerations

The best indicator of a school's ability to successfully

administer Title IV, HEA programs (even stronger than its default

McCormick -3
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rate) is its financial strength. Undercapitalised schools

conuistently have more difficulty complying with federal

regulatory requirements than other schools. Thirteen

institutions left the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Program as a

result of administrative action during the past three fiscal

years. Not one of these institutions met the factors of

financial responsibility as set out in 34 CFR 668.13 (5 had TGSLC

default rates of less than 35%).

Lack of financial resources negatively impacts ail areas ef

a school's operations. Xt is difficult to retain quality

personhel (instructors, financial aid officer, placement director

etc.) without adequt.te resources. Obtaining the necessary books,

supplies, and equipment for educational instruction may not be

possible. Lease arrangements, utilities, garbage pick-up may all

be affected. AA the financial structure of the school begins to

unravel, the school will often have difficulty appropriately

returning, releasing, and retaining proceeds. Delayed payment or

nonpayment of refunds to lenders on behalf of borrowers is a

frequent occurrence. Higher incidence of fraudulent activity are

often associated with financially weak institutions.

According to 34 CFR 668.82, schools act as a fiduciary in the

administration of Title XV, HEA funds. Eligible schools are

required to act in accordance with the highest standard of care

and diligence with regard to a student's Title IV funds. Yet,

this industry has done little to control the abuses of owners who

McCormick -4
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literally steal Title IV funds from students. Owners avoid their

fiduciary responsibilities by establishing levels of corporate

ownership to obscure the true ownership of their schools and by

declaring bankruptcy to avoid their financial responsibilities.

Schools go bankrupt and close and the previous owners simply buy

the ED ID number of an existing school and begin the process

again.

Financially weak schools harm students first by depriving

them of the education they have contracted to receive. Without

that education, students are unable to secure suitable

employment. Repayment of student loans is often difficult, if

not impossible, for students who do not increase their employment

skills through educational opportunity. Nonrepayment of student

loans results in default. When a student defaults on a student

loan his or her credit is ruined, eligibility for student

financial aid is terminated, IRS refunds can he withheld, and

litigation may result. Students pay dearly for the weaknesses of

a system which was created for their assistance.

B. The Factors of Financial Responsibility

Eligibility to participate in Title IV programs should be

predicated upon a strong financial position. Any eligibility

action taken by ED (initial eligibility, recertification new

location, branch to freestanding, etc.) should include a

McCormick -5
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financial analysis to ensure that institutions receiving Title

IV, URA program funds are financially stable.

ED has promulgated regulations regarding the financial

responsibility of schools. According to 34 CFR 668.13 (factors

of financial responsibility), schools with the following are not

considered to be financially responsible:

1. Under its basis of accounting, it

(i) Han had operating losses over at least its two most

recent fiscal years: or

(ii) Had, for its latest fiscal year, a deficit net worth. A

deficit net worth occurs when the institution's

liabilities exceed its assets;

2. Under an accrual basis of accounting, it had, at the end of

its latest fiscal year, a ratio of current assets to current

liabilities of less than 1:1;

3. Under a fund accounting system its unrestricted current or

operating fund reflects sustained material deficits over at

least its two most recent fiscal years.

McCormick -6
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The ratio of current assets to current liabilities is one

that is familiar; it provides information regarding a school's

cash flow. This is the first indicator that a school may have a

problem meeting its current obligations. The limitation of this

measure is that it only provides information about a school's

ability to meet its current obligations. It should not be used

as a determination of the school's complete financial situation.

Operating losses for two consecutive fiscal years is a

strong indicator that a school is having significant difficulty

managing its financial affairs. A trend of operating losses (at

least 2 fiscal years) indicates that a company is moving toward

insolvency. According to federal regulations, such a school is

not financially responsible and is not eligible to participate in

Title IV, HRA programs.

A deficit net worth in a school's financial statements

'indicates that the school's ownership has no equity or negative

equity in the school. The creditors, in fact, are providing the

capital necessary to enable the school to operate. A school that

has a deficit net worth position should not be eligible to

participate in Title IV, HEA programs.

Consider adding another element to the factors of financial

responsibility; a minimum debt to net worth ratio. The debt to

net worth ratio identifies the amount of money put into a company

McCormick -7
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by the creditors compared to the amount of money put into a

company by the owners. If a school has a 20s1 debt to net worth

ratio, it means that for each dollar invested by the owners the

creditors invested 20 dollars. This ratio measures a creditor's

protection from loss. It is derived by dividing the company's

total liabilities by the company's total equity. By comparing

the number of dollars invested by creditors to the number of

dollars invested by owners, the financial risk associated with

investing in a particular company can be determined. The higher

the ratio, the less protection afforded the creditors.

With that said, realize that the largest group of creditors

at a school are students. Students are unsecured creditors and

have little, if any, protection from loss in the event of

bankruptcy. Other creditors generally protect their claims with

collateral. Ultimately the costs associated with the

participation of financially weak schools are borne by the

taxpayers. The federal government has a responsibility to

protect the interests of students and taxpayers by controlling

the participation of financially weak schools in Title IV

programs.

While other industries have minimum capital requirements

which are used to assess a company's financial position, none

exist for the proprietary school industry. "Proper° proportions

of debt to net worth may vary from industry to industry.
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Howevr, a preliminary analysis of schools applylng for

participation in the WSW during FY90 indicate that 3 or 4 to 1

is an appropriate levl to begin discussing as a threshold ratio.

Congress should establish minimum capital requirements for

participation in Title IV, HEA programs.

C. Financial Statements

Self-reported financial statements are being accepted by the

Department of Education as documentation of financial strength.

If tho owner of the school certifies that the financial

statements provided to ND are true and correct, self-reported

financial statements are considered acceptable. This practice

should be discontinued.

When a school becomes eligible to participate in Title IV

programs, it has unlimited access to federal dollars. A high

level of scrutiny should be associated with obtaining and

retaining that eligibility. Congress should specify in statute

that before a school can apply for Title IV eligibility or any

change to its eligibility status (branch to freestanding,

recertification, etc.) it must provides

Audited financial statements for the previous two

fiscal years prpared in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for the school.

McCormick -9
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An alternative for small proprietorships or

partnerships would be the provision of unaudited

financial statements prepared by a certified public

accountant. Unaudited statements should be accompanied

by tax returns for the corresponding fiscal years for

verification purposes. Partnrs and sole proprietors

should be required to provide personal financial

statements as well.

8 Audited financial statements for the previous two

fiscal years prepared in accordance with GAAP for each

level of ownership (parent companies) of the school.

Generally, ED does not analyse the financial stability

of parent companies of schools applying for

ligibility.

A complete financial analysis of the school and all levels

of ownership should occur before the school is allowed to apply

for Title IV eligibility. Also, each time ED reviews or approves

a school's eligibility status, a complete financial analysis of

the school, and all levels of ownership should occur. If the

school or any 1, vl of its ownership, is financially unstable,

the school should not be allowed to apply for, or continue to

hold, Title ry eligibility. Sy taking a strong stance with

regard to financial stability, ED can avoid much of the

administrative and financial burden associated with doing

McCormick -10
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business with insolvent institutions.

D. Surety Arrangements

Bonds, irrevocable letters of credit, and other surety

arrangements are often made with ED when a school does not meet

the factors of financial responsibility. These surety

arrangements are not administered in a way which benefits

students, guarantee agencies, the Department of Education, or

taxpayers.

Schools are successfully negotiating to surety arrangements

which are insufficient to cover Title IV funds which are at risk.

Instead of requiring schools to be financial sound, ED is

allowing insufficient surety arrangements. The surety program,

as it exists, is of benefit only to financially unstable schools.

This program was created for the benefit of students not schools.

It should be made clear that only financially stable schools will

have access to federal dollars set aside for Title IV, HEA

programs.

F. Volume Control

Rapid growth is also an indicator that a school will have

difficulty administering Title IV programs. Aa previously

mentioned, eligible schools have access to unlimited Title IV
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program funds. By not establishing volume controls, Congress and

SD have made these programs very appealing to the unscrupulous.

TO the small Mom A Pop organisations, the Title IV programs must

appear to be some typo of treasure trove.

Unscrupulous schools work to obtain as many dollars as

possible in a short period of time, leaving the taxpayer holding

the bag. Small schools often reach the same end, but without the

malicious intent. Schools that grow too quickly may not have the

ability to put into place the administrative controls necessary

to ensure that federal dollars are being handled appropriately.

Growth can be controlled by Congress and ED. The statute

should be revised to include language which restricts a school's

growth in Title IV volume to a set percentage increase over the

school's volume for the previous year. In addition, Congress

should set a maximum annual volume cap for schools participating

Title IV, HSA programa based on number of students and cost of

education.

G. Two Tear Rule

SO identification numbers are bought and sold like any other

goods and services in the market place. According to federal

regulation, schools are required to be in existence for at least

two years to become eligible to receive Title IV, KRA program
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funds (see 34 CFR 600.4, 600.5, 600.6,600.7). In practice, the

two year rule is not a factor. Schools that apply for Title IV

eligibility are not required to provide any documentation which

substantiates that the school was in fact in existence for two

years according to the regulatory definition.

Avoidance of the two year rule is accepted in ED's

E ligibility and Certification Branches. A purchase7^ can buy a

school, change its name, location, and evfin type of educational

program and be considered the same instktution by the Department

of Education.

34 CFR 600.31 allows a previously eligible institution to be

considered the same institution if the new owners agree tos

Be liable, or jointly and severally liable, for all HEA

program funds which the institution received and improperly

expended before the effective date of the change of control.

Abide by the institution's policy regarding refunds to

students in effect before the effective date of the change

of control.

Honor all student enrollment contracts in effect before the

effective date of the change of control.

McCormick -13
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Submit financial statements.

Submit an audit for the institution's latest complete fiscal

year prepared by a licensed certified public accountant.

Submit additional financial documents If requested by the

Secretary.

Provide for the retention of all records required in

connection with its designation as an eligible institution.

As you can see, there is no provision in federal regulation
that would require a school to continue with the same name, at
the same location, or even with the same educational program. As
a result, very few schools are affected by the two year rule.

S. Summary of Recommendations For Financial Standards For

Eligibility

1. Any eligibility action taken by RE (initial

eligibility, recertification, new location, branch to

free standing, etc. . .) should include a financial

analysis to ensure that institutions receiving Title

IV, KEA program funds are financially stdble. (Thorough
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financial analysis is not currently taxing place.)

2. A school that has a deficit net worth position should

not be eligible to participate in Title IV, HRA

programs. Schools have been permitted to gain

eligibility by providing minimal financial assurances.

3. Add another element to the factors of financial

responsibility, i.e., a minimum debt to net worth ratio

of perhaps 4:1 or 3:1.

4. Discontinue reliance on self-reported financial

statements. All institutions providing unaudited

financial statements should be required to provide tax

returns for the corresponding fiscal years.

5. Before granting eligibility require schools to provide

audited financial statements for the previous two

fiscal years prepared in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for the school

and for each level of ownership.

6. Each time ED reviews or approves a school's eligibility

status, a complete financial analysis of the school and

an levels of ownership should occur.
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7. The amount of money that schools obligate in urety

arrangements hould cover the financial exposure

associated with the amount of federal dollars at risk.

8. Restrict a school's growth in Title IV volume to a set

percentage increase over the school's vo1ume for the

previous year.

9. Set a maximum annual volume cap for schools

participating in Title IV, HEA programs based on the

number of students and cost of education.

10. Require a school to continue with the same name, at the

same location, or even with the same educational

program. Any change would require the school to pass

through the eligibility process under its new configuration.

III. Labor Market Standards tor Eligibility

A. Labor Market Considerations

Student financial aid promotes equal education opportunity

in a very direct and meaningful way -- by lowering the cost of

college to students. To the individuals who are assisted My

these funds, federal support represents the critical difference

between achieving a postsecondary education and foregoing ona.

1

46-418 0 - 92 - 7
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In fiscal year 1991, the federal government spent $10.9 billion

on student aid. Since the last reauthorization of tho Higher

Education Act in 1986, over $55 billion in federal aid has

allowed hundreds of thousands of students achieve their

educational goals. (Trends inAtudent Aids 1980-1990, The

College Board, August, 1990, P. 8 and education Daily, July 2,

1991, Special Supplement, p. 5.) The level of commitment is

impressive as have been the results; America has the most

accessible higher education system in the world. But perhaps we

should consider, briefly, some of the costs of maintaining such

access, and suggest ways to contain costs and improve the match

between occupations trained by schools and occupations demanded

by business.

Proprietary school owners have been tho chief beneficiaries

of the policy of open access. Overall guaranteed student loan

program volume for proprietary schools increased from $684

million to 4.15 billion between 1982 and 1988. (Abuses in

Paderal Student Aid Programs, report by the Permanent

Subcommittee on4Investigations of the Committee on Governmental

Affairs, U.S. Senate, May, 1991, p. 7.) With *he increase in

proprietary school borrowing has come a staggering default cost.

Prom 1983 to 1991, overall program losses due to loan defaults

grew from $444.8 Killion to an estimated $3.6 billion -- a 809

percent climb! This financial wallop has reverberated throughout

the student loan system and has undermined the confidence of
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lenders. But those most directly victimised have been

proprietary school students. Senator William Roth, ranking

minority member of the U.S. Senate Committee or Governmental

Affairs eloquently captured the nature of this cruelty in his

statement at the Nunn hearings on fraud and abuse:

Rather than allowing these young people to

improve themselves, these schools actually

leave (them) in a worse position than when

they started. Because of the deceptive

practices of such schools, these students

have to pay for an education they never

received. Lacking proper training, [they]

are not able to get jobs which they can repay

(their) federally guaranteed loans and thus

suffer the added humiliation of seeing their

credit ratings destroyed in the process.

(Abuses in Federal Student Ald Programs, report by the

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the

Committee on Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate, May,

1991, p. 11.)

The system of financing higher education through student aid

breaks down if the students aren't eventually able to find good

jobs. Bach year the federal government makes a multi-billion

McCormick -18
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dollar investment in human capital, but nowhere in the Higher

Education Act does it require anyone to show that jobs will be

available in tho fields for which the student trains. This is

not accepted in other federal training programs.

B. Establishing a Precedents Perkins Voc Ed Act and Job

Partnership Training Act

The recent reauthorization of the Perkins Vocational

Education Act requires state boards to consider the relevancy of

training programs to the market demand for certain occupations.

Section 116 of the Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology

Education Act Amendments of 1990 statess

Each State board receiving assistance under this

Act shall conduct an assessment using measurable

objective criteria developed by the State board

to assess program quality. Such criteria. . .

shall use information gathered by the National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee

and if appropriate other information. Such criteria

shall include such factors as-- . . .(8) the

relevance of programs to the workplace and to the

occupation for which students are to be trained,

and the extent to which such programs reflect a

realistic assessment of current and future labor
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market needs. . .(10) basic and higher order

current and future workplace competencies which

will reflect the hiring need of employers. . .

(As quoted int National Occupational information

Coordinating Committee Memorandum No. 90-25, November

27, 1990, p. 1)

Applicants for the Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA)

block grants are evaluated, in part, on how well the training

prograes serve target occupations. JTPA applicants must annually

show how they meet local labor market needs:

Training provided with funds made available

under this Act hall be only for occupations

for which there is a demand in the area served

or in another area to which the participant is

willing to relocate, and consideration in the

selection of training programs may be given to

trairung in occupations determined to be in

sectors of the economy which have a high potential

for sustained demand or growth.

(Job Training Partnership Act Title I, Part C, Section

241 d (1);
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This extensive effort is required by law to ensure sensitivity to

labor markets. Those two programs -- Perkins Voc lid Act and JTPA

-- cost the federal government less than $3 billion for fiscal

year 1990. Similar criteria should be adopted in the Higher

Education Act and alstlied to schools which explicitly claim to

offer only vocational training.

C. ContriLetion Towards Lefault

The problem of defaults and unscrupulous schools are

xacerbated by the lack of controls which allow schools to remain

ligible for large amounts of federal money without ever having

to prove that their programs fill a need in the business world.

A recent study of borrowers from public and private technical

training schools in Texas conducted by researchers at the

University of Texas at Austin, showed that success in finding a

job was directly related to the repayment of loans. Over three-

fourths of mayors became employed within 3 months of leaving

the educational program, while only 44 percent of defaulters had

found work. (L. Lein, R. Rickards, and J. Webster, fiymgeet_hoea

1. TOM,I

July 1, 1991, p. 6) This same study reported that of the

borrowers who were employed, 6$ percent of repayers had found

jobs related to their schooling, while only 30 percent of

defaulters could find employment related to their educational

programs. (Lein, Rickards, and Webster, p. 6) (Notes Since only
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the more stable defaulters were located for the survey, the

actual divergence between repayers and defaulters is probable

even more significant.)

The federal government is not doing any favor for the

disadvantaged student seeking to better himself/herself by

allowing that student to become heavily indebted and trained for

a dead-end occupation. Since the federal government certifies

the school's eligibility and the state approves the schools'

license, both share an obligation to protect that disadvantaged

student.

D. Efforts Through State Licensing: Texas

/n Texas we are trying to offer that protection. House

Speaker Pro Tempore Wilhelimina Delco introduced a comprehensive

bill to better regulate proprietary schools in Texas. (Although

the bill was unsuccessful in the regular session we are hopeful

that the bill will *merge in the current special session.) This

bill would require schools to provide prospective students with

information regarding the (1) starting range and reported average

salaries for prior year's graduates, (2) current job placement

and employment rates, and (3) market and job availability.

(Section 1.17 subsections 32.402 (12), (13), and (19)] Further,

tile bill would authorize the state agency to use labor market

information in evaluating license renewals and new license
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applications,

Section 32.404 (b) In determining whether to renew

a license to operate, the administrator shall

consider the completion, placenent, and employment

rates of students of the courses. (c) Before a

school may begin offering a new course of study for

students, the school must show the administrator the

opportunity for jobs for graduates of the course and

the possibility of placement or employment.

(Texas H.B. 2861 by Delco, proposed Texas Proprietary

School Act, 1991.)

These are the types of standards which are necessary to

protect students and lower defaults. But Texas and most other

states have no such laws in place. Since defaults have little

effect on state licensing agencies, states have insufficient

incentive to pass strong regulatory legislation. Given its

annual multi-billion dollar investment, the federal government

must stop in by adopting rigorous standards for eligibility which

include labor market criteria. Establishing minimum federal

standards for state licensing agencies would be a step in the

right direction.
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Establishing market ensitive eligibility requirements will

not only Wu reduce default, but will also promote a better

trained work;orce. America is xperiencing a mismatch of kills

to jobs. New York Telephone recently tested 57,000 applicants

only to find 2,100 had the needed kills for its posted

positions. (America's Choicel Hiah-Skills or Nacos!,

National Center on Education and the Economy, Rochester, NY,

1990, p. 23.1 In California, aircraft manufacture have

developed joint training programs because outside training

providers were not meeting their need for killed worker.

/America'm Choicee High Skills or Low Newt, National Centr on

Educction and the Economy, Rocheter, NY, 1990, p. 23.1

To meet these labor market need, certain occupations must

be designated as priorities. Proper incntives need to be

developed to encourage schools to fill these priority

occupations. In the absence of ouch incentives, chools will

continue to offer cours in catchy, easy-to-market fields such

as bartending, casino dealing and truck driving -- regardless of

01 level of demanu for these occupations.

E. Recommendations

Labor market analysis can be incorporated into the

ligibility process in a variety of ways. Strict standards could

b. eetabliehed by ED in consultation with labor market exports
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which cover average wages, unemployment rates, ratio of student

slots to projected number of job openings or other criterion

deemed important. Since labor markets vary greatly by state,

-perhaps the state-based approach used in Voc Ed and JTPA is most

appropriate. State labor market standards could be required of

state licensing agencies or government could be given the

authority to establish these guidelines within general parameters

set by ED. The quality of state-specific labox market

information has greatly improved over the past five years. Bach

state now has a comprehensive Occupational Information System

that the State Occupation information Coordinating committees

operate; those could prove helpful to whoever establishes state

standards.

Instead of setting strict numerical standards -- which may

be inappropriate for some states -- ED could outlim.procedures

in accordance with which states, through government Of state

licensing agencies, would establish labor market standards. The

method by which the State of Texas determines priority

occupations might serve as a model for how a state-based system

might work.

Under state law, the State Board of Education must develop a

master plan for secondary and postsecondary vocational education.

((Tx. Ed. Code Sec 21.113(b))] A central feature of this

masterplan is the development of a list of Priority Occupation.
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The first of three steps in this process is the creation of a

"starter list" using objective analysis based upon the most

current labor market information. The starter list has

"occupation with at least SOO projected annual average openings

to 1995, are not expected to experience a decline in overall

growth, have a training time within a period of over three months

through four years, and have a wage rate of at least 66 per

hour." Memorandum from Commissioner of Education for the state

of Texas, William N. Eirby, to the Texas State Board of

Education, January 19, 1991, p.1).

A panel of labor market experts reviews the starter list and

makes additions or deletions as necessary. This panel is

distributed according to public/private sector affiliation, sex

and ethnicity and geographic region. Pinally0 the State Board of

Education maintaining discretion regarding occupations placed on

the final list. This process generates a list of 30-40

occupations considered crucial to the economic well-being of the

state.

The state tries to focus its resources on educating students

for work in these Priority Occupations. Priority Occupations

remain on the list for five years and then must be reevaluated.

Occupations not on the list remain eligible for state resources,

but providers must supply convincing additional information on

why their fields should receive priority support. The process
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keeps education providers responsive to the most current labor

market trends without completely cutting off training providers

who have substantial capital investments in non-priority

occupations.

The Triad has failed. Accrediting agencies were never

designed to police student aid administration and should not

serve as the gatekeepers to the federal programs. The federal

government should assert its authority in this area and establish

standards for the public good.

For schools explicitly offering occupational training, Title

IV, MA eligibility and recertification should be as rigorous as

the standards set up for other federal training programs and by

several states. Congress should consider creating a system of

tiered eligibility. Schools that clearly train students for

priority occupation should have full access to Title IV funds;

other schools which train students for occupations which show

less promise and increased likelihood for default would be

ligible for lesser amounts. Perhaps three tiers would be

neededs high, medium and low priority occupations with

corresponding degrees of ligibility of 100%, 75% and 50%.

Minimum standards could also be sot to prevent schools from

abusing federal money and to protect student consumers.
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V. Conclusion

The IBIA provides billions of dollars each year to encourage

students to pursue postsecondary education training. An industry

of training providers has responded to this federal support by

creating education programs which attract hundred* of thousands

of students ach year. But with no direction from the federal

government, training providers have no responsibility to train

students for occupations with sufficient job oporing. Many

student enroll, agree to a substantial debt, and study hard only

to find no job openings when they gradu.te. Peeling ripped-off

by their school and too poor to meet their loan payments, these

students typically default on their federally backed loans. At

the same time, employers -- like those California aircraft

manufacturers -- can't find skilled workers for their businesses.

Precedents exist for the use of labor market standards in federal

and state training programs and processes are in place for their

implementation. The federal government should own up to their

responsibility for this massive investment in the future

workforce.

Student loans can help provide equal educational

opportunities to needy students. In the happiest of scenarios,

the student achievs his/her educational goals, finds a good job

and repays the loan. Be are very fortunate that this is the

typical course of events. But student loans also entail risk and
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too often lead to financial ruin. A worker was laid off from a

job he had held for six years. Desperate to support his family,

he enrolled in a truck driving course. After maintaining perfect

attendance, averaging 94% for the course and scoring a 100% on

the Department of Transportation exam, this student still could

not find a job. Zmployers wanted workers with at least one year

of truck driving experience. The school provided no such

apprenticeship program. The student was left off worse than when

he began - bankrupt and betrayed. Please appreciate the

frustration I feel when I read his letter -- and the dozen others

receive each month -- "... we owe a lot of money for

nothing!". How long will hard working families like mime be at

the mercy of these deceptive schools? ... Who can help?... Can

you help us? If you cannot, can you at least try to prevent this

from happening to other unsuspecting families?" [Letter from

Rick Gatewood, former MTA Truck Driving School student, June 13,

to Lloyd Bentsen, et_aluj

mccormick -29
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

The Honorable Ann Richards, Governor of Texas
The Honorable Bob Bullock, Lieutenant Governor of Texas
The Honorable Gib Lewis, Speaker of the House of Representatives
Members of the 72nd Legislature of Texas

Members of the 72nd Legislature:

On behalf of the thirteen members of the Joint Interim Committee
on Proprietary Schools, we are pleased to submit this report of
our findings and recommendations, regarding the proprietary
school community in Texas.

This Committee has made a comprehensive study of the issues set
forth in the "Charge" required by Senate Bill 417, passed by the
71st Legislature. Our study included input from proprietary
schools in this State; from agencies which license, regulate, or
monitor proprietary schools in Texas, and other states; from
various branches of the United States Department of Education,
and regional and state educational institutions and governing
entities; from the accrediting bodies in the nation; and from
media and business communities interested in improving the
proprietary school environment. We are gratified by the support
we received from a vast number of persons affiliated with the
public sectors of government, private sectors of enterprise and
industry, academic arena, proprietary school community, and the
interested citizenry of Texas and the country.

This wide array of cooperation lead to the formulation of the
recommendations for action contained herein. The report is a
joint endeavor of many dedicated parties who made valuable
contributions to our stud I': and who share in our goal to improve
the access, achievement and accountability of proprietary school
training for those Texans seeking this alternative approach to an
enhanced education and quality of life.

We believe this Report of the Joint Interim Committee on
Proprietary Schools will be of benefit to you, and to the
citizens of our great State of Texas. And we trust you will
receive it in the same "spirit of excellence" it embodies for
proprietary school education in Texas, as is genuinely proffered
by each of us who are proud to respectfully deliever it to you,
on this 25th day oP February, 1991.

*1444
Representative Wilhelmina Delco
Co-chair
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Letter of Transmittal, cont'd.

Heathers of the Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools:

Dr. Tom An erson
Yule

Bruce

(not present)

Atty. Lorin Boswell

olv n

(not present)

Rep. Harold V. Dutton

Pau_ E s

46wwila.1 C4J'Ue.-
Sep. Ernestine Glossbrenner

(not present)

ben. cart Parker

Lucien Rouse

.** Mr. Colvin voted "NO"
on Recommendations 02 6 #3,
in the sectioa entitled
Quality in the Educational
Exnerience.
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MISSION STATEMENT

The "Charp" to the Committee

The Texas Education Agency Sunset Legislation S.B. 417, Article N. Proprietary Schools. Section
4.33 - "Creates an Interim Committee to evaluate the system used to regulate courses offered by
proprietary schools. The Committee must report findings to the 72nd Legislature. The Committee
must consider the policies of the Texas Education Agency, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board, and other involved agencies, regarding proprietary school programs; including on-site
evaluation of fadlities, qualifications and continuity of staff, student admission and recndtnwnt
procedures, placement of proprietary ochool graduates, counseling and support services for
students, loan default rates, dropout rates, reasonableness of requiring schools to distribute cost
comparison information, consistency of course hou kengths and content between proprietary
schools and other schools, and uses of degrees by proprietary schools. The Committee will consist
of the House Higher Education Committee Chair; the House Public Education Committee Chair;
the Senate Education Committee Chair; the COOKIinating Board Chair; the Texas Education Agency
Commissioner; one senator, one proprietary school owner, and two public members, appointed
by the Lieutenant Governor; and one representative, one proprietary school owner, and two public
members appointed by the Speaker".

The members of the Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools are:Co-chair, Representative
Wilhelmina Delco, House Higher Education Committee Chair; Representative Ernestine
Glossbrenner, House Public Education Committee Chair; Senator Carl Parker, Senate Education
Committee Chair; Dr. Dale Campbell, Assistant Commissioner for Community Colleges and
Technical Institutes, Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board; and Dr. Tom Anderson, Deputy
Commissioner, Texas Education Agency. Members of the Committee appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor are: Co-chair, Senator Bill Haley; Thomas E. Colvin, DeVry Institute of Technology; Dr.
Lee Murdy, Compaq Computer Corporation; and Bruce Aumack, IBM Corporation. Members
appointed by the Speaker are: Representative Harold Dutton; Paul Ellis, Jacki Nell Executive
Secretary School; Luden Rouze, Bell Helicopter Textron; and Lorin Boswell, Attorney at Law.

217
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INTRODUCTION TO PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

Each year, over 75,000 students enroll in the over 1800 proprietary schools in Texas. These "for-
profit" institutions train students in a variety of technical and vocational areas with the goal of
infusing "work-ready" appllcs'e into our ever increasingly specialized Job market. Private
proprietary schools offer coursework in accounting, computer science, cosmetology and barbering,
welding, auto mechanics, fashion merchandising and design, secretarial and office occupations,
electronics, and plumbing. They educate assistants in the medical, dental, legal and veterinary
fields. Students become skilled in building maint2nance, air conditioning, heating and refrigeration,

estate, mortuary sdence drafting securities, insurance, travel, art, landscaping, interior design,

and communications. They may also be trained as bartenders, models, actors, law enforcement
officers, printers, or commercial truck drivers.

One-third of the private career training schools in Texas are regulated and licensed by the Texas
Education Agency; the remainder by the Texas Cosmetology Commission, Board of Private
Investigators and Private Security Agencies, Commission on Law Enforcement Officer Standards
and Education, Real Estate Commission, Board of Barber Examiners, Departmentof Health,
Polygraph Examiners Board, and the Texas Funeral Services Commission. Schools exempted from
regulation include, but are not limited to, tax-supported or non-profit schools and colleges and
universities awarding higher degrees. The "triad" of regulatory authority, extending beyond the
state licensing agents, indudes the US. Department oiEducstion and the various accredithig bodies

across the nation. Proprietary schools are privately funded. Vety little state money is used to
subsidize the operation of these schools; and the cost of their regulation conies solely from fee
assessments on the schools. Students of proprietary schools have access to federal funds in the
form of grants and loans; and many schools participate in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation is a public non-profit corporation set up to act
as guarantor on student loans.

To meet the challenges of today's volitile working environment, one must be able to acquire
marketable skills and update professional training. The proprietary school system has shown an
ability to respond rapidly to the needs of industry and communities. And many students have
achieved meaningful employment as a result of the training they were provided by this system.
Private vocational-technical schools offer a diverse Job-oriented program agenda, designed forboth
men and women dedicated to the pursuit of exdting and rewarding carters which can best be
achieved by education beyond the traditional secondary level, yet outside the directives of Junior
or senior colleges.

There are a number of excellent proprietary schools in Texas, accountable for the delivery of
critical services to a population which, appropriately, seeks this optional avenue to post-secondary
education.

The Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools welcomed the cooperation and support of
many dedicated parties involved with proprietary schools who dcsire to share in the
accomplishment of our goal to improve the quality of proprietary schoc:' education for all the
dtizens of Texas.

2
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PREAMBLE

To the credit of the Legislature, in its wisdom and foresight when promulgating the "Charge" to
the joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools Ahe ten areas mandated for study were those
which arose most frequently in the testimony of over one-hundred persons appearingas witnesses
at eight public hearings. Our comprehensive study induded site-visits to fourteen proprietary
schools. Several work sessions and subcommittee meetinp were held; and members reviewed
over two-hundred documents impinging on virtually every aspect of the proprietary school system
in Texas. Our inquiry into this rapidly evolving industry revealed issues of concern peripheral to
those committed in the Charge. Thus, we have included sections on the Number of Agencies
Governing Schools, Financial Accountability, and Consumer Information.

The Committee used a collaborative approach in addressing the thirteen issues of our focus.
We recognize that success in postsecondary education is keyed to three major components: access,
achievement and accountability. Herein, we evaluate the responsibility of institutions to provide
access to education; we trace the subsequent achievement of those trained to garner productive
employment and we examine the accountability of schools in their management capadty and
the status of their finandal apparatus, and of governing bodies in their oversight and regulatory
functions. The denouement of the Epilogue includes our goals and priorities for meeting the
challenges ahead. And, we offer a resolution enabling us to continue our monitoring of the
7-oprietary school system in Texas.

Itr initial study has focused on regulation by the Texas Education Agency as authorized in the
so et Legislation of Senate Bill 417. The reader is apprised that the Texas Proprietary School Act,
a los recently amended by S.13. 417, applies to those schools regulated by the Texas Education

icy. These are only one-third of the private career schools operating in the state. Our mandate
. to examine the oversight functions of all agencies involved in proprietary school regulation.
le du otherwise would have been to side-step our responsibility to the citizens of Texas. In this
light, we have directed our recommtmdations, in most instances, to "licensing agencies" that issue
licenses to operate proprietary schools under the auspices of the State of Texas. ClarificaVem in
the section of this report entitled Number of Agencies Governing Schools details our intent in this
regard. More time is required if we are to accomplish a thorough exploration of licensing boards
and commissions in aggregate. We seek the benefit of future inquiry in the resolution to facilitate
the ongoing process necessary if we are to reform and refine this volitile arena of education in
Texas.

Proprietoly schools are uniquely positioned to open doors to students who otherwise might
have no chance for success. They are, as "for-profit" institutions, symbolic of certain values held
in high esteem in America. It is, however, important for proprietary school operators to understand
that the "rights" which enable them to participate in a free-enterprise system must justly encumber
them with the responsibility attendant on those rights. If they are to partake in the "American
Dream", then their endeavors must be couched in a philosophy that does not in any way preclude
the fulfillment of that dream by thoge who come in search of the "embellished" quality of life often
promised to them.
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Forward strides will be made when the TEA Sunset Legislation of Senate Bill 417 is fully

implemented. Yet, the evidence in our study points to an imperative for formulating solutions

now to certain problems we encountered, and then seeing to *heir discharge. Surely, this will

positively effect students and taxpayers, and thwart the activities of unsaupuluos operators who

impede the ability of legitimate schools to exercise their proper roles. Many proprietary system

pertidpants join with us in our task to vouchsafe the reasonable expectation for education, and to

maintain the vigilance required if we are to protect and expand the delivery of quality vocadonal

and technical training programs. Their concern and assistance wr: an added value to our work
and enhanced the credibility of the recom"lendations we pose.

4
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THE NUMBER OF AGENCIES GOVERNING
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

There are many entities involved in the regulation of proprietary schools; including the US.

Department of Education, the Texas Education Agency, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation, the Texas Higher Education CoordinatingBoard, several accrediting agencies, state

commissions, boards and licensing agencies. This fragmented approach makes it difficult to

regulate the industry effectively.
Many proprietary schools participate in federally guaranteed student loan programs, as do

traditional junior and senior public and private institutions. TheTexas Guaranteed Student Loan

Corporation is a public non-profit corporation set up by the Legislature to act as guarantor on

student loans. A guarantor is necessary because the U.S. Department of Education will not deal

directly with the schools or with the participating banks. In addition, the USDE does not always
reinsure 100 percent, leaving the guarantor with a portion of the liability for defaults. TGSLC

revenues come primarily from guarantee fees on loans and federal participation. The Corporation
uses these revenues for administrative expenses and for reserves to cover defaulted loans. The
Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation has guaranteed almost $3 billion in student loans

since 1981.
A proprietary school must go through a three-step process to become eligible for participation

in the guaranteed student loan programs. The first step in the triad of oversight comes when a

school applies to a state agency for a license to operate. Once licensed, the school may apply to an

accrediting agency. There are several major accrediting bodies with operations in various regions

of the country, and segmented among several fields of specialization such as cosmetology, trade

and technical schools, health care providers, colleges and universities, continuing education and

others. The accreditors promulgate standards for proprietary schools, but association by a school

is voluntary; and accreditation does not carry with it "policing" or enforcement provisions on the

schools. The Accrediting Agency Evaluation Branch and COPAdetermine the eligibility of schools

to participate in the federal grant and loan programs. The school must have the authority of the

state to operate and be accredited. The state licensing agencies and the U.S. Department of
Education share regulatory authority over schools. Our study showed that in the past that authority

has been limited in many instances and regulation has notbeen effective.

Approximately one-third of the proprietary schools in Texas are regulated by the Texas Education

Agency (TEA). The remainder of the over 1800 proprietary schools are regulated by various state
boards and commissions which operate in a fairly autonomous manner; yet like TEA, they rely on

fee assessments on the schools they regulate for sustenance. Proprietary school regulation, prior

to the 71st legislative session, was based on minimal compliance with minimal standards. This
resulted in an increase in the number of low quality schmls and had a debilitating effect on students

who were not being provided with an education of quality or usefulness in the world of work.

Along with a downturn in the economy, failed efforts to "weed-out" the scoundrels by effective
and enforceable regulation has been a significant cause of the climb in federally guaranteed student
loan defaults. It has placed an additional burden on the taxpayer, who was required to contribute,

in fiscal year 1989, over $2 billion for defaulted student loans.
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Recently, the US. Department of Education, the Texas GuaranteedStudent Loan Corporation,
the Texas Hie ter Education Coordinating Board, and the Texas Education Agency have taken
action to strengthen the regulation of proprietary schools. This has resulted in several Texas schools
being barred from participation in federally guaranteed student loan programs. The "Charge" to
the Joint Interim Committee on Proptletary Schools was an added step in the right direction. We
were asked to examine and evaluate the proprietary school system in Texas; and then, to offer
recommendation, to the Legislature that would improve ths regulation and thus the quality of
proprietary Khools. Our review identified several areas where regulation shouldbe strengtinmed;
including disdoeure of information to prospective students, regulation of courses and programs,
financial regulation, sanctions available to strengthen regulation, and inconsistency in regulation.

Proprietary schools cannot be self-policing and need to be regulated. The Texas Proprietary
School Act, which I. the governing instrument for schools within the Jurisdiction of the Texas
Education Agency, is a consumer protection act The source of income for proprietary schools is
the consumer - the student. As "for-profit" institutions it might be difficult, without regulation
and enforcement provisions, for schools to discontinue practices that had resulted in additional
income. Certainly, proprietary schools should begin with self-governance. And we have evidence
that many schools are maldng a commitment to secure their industry's reputation through self-
imposed standards. For the state's part there must be tighter licensing standards, aggressive
enforcement of the regulations already on the books, and a more diligent public awareness
campaign.

In passing Senate BM 417, the Texas Legislature took a giant hop forward to bolster the regulation
of those schools under the jurisdiction of the Texas Education Agency. The Committee has made
recommendations throughout this report, wherein we recommend that otherlicensing agencies
voluntarily adopt the Act and S.B. 417 amendments that are within their statutory authority to
implement, as their method for regulating the schools they authorize. Additionally, we have
suggested measures to further improve the efficacy ofagency regulation and proprietary school
compliance. We believe our recommendations and the guidelineswe outline wffi mutually benefit
the licensing agencies, proprietary schools, and taxpayer-constituent-student consumers in Texas.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Compliance with Recommendations

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL LICENSING AGENCIES AND PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS IN
TEXAS IMPLEMENT, WITHIN THEIR STATUTORY AUTHORITY, POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES POR REGULATION AND OPERATION WHICH CONFORM TO THE TEXAS
PROPRIETARY SCHOOL ACT AND SENATE BILL 417 AMENDMENIS ALREADY IN PLACE;
AND ADDITIONALLY, THAT THEY ADOPT THOSE RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN
THIS REPORT.

2. Resolution to Continue

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE RESOLUTION TO CONTINUE THE JOINT INTERIM
commnTEE owpEopEIETAEY scHooLs CONTAINED IN THis EsPorr DE ADopTED Ey
ME 72nd LEGISLATURE.

7
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The Committee, U continued, will be allowed the benefit of future inquiry to facilitate the

following:

a. A thorough examinationof the policies and procedures being utilized bylicensing agendas

to regulate schools;

b. Monitoring for compliance with the recommendation that all proprietary schools and
licensing agencies adopt current law and our proposed recommendations;

c. FUrther consideration and research surrounding the Issue of Consolidation" and
proposals which would centralize, coordinate, or perhaps establish dual regulatory

authority for proprietary schools in Texas;

d. Closer proximity to progressinginitiatives regarding the proprietary school educational

system, including:

(1) Sufficient tline having elapsed for S.D. 417 amendments to take effect;

(2) The 1991 Amendments to the Higher Education Act of 1965, resolution of

Senate Hearings on abuses in the student aid programs, and the USDE In-

spector General's Audit analysis;

(3) The Resource Center for State Affairs Compendium Databank of 50-state

proprietary school law;

(4) The State Higher Education Executive OfficersAssociation Directory of the

14-state initiative for proprietary school "model plans".

References: Appendix M: Sub-Committee Report on Consolidation
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CONSUMER INFORMATION

"At issue is the concept of consumer rights and institutional responsibility. From the perspective
of the federal government, the taxpayer, who will in the coming year contribute nearly $10 billion
toward federally assisted student loans and grants, must believe that those hard-earned dollars
will not be squandered. The students who apply for and receive those dollars must be assureda
fair and equitable return on their tuition. They must believe they will receive the best education
possible, resulting in access to better earnings and quality of life in general. The students have a
right, as do American taxpayers, to expect quality from their chosen institutions of higher
education.m)

The Texas Proprietary School Act does not have specific procedures concerning counseling and
support services for students. And although the Texas Education Agency (TEA) Sunset
amendments and State Board of Education Rules do address certain disclosures schoolsmust make
which impinge on consumer information and protection, those requirements, in the opinion of
the Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools, are inadequate both inscope and enforceability.

Several of those who testified before the Committee spoke to concerns about the lack of
counseling required of proprietary schools by the various licensing agencies, boards and
commissions. The Assistant Secretary for Ponsecondary Education said one of his major concerns
was that students are not receiving proper counseling - counseling that would enable them to make
more informed decisions regarding their postsecondary education choices. Counseling, he believes,
is probably the worst thing we do in education. The President of the Austin Assodation of Private
Schools told the Committee that, "Requiring consumer information be given to prospective students
will only help school: who keep and place studenb."03 The Texas Association of Private Schools
(TAPS) publishes, annually, their futmegxermayskozo and has recently published a brochure
designed to address the need for consumer information regarding proprietary school education.

The default increase can be attributed, in part, to practices of schools that mislead students by
their marketing and recruitment activities. In an attempt to circunwent this, the Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Corporation (IGSLC) developed an excellent pamphlet, "Your Future: APractical
Guide to Financing Your Future." The "Your Future" Guide is designed to educate students
regarding their loan responsibilities and help them make the right career moves and decisions
about choices in postsecondary education.

Finally, the Better Business Bureau of Austin (BBB) is preparing a comprehensive guidebook,
dealing with consumer protection issues regarding Proprietary Schools. The guidebook will be
targeted to students and high school counselors. It will contain information aboutthings students
should look for, and look out for, when selecting a career training school. It willcontain a set of
industry standards and a provision for a complaint settlement mechanism. TheDOB hopes to draw

01 Haynes, Dr. Leonard L., Assistant Secretary of Postsecondary Education, United States
Department of Education: Testimony before the Committee's Public Hearing, March 19, 1990,
Austin, Texas.

ca Ward, Jackie, Director, Jacki Nell Executive Secretary School: Testimonybefore the Committee's
Public Hearing, October 4, 1990, Austin, Texas.
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attention to those features which distinguish an ethkally-operated school from one engaging in
practices that are not ethical, and may even be illegal:Theguidebook will seek to encourage students

to do their "homework" in selecting a school, byfinding out about the employment prospects they

can anticipate as a result of responding to the advertisements and promotions made by the school.

These efforts by interested organizations are to be applauded. However, the primary
responsibility for consumer protection lies with the state's licensing agencies. Schools cannot
participate in federal monies directed toward student aid unless they are accredited. They cannot
become accTedited unless they are licensed by their stateregulatory bodies. It is obvious then,

that leaving to others what I. rightfully the responsibility of the state's licensing authority, is no
longer acceptable. THE BUCK STOPS HERE - at the door of the Legislature. Our recommendations

will spedfically outline the information schools must disclose to students, and strengthen the
present requirements of the agencies on proprietaryschools. The State of Texas then, by passing
legislation to enforce our recommendations, will take up the banner of consumer protection which

rightfully belongs in their hands.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Pre-Enrollment Catalog

WE RECOMMEND THAT A COMMON OF LICENSING OR LICENSE RENEWAL SHALL

BE THE SUBMISSION TO AND APPROVAL BY THE LICENSING AGENCY OF A PRE-

ENROLLMENT CATALOG (PEC).

Students in TEA schools are required to sign a Receipt of EnrollmentPolides Form, stating the

student received all the information and policies of the school. However, student interviews
indicate that in-depth information is not being passed to the student. Schools must be required,
among other things, to clearly identify all monies paid by or on behalf of the student; and the
student must be apprised of the repayment provisions.

The cost of providing a copy of the PEC for each prospective student shall be borne by the
recruiting school. The requited contents of the PEC are enumerated in Appendix D. The Pre-

Enrollment Catalog shall be delivered to the prospective student by the recruiting school in such

time or manner as to provide the prospective student ample opportunity to read the PEC before
signing any contract or enrollment agreement, and before being accepted by a school (or any

course of study, loan c Iher program. A signed document by the student, verifying that the MC

was received by said student in a timely manner, that the studen t was given ample time to discuss

the PBC with school personnel, and that the student understands the contents and implications of

the PBC, must be copied to the student and the student's permanent file at the school.

2. Complaints

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL SCHOOTS AND LICENSING AGENCIES ADOPT GRIEVANCE

PROCEDURES AND A MECHANISM FOR RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS.

10
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Sunset amendments require TEA schools to furnish prospective students with informationabout
how to contact TEA with complaints, and to display a sign explaining how to direct complaints to
the Agency. We recommend all state licensing agencies donow adopt this policy. We further
recommend that all state licensing agencies be required to collect and be prepared to report
complaints made against any school, or any person affiliated with a school under its Jurisdiction;
that the availability of these complaints about the school and/or school personnel be disclosed to
the student prior to enrollment; that notice of said availability of complaints against the school
and/ orits personnel be on the sign (which must be displayed in a conspicuous place in the school)
about how to direct complaints; and, that said complaint information be provided to the prospective
or enrolled student upon request. The licensing agency must inform affected parties of all
complaints, the status of complaints, and other information relating to complaints. The school
must keep a record of complaints made against said school, or its personnel, in the iecured records
of the school. The availability of complaints against a school and/orany of its personnel, and the
method whereby one may enter complaints about said school and/or any of its personnel, must
appear in the PSC.

Each TEA regulated school must have a grievance procedure and a mechanism for resolving
complaints approved by TEA prior to being licensed to operate. The Better Business Bureau's
arbitration program has received formal approval by TEA in settling student complaints. We urge
all state licensing agencies and proprietary schools to adopt similar procedures and policies
regarding grievances and a mechanism for resolutions. The school's grievance procedures and
mechanism for resolving complaints must be disclosed to the prospective student in the PEC.

3. Cost Comparisons

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE COST
INFORMATION TO THEIR RESPECTIVE LICENSING AGENCIES SIMILAR TO THAT
REQUIRED OF TEA SCHOOLS.

SA. 417 requires TEA to prepare cost comparisons of similarcourses offered by TEA proprietary
schools and other institutions, and to provide this cost comparison information to students upon
request. TEA schools are required to provide cost information to the Agency; and TEA has entered
into an agreement whereby the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECII) will assist
the Agency in compiling cost information data on public and private institutions offering vocational
and technical training similar to that provided in the proprietary school. AccuraM and equitable
cost comparisons of like programs among institutions is a critical issue from the standpoint of
student consumer protection. Yet cost is only one of several factors which influence a prospective
student's choice of an institution. Any cost comparison information provided by licensing agencies
should include a listing of these factors, and encourage the prospective student to investigate each
with all schools they are considering. Additional factors include class size, facilities and equipment,
employment and placement rates, length of programs, faculty qualifications, and employers of
graduates.
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4. Loan Counseling

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TO CONDUCTIHE

"SPECIFIED" LOAN COUNSELING ENTRANCE INTERVIEW AS A STEP DURING THE
ENROLLMENT PROCESS WITH EACH PROSPECTIVE STUDENT SEEKING A LOAN; AND

RECONFIRM THE COUNSELLNG AT THE TIME OF THE INITIAL DISBURSEMENT OF ANY

FUNDS.

Many complaints are received because students are not fully informed of their rights and
obligations concerning student grants and loans. We believe allproprietary schools should be
required to conduct the "specified" Loan Counselink Entrance Interview with each prospective
student seeking a loan, during the enrollment process; and reconfirm the loan counseling at the
time of the initial disbursement of any funds. The "specified" Loan Counseling Entrance Interview

shall be conducted by the school's "trained" Financial Aid Officer/Counselor; and shall include,

but is not limited to the following:

"SPECIFIED" LOAN COUNSELING ENTRANCE INTERVIEW

a. All rights and responsibilities of the student as a borrower;

b. A thorough explanation of what a loan is, and how important it is for the borrowing

student to repay the loan;

c. Total cost of the program in which the student will be enrolled;

d. Availability of other forms of finandal aid, grants and part-time work;

e. Starting wage and average salaries of those in occupations for which the student will be

trained;

f. The job placement service available, if any; and the success rate of students finding gainful
employment who attended the school and were enrolled in the program for which the

student is targeted;

g. The prospective student must be given, by the school, a copy of the TGSLC "Your Future"
Guide, at least 72 hours prior to enrollment, and before any student loan is approved;
and sufficient time for full understanding by the student must be accomodated in a
counseling session with the school's "trained" Financial Aid Officer/Counselor;

h. A signed document from the prospective student stating they have received the "specified"

Loan Counseling Entrance Interview, and TGSLC Guide at least 72 hours prior to
enrollment, and have had suffident counseling to accomodate full understanding of the
Guide and loan procedures, must be copied to the student, guarantor, lender, and the

student's school file.
12
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The "specified" Loan Counseling Entrance Interview in its entirety must be contained in the PEC.
We recommend that the cost of providing copies of "Your Future" to each prospective student be
ttome by TGSLC.

5. Career Counseling

WE RECOMMEND MAT ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE TO
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS INFORMATION ABOUT STARTING OR AVERAGE SALARIES.

Gathering of starting wage and average salary information from employers in the service area
of the proprietary school and disclosure of said "local" wage and salary information will help
students decide what career path to take, and will allow those who contemplate borrowing for
their education access to the type of information critical to their repayment prospects. TEA schools
are presently required to provide prospective students with placement and employment rates.
More comprehensive information on the availability of jobs and market surveys to determine the
type of training desired by industry will help students make better career choices, and will assist
them in deciding which educational institution provides the best training and education for a
particular career. The section of this report on Placement of Graduates contains recommendations
that will further improve the delivery of important job availability information. All wage and salary,
olacement and employment, and job availability and market survey information for each course
or program offered must be disclosed in the MC.

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE STATE
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL COURSES OFFERED AS PREPARATION FOR
LICENSING TO PRACTICE AN OCCUPATION.

Minimal regulation of proprietary school courses in the past has resulted in courses whose hours
have been inflated to certify for federal loan programs, courses that do not meet the need and desires
of industry, and courses that do not meet state licensing requirements or vastly exceed those
requirements. Disclosure of state licensing requirements will alert students to courses of study
where hours and cost have been inflated or which will not meet state licensing requirements.
Proprietary schools are not presently required to collect and disclose information about the
performance of their graduates on required state licensing examinations. This type of disclosure
will help students assess the quality of programs and courses of study being offered We
recommend that all proprietary schools be required to collect and disclose to prospective students,
this graduate/examination results information on all courses offered as preparation for licensure.
This career counseling data in its entirety must appear in the PEC.

WE RECOMMEND MAT THE COMMISSIONER OR DIRECTOR, PURSUANT TO STATUTORY
AUTHORITY, AND AFTER NOTICE AND UPON PROVIDING AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
HEARING PURSUANT TO A REQUEST BY THE PARTIES ADVERSELY AFFECTED, SHALL
REFUSE TO ISSUE, REFUSE TO RENEW, REVOKE, OR SUSPEND ANY LICENSE OR
SOLICITOR'S PERMIT, AND SHALL PLACE ON PROBATION ANY SCHOOL FOUND TO BE
IN VIOLATION OF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS:
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a. Failure to obtain the licensing agency's approval prior to being licensed, beginning
operations, or being renewed for continued operation, of the Pre-Enrolhnent Catalog, any
and all of its contents or requirements;

b. Failure to conduct the Loan Counseling Entrance Interview and provide a document from
the prospective student verifying the interview took place; and further, failure to provide
a document from the prospective student verifying receipt of the TGSLC "Your Future"
Guide at least 72 hours prior to enrollment in any program; and further, failure to provide
a document from the prospective student verifying receipt of the Pre-Enrollment Catalog
in a timely manner and verification that an opportunity for inquiry was facilitated by the
school's counseling personnel;

c. Presenting to prospective students information relating to the school which is false,
fraudulent, deceptive, substantially inaccurate, lacldng the comprehensiveness necessary
for full understanding by the student, or substantially misleading.

References: Appendix A: Texas Proprietary School Act

Appendix B: Summary of Senate Bill 417 Sunset
Legislation and Comparison Chart

Appendix C: TGSLC "Your Future: A Practical Guide
to Financing Your Future"

Appendix D: Pre-Enrollment Catalog (PEC) Requirements

Appendix E: "Student Complaints" Form (Compiled Responses)
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ADMISSION AND RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES

"What can be done to tighten entrance requirements? If entrance requirements are tightened,
does this defeat the philosophy of access to education and training for everyone? Are we dealing
with a situation which dictates that anyone can get a guaranteed student loan regardless of whether
or not he or she is capable of passing the curriculum? If the spirit of the guaranteed student loan
program is 'training/education for all', then perhaps entrance requirements are not appropriate.
However, if proprietary schools can make a profit on a student who it can 'shore up' for a while,
knowing full well that the student will probably not make it, is this being counter-productive?
Not only do you end up with an uneducated/untrained individual, but you end up with an
individual who has a significant debt and perhaps some difficulty taking advantage of future
opportunities because of a defaulted loan."4

Entrance requirements were sufficiently tightened by new State Board of Education rules
adopted in December, 1989. These new requirements, although "appearing satisfactory", have not
had an opportunity to withstand the test of time. Regardless of whether the rules are satisfactory,
there are additional actions we can take now that will address concerns about admission and
recruitment standards and strengthen the consumer protection provisions.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Truth in Advertising

WE RECOMMEND THAT LICENSING AGENCIES ADOPT THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES
REGARDING TRUTH IN ADVERTISING, IN ADDITION TO THOSE RESTRICTIONS AND
PROHIBITIONS ALREADY IN PLACE FOR SCHOOLS REGULATED BY TEA.

Rules may not restrict the use of a type of advertising medium, size or duration of an ad, or
advertisement under a trade name. The licensing agency, however, must be allowed to exercise
its oversight responsibilities to the public; and can do so, we believe, by adhering to the following
principles regarding truth in advertising, in addition to those restrictions and prohibitions already
in place:

a. Schools, agents of schools, and solicitors may not advertise or represent in writing or orally
that such school is approved or accredited by the State of Texas, except that they may
advertise that the school has been duly licensed by the state;

b. Licensing authorities must not use the word "approval" on the certification to operate.
The terminology must be "licensed" to operate; and schools must display, in a conspicuous
place, the "License to Operate" issued by the State of Texas for the current year;

'''Murdy, Dr. Lee, Committee Member: Questions rrom the Committee to the Texas Education
Agency, October 12, 1990.
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c. No school, agent, or solicitor shall make, or cause to he made, any statement of
representation, oral, written or visual, in connection with the offering or publicizing of a
course, program or school; if such school, agent or solicitor knows or reasonably should
have known the statement or representation to be false, fraudulent, deceptive, substantially
inaccurate or misleading.

2. Cornmissioned Sales Persons

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND PERMIT
RESTRICTIONS, TO AUGMENT THOSE CURRENTLY MANDATED FOR TEA SCHOOLS, BE
ADOPTED BY ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS REGARDING COMMISSIONED SALES
PERSONS.

In view of violations in the recruitment of students for proprietary schools based on incentives
motivated by the number of enrollments, rather than on the number of persons enrolled who have
a reasonable chance for completion of training, some have suggested that a ban be imposed on a
school's employment of and reliance on commissioned sales. Appropriately raised, however, is
the notion that the unprincipled actions of a few solicitors may not warrant such a embargo on all
those who engage in this timehonorcd way of earning one's living. Further, transgressions must
be laid at the feet of manipulative and conscienceless operators, as well as the misguided and
unrestrained sales persons they employ. Currently, solicitors representing TEA schools must obtain
a permit from the Commissioner before soliciting students to enroll in TEA schools. There are
other requirements and permit restrictions imposed on those who recruit prospective students;
and we seek to strengthen this process by recommending the following:

a. There shall now and henceforth be a prohibition on the use by schools of commissioned
salespersons/recruiters, unless these individuals are also paid a reasonable salary as an
employee of the school;

b. Any "commission" or fee other than the reasonable salary required to be paid, shall be
disbursed to the recruiter in increments tied to the length of time the student is enrolled
and progressing toward completion of the program; and said increments shall be 25% of
the fee or commission to be paid at the end of each quarter of the student's enrollment
and successful progression toward completion.

3. Entrance Requirements

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL LICENSING AGENCIES ESTABLISH MINIMUM ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS, AND REQUIRE SCHOOLS IN THEIR JURISDICTION TO SUBMIT SAID
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AGENCY'S CRITICAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL.

The House Version of S.B. 417 would have authorized TEA to establish minimum entrance
requirements for prospective students of TEA schools. It was believed, by some, that if TEA actually
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set the standards for admission to various courses of study, this would allow for consistency and
for greater consideration of industry needs in setting the standards. That version was altered by
Conference Committee Action, and requires TEA schools to submit their admission standards for
approval, rather than having TEA establish the standards. If then it is within the school's purview
to set admissions cdteria, it is incumbent on the licensing agency to be critical in ib review and
approval process. And both parties, the schools and the agendes, should seek more feedback from
industry to help determine what employers requite in the preparation of workers. Increasingly,
there is a need for industry input in this and many other areas of the vocational and technical
training arena. In subsequent recommendations concerning placement of graduates, we shall
encourage schools to consult, via Advisory Councils, on issues critical to improvement of the
system. All the requirements apposite to entrance requirements and enrollment policies shall
appear in the school's Pre-Enrollment Catalog:

a. Entrance requirements must be specific and sufficient to provide that students who are
allowed to enter a program will have a reasonable chance of completing it. Specific
entrance examinations and required entrance level scores must be defined by the licensing
agendes for all students, and administered upon enrollment. These examinations are not
to be restricted to ability-to-benefit students. Remediation may be necessary even for the
high school or equivalency graduate. If the necessity for remediation is revealed, for any
student, then the school must implement a plan to encourage progress of the student's
competency and performance in basic general education skills;

b. Each student, ability-to-benefit, or otherwise, should achieve a successful score on a
standardized tat, one nationally recognized as an appropriate and effective vehicle for
minimum skills testing and high school equivalency, and thus indicating that the required
necessary remediation has been accomplished; and this successful score should be
achieved by said student prior to the student receiving a certificate of completion for that
vocational portion of the program in which the student was enrolled and targeted to
completw. We suggest that schools should consider the TASP, to ensure that students
enrolled in degree programs have the basic academic skills needed to be successful in
college-level work;

c. No school, agent, or solicitor shall enroll a prospective student when it is obvious that the
prospective student is unlikely to tuccessfully complete a course ,f instruction or is
unlikely to qualify for employment in the vocation or field for N the training is
designed, unless this fact is affirmatively disclosed to the prospective student. If then,
the prospective student expresses a desire to enroll after said disclosure is made to that
student, the school must obtain a "Disclaimer" signed by the student, which shall read,
substantially and minimally, as follows: "I am fully aware that it is unlikely that I will be
able to successfully complete the course of instruction"; and/or "I am fully aware of the
improbability that I will qualify for employment in the vocation or field for which.the
course was designed." The "Disclaimer" form shall be included in the Pre-Enrollment
Catalog with a citation to the concurrent recommendation from the school that loan
eligibility be denied;
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d. If a prospective student is determined as unlikely to successfully complete a course, or is
unlikely to qualify for employment in the field or vocation for which the training is
designed, then the school must file, in the student's permanent school record, with the
TCSLC, and the lender, the "Disclaimer" signed by the student and a concurrent
recommendation from the school that said student be determined ineligible to partidpate
in the guaranteed student loan program.

4. Ability to Benefit Students

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL SCHOOLS ADOIYT THE FOLLOWING POLICIES WITH
REGARDS TO ADMITTANCE OF ABILITY TO BENEFIT STUDENTS, AND THEIR
SUCCESSFUL MAINSTREAMING INTO THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR WHICH THEY
ARE TARGETED.

Current TEA policy requires that for each program, justification shall be submitted to the Agency
approving the entrance requirements established by the school. All applicants without a high
school diploma or GED shall be tested. Students without a high school diploma or GED that pass
the entrance test are considered to have the "ability to benefit."

Testing alone, however, isnot sufficient to ensure that ability-to-benefit (ATB) students will gain
from the training offered. Schools who admit ability-to-benefit students must be required to provide
a complete student services program including academic and personal counseling and placenumt
assistance. Further, we expect that ability-to-benefit students will achieve levels of success
comparable to thoee for other students. Schools not accountable for these achievement objectives
must be prevented from using taxpayer money, in the form of guaranteed student loans, where
no legitimate benefit occurs for the student or the community. Our recommendations for admission
of ATB students and the attendant services required for this uniquely "high-risk" population include
the following:

a. Schools which admit "ability to benefit" students must develop and implement a plan for
counseling ATB students on curriculum, student aid, employment opportunities, and
remediation in order to retain these students. If a school fails to carry out this requirement,
the licensing agency shall order the plan to be developed and implemented;

b. Schools shall be required to have a plan of timeliness for mainstreaming ATB students
into the vocational training for which said student is targeted. The school must provide
the renediation necessary for the student to obtain a GED prior to entering the final quarter
of the vocational portion of the program;

c. ATE students must be tested upon enrollment, to determine any required remediation.
The test will provide assurances of what is essential if that student is actually to benefit
from the course or program. The test must be standardized, and a nationally recognized
instrument for accurately measuring the minimum skills necessary for one to receive a
high school diploma;
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d. All requirements and provisions apposite to ability-to-benefit students must be contained
in the Pre-Enrollment Catalog.

5. Enrollment Policies

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT OR CONTRACT USED BY
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS SHALL CONTAIN 'ME FOLLOWING PROVISIONS IN ADDMON
TO THOSE ALREADY MANDATED.

To further strengthen the enrolhnent policies of proprietary schools, we recommend that the
contract or enrollment agreement used by the school comply with the following provisions
supplemental to those already mandated:

a. That it must include a clear and conspicuous disclosure that such agreement becomes a
legally binding instrument upon written acceptance of the student by the school, unless
cancelled pursuant to statute;

b. That it must contain the school's cancellation and refund policy which shall be clearly
and conspicuously entitled, "Buyer's Right to Cancel";

c. That each contract or enrollment agreement shall contain a clear and conspicuous
explanation of the form and means of notice the student should use in the event the student
elects to cancel the contract or sale, the effective date of cancellation, and the name and
address of the seller (school) to which the notice should be sent or delivered;

d. That the enrolhnent contract or agreement must be contained, and all provisions and
requirements thereto shall appear, in the PEC;

e. That the total cost of the course including tuition and all other charges shall be clearly
stated;

f. That it contain notification that the fair market value of equipment or supplies furnished
to the student, which the student fails to return in condition suitable for resale within ten
business days following cancellation may be retained by the school and may be deducted
from the total cost for tuition, fees and other charges when computing refunds. Any
overstatement of the fair market retail price of any equipment or supplies furnished the
student shall be considered inconsistent with this provision;

g. That if a student's enrollment in a school is canceled for any reason, the school shall notify
any agency known by the school to be providing financial aid to the student of such
cancellation within 30 days;

h. That the name and description of the courses, including the number of hours or credits of
classroom instruction and/or home study lessons, shall be included;
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i. That no contract or agreement shall contain a wage assignment provision and/or a
confession of judgement clause.

Immediately upon signing of the enrollment agreement or the contract by the prospective
student the school shall furnish the prospect an exact duplicate copy of said enrollment agreement
or contract, and it shall be copied to the student's file.

References: Appendix F: Questions Posed to Texas Education Agency
by the Committee and the Agency Responses
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GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS
AND DEFAULT RATES

The national guaranteed student loan program was created in 1965, as a way of removing
financial barriers to opportunities in higher education. In 1976, the Higher Education Act
Amendments added financial incentives encouraging states to establish guarantee agencies who

would administer the guaranteed student loan program at the state leveL The Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Corporation (TGSLC) was created by the Texas Legislature in 1979. This public non-

profit entity was charged to administer the federal guaranteed student loan program in Texas;

and to guarantee student loans made by financial institutions and the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board against death, disability or default of the borrower. TGSLC is not a state agency

and receives no appropriations of state funds. Start-up money was appropriated by the Texas

Legislature in the sum of $1.5 million from the federal special lender's allowance fund at the
Coordinating Board. Additionally, TGSLC was eligible to receive two types of federal advance
funds made available for the purpose of helping regional guarantee agencies get established and

build adequate reserves.
The main function of TGSLC is to guarantee student loans under the terms of the federal

guaranteed student loan program. It is also responsible for helping lenders prevent defaults on
loans, for processing lender claims once a default occurs, and for collecting claims on defaulted
guaranteed student loans. Finally, the federal guaranteed student loan program statutes require

that each state designate a lender of last resort, either the guarantee agency itself or another eligible

lender in the state, through an agreement with the guarantee agency. TGSLC was designated this
state's lender of last resort by the Legislature in 1985. The lender of last resort provisions require

TGSLC to make a guaranteed student loan to any eligible student "to the extent funds are available"

who certifies that no other eligible lender in the state, nor the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board, is willing to make a guaranteed student loan to said student. The corporation has operated
successfully without state appropriations, has built up a loan insurance reserve fund of
approximately $25 million, and has not incurred any liability for the state.

The target population for guaranteed student loans was originally middle-incomeborrowers,
with poor students being served by grants. However, the ratio of availability for loan and non-
loan aid has virtually reversed itself over the past 10-15 years; from 80% Grant and College Work
Study and 20% Loan during the mid to late 1970s, to 80% Loan and 20% Grant and College Work
Study today. While not specific to the topic of proprietary schools, a policy issue central to the

default debate is this imbalance of loan and non-loan student financial assistance. To compound
this situation, guaranteed student loans are now reserved almost exclusively for low income
students. Last year, 67% of the student loans guaranteed by TGSLC went to students with annual
family incomes of less than $10,000. This has had a profound impact on the proprietaryschool
community. High default rates are significantly linked to the fact that loans are being made to
high risk students. And these are the same students who have a propensity to choose proprietary
schools as their postsecondary alternative.

Additionally, Texas is one of fifteen states that does not permit proprietary school students access
to state financial aid programs for education. Until Congress changes the focus of the guaranteed
student loan program to an educational loan program for credit worthy borrowers and
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proportionally increases grant programs to supplement poorer students, loans will continue to be
the prime source of student aid for lower socioeconomic segments of the population, and defaults
will increase.

Recently, public attention has been focused on the unscrupulous practices of some proprietary
schools who lure the disadvantaged and poorly educated into taking out federally guaranteed
student loans for an education that:

they are unable to benefit from;
they could obtain elsewhere, such as a community college, and at a lower cost;
is poor in quality, sometimes not meeting the necessary licensing or certification
requirements of industry;
does not result in the "high-paying" jobs promised; and/or
is not necessary for the intended field of work.

A student emerging from one of these schools may not find employment at all, or may have to
take a low paying job that does not permit loan repayment. This student will often default on the
loan and thus incur a negative credit history. The student will be prevented from obtaining student
loans in the future, and will thus have limited access to further education. And, they may also be
barred from acquiring a professional license from the state.

The hammer of negative financial impact continues to fall beyond the defaulting student
borrower onto the taxpayer. In fiscal year 1989, taxpayers paid over $2 billion nationally to cover
defaulted student loans. Approximately $100 million was for defaults in Texas. The Committee
is aware that many proprietary schools provide a valuable service to the public and to industry.
However, some schools have failed to carry out their mission to adequately educate the high-risk
student who comes in search of a better and enhanced lifetime opportunity. If these marginal and
low-quality proprietary schools are not eliminated or improved, the entire industry will suffer.

What is being done? Recent initiatives were taken to strengthen regulation at the federal and
state level, with a view toward reducing the cost to taxpayers and improving the quality of
education. Congress has enacted legislation to restrict participation in the federally guaranteed
student loan program. And, the Reauthorization Act will contain a structure designed to minimize
defaults, by prohibiting from participation in the guaranteed student loan program any school
whose default rate, over the past three years, has averaged 35% or above. Since 1988, TGSLC has
enforced emergency suspensicms and compliance reviews for schools with default rates exceeding
30%. TGSLC monitoring begins when the default rate reaches 20%; which is also the point at which
federal laws call for the school to submit a default prevention plan.

These efforts have contributed to redudng default rates which now average 15.5% in Texas
schools, public and private. Proprietary school default rates remain the highest among Texas
educational institutions. Finally, House Bill 715 and Senate Bill 417 of the 71st Legislature have
affected both TGSLC and the Texas Education Agency's efforts to reduce default rates. We believe
the recommendations made by this Committee are pragmatic augmentations to the actions
undertaken by others which address this complex multi-facited problem, shared by a myraid of
participants and affected parties.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
WE RECOMMEND THAT THE DEADLINE FOR REFUNDS BY SCHOOLS TOSTUDENTS BE

EXTENDED TO 60 DAYS; AND THAT THE COMMISSIONER OR DIRECTOR RAISE THE

INTEREST PENALTY FOR LATE REFUNDS TO A LEVEL WHICH WILL BE A DETERRANT.

WE RECOMMEND THAT ANY REFUNDS MADE SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE REPAYMENT

OF STUDENT LOANS FIRST; SECONDLY, THAT THEY SHALL BE APPLIED TO OTHER
GOVERNMENT AID; AND LASTLY, THAT THEY MAY BE APPLIED TO PERSONAL TUITION

EXPENDITURES.

WE RECOMMEND THAT SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY TGSLC AND THE LENDER,

WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM THE DETERMINATION TI-IAT A REFUND IS DUE TO A STUDENT,
OF ANY REFUNDS ALREADY MADE OR REQUIRED TO BE MADE.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE LENDER OR TGSLC BE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY THE STUDENT

AND THE SCHOOL WHENEVER THAT STUDENTS LOAN HAS CHANGED HANDS.

Many of the recommendations we have made in this Report are appropriate steps toward
redudng default rates and will, we trust, alleviate the burden for the student, the taxpayer, and
the proprietary school system. We refer the reader to those recommendations, as follows:

1. In the section entitled The Number of Agencies Governing Proprietary Schools:

Adoption by all schools and agencies of rules conforming to Senate Bill 417;

Adoption by the 72nd Legislature of the Resolution toContinue; enabling the Committee
to study the consolidation issue and pending national initiatives.

2. In the section of this report entitled Consumer Information:

Adoption by all schools of the Pre-Enrollment Catalog;

Adoption of grievance procedures and arbitration mechanisms;

Adoption of cost comparison compilation procedures;

Adoption of the "specified" Loan Counseling Entrance Interview and other loan
counseling provisions;

Adoption of wage and average salary disclosures;

Adoption of state licensing requirement disclosures.
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3. In the section entitled Admission and Recruitment Procedures:

Adoption of iruth in advertising provisions;

Adoption of commissioned salesperson restrictions;

Adoption of minimum entrance reluirements and loan eligibility "Disclaimer"
provisions;

Adoption of policies regarding ability-to-benefit students;

Adoption of enrollment policy provisions.

4. In the sk.c.tion entitled Placement of Graduates:

Adoption of requirements for stated retention and employment rates, prior to program
approval;

Adoption of Advisory Council consultation on program quality;

Adoption of placement and employment reporting provisions;

Adoption of completion rate monitoring provisions.

5. In the section entitled Quality in the Educational Experience:

Adoption of course content and length guidelines;

Adoption of articulation agreement guidelines.

6. In the section entitled Management Capacity of Schools:

Adoption of rules regarding facilities and equipment;

Adoption of criteria for qualifications of staff.

7. In the section entitled FinancialSolvency of Schools:

Adoption of reoommendations regarding fee structures, bonds, the Proprietary School
Fund, and financial stability;

Adoption of criminal penalty and cause for action provisions.

References: Appendix I: State Auditors Briefing Report
Appendix N: TGSLC Background Report
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PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES

The primary reason students choose proprietary schools as their avenue of postsecondary
education is to get jobs. And the call for this short-term high quality postsecondary vocational
and technical education I. being successfully challenged by private and public institutions as well
u by proprietary schools, in offering the student a vehicle producing, for the student's investment
a paycheck - a Job - at the end of their training.

There is no better way to demonstrate the benefit of vocational training programs by a school
than to be able to document successful job placement for their graduates. Private career schools
are evidencing their victories in training and plating students. "The annual graduation rate is 70.5
percent, with 68-70 percent of these graduates immediately placed in jobs by career school
placement departments. And earnings increase as a result of vocationally specific education:4o
In addition, private career schools are businesses which pay salaries, buy goods and services from
other businesses, and pay substantial taxes to local, state and federal governments. These schools,
for the most part, are a positive economic asset to the state and community both as a business and
as an educational institution.

How many students complete a course, what percentage of students are placed in course-related
employment and institutiord effectiveness are valid issues for discussion simply because they
are the very visable indicators of a school's ability to carry out its advertised mission. Placement
and employment for graduates is the "proof of the pudding" regarding how well proprietary schools
are doing. It is a fiduciary obligation of schools to students to prepare them for real jobs. While
the school cannorpromise" a job, getting the student "work-ready" in a field where jobs are available
to that student is the primary accountability factor for the proprietary school.

The Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools, in making the recommendations which
follow, manifest our preparedness to deal with schouls which fail to deliver on their promises and
the reasonable expectations of their students. We must secure the environment for credible
proprietary schools to educate the vocationally and technically oriented student, or our businesses
will have to do their own training. And, as stewards of the taxpayer's education dollars, we owe
the dtizens of Texas a method whereby they may enjoy fair and equitable access to quality education
and training.

I. Job Availability

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL AGENCIES COLLECT DATA FROM THE PROPRIETARY
SCHOOLS THEY REGULATE, INCLUSIVE OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT, RETENTION RATES,
COMPLETION RATES, PLACSMENT RATES, AND EMPLOYMENT RATES; AND THAT THEY
REQUIRE SCHOOLS TO STATE A DESIRED RETENTION AND EMPLOYMENT RATE PRIOR
TO PROGRAM APPROVAL.

mAllert, Ron, President, CBM Educa tion Center: Testimony before the Committee's Public
Hearing, August 28, 1990, McAllen, Texas.
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Proprietary schools are not presently required to maintain an active and effective placement
process. Yet, if a large portion of their income is in the form of government grants and loans, it
appears we should require certain employment results. Basically, if there were a genuine correlation
between the portion of a school's income from grants and loans, and the placement and employment
rates of their graduates, we would have an incontestable indicator of how valuable the proprietary
training or education would be to businessess in the community. Senate Bill 417 gives the Texas
Education Agency the authority to collect data from TEA schools, inclusive of total enrollment,
retention rates, completion rates, placement rates, and employment rates. We suggest that all
licensing agencies should have and exercise that authority. The State Board of Education Rules
require TEA schools to state a desired retention and employment rate before program approval.
It is contemplated that the data collected will be used to assist schools in providing a better quality
of education and to help students in making choices to enroll in a particular school. No agency
has the authority to close a school down for low course/program completion or low employment
rates. We have a concern for the quality of some programs in meeting the needs of industry and
whether job placement promises are being kept. Recommendations which aim at these concerns
are:

a. The Commissioner or Director shall place on probation those institutions whose
completion or employment rates are below certain levels. The licensing agencies shall
set enforce minimum standards for completion and employment rates, as a possible
means of eliminating lower quality schools;

b. The licensing agencies shall utilize the retention, completion, placement, and employment
data collected as a key determiner, which may call into question whether a licence renewal
is awarded;

c. There shall be a requirement that there be justification for any new and existing programs,
to show the opportunity of related jobs for graduates of the program and the real possibility
of placement or employment;

d. Prior to any license being issued to a school that offers, advertises or implies a placement
service, the school may be required, at the discretion of the Commissioner or Director, to
file for the past year, and thereafter at reasonable intervals to be determined, a certified
copy of the Echool's placement records containing a list of graduates, a description of the
job they attained, the name of their employer, and other information the Commissioner
or Director may prescribe;

e. Each school advertising or offering a placement service shall furnish each prospective
student, prior to enrollment, and in the Pre-Enrollment Catalog, written information
detailing the actual numbers of the previous year's graduates who were placed in the
occupation for which they were trained;

f. Proprietary schools must disclose to prospective students, in the Pre-Enrollment Catalog,
the names of local employers who have hired graduates from the program the student is
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considering or in lieu of local employment (for schools with no employment history in
that particular locality) a job availability survey indicating the local market supply and
demand.

2. Advisory Coundls

WE RECOMMEND MAT PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS ENGAGE THE SERVICES OF ADVISORY
COUNCILS TO FACILITATE BEIM QUALITY AND PROXIMITY TO INDUS:MY NEEDS OF
nun PROGRAMS.

Several critical factors eye essential to viable and quality economic development including
educational programs for business and industry. Germane to these factors is our understanding
of the meaning of economic development. For purposes herein, we choose to define economic
development as those activities which lead to or promote hicreased revenues in the public or private
sector, or retain and/or create permanent jobs in the public or private sector within a specified
geographic boundary. These activities may also diversify the local economy, improve the quality
of life, and lead to produdng a positive cash flow to the local economy.

Recently conducted surveys by the Better Business Bureau of Austin suggest that while there
may be state licensing, federal requirements for funding, and accreditation, there is an essential
missing element... drawing on the input of the industries who will hire the proprietary school
graduates. BBB discussions with prospective employers indicated their input was not being solicited
by peoprietary schools in the development of curriculum and program design. More discouraging
was the revelation that for at least two programs currently offered in proprietary schools, graduates
start at a level of employment no higher than persons who have not completed the training, that
the training is not recommended by the industries who would be the potential employers of these
graduates, and that the training is not recommended by said industries as a prerequisite for
employment.

Conversely, this Committee heard from industries who depend almost exdusively on proprietary
school graduates to meet their work force demands. In those instances, the industry had substantial
involvement in the conceptualizing, design, and development of the training programs of their
"targeted" schools. And upon hiring the graduates of those programs, where their considerable
influence had been felt, the industries made substential contributions toward the retirement of
student loans held by those they hired. Further, where industry has been actively engaged in the
formulation and guidance of programs, they have lessened the burden on students and subsidized
loan programs by providing grants, scholarships and work-study initiatives for students enrolled
in their "preferred" areas and methods of training. To facilitate the ongoing dynamism of this
enterprise and to accelerate its proliferation, we recommend the following be adopted:

a. That the licensing agencies shall institute a rule stating "Any school which does not
produce an acceptable rate of placement/employment is required to have an Advisory
Council made up of local industry representatives who are employers or potential
employers of that school's graduatesr

b. That schools shall engage in exit interviews with students to help determine their
28
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employability, and that they shall conduct debriefings of students after the students are
interviewed by employers in order to more accurately gauge the needs and desires of local
businesses and industries;

c. That proprietary schools shall conduct market and job availability surveys of local
industries to determine the applicability of their programs to current community needs;

d. That compliance reviews of schools by licensing agencies shall incorporate a review of
the amount, kind and source of industry input the school is seeking and using;

e. That schools should establish close relationships with local businesses and industries in
fields where the school's graduates will seek employment; and that they should recognize
that the quest for feedback from related industries and their influenct on the school's
programs and curriculum is an enterprise in pursuit of assets having incalculable worth
for students and schools alike.

The joint Interim Committee on Proprietary Schools is convinced of the worthiness and merit
of Advisory Councils for proprietary schools. We have observed they can be most helpful to schools
in the arena of program development and employment of graduates. Advisory Coundls reportedly
are financed primarily by the industries and business themselves; their foresight leading them in
a direction that will bring ultimate benefit by preventing them from having to re-train their newly
hired workers. Consequently, the "coot to benefit" ratio for a school engaging an Advisory Council,
becomes the "best bargain in town!" The school gets the benefit of virtually free consultation and
an anticipatory market for its graduates. Three of the major accrediting bodies for proprietary
schools require Advisory Councils for the schools they accredit. We are not alone in saluting the
efficacy of Advisory Councils; and we quite vigorously encourage schools to establish and maintain
active relationships with businesses in their locality.

3. Placement and Employment Reporting

WE RECOMMEND THAT SCHOOLS BE REQUIRED TD REPORT BOTH PLACEMENT AND
EMPLOYMENT FIGURES TO THEIR LICENSING AUTHORITY. YET IN THE ABSENCE OF ANY
CLAIMS BY A SCHOOL OF PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE OR SERVICE, THEY MAY CONVERT
THE PLACEMENT FIGURES TO PERCENTAGES WHEN REPORTING TO STUDENTS.

Texas statute makes a distinction between employment and placement. Employment means
the student has a job in the field in which he or she was trained. Placement indicates the school's
affirmative effort to assist the graduate in obtaining a job in the field of training. With this
understanding, schools are not required to provide placement assistance to students in order to
be considered successful. If a program's employment rate is 100%, but it's placement rate is zero,
the program would still be considered successful if the school did not claim to have a placement
service. TEA schools are required to report employment rates to the federal government, but are
required to report employment and placement rates to the Agency and students. School owners
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have argued that the requirement to report both rates merely confuses the student who sees,
perhaps, a very low placement rate together with a high employment rate. The Committee was
asked to alter the requirement and to explore standard language which would eliminate the
compulsory reporting of both figures and establish standards lending more consistency to the
disdosure.

Believing that bo'h figures are important in order for the prospective student to know how much
assistance he or she may expect from the school's placement service, and also what the job prospects
are when the coursework is completed, we have determined to leave the requirement substantially
as is. We make the following recommendations and observations to clarify this issue for students
without actually reshaping the original intent of the law:

a. If a school advertises or infers a placement service then the employment and placement
rate figures must both be reported to the licensing agency, and te the prospective student
in the PEC. But, if the school does not advertise or refer in any way to placement service,
then the placement figures, when reporting to students, may be converted to a percentage
of the total employment figure;

b. When recruiting students, schools must be conscientious in distinguishing between
employment rate figures and placement rate figures or percentages, whichever is
applicable. Schools must clarify the usage of the word "employment", which means the
student obtained a job in the area for which trained, and "placement", which means the
school assisted the student in finding a job, also in the area for which the student was
trained;

c. Basic to the reporting of either placement or employment is the requisite that it accurate!y
reveal whether students are emerging from program prepared and able to obtain jobs in
the fields for which they have been trained;

d. We do not desire to formulate or encourage a one-word definition to replace the two-word
terminology presently being used. The statute clearly defines the two different labels
regarding how jobs are obtained; and it does not obfuscate the issue if schools are
sufficiently clear in defining the two terms for the student.

4. Completion Rates

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL AGENCIES REQUIRE SCHOOLS THEY REGULATE TO
MONITOR AND REPORT COMPLETION RATES.

The Texas Proprietary School Act does not address the issue of student drop-out rates. This
Committee has observed that drop-out rates are not easily determined, sans a clear and consistent
definition of "Who is a drop-out?" For example, one may enroll in school with the forethought of
taking only a portion of the courses offered. Upon completion of the chosen courses, when the
student leaves the school without having obtained a Certificate of Completion for all the training
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organized under a particular program heading, is that student a drop-out? If a student must leave
his studies for a time for personal or financial reasons, but then returns to complete the training,
is that student a drop-out? On the Federal level this issue is addressed by limiling the reporting of
"drop-outs" to first-time students who do not complete a course of study. This may remove some
of the variables in this argument, but not all. Actually, drop-out rates are the result Ohl conglomente
of circumstances and conditions which cannot be accurately dissected or diagnosed. The
Committee has opted to assay this topic from the inverse. That is, we prefer to deal in completion
rates rather than speculate in obscurities. Presently, the completion rate for proprietary school
students is around 75% overall. While we recommend that the rates be continually monitored
and reported, we conclude that at present, rates indicate proprietary schools are retaining and
graduating a quite acceptable number of those they enroll.
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QUALITY IN THE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

In the search for excellence, "benchmarking" is becoming quite common as a method of

establishing references from which measurements may be made. By properly surveiling the

changing direction of the workplace, educators can employ benchmarking as a tool for responding

to the emerging market with training that suitably accomodates industry needs. Betteremploynwnt

and placement goals will be achieved by proprietary schools whose training is based in programs

of study that are educttionally sound, current, of high quality, and demonstrably effective.

The spotlight of the federal government, in an effort to curb abuses in the guaranteed student

loan program, is on those proprietary schools across the nation who are either "short changing"

students by offerhig the minimum number of hours permissible in the loan participation scheme,

or are extending - stretching - the length of the anuses they offer in order to meet the 300 hour

minimum required for eligibility. The Education Reauthorization Act of 1992, will address this

abuse and with a probable tightening of the regulations copious enough in scope to deal with

programs that are neither acceptable in length or content. The proposed changes ineligibility levels

for dock hours versus credit hours will be comprehensive, and administered across the board for

all undergraduate vocational and technical courses.
Problems will be encountered, however, as this Committee discovered when we approached

the issue. For example: Can the clock to credit hour conversion be made equitably when the types

of courses offered may be vastly disparate? In vocational and technical courses one expects to find

more "hands-on" learning and skill training than would be confronted in courses based on

theoretical research. Technical matters surrounding the conversion issue will, we suspect, be

resolved only when realistic models can be developed. The tactic of simply raising the number of

hours required for loan partidpation eligibility may do more harm than good. Sodety benefits

from the compressed shorter courses in the skill oriented training offered by proprietary schools.

Students complete the training sooner and are into the market earning money, and paying their

loaneand taxes, faster than their counterparts in traditional academic institutions.

Course length and content discoveries lead inevitably to queries regarding comparable programs.

The logical progression then, is to contemplate the use of degrees by proprietary schools, and

explore the avenue and desirability of articulation agreements between proprietary schools, colleges

and universities. Fortunately, in dealing with these issuek we have had the privilege of expert

ataistance. The Texas Higher EducationCoordinating Board's Task Force on Msodate Degrees

for Proprietary Schools has concluded an exhaustive study of the use of degrees by proprietary

schools; and their findings and recommendations facilitated our addressing this matter

expeditiously.
The State Board of Education lightened our task by granting the Commissioner authority to set

minimum and maximum program lengths forTEA proprietary schools. The new rule will require

that the following be ascertained, prior toapproval of a program: (a) Does the program prepare

the student for a job in a recognized occupation? (b) Is there a need for this education or training?

(c) Is there an employer demand for the occupation? and (d) Is the content and length that which

is necessary to reach the stated objective? Much of the work has been done toward resolving the

deeply-held convictions on either side of this controversial issue.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Course Length and Curriculum Content

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL AGENCIES REQUIRE SUBMISSION FOR APPROVAL OF
COURSE LENGTH AND CONTENT; THAT THE COURSE LENGTH AND CONTENT BE OF
SUCH NATURE AS TO ASSURE, REASONABLY, THAT STUDENTS WILL DEVELOP JOB
SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE; AND THAT THE COMMISSIONER OR DIRECTOR SET MINIMUM
AND MAXIMUM PROGRAM LENGTHS FOLLOWING ALONG THE GUIDELINES
RECOMMENDED BELOW.

There are no rules or laws governing consistency; only a requirement that the content and length
be of such nature as to assure, reasonably, that students will develop job skills and knowledge.
Currently, the consistency of course hour lengths and curriculum content between similar programs
being offered in proprietary schools, junior colleges, and other public institutions cannot be
determined. A sharing of information between THECB and TEA anticipates that when the data
is obtained, compared, and analyzed, equitable and accurate comparisons will be made. The length
of a course should depend on the skills and capabilities of students coming into thatprogram, and
the skills and capabilities hoped for when they have completed the instruction. One must ask;
"What is the realistic occupation we are training for?" and them look at the skills the student is
aiming toward and equate that with what it will take to train that student. It is valuableto look at
program lengths. This is, however, ultimately a subjeclive evaluation and does not lend itself to
objective standardization. We recommend all licensing agencies and schools adopt policies similar
to those of TEA and its schools, and we offir the following guidelines:

a. Course length and curriculum content should be linked to the federal standards in the
DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES, published by the United States Department
of Labor;

b. Minimum and maximum standards for course length and content should be flexible, when
necessity for the student's succeu in the job market is proven. Rigidity, in the face of
credible justification should be avoided;

c. Industry expertise and the good counsel of Advisory Councils should be extensively
utilized in setting minimum and maximum standards for program content and length,
(see requirements under the topic Placement of Graduates);

d. For courses leading toward a license to practice an occupation, thecourse length and
content must conform to the stated requirements "or the respective licensing", (see
requirements under the topic Consumer Information);

e. The Commissioner or Director shall require a full accounting for all program contents
and lengths prior to licensure;
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f. Schools found to be manipulating course lengths below or beyond industry standards
shall be placed on probation until such time as they prove justification for the deviations,

or relinquish the abuse;

g. A full accounting of all courselength and content, and licensing requirements where
applicable, must appear in the school's Pre-Enrollment Catalog,

2. Use of Degrees by Proprietary Schools

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE APPLIED TECHNOLOGY DEGREE AND THE
OCCUPATIONAL STUDIES DEGREE BE REMOVED FROM THE AUTHORITY OF THE TEXAS

EDUCATION AGENCY. THE TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY WILL NO LONGER RETAIN THE

APPROVAL AND REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF ANY PROPRIETARY SCHOOL DEGREES.

'ME TEXAS HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD WILL RETAIN AUTHORITY

AND REGULATION FOR ALL DEGREES.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE CHAPTER 12 RULES RECOMMENDED BY THE TEXAS HIGHER

EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD'S TASK FORCE ON ASSOCIATE DEGREES FOR

PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS AND OTHER RULES ADOPTED BY THECB, SHALL BE THE

CIVERNING INSTRUMENT FOR PROPIUETARYSCHOOL DEGREES.

"To recognize the value of a degree, one must only observe that according to the Strategic
Economic Policy Conunission, three of four jobs require some education beyond the high school

leveL"m Proprietary schools award Applied Technology Degrees and Occupational Studies Degrees

without the distinction "Associates". The approval authorityfor those degrees has been TEA. All

other degrees come under the approval authority ofTHECB. There is no requirement for an "exact

match" between degrees offered at proprietary schools and those at community colleges.
Proprietary school degrees often place more emphasis on the depth and scope of the student's fob

skills and less on liberal arts components. There is a need, however, that degrees, as distinguished

from certificates, be comparable in nature and scope; to assure the student and employer that a

higher level of competency has been achieved and, consequently, higher recognition and privilege

are to be awarded.
We recommend that the Applied Technology Degree and the Occupational Studies Degree be

removed from the authority of the TEA and that TEA not retain its approval and regulatory

authority of any proprietary school degrees. The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board

will retain authority and regulation of all degrees. Further, to achieve the comparability in standards

necessary and consistency in regulation and approval, we recommend that the Chapter 12 Rules
promulgated by the Coordinating Board Task Force, and other rules adoptedby THECB, shall be

the governing instruments for proprietary school degrees. The Chapter 12 Rules to achieve
comparable standards between public and private institutions include, but are not limited to the

following:

1,1Campbell, Dr. Dale, Assistant Commissioner for Community Colleges and Technical Institutes,

THECB: Testimony bef..ze the Committee's Public Hearing, January 16, 1990, Austin, Texas.
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(1) Faculty qualifications;
(2) General education requirements;
(3) Student services.

3. Articulation Policies

WE RECOMMEND THAT PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS WITH A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF
STUDENTS IN DEGREE PROGRAMS SHOULD CONSIDER SEEKING ACCREDITATION BY
THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS COMMISSION ON
COLLEGES. FURTHER, WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS BE
ENCOURAGED TOWARD ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS USING THE FOLLOWING
GUIDELINES.

Many proprietary schools are not concerned with articulation, (thetransferability of students'
credits to the college or university level). Their training is more terminal in nature and often is
oriented toward persons interested in rapid employment rather than prolongedacademic studies.
There are, however, a percentage of students attending proprietary schools who wish to continue
their education beyond the vocational/technical training level offered at the proprietary school.
It is a reasonable expectation of students attending proprietary schools for technical competency,
and then deciding on advanced training or greater profidency witha degree, to be comfortable in
starting out with the understanding that they will be able to "get in the door" ofa college. A few
selective proprietary schools require a college degree for entrance in some of their courses. It is
unbiased, if proprietary schools recognize the validity of a degree, that the institutions granting
those degrees recognize the value added dimension provided by proprietary school training. We
can no longer afford the isolation, or even the perceived isolation, of proprietary schools in the
mainstream of education. We seek to encourage articulation agreements by suggesting the
following:

z. Proprietary schools should seek articulation agreements for the segment of their student
population, regardless of how small, who desire to continue their educationbeyond the
proprietary level;

b. Community colleges and universities should cooperate with interested schools in
developing agreements that will enable transfer of credits for students;

c. Proprietary schools may be more successful in obtaining articulation rights if they
encourage their accrediting councils to support and share in the accomplishment of the
aueements. Proprietary schools with a significant number of students engaged in degree
programs should consider the benefits to be derived in articulation agreements, and their
affiliation with SACS Commission on Colleges.

d. Representations regarding transferability of credits earned by students in the proprietary
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school must be true, and accurately reflective of the "real weld" situation, and they must

be spelled out dearly for the student In the Probrollment Catalog

e. We encourap all pieties, &slimmingagenda, approvals:credited= bodies, proprietary
sdwob, and colleges and urniversitiss, toward cooperationand partnenhip In dealing with

this Important consideration for students.

References: Appendix G: MBC11 Task Force Chapter 12 Rules
Appendix H: Oversight Chart of Deco's
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MANAGEMENT CAPACITY OF SCHOOLS

According to one market survey, "Less than one-half of the workforce will retain its company

affiliation or present job title beyond one year.'" While encouraging for those who will advance

"up the line" in position, this may indicate that others will be victimized by the loss of employment.

This Committee's site-visits to fourteen proprietary schools revealed that the scope of training

ranges from exemplary to dismal. For a school to rely exclusively on programs that employ a

restrictive use of equipment and parochial attitudes toward faculty qualification, or to aim at such

over-sophistication in their method of instruction that they effectively remove their graduates from

consideration in the local market, is to deny access. We recognize the intrinsic value of the "hands-

on" experience required of those who teach in the vocational and technical arena, but not to the

exclusion of updated academic inquiry and achievement. We abhore the concept of studentsbeing

locked out", either from articulation to facilitate a desired upgrade in skill and proficiency, or

from unlimited possibilities for relocation into a larger or augmented "state-of-the-art" work

environment.
The Texas Eiucation Agency, in the regulation of schools under its jurisdiction, is engaging

employer committees to help sort out this issue, congruent to their concern for more accountability

from schools both in the adequacy of the equipment used to train students and the expertise of the

school's instructor teams. Again, we have identified an area momentous to the wielding of

Advisory Councils. They are as critical in determining the appropriateness of a school's facilitips,

equipment, and instructor qualifications, as in the development of course length and curricuhun

content. We advance the utilization of these employer committees and Advisory Councils by all

agencies and schools in our analysis of the management capacity of schools as exhibited by facilities,

equipment, and staffing; and in the recommendations we make accordant to agency regulatory

and oversight functions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Facilities and Equipment

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL LICENSING AGENCIES ADOPT RULES REGARDING ON-SITE

EVALUATIONS, AND STANDARDS DESIGNED TO QUALIFY THE FACILITIES AND

EQUIPMENT EMPLOYED BY SCHOOLS THEY REGULATE, CONFORMING TO THOSE

ALREADY IN PLACE REGARDING TEA SCHOOLS; AND ADDITIONALLY, THOSE

SUrZESTED BELOW.

Current laws contain processes whereby TEA shall make on-site evaluations of facilities to obtain

information for the certification, renewid, compliance survey, complaint investigation, and dosed

school processes for its regulated schools. TEA is required to visit each school in its jurisdiction at

least once per year. Although required to visit out-of-state schools where they have jurisdiction,

"Direct Marketing Association's Basic Institute, Rochester, New York.
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staff inadequades have caused no assignments to be made for out-of-state travel. New rules, passed
by the State Board of Education, allow TEA to insure that the equipment used to train students in
TEA schools is comparable to that used in the industries that would be hiring from those schools.
TEA will consult with industry experts to help get the evidence necessary to deny a License to
Operate to any TEA school that does not have the required equipment to achieve the objective of
employment for those trained. These industry experts will help line out minimal standards for
equipment sufficiency, and comparability to what students, as employees, will encounter on their
jobs. Vocational and technical industries evolve rapidly and their employee needs are in constant
fluxuation. Industry input is critical to determine that state-of-the-art equipment and training is
being used to meet the challenges of the future. All licensing should include the following policies
regarding quality and standardization of school facilities and equipment.

a. No license shall be issued or renewed unless the Commissioner or Director first determines:

(1) That the applicant school has satisfactory training facilities with sufficient tools,
equipment and software, and the necessary number of work stations to train, ade-
quately, the students currently enrolled and those proposed to be enrolled;

(2) That the premises and conditions under which the students work and study are
sanitary, healthful, and safe according to modern standards;

(3) That each occupational course or program of instruction or study shall be of such
quality in content and utilization of equipaent, tools, and software, to provide edu-
cation and training which will adequately prepare enrolled students for positions
in the occupation for which the training b intended.

b. Before a license is issued to a school, each school located in Texas shad maintain permanent
records for all students enrolled at any time. Each school offering a correspondence course
of instruction to a student located in Texas shall maintain permanent records for Texas
students enrolled at any time. Records include, but are not restricted to, the student's
loan/grant status, school transcripts, documentation, and files containing student data
about academic credits earned, courses completed, grades awarded, degrees awarded,
arid periods of attendance. To preserve permanent records, a school shall submit to the
licensing agency a plan that meets the following requirements:

(1) At least one copy of the records must be held in a secure depository;

(2) An appropriate official must be designated to provide a student with copies of
records or transcripts upon request;

(3) An alternative method of complying with the above mentioned record keeping
requirements must be established if the school ceases to exist.
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c. Original, additional classroom, change of address, approval of new programs, and any
other visit requested by the school should be announced. We recommend, however, the

following visitation provisions be eel- I the licensing agency:

(1) In order to determine the normal operating conditions in a school, the statute shall

require that the renewal and other compliance visits be unannounced;

(2) The Commissioner, Director, or delegate, may inspect the instructional books and
records, classrooms, dormitories, tools, equipment and classes of any school or
applicant for a license, at any reasonable time.

2. Qualifications of Staff

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL AGENCIES ADOPT REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THE
QUALIFICATIONS OF STAFF CONFORMING TO THOSE ALREADY IN PLACE FOR TEA

SCHOOLS, AND ADDITIONALLY THOSE SUGGESTEDBELOW.

The State Auditor's report sites that instructorqualifications in proprietary schools are often

unduly vague, and that they should be more specifically defined for each program or course of

study and more judiciously enforced by the licensing agencies. While it may not be necessary for

all faculty members to have college degrees, instructors and teachers should undergo selection

criteria to determine their suitability to teach. This might include experience levels in the givun

content area, qualifications as an instructor, and personal background requirements that would

screen out undesirable influences. TEA believes that one critical point in improving program quality

is that agency's authority to approve instructors. Their requirements currently include the

following:

Criteria for persons registering as representatives, recruiters, agents or solicitors for

schools, and prohibitions;

Criteria for Directors and staff persons, prohibitions, and requirements for attendance at

TEA workshops;

Criteria for Instructors including verified qualifications, evaluation processes, and
retention requirements to ensure consistency;

Requirements for staff development plans and evaluations;

Criteria for reputation and character imperatives;

Educational and experience requirements and levels of knowledge;

Restrictions on solicitations, recruitment and enrollments;
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Restrictions on disclosure of loan information;

Sanclions and penalties for violations;

Prohibitions against misrepresentation, fraud, coercion, intimidation, inducements, and
failure to fully disclose;

Licensing and certification requirements.

The TEA authorization has been strengthened by proposed rules concerning instructors which
TEA believes will assist in their endeavor to improve program quality. There should, however,
be closer regulation and control of branch operations of proprietary schools, even when these
branches are delivering the same kind of education and training as the "mother school".

Even greater requirements must be placed on branches who specialize in a different area of
education or training than that of the original qualifying entity. TEA has controls in place whereby
the Agency treats branch operations the same as "mother school" operations. Each is required to
hold a certificate of approval and meet all the legal requirements. TEA has requested that the
Committee's recommendations in this regard specifically include suggestions on how better to
detect and prosecute fraud and deception on the part of those who engage in "branching". The
Committee will, during the interim, examine more thoroughly this "branching" issue; with a view
toward the research and newly instituted rules adopted by the accrediting bodies, and the voluntary
oversight of licensing agencies in their jurisdictions. For purposes herein, we recommend that all
licensing agencies take an active role to check abuse and neglect, and safeguard the quality of
instruction and instructors in their designated schools by adhering to existing policies augmented
by the following:

a. That all persons desirous of teaching in the school shall submit a form, designed and
furnished to schools by the licensing agency, as application for approval to teach or
instruct; and said application shall reveal the educational and experiencial levels of the
applicant in all courses or programs they will 3r insthict, and the licensing agency
shall review all applications with a view toward cuipetency, consistency,and the overall
upgrade in quality of instructor personnel;

b. That statute require disclosures to accompany a school's application for a license, or
instructor or other school personnel applications, which includeany and all convictions
and violations of owners, superviscrv employees, solicitors, instructional faculty or any
other school personnel.

3. Agency Regulation

WE RECOMMEND THAT CLASSES, COURSES, PROGRAMS OR SCHOOLS INTENDED TO
PREPARE STUDENTS TO SIT FOR UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE, POSTGRADUATE OR
PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AND OCCUPATIONAL ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, BE
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EXEMPTED FROM REGULATION; EXCEPT THAT THEY SHALL CONTINUE TO MEET THE

FOLLOWING LICENSING REQUIREMENTS:

That courses must be educationally sufficient;
- That instructors must have the necessary educational qualifications;

- That all locations must meet several standard requirements;
That the schools must be fiscally sound and have the necessary assets to offer programs;

That test preparation courses and schools meet other requirements the Commissioner or

Director may prescribe.

WE RECOMMEND THAT AGENCIES EXAMINE CURRENTREGULATIONS TO DETERMINE

THEIR FAIRNESS AND EQUITABLE APPLICATION TO SMALLER SCHOOLS AND TEST

PREPARATION SCHOOLS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, REGULATIONS

REGARDING:

- Seminars and workshops;
- Standards to ascertain the progress of students;

- Absences, attendance policies and make-up work;

- Paperwork compliance;
- Fee schedules and bonding.

WE RECOMMEND THAT AGENCIES ADOPT POLICIES, AND WHERE FEASIBLE,
PERSONNEL, DEDICATED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF CONSTITUENT SUPPORT.

The question was raised: "Does the State help proprietary schools be effective? Or, do st a te

agencies just regulate and control?" The Agency responded to this question by saying that much

of their oversight function is designed to improve the quality of the program offerings at TEA

schools. And, that the Agency helps schools be effective by regulation. TEA fadlitates proprietary

school input through the TEA Proprietary Schools Advisory Committee which incorporates

proprietary school representation. And, although regulations promulgated by the DPSVE provide

for the accomodation of smaller schools, the Agency is not able to waive statutory requirements.

The staff make-up of licensing agencies is primarily dedicated to regulation, investigation, and

monitoring for compliance. Schools often depend, for advocacy and liaison, on their voluntary

association with accrediting bodies. These accrediting bodies, however, are often far-removed

both in geographical proximity and facility for communication from the schools who ascribe to

the standards they promulgate. This Committee has received testimony and written submissions

from schools which express their concerns for more representation and the influence they can exert

on behalf of their own self-policing and efficiency upgrade. Further, they have questioned the

efficiency, effectiveness, and appropriateness of some regulations,especially on the smaller schools

or those with unique programs. Finally, there is the perception, by s..,nie proprietary schools, of a

lack of affirmative assistance and intervention by licensing agencies which would result in better

coordination and cooperation between the agencies and proprietary schools. The recommendations

we make regarding agency examination of current policies and the institution of modems designed

for constituent advocacy, will, we trust, help to alleviate some of the concerns proffered.
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FINANCIAL SOLVENCY OF SCHOOLS

Essential to the quality and integrity of postsecondary education, and in particular that of
proprietary schools, is the financial stability of institutions. Because proprietary schools are private
"for-profit" entities, with a need for rapid turnaround in programs and student clientele, their
potential for finandal instability is increased. Some industry analyst argue that the profit motive
may lead to greater pressures for too rapid growth, expansion into branch campuses, and buying
and selling schools.

Historically, the weakness in financial regulation of proprietaryschools has been due in part to
a lack of regulatory resources and the limited focus of federal and state agencies charged with
regulatory oversight. As a result, numerous schools have claimed bankruptcy, leaving students
with a "real" debt, and yet, a questionable education.

The Legislature recently increased initial and renewal fees paid to TEA by the schools they
regulate. %%these fees are relatively low when juxtaposedwith proprietary school profits. Their
regressive nature is evidenced by the fact that larger schools pay a significantly smaller fee in
proportion to their gross revenues than do smaller schools. Thesefee assessments represent the
primary source of funding for the regulation of proprietary schoolsand they must be progressive
if they are to be sufficient for providing appropriateregulation.

Testimony before the Committee from the Office of the Texas Attorney General highlighted the
lack of resources and personnel available to properly discharge oversight and regulatory
responsibilities as follows:

Since September 1, 1989, forty-one (41) proprietary schoolsregulated by TEA have dosed
in Texas, owing thousands of Texas students between2.5 and 25 million dollars in tuition
refunds;

During the last two fiscal years, proprietary schools in Texas generated $485 million in
tuition revenues from loans made by the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation.
During the same period, the TEA's Division of Proprietary Schools and Veterans
Education, (DPSVE), which regulates approximately one-third of these schools, had an
operating budget of about 1.5 million dollars;

As of September 20, 1990, the total dollar amount of student loans in default for Texas
proprietary school students stood at 8720,728,333.74.

The 71st Legislature, in S.B. 417, established a Tuition Protection Fund to protect students
against tuition loss resulting from TEA school closures. The fund is administered by the Texas
Education Agency and is designed to pay the expenses and costs of teach-outs. Each TEA school
is assessed an amount proportional to their renewal fee to bring the fund to $250,000.

Testimony before the Committee, data gathered from therespective monitoring agencies, and
a review of other state policies where Tuition Protection Funds have been established, indicates
that the maximum $250,000 fund provided for under current Texas law is grossly inadequate to
provide students the protection for which it is designed. Furthermore, the Committee feels that in
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order to ensure fair and comprehensive protection, the Tuition Protection Fund should provide

the student the option of tuition recovery in the event a teach-out is not feasible.

To the extent that state governments are bound by federal law, the Committee is restrained in

its promulgation of new law regarding the regulatory process. And, it is advisable that we allow

the federal reauthorization process to run its course so that as policy makers, we are better informed

as to methods whereby we may most effectively interface with our regulatory counterparts.

In the interim, we present herein, recommendations aimed at enhandng the financial stability

of the proprietary school industry in Texas which, if advanced and implemented, will position

our state as a model for regulatory excellence and quality. Our overall concern for the Tuition

Protection Fund, the surety bond, and the voluntary teach-out procedures for failed schools, is

student protection.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Consolidation of Fees and Proprietary School Fund

WE RECOMMEND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PROPRIETARY SCHOOL FUND,
ADMINISTERED BY THE TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY, AND EXPRESSED AS A

PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL GROSS TUITION.

The Tuition Protection Fund, as it is currentlyconstituted, is narrow in scope and is inadequate

in sum to address the estimated millions of dollars required to recover tuition and/or teach-out

students of closed schools. It must be increased if we are to afford students meaningful protection.

The establishment of a Proprietary School Fund is a positive first step in an industry-wide attempt

to provide tuition refunds for students from schools that have failed. Already, there is a voluntary

partnership between TEA and the proprietary school industry which has resulted in 85% of students

from TEA closures being taught out by schools withrelated programs. Expanding the use of teach-

outs is a viable avenue to explore in our attempt to render catastrophic school failures the least

harmful to affected students. The variety of teach-out sources include:

Other proprietary schools with like" courses and programs;
Other public and private schools;
Creating necessary courses/programs at schools;
Teaching & apprenticeship programs facilitated by private industry.

The Proprietary School Fund would be assessed as anannual fee or tax dedicated to covering

all fees charged to licensed schools, the cost of staffing and operating DPSVE, tuition recovery

funds and teach-outs. Any remaining available sumwould, optionally, be committed to covering

the proprietary school portion of TGSLC's uninsured loan default exposure.

2. Surety Bonds

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE MAXIMUM BOND LIMITATION OF $25,000 BE ABOLISHED.
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The availability of surety bonds is dwindling and the amount is inadequate to provide any real
protection. Few good businesses can afford to keep the surplus cash on hand to cover the unearned
tuition amount needed to protect students of dosed schools either for tuition recovery or teaching-
out. We believe dollar for dollar backing is needed in place of a nominal bond fee. We therefore
recommend the elimination of the current surety bond in favor of more realistic methods of student
protection. To guarantee schools are financially accountable to students for unearned tuition the
bond amount shotdd be expressed as a ratio to gross tuition revenue. The Legislature is advised
to consult with the State Board of Insurance on formulation of the proper number.

3. Financial Stability

IN ORDER TO AVOID PROVIDING ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS1D ATTEND INSITTUTIONS
THAT ARE NEAR CLOSING, THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS THAT THE STATUTORY
REQUIREMENT, "'MAT A SCHOOL SHOULD BE FINANCIALLY SOUND AND CAPABLE OF
FULFILLING ITS COMMITMENTS FOR TRAINING", BE REPLACED WITH EXPUCIT AND
OBJECTIVE FINANCIAL CRITERIA. SCHOOLS SHOULD BE EXPRESSLY PROHIBITED FROM
CARRYING UNEARNED TUITION AS A CURRENT ASSET AND SHOULD BB REQUIRED TO
CARRY THE ITEM AS A CURRENT EXPENSE. CURRENT ASSETS SHOULD BE REQUIRED
TO EXCEED LIABILITIES BY A RATIO OF NOT LESS THAN ONE-TO-ONE.

4. Financial Disclosure

IN ORDER TO DETECT FAILING INSTITUTIONS AND PROVIDE WHATEVER TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE IS APPROPRIATE, THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS THAT SCHOOLS
HAVING GROSS TUITION REVENUE INCOME EXCEEDING $25,000, 1311 REQUIRED TO
SUBMIT COMPILED OR REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS TOGETHER WITH THE
PREVIOUS TWO YEAR'S FEDEStAL INCOME TAX RETURNS ANNUALLY TO THE STATE
AUDITOR'S OFFICE l'OR REVIEW.

For the issue of student protection and consumer rights to be advanced to its logical conclusion,
it is necessary to establish defenses which will be available to students under Texas law with msped
to schools and/or owners who exhibit "unscrupulous practices" that invade and abuse students
via the guaranteed student loan program.

Consideration of penalties is not an indictment or condemnation of proprietary education as a
viable postsecondary educational alternative. It is, to the contrary, an effort by the Committee to
insure that good schools remain the asset they are to postsecondary education in Texas, that
tmscrupulous operators be rooted out of the proprietary school marketplace, and that under all
drcumstances, within the regulatory scope of the legislature, we provide students and taxpayers,
as borrowers and guarantors, the same level of protection accorded by the law in every other
consumer credit transaction, i.e., "that during the life of the contract, they get what they pay for."

Testimony before the Committee highlighted two cases of trade school abuse in Texas which
received national attention. Specific information on these two cases is included in the appendix
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to this section of the report. For purposes herein, there is a general consensus among Committee
members that various instances of apparent willful abuse of students through the guaranteed
student loan program, warrant penalties at least commensurate with the level of damages incurred
by students, and consistent with existing penalties relating Co the use of fiduciary funds.

It is to the credit of the proprietary school sector that it has so creatively and professionally
capitalized the vocational education marketplace, providing educational opportunities where there
may otherwise have been none. However, as Lauro Cavazos, U.S. Secretary of Education said, in
May 1989:

"There are some unscrupulous and uncaring institutions out there who are taking
advantage of a program designed to help out students. We must weed-out unethical
schools and other program participants whose sole purpose is to profit at the expense
of our students and taxpayers. Abuses have become so rampant that 'let the buyer
beware' will no longer suffice as public policy in education."

To facilitate understanding of the basis for the Committee's concerns regarding the vulnerability
of student borrowers within the context of their contractural relationship with the school as seller,
we note that the execution of a guaranteed student loan note is unlike any other consumer
transaction known to the law:

a. The identity of the lender, the amount of the loan, and the rate of interest are typically left
blank at the time the student signs the note. This procedure, which is roundly condemned
and made illegal in almost every other context, is expressly sanctioned by the Department
of Education, 34 C.F.R. 682.205;

b. Lenders are permitted to make electronic fund transfers of guaranteed student loan
proceeds directly to a school's bank account. As a result of this procedure, students are
frequently unaware that they have executed a promissory note, let alone that it has been
funded;

c. The student borrower bears the entire risk of the insolvency of the seller or of the sellers
partial or total failure to perform. The lender bears no responsibility for the failure of the
seller. In every other consumer transaction, the buyer can assert against the lender
whatever defenses he originally had against the seller. (See FTC Rule 433 "Preservation
of Consumer's Claims and Defenses," 16 C.F.R. 433.1 et seq);

d. Disclosures that are required to be made in every other consumer credit transaction are
not required to be made in connection with a guaranteed student loan. This is due to
Congress having exempted guaranteed student loans from the Truth in Lending Act.

b iddition to the aforementioned information gathered by the Attorney General's Office, the
Tem Ed u cati on Agency's legal staff has assisted the Committee in reviewing the language found
in other state statutes concerning criminal penalty provisions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
5. Criminal Penalties and Cause for Action

WE RECOMMEND THAT RULES BE IMPLEMENTED THAT MAKE THE SCHOOL OWNER,
IF AU INDIVIDUAL, OR THE MAJORITY SHAREHOLDER, IF A CORPORATION,
PERSONALLY LIABLE FOR THE PAYMENT OF ANY UNPAID TUITION REFUNDS.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE WILLFUL FAILURE TO PAY A TUITION REFUND BE
DECLARED A DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICE.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE CURRENT STATUTE BE AMENDED TO INCLUDE CRIMINAL
PENALTIES, AS FOLLOWS:

32.65 In addition to any other penalties elsewhere prescribed:

(a) Any person, group or entity, or any owner, officer, agent, or employee thereof, who
knowingly (1) fails to make tuition refunds as required by 32.39 of this act with the in-
tent to defraud more than one person, (2) falsifies or destroys school or other business
records relating to the operation of the school with the intent to defraud, or (3) operates
a proprietary school without a valid license to operate, shall be guilty of a date A mis-
demeanor punishable in accordance with the penal law;

(b) Any person, group or entity, or any owner, officer, agent, or employee thereof, who
knowlingly and intentionally participates in a scheme constituting a systematic ongo-
ing course of conduct involving the wrongful withholding of tuition refunds in viola-
tion of 32.39 of this act, with the intent to defraud ten or mut penons, and withholds
tuition refunds in excess of one thousand dollars, shall be guilty of a felony in the third
degree; if tuition refunds have been withheld in excess of twenty thousand dollars, such
person, group or entity, owner, officer, agent, or employee thereof shall be guilty of a
felony in the second degree;

(c) Upon the determination that there exists reasonable grounds to believe that a aiminal
violation of this act has been committed, or that any other aime has been committed in
connection with the operation of a Foprietary school, the administrator shall refer such
determination and the information upon which it is based to the appropriate district
attorney. The district attorney may bring an action on his or her own initiative.

References: Appendix J: Congressional Research Service Report
Appendix I: State Audikir's Briefing Report
Appendix K: Testimony of Attorney William Goodman
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DENOUEMENT
Enumeration of Recommendations

I. ACCESS to Education

A. The Number of Agencies Governing Proprietary Schools

1. We recommend that all licensing agencies and proprietary schools in Texas implement,
within their statutory authority, policies and procedures for regulation and operation
which conform to the Texas Proprietary School Act and Senate Bill 417 Amendments
already in place; and additionally, that they adopt those recommendations contained in
this Report.

2. We recommend that the Resolution to Continue the Joint Interim Committee on
Proprietary Schools contained in this Report be adopted by the 72nd Legislature.

B. Consumer Information

1. We recommend that a condition of licensing or license renewal shall be the submission to
and approval by the licensing agency of a Pre-Enrollment Catalog (PK).

2. We recommend that all schools and licensing agencies adopt grievance procedures and a
mechanism for the resolution of complaints.

3. We recommend that all proprietary schools be required to provide cost information to
their respective licensing agencies similar to that required of TEA schools.

4. We recommend that all proprietary schools be required to conduct the "specified" Loan
Counseling Entrance Interview as a step during the enrollment process with each
prospective student seeking a loan; and reconfirm the counseling at the time of the initial
disbursement of any funds.

5. We recommend that all proprietary schools be required to disdose to prospective students
information about starting or average salaries.

6. We recommend that all proprietary schools be required to disclose state licensing
requirements for all courses offered as preparation for a license to practice an occupation.

7. We recommend that the Commissioner or Director, pursuant to statutory authority, and
after notice and upon providing an opportunity for hearing pursuant to a request by the
parties adversely affected, shall refuse to issue, refuse to renew, revoke, or suspend any
license or solicitor's permit; and shall place on probation any school found to be in violation
of the (enumerated) provisions.
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C. Admission and Recruitment Procedures

I. We recommend that licensing agencies adopt the (enumerated) prindples regarding truth
in advertising in addition to those restrictions and prohibitions already in place for schools
regulated by TEA.

2. We recommend that the (enumerated) additional requirements and permit restrictions,
to augment those currently mandated for TEA schools, be adopted by all proprietary
schools regarding commissioned sales persons.

3. We recommend that all licensing agencies establish minimum entrance requirements and
require schools in their Jurisdiction to submit said entrance requirements for the agency's
critical review and approval.

4. We recommend that all schools adopt the (enumerated) polides with regards to admittance
of ability-to-benefit students and their successful mainstreaming into the vocational
training for which they are targeted.

5. We recommend that the enrollment agreement or. contract used by proprietary schools
shall contain the (enumerated) provisions in addition to those already mandated.

D. Guaranteed Student Loan Programs and Default Rates

1. We recommend that the deadline for refunds by schools to students be extended to 60
days; and that the Conimissioner or Director raise the interest penalty for late refunds to
a level whiah will be a deterrant.

2. We recommend that any refunds made shall be applied to the repayment of student loans
first; secondly, that they shall be applied to other government aid; and lastly, that they
may be applied to personal tuition expenditures.

3. We recommend that schools be required to notify TGSLC and the lender, within 30 days
from the determination that a refund is due to a student, of any refunds already made or
required to be made.

4. We recommend that the lender or TGSLC be required to notify the student and the school
whenever that student's loan has changed hands.

II. ACHIEVEMENT of Employment

A. Placement of Graduates

1. We recommend that all agencies collect date from the proprietary schools they regulate,
inclusive of total enrollment, retention rates, completion rates, placement rates, and
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employment ra tes; and that they require schools to state a desired retention and
employment rate prior to program approval.

2. We recommend that proprietary schools engage the services of Advisory Councils to
fadlitate better quality and proximity to industry needs of their programs.

3. We recommend that schools be required to report both placement and employment figures
to their licensing authority. Yet in the absence of any claims by a school of placement
assistance or service, they may convert the placement figures to percentages when
reporting to students.

4. We recommend that all agencies shall require schools they regulate to monitor and report
completion rates.

B. Quality in the Educational Experience

1. We recommend that all agencies require submission for approval of course length and
content, that the course length and content be of such nature as to assure, reasonably, that
students will develop job skills and knowledge; and that the Commissioner or Director
set minimum and maximum program lengths following along the (enumerated)
guidelines.

2. We recommend that the Applied Technology Degree and the Occupational Studies Degree
be removed from the authority of the Texas Education Agency. The Texas Education
Agency will no longer retain its approval and regulatory authority of any proprietary
school degrees. The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board will retain authority
and regulation for all degrees; and

We recommend that the Chapter 12 Rules recommended by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board's Task Force on Associate Degrees for Proprietary Schools, and other
rules adopted by THECB, shall be the governing instruments for proprietary school
degrees.

3. We recommend that proprietary schools with a significant number of students in degree
programs should consider seeking accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools' Commission on Colleges. Further, we recommend that all proprietary schools
be encouraged toward articulation agreements using the (enumerated) guidelines.

III. ACCOUNTABILITY of Systems

A. Management Capacity of Schools

1. We recommcnd that all licensing agencies adopt rules regarding on-site evaluations, and
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standards designed to qualify the facilities and equipment employed by schools they
regulate conforming to those already in place regarding TEA schools, and additionally,
those (enumerated).

2. We recommend that all agencies adopt requirements regarding the qualifications of staff
conforming to those already in place for TEA schools, and additionally, those
(enumerated).

3. We recommend that classes, courses, programs or schools intended to prepare students
to sit for undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate or professional licensing and occupational
entrance examinations, be exempted from regulation; except that they shall continue to
meet the (enumerated) licensing requirements; and

We recommend that agencies examine current regulations to determine their fairness and
equitable application to smaller schools and te3t preparation schools, including, but not
limited to, the (enumerated) regulations; and

We recommend that agencies adopt policies, and where feasible, personnel, dedicated to
the advancement of constituent support.

B. Financial Solvency of Schools

I. We recommend the establishment of a Proprietary School Fund, administered by the Texas
Education Agency, and expressed as a percentage of annual gross tuition.

2. We recommend that the maximum bond limitation of $25,000 be abolished.

3. In order to avoid providing assistance for students to attend institutions that are near
closing, the Committee recommends that the statutory requirement, "That a school should
be financially sound and capable of fulfilling its commitments for training", be replaced
with explicit and objective finan ial aiteria. Schools should be expressly prohibited from
carrying unearned tuition as a current asset, and should be required to carry the item as
a current expense. Current assets should be required to exceed liabilities by a ratio of not
less than one-to-one.

4. In order to detect failing institutions and provide whatever technical assistance is
appropriate, the Committee recommends that schools having gross tuition revenue income
exceeding $25,000, be required to submit compiled and reviewed financial statements
together with the previous two year's federal income tax returns, annually, to the State
Auditor's Office for review.

5. We recommend that rules be implemented that make the school owner, if an individual,
or the majority shareholder, if a corporation, personally liable for the payment of any
unpaid tuition refunds; and
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We recommend that the willful failure to pay a tuition refund be declared a deceptive
trade practice; and

We recommend that the current statute be amended to include criminal penalties, as
(enumerated).

NOM Where the designation (1/4 .sumerated) is employed, the reader is directed to the appropriate
section of this Report for details and/or further clarification.
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PROPOSED CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONTINUE THE
JOINT INTERIM COMMITTEE ON PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

FOR INTRODUCTION TO THE 72nd TEXAS LEGISLATURE

WHEREAS, Chapter 32, Education Code, provides for the certification and regulation of
proprietary schools by the Central Education Agency; and

WHEREAS, The chapter sets forth various criteria for certification, and the agency by rule has
promulgated guidelines and minimum standards for the operation of proprietary schools in Texas;
and

WHEREAS, Former students of some proprietary schools have questioned the effectiveness of
state regulation in ensuring that all such schools provide quality course work and adequately
prepare students tor employment in a trade or profession; and

WHEREAS, The concerns raised by these citizens merit the continued attention of the Texas
Legislature; now, therefore, be it -

RESOLVED, That the 72nd Legislature of the State of Texas hereby request the lieutenant
governor and the speaker of the house to continue, pursuant to their authority under House
Concurrent Resolution 142, 71st Legislature, Regular Session, 1989, the Joint Interim Committee
on Proprietary Schools as currently constituted; and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the committee shall be charged with the following responsibilities:
(1) to conduct a thorough examination of the policies and procedures currently used by licensing

agencies to regulate proprietary schools;
(2) to monitor proprietary schools and licensing agencies for compliance with current law and

with recommendations contained in the Report of the Joint Interim Committee on Proprietary
Schools;

(3) to conduct research regarding the issue of consolidation, including the study of proposals
that would ceniralize or coordinate regulatory authority for proprietary schools or establish a dual
regulatory authority;

(4) assess the progress of various initiatives related to the proprietary school educational system,
in iuding the following amendments and resources:

(a) amendments contained in Chapter 813, Acts of the 71st Legislature, Regular Ses-
sion, 1989;
(b) 1991 amendments to Chapter 61, Education Code, with regard to the resolution of
United States Senate hearings on abuses in student aid programs and the United States
Department of Education Inspector General's audit analysis;
(c) Resource Center for State Affairs Compendium, with regard to the data bank of 50-
state propriety school laws; and
(d)State Higher Education Executive Officers Association Directory, with regard to the
14-state initiative for proprietary school "model plans"; and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the committee have the power to issue process as provided in Section 301.024,
Government Code; and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the committee have all other powers and duties provided to joint select
committees by House Concurrent Resolution 142, policies and procechues adopted pursuant to
the resolution, and Subchapter B, Chapter 301, Government Code.
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ISSALIIMIZZAILLICISMILACI

211121AMILIL-111

432.01. short Titla This Act shall bs known am the "Texas Proprietary School

Act."

§32.02. Purpose and Objectives The aim in adopting this Chapter is to provide

certification and regulation of proprietary schools in Texas.

SUBCHAPTER B. GENERAL PROVISIONI

i32.11. DefinItions. The following words, terms, and phrases shall have the

meaning ascribed to them in this section.

(1) "Proprietary School," referred to as "school", means any business enterprise

operated for profit, or on nonprofit basis, which maintains plats of

business within the State of Texas, or solicits business within ths State of

Texas, and which is not specifically exempted by ths provisions of this

Chapter and;

(A) which offers or maintains course or courses of instruction or study;

or

(B) at which place of business such course or courses of instruction or

study is available through classroom instruction or by correspondents.

or both, to person or persons for the purpose of training or

preparing the person for field of endeavor in business, trade,

technical, or industrial occupation, or for avocational or personal

improvement, except as hereinafter excluded.

(2) "Owner" of school means:

(A) in ths cams of a school owned by an individual, that individual;

(B) in ths case of a school owned by partnership, all full, silent, and

limited partners;

(C) in ths case of school owned by corporation, the corporation, its

directors, officers, and each sharuholdsr owning shares of issued and

outstanding stock aggregating at least ten percent (10%) of ths total

of ths issued and outstanding shares.

(3) "School employee" means any person other than an owner, who directly or

indirectly receives compsnsation from ths school for services rendered.

(4) "Representative" means person employed by the school as defined herein,

whether ths school is located within or without the State of Texas, to act as

an agent, solicitor, broker, or independent contractor to directly procure

students or enrollees for ths school by solicitation within or without this

State at any place.
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(5) "Administrator' means the State Commissioner of iducation or person,
knowledgeable in the administration of regulating proprietary schools,
designated by the Commissioner to administer the provisions of this chapter.

(6) "Notice to the school" means written correspondence sent to U. address of
record for legal service contained in the application for a certificate of
approval. "Date of Notice' means the date the notice is mailed by the
administrator.

(7) "Support" or "supported" means the primary source and means by which school
derives revenue to perpetuate its operation.

(8) "Person' means any individual, firm, partnership, association, corporation,
or other private entity or combination thereof.

(9) 'Unearned tuition" means total tuition and fees subject to refund under
Section 32.39, total tuition and fees collected from students currently
enrolled, and total tuition and fees collected from prospective students.

132.12, ImumMagma,

(a) The following schools or educational institutions are specifically exempt
from the provisions of this chapter and ars not within the definition of
"proprietary school":

(1) a school or educational institution supported by taxation from either a
local or State source;

(2) nonprofit schools owned, controlled, operated, and conducted by bona
fide religious, denominational, eleemosynary, or similar public
institutions exempt from property taxation under the laws of this
State, but such schools may choose to apply for a certificate of
approval hereunder, and upon approval and issuance, shall be subject to
the provisions of this chapter as determined by the administrator;

(3) a school or training program vhich offers instruction of purely
svocational or recreational subjects as determined by the
administrator;

(4) a course or courses of instruction or study sponsored by an employer
fo is training and preparation of its own employees, and for Which no
tui, n fee is charged to the student;

(5) a course or courses of study or instruction sponsored by a recognized
tiade, business, or professional organization for the instruction of
the members of the organization with closed membership;

(6) private colleges or universities which award a recognized
baccalaureate, or higher degree, and which maintain and operate
educational programs for which a majority of the credits given are
transferable to college, junior college, or university supported
entirely or partly by taxation from either a local or State source;
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a school which is otherwise regulated and. approved under and pursuant

to any other law of the State, except as provided by SUbsection (c) of

this section;

(8) aviation schools or instructors approved by and under the supervision

of the Federal Aviation Administration;

(9) a school which offers intensive review courses designed to prepare

students for certified public accountancy tests, public accountancy

tests, law school aptitude tests, bar examinations, or medical college

admissions tests.

(b) Schools offering a course or courses of special study or instruction financed
and/or subsidized by local, state, or federal funds or any person, firm,
association, or agency other than the.student involved, on a contract basis
and having a closed enrollment may apply to the Administrator for exemption
of such course or courses from the provisions of this Chapter and such course

or courses may be declared exempt by the Administrator where he finds the
course or courses to be outside the purview of this Chapter.

(c) If a State agency that issues a license or other authorization for the
practice of an occupation elects not to regulate or approve course hours that

e xceed the minimum education requirements for the issuance of the license or

other authorization, the licensing agency shall enter into a memorandum of
understanding with the Central Education Agency for the regulation of those

e xcess course hours under this chapter. Any course taught under letter of

approval or other written authorization issued by the licensing agency before
the effective date of the memorandum is authorized under State law until the
course is reviewed by the Central Education Agency. The licensing agency may

terminate the memorandum of understanding on notice to the Central Education

Agency.

MOICRAPTEI Cu GENERAL POWERS AND ounil

832.21. ants11-11121111211-411".

(a) The Central Education Agency shall exercise jurisdiction and control of the
system of schools, and it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Education

to carry out supervision of the provisions of this chapter, and to enforce

minimum standards for approval of schools under the operating regulations and
policies hereinafter set forth and as may from time to time be adopted

pursuant to the provisions of this chapter.

(b) The Central Education figency shall prepare a comparison of the cost to a
student of courses of instruction or training progress at proprietary schools
to the cost to a student of similar courses or programs at schools that are

exempt from this chapter under Section 32.12 of this code.

(c) The agency may consult a recognized expert in a field of study for assistance

in determining minimum program standards under this chapter for that field.
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(d) The Central Education Agency and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board shall adopt a memorandum of undorstanding which develops guidelines for
coordinating the regulation of proprietary schools and courses that are
subject to Sections 61.301 through 61.317 and Chapter 32 of this cod.. The
memorandum shall include provisions which:

(1) clearly identify the responsibilities of each agency in regulating
proprietary schools;

(2) ensure that the rules adopted by both agencies pursuant to the
memorandum of understanding are not duplicative or in conflict; and

(3) establish procedures for ensuring that information affecting the
proprietary school regulatory activities of both agencies is shared
between the agencies.

132.22. The State Board of Education. The State Board of Education shall adopt
policies, regulations, and rules necessary for carrying out tho provisions of this
chapter after consultation with the Proprietary School Advisory Commission.

132.23. Zrooriotary._SchooLkiviam_Siggajag_vion.

(a) The Proprietary School Advisory Commission is created. The Commission shall
be composed of nine eembers appointed by the State Board of Idubation for
staggered terms of six (6) years expiring on January 31 of each odd-mumbered
year. If one of the commission members resigns or is otherwise unable to
serve, a new meaber shall be appointod by tits State bard of Education to
fill the unexpired term. Four members of the Commission shall be °owners° or
shall be 'eaployess° employed in a managerial or executive capacity by tho
schools as defined in Section 32.11 of this Cod* and shall include at least
one member from each of the following school areas: (1) trade and technical
schools, (2) business schools, and (3) correspondance schools; of these four
somber., one shall be a person who owns or operates net more than two (2)
proprietary schools in Texas; ons member shall be public school official;
and four members shall be distinguished citizens of Texas who do not have a
direct connection to vocational-technical training. All members appointod by
the State Board of Education shall have been rocommended by the Administrator
to the State Board of Education. In making his recommendations, tho
Administrator shall consider any recommendations made to him by parties
interested in tho composition of the Advisory Commissicn. The attornoy
general and tho director of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation are
e x officio members of the Advisory Commission.

(b) The commission shall elect one member as chairman of the commission. A
majority of the appointed moshirs at the call of the chair shall organise and
e lelt the other officers that the commission deems necessary.

(c) The commission shall meet regularly in Austin at 10:00 a.m. on the second
Tuesday of January, Nay, and September, and shall condUct special meetings at
the call of the chair, the administrator, or upon the written petition of at
least four members of thy coamission.

2 S
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(d) A member of ths commission serves without compensation but upon presentation

of vouther signed by the chairman of the commission and approved by the
administrator is entitled to receive reimbursement for actual expenses

inourrd while traveling on official commission business in accordance with
the policy and regulations of the State of Texas.

(e) A majority of the commission is quorum for the conduct of business;
provided, however, that no less than four voting members must concur in any
matter before the commission.

(f) The commission shall be advisory in nature. It shall act with the advice and
assistance of the administrator and may hold hearings upon substantive
changes in rules, regulations, and minimum standards. The advice of the
commission with respect to the policies, regulations, inimum standards, and
rules for carrying out the provisions of this chapter, shall be forwarded by
the administrator to the State Board of Education.

S32.24. N.tiga_of_Adminatigatoz,

(a) The administrator shall carry out the policies of this chapter and enforce
the rules and regulations adopted by the State Board of Education. He shall
also certify the names of those schools meeting the requirements for a

cettificate of approval.

(b) The administrator may adopt and enforce temporary rules and regulations
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter but the temporary rules and
regulations are valid only until the next meeting of the State Board of
Education.

532.25.

(a) The Central Education Agency shall develop, in consultation with the Texas
Guaranteed Student L'an Corporstion and each state agency that regulates
proprietary schools in this state, comprehensive strategy to reduce default
rates at the regulated proprietary schools and to improve the overall quality
of the prograas operated by these schools.

(b) The Central Education Agency shall execute a memorandum of understanding
.outlining the strategy with tha corporation and each state agency regulating
proprietary schools and shall adopt rules to carry out its duties under this
section. The Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation shall adopt the
memorandum of understamding as procedures of the corporation, and each agency
by rule shall adopt the memorandum of und-rstanding.

(c) The memorandum of understanding shell:

(1) require the development and monitoring of indicecors that identify

schools that have excessive loan default rates, poor program
performance, or both;

(2) require the sharing of specific information relating to the indicators
between the Central Education Agency and the Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Corporation or other agency; and

r
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(3) require the application of specific sanctions by the Central Education
Agency or by the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation or other
agency, as appropriate, to lower the default rates, improve program
performance or both.

(d) If the Centr.1 Education Agency enters memorandum of understanding with the
Texas Guare.teed Student Loan Corporation related to the regulation of
proprietary schools, the agency may require each proprietary school governed
by this chapter to provide information to the agency that is necessary for
the purposes of the memorandum of understanding.

gUBCHAPTEP, D. AUTHORIZED OPERATIO OF SCHOOL&

§32.31. Certificate of Approval.

(a) A school may not maintain, advertise, solicit for, or conduct any course of
instruction in Texas before the later of:

(1) the 30th day after the date the school applies for certificate of
approval under this chapter; or

(2) the date the school receives certificate of approval from the
administrator.

(b) Any contract entered into with any person for a coqrse of instruction after
the effective date of this chapter by or on behalf of any person operating
any school to which a certificate of approval has not been issued pursuant to
the provisions of this chapter, shall be unenforceable in any action brought
thereon.

f32.32. Application for Certificate of Approval. Every proprietary school
desiring to operate in the State of Texas or do business in the State shall make
written application to the administrator for certificate of approval. Such
application ahall be verified, be in such form as may be prescribed by the State
Board of Education, and shall furnish the administrator such information as he mayrequire.

132.33. Qriterta. The administrator may approve the application of such
proprietary school when the school is found, upon investigation at the premises of
the school, to have met the following criteria:

(a) The courses, curriculum, and instruction are of such quality, content, and
length as may reaaonably and adequately achieve the stated objective for
which the ccuress, curriculum or instruction are offered,

(b) There is in the school adequate
space, equipeent, instructional material and

instructor personnel to provide training of good quality.

(c) Educational and experience qualifications of directors, administrators and
instructors are adequate.

2 1
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(d) The school maintains a written record of the previous ducation and training

of the applicant student and clearly indicates that appropriate credit has

been given by the chool for previous education and training, with the new

training period shortened where warranted through use of appropriate skills

or achievement tests and the student so notified.

(s) A copy of the course outline; schedule of tuition, fees, refund policy, and

other charges; regulations pertaining to absence, grading policy, and rules

of operation and conduct; regulations pertaining to incomplete grades; the

name, mailing address, and telephone number of the Central Education Agency

for the purpose of directing complaints to the agency; the current rate, of

job placement and employment of students issued a certificate of completion;

and notification of the availability of the cost comparison information

prepared under Section 32.21(b) of this cods through the Central Education

Agency will be furnished the student prior to enrollment.

(f) Except as provided by Section 32.40 of this code, on completion of training.

the student is given a certificate by the school indicating the course and

that training was satisfactorily completed.

(g) Adequate records as premcribed by the administrator are kept to show

attendance and progress or grades, and satisfactory standards relating to

attendance, progress, and conduct are enforced.

(h) The school complies with all local, city, county, municipal, state, and

fedaral regulations, such as fire, building, and sanitation codes. The

administrator may require such evidence of compliance as is deemed nec4seary.

(i) The school is financially sound and capable of fulfilling its commitments for

training.

(j) The school's administrators, directors, owners, and instructors are of good

reputation and character.

(k) The school has, maintains, and publishes in its catalogue and enrollment

contract, the proper policy for the refund of the unused portion of tuition,

feeo, and other charges in the event the student enrolled by the school fails

to take the course or withdraws or is discontinued therefrom at any time

prior to completion.

(1) The school does not utilize rroneous or misleading advertising, either by

actual statement, omission, or intimation as determined by the State Board of

Education.

(m) Such additional criteria as may be required by the State Board of Education,

(n) The school doss not use name like or similar to an existing tax-supported

school in the same area.

(0) The school furnishes to the Central Education Agency the current rates of

students who receive a certiicate of completion and of job placement and

employment of students issued a certificate of completion.

4 4,0
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(p) The school furnishes to the Central Education Agency for approval or

disapproval student admission requirements for each course or program offered

by the school.

(q) The school furnishes to the Central Education Agency for approval or

disapproval the course hour lengths and curriculum content for each course

offered by the school.

(r) The school does not owe a civil penalty under Section 32.611 of this code.

632.34 Issuance of Certificate of Approval: Renewal.

(a) The administrator, upon review of an application for a certificate of
approval duly submitted in accordance with the provision of Section 32.32 and
meeting the requirements of Section 32.33 of this chapter, shall issue

certificate of approval to the applicant school. The certificate of approval

shall be in a form recommended by the commission and approved by the State
Board of Education and shall state in a clear and conspicuous manner at least

the following information:

(1) date of issuance, effective date, and term of approval;

(2) correct name and address of the school;

(3) authority for approval and conditions of approval, if any, referring

specifically to the approved catalogue or bulletin published by the

school;

(4) signature of the administrator or such person as may have been

designated by him to administer the provisions of this chapter; and

(5) any other fair and reasonable representations that are consistent with
this chapter and deemed necessary by the administrator.

(b) The term for which a certificate of approval shall be issued shall not exceed

one year.

(c) The certificate of approval shall be issued to the owner of the applicant
school and shall be nontransferable. In the event of a change in ownership

of the school, a new owner must, at least thirty (30) days prior to the

change in ownership, apply for a new certificate of approval.

(d) At least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of a certificate of

approval, the school shall forward to the administrator an application for
renewal. The administrator shall reexamine the school at the premises of the
school and either renew or cancel the school's certificate of approval. If a

school fails to file a complete application for renewal at least thirty (30)
days before the expiration date of the certificate of approval, the school,
as a condition of renewal, must pay, in addition to the annual renewal fee, a
late renewal fee in an amount established by State Board of Education rule of
at least $100.

46-418 0 - 92 - 10
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(e) A school not yet in operation when its application for certificate of
approval is filed may not begin nperation until receipt of certificate of
approval.

(f) The administrator shall visit a school to reexamine the school for compliance
with the criteria provided by Section 32.33 of this code not later than three
months after the date a school begins operation or after change in

ownership of a school.

632.35 Reniel of Certificatm_of typroval.

(a) If the administrator, upon review and consideration of an application for
certificate of approval, shall determine the applicant to be unacceptable,
the administrator shall set forth the reasons for denial, in writing, to the
applicant.

(b) Any applicant whose certificate of approval is denied shall have the right of
appeal under Subchapter E of the chapter.

632.36. Revocation of Certificate of Aoproval.

(a) The Administrator may revoke an issued certificate of approval or place
reasonable conditions upon the continued approval represented by the

certificate. Prior to revocation or imposition of conditions upon a

certificate of approval, the Administrator shall notify the holder of the
certificate, in writing, of the impending action and set forth the grounds
for the action. The Administrator may reexamine a rzhool two or more times
during each year in which notice relating to the school has been issued or
conditions have been imposed on the school under this subsection.

(b) A certificate of approval may be revoked or made conditional if the

Administrator has reasonable cause to believe that the school is guilty of a
violation of this chapter or any rules and regulations promulgated hereunder.

632.37. Reestration of Representatives.

(a) All representatives employed by a school shall register with the
administrator. Application for registration may be made at any time and
shall be based on information submitted in accordance with the provisions of
Section 32.32 of this chapter. ,

(b) Registration of a representative shall be effective upon receipt of notice
from the administrator and shall remain in effect for period not in excess
of twelve (12) calendar months. Renewal of representat!ve regtstration shall
be in accordance with the renewal application form forwarded to the school by
the administrator.

(c) Denial or revocation of registration of a representative by the administrator
shall be in accordance with the provisions of this chapter applicable to
denial or revocation of a certificate of approval: provided, however, the
administrator may deny, suspend, or revoke the registration of a

representative who hes been convicted of a felony, whether within or without
the State of Texas.

2 1, )
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(d) Schools domiciled, or having their principal plaze of business outside the
State of Texas that engage representatives to canvass, solicit, or contrant
with any person within the State of Texas, shall be subject to the
requirements for registration of representatives.

(e) The administrator shall deny registration of a representative who owes a
civil penalty under Section 32.611 of this code.

§32.38. pond Requirements.

(a) Before a certificate of approval is issued under this chapter, a bond shall
be provided by the school for the period during which the certificate of
approval is issued, and the obligation of the bond shall be that neither a
provision of this chapter nor any rule or regulation adopted pursuant thereto
shall be violated by the school or any of its officers, agents, or employees.
The bond shall be in the penal sum of $5,000 or a multiple of $5,000 that is
not greater than $25,000. The administrator shall determine the amount based
on the evidence the school submits of its projected maximum total unearned
tuition during the period of the certificate of approval. The bond shall be
a corporate surety bond issued by a company authorized to do business in the
State, conditioned that the parties thereto shall pay all damages or expenses
which the State or any governmental subdivision thereof, or any student or
potential student may sustain resulting from a violation. The bond shall be
to the State to be used only for payment of a tuition refund due to a student
or potential student. The bond shall be filed with the administrator and
shall be in such form as shall be approved by the administrator.

(b) Before a representative may be regist ed under this Chapter, a bond in the
penal sum of $1,000 sh 1 be provide by or for each representative for a
period running concurren y with tha of a school's certificate of approval,
and the obligation of th bond sh 1 be that neither a provision of this

I

chapter nor any rule or regula on adopted pursuant thereto shall be
violated, nor shall fraud or isr resentation in securing the enrollment of
a student be committed by the esentative. The bond shall be a corporate
surety bond issued by a compa authorized to do business in the State,
conditioned that the parties t to shall pay all damages or expenses which
the State, any governmental s div ion thereof, or any student or potential
student may sustain resulti from violation. The bond shall be to the
State for the use and be slit of y student or potential student or
governmental subdivision o the State ich may suffer expense or damage by
breach thereof. The bond shall be filed with the administrator and shall be
in such form as shall be approved by the administrator.

(c) In lieu of the corporate surety bond required in Subsection (a) of this
Section, the school may, in the alternative, provide any other similar
certificate or evidence of indebtedness as may be acceptable to the
Administrator, provided that the Certificate or evidence of indebtedness
meets all the requirements applicable to the corporate surety bond.

(d) Schools domiciled, or having their principal place of business, outside the
State of Texas, that engage representatives to canvass, solicit, or contract
with any person within the State of Texas, shall be subject to the bond
requirements of Subsection (a) of this Section.

0(1:'
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The administrator, for good cause shown, as recommended by the commission and

approved by the State Board of Education, may waive and suspend the

requirements set forth in Subsections (a) and (c) of this Section with
respect to schools operating wholly or in part under a federal grant where no
tuition fee is charged to the student.

f32.39. Refund Policy.

(a) As a condition for granting certification each school must maintain a

cancellation and settlement policy which must provide a full refund of all
monies paid by a student if:

(1) the student cancels the enrollment agreement or contract within 72
hours (until midnight of the third day excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and legal holidays) after the enrollment contract is signed by the
prospective student;

(2) the enrollment of the student was procured as a result of any
misrepresentation in advertising, promotional materials of the school,
or representations by the owner or representatives of the school.

(b) As a condition for granting certification, each school must maintain a policy
for the refund of the unused portion of tuition, fees, and other charges in
the event the student, after expiration of the 72-hour cancellation

privilege, fails to enter the course, or withdraws, or is discontinued
therefrom at any time prior to completion, and such policy must provide:

(1) refunds for resident courses will be based on the period of enrollment
computed on the basis of course time expressed in clock hours;

(2) the effective date of the termination for refund purposes will be the
earliest of the following:

(A) the last day of attendance, if the student is terminated by the
school;

(15) the date of receipt of written notice from the student;

(C) ten school days following the last date of attendance;

(3) if tuition is collected in advance of entrance, and if, after
expiration of the 72-hour cancellation privilege, the student does not
enter the residence school, not more thsn $100 shall be retained by the
school;

(4) for the student who enters a residence course of not more than 12

months in length, terminates or withdraws, the school may retain $100
of tuition and fees snd the minimum refund of the remaining tuition
will be:

(A) during the first week or one-tenth of the course, whichever is
less, 90 percent of the remaining tuition;

( 1 L '
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(B) after the first week or one-tenth of the course, whichever is
less, but within the first three weeks of the course, 80 percent
of the remaining tuition;

(C) after the first three weeks of the course, but within the first
quarter of the course, 75 percent of the remaining tuition;

(D) during the second quarter of the course, 50 percent of the

remaining tuition;

(E) during the third quarter of the course, 10 percent of the

remaining tuition;

(F) during the last quarter of the course, the student may be
considered obligated for the full tuition.

(5) for residence courses more than 12 months in length, the refund shall
be applied to each 12month period, or part thereof separately;

(6) refunds of items of extra expense to the student, such as instructional
supplies, books, student activities, laboratory fees, service charges,
rentals, deposits, and all other such ancillary miscellaneous charges,
where these items are separately stated and shown in the data furnished
the student before enrollment, will be made in a reasonable manner
acceptable to the administrator;

(7) refunds uased on enrollment in residence schools will be totally
consummated within 30 days after the effective date of termination;

(8) refunds for correspondence courses will be computed on the basis of the
number of lessons in the course;

(9) the effective date of termination for refund purposes in correspondence
courses will be the earliest of the following:

(A) the date of notification to the student if the student is

terminated;

(B) the date of receipt of written notice from the student;

(C) the end of the third calendar month following the month in which
the student's last lesson assignment was received unless
notification has been received from the student that he wishes to
remain enrolled;

(10) if tuition is collected before any lessons have been completed, and if,
after expiration of the 72-hour cancellation privilege, the student
fails to begin the course, not more than $50 shall be retained by the
schooL;

2 ,(11
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(11) in cases of termination or withdrawal after the student has begun the

correspondence course, the school may retain $50 of tuition and fees,
and the minieum refund policy must provide that the student will be

refunded the lro rata portion of the remaining tuition fees and other

charges that the number of lessons completed and serviced by the school

bears to the total number of lessons in the course;

(12) refunds based Jrk enrollment in correepondence schools will be totally

consummated wi"hin .0 days after the effective date of termination.

(c) In lieu ^1 the refunel poP!..:y herein set forth, for programs of instruction

not regularly offered to the general public, the State Board of Education

may, for good cause shown, amend, modify, substitute, and/or alter the terms

of such policy due to the specialized nature and objective of the subject

school's course of instruction.

(d) If the Course of instruction is discontinued by the school and this prevents

the student from completing the course, all tuition and fees paid are then

due and refundable.

(e) If a refund is not made within the period required by this section, the

school shall pay interest on the refund for the interval beginning with the

first day following the expiration of the refund period snd ending with the

day immediately preceding the date the refund is made. If the refund is made

to a lending institution, the interest shall also be paid to that institution

and applied against the student's loan. The commissioner of education

annually shall establish the level of interest at a level sufficfont to

provide a deterrent to the retention of student funds. The Central Education

Agency may exempt a school from the payment of the interest if the school

makes a good faith effort to refund the tuition int is unable to locate the

student. The school shall provide to the agency on request documentation of

the effort to locate the student.

(f) A proprietary school shall reco:d a grade of "incomplete* for a sttlent who

withdraws but is not entitled to a refund under Subsection (b)(4)(F) of this

section if the student requests the grade at the time the student withdraws

snd the student withdraws for an appropriate reason unrelated to the

student's academic status. A student who receives a grade of incomplete may

reenroll in the program during the 12-month period following the date the

student withdraws and complete those incomplete subjects without payment of

additional tuition.

132.40. Vithholding Recorda, A proprietary school may withhold a student's

transcript or certificate of completion of training until the student has

fulfilled his financial obligation to the school.

$32.401. Approved Degrees.

(a) A proprietary school may offer an associate of applied arts or an associate

of applied science degree approved by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating

Board
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(b) A proprietary school may offer an applied technology degree, an occupational
studies degree, or other degree approved by the Central Education Agency.
The Central Education Agency shall have no authority to approve a degree
title that uses "associate," "bachelor's," "Nester's," or "doctor's" in the
title and shall consult with the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board to
ensure that the titles of degrees approved by the agency are distinctly
different from the titles of degrees approved by the board.

PBCHAPTER E. APPEAL

132.41. Dearing. Should the applicant be dissatisfied with the denial of a
certificate of approval by the Administrator, the applicant shall have the right
to appeal the decision of the Administrator and :equest hearing with the
Administrator within fifteen (15) days after receipt of notice. Upon receipt of
the request for a hearing, the Administrator shall set a time and place for said
hearing and then send notice to the school of said time and place. Said hearing
shall be held within thirty (30) days from the receipt of the request for a
hearing. At said hearing, an applicant may appear in person or by counsel and
present evidence to the Administrator in support of the granting of the permit
specified herein. All interested persons say also appear and present oral and
documentary evidence to the Administrator, concerning the issuance of a
certificate of approval to the applicant school. Within ten (10) days after the
hearing, the Administrator shall send notice to the school either affirming or
revoking the denial of tho certificate of approval.

132.42. Appeal.

(a) The administrator's decision may be appealed to a District Court in Travis
County.

(b) Repealed by Acts 1984, 68th Leg., 2nd C.S., p. 305, ch. 28, art. I, part D. 1
10, off. Sept. 1, 1984.

(c) Unless stayed by the Court upon showing of good cause, the administrator's
decision may not be superseded during the appeal.

(d) Upon filing of the lawsuit, citation shall be served upon the administrator.
Whereupon, the administrator shall cause to be made a complete record of all
proceedings had before the administrator, and shall certify a copy of the
proceedings to the Court. Trial before the Court shall be upon the basis of
the record made before the administrator, and the Court shall make its
dccision based upon the record. The administrator's decision shall be
affirmed by the Court if the Court finds substantial evidence in the record
to justify the decision, unless the Court finds the order to be:

(1) arbitrary and capricious, or

(2) in violation of the Constitution or laws of the State of Texas. or

(3) in violation of rules and regulations vromulgated by the State Board of
Education pursuant to the provisions of the Act.
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(0 The decision of the trial court shall be subject to appeal in like manner as

any other civil lawsuit under the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

(f) Appeals concerning revocation of certificates of approval shall be prosecuted

in the same anner nnd under the mama provisions as herein provided for

appeals from denial of such certificates.

SUBCHAPTER F. CUSS ACTIQN SUITS

*32.51. Class Action. Any person or persons who shall be injured by an act taken

or permitted in violation of this Act may, on behalf of hiself or themselves and
others similarly situated, maintain an action in any District Court of competent

jurisdiction, regardless of the amount in controversy, fcr temporary or permanent
injunctive relief, declaratory relief, or other relief, including damages, such

action to be pursued in accordance with the provisions of Rule 42 of the Texas
Ru/es of Civil Procedure; provided, however, that venue for any such action shall

be in Austin, Travis County, Texas. A party filing such an action must give
prompt notice to the Attorney General, Who shall be permitted to join, upon

application within 30 days, as party plaintiff.

132.52. Notice. In any class action permitted under this Act, the Court shall
direct the defendant to serve upon each member of the class the best possible

notice; and if required in the intezest of justice, the Court lay direct that
individual notice be served upon all members of the class who can be identified

through reasonable efforts. Such notice shall inform the recipient that he is

thought to be member of the class and, if so, he Lay enter an appearance and
join in the suit, either for himself or through counsel.

132.53. Judgment and Costg. The Court shall enter judgment in each class action
brought under the provisions hereof in much form as shall be jtatified by the

facts and the law applicable thereto. Damages shall be awarded only to those
members of the 0.ass who joined as parties plaintiff, but all other relief granted
by the Court shall inure to the benefit of ali members of the class. Should

plaintiff prevail in such a class action, he shall be awarded court costs and a
reasonable counsel fee in the judgment. A legal aid society or legal services
program which represents the plaintiff or plaintiffs in such action shall be

awarded a service fee in lieu of a counsel fee.

SUBCHAPTER G. PROHIBITED ACTS

$32.61. Prohibition'. No person shall:

(1) operate a school without certificate of approval issued by the Administrator;

(2) solicit prospective students without being bonded as required by this

Chapter;

(3) accept contracts or enrollment applications from a representative who is not
bonded as required by this Chapter;

3 II
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(4) utilize advertising designed to mislead or deceive prospective students;

(5) fail to notify the Administrator of the discontinuance of tha operation of
any school within 72 hours of cessation of el and make available
accurate records as required by this Chapter;

(6) fail to secure and file within 30 days an increased bond as required by this
Chapter;

(7) negotiate any promissory instrument received as payment of tuition or other
charge prior to completion of 75 percent of the course, provided that prior
to such time, the instrument may be transferred by assignment to a purchaser
who shall be subject to all the defenses Available against the school named
as payee;

(8) violate any provision of this Chapter.

§32.611. Civil Penally.

(a) If a person violates Section 32.61 of this code, the administrator may assess
a civil penalty against that person as provided by this section.

(b) The administrator may assess the civil penalty in an amount not to exceed
$1,000. In determining the amount of the penalty, the administrator shall
consider the seriousness of the violation.

(c) If, after examination of a possible violation and the facts relating to that
possible violation, the administrator concludes that a violation has
occurred, the administrator shall issue a preliminary report that ststes the
facts on which the conclusion is based, the fact that civil penalty is to
be imposed, and the amount to be assessed. Not later than the 10th day after
the date o. which the administrator issues the preliminary report, the
administrator shall send a copy of the report to the person charged with the
violation, together with a statement of the right of the person to a hearing
relating to the leged violation and the amount of the penalty.

(d) Not later than the 20th day after the date on which the report is sent, the
person charged must either make a written request for a hearing or remit the
amount of the civil penalty to the administrator. Failure either to request
a hearing or te remit the amount of the civil penalty within the time
provided by this subsection results in a waiver of a right to hearing under
this section. If the person charged requests a hearing, the hearing shall be
conducted in the same manner as a hearing on the denial of certificate of
approval under Section 32.41 of this code. If it is determined after a
hearing that the person has committed the alleged violation, the
administrator shall give written notice to the person of the findings
established by the hearing and the amount of the penalty and shall enter an
order requiring the person :o pay the penalty.

3' 1
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(e) Not later than the 30th day after the date c which the notice is received,

the person charged must pay the civil peu ,Ly in full or, if the person

wishes to contest either the amount of the penalty or the fact of the
violation, rem.t the assessed amount to the administrator for deposit in an

escrow accou7t. lf, after judicial review, it is determined that no
violation occurred or that the amount of the penalty should be reduced, the
administrator shall remit the appropriate amount to the pqrson charged with
the violation not later than the 30th day after the date on which the
judicial determination becomes final.

(f) Failure to remit the amount nf the civil penalty to the board within the time
provided by Subsection (e) of this section results in waiver of all legal
rights to contest the violation or the amount of the penalty.

(g) A civil penalty owed under this section plus reasonable attorney fees and
court costs may be recovered in civil action brought by the attorney
general at the request of the administrator. Civil penalties recovered shall
be deposited ln the General Revenue Fund. Attorney fees and court costs
shall be appropriated to the attorney general.

§32.612. Gomoetitive Biddine: Advertising. The State Board of Educatron may not
adopt rule., to restrict competitive bidding or advertising by a proprietary school

except to prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive competitive bidding Or

advertising practices. Those rules may not restrict:

(1) the use of an advertising medium;

(2) the size or duration of an advertisement; or

(3) advertisement under a trade name.

§32.62. Injunctions.

(a) Whenever the Administrator has probable cause to believe that any school has

committed any acts that would be in violation of this Chapter, the

Administrator shall have the duty to make application to court of competent

jurisdiction for an injunction restraining the commission of such acts.

(b) An action for an injunction under this section shall be brought in Travis
County.

§32.63. Civil Penalty.

(a) A person who violates this chapter or a rule adopted under this chapter is'

liable for a civil penalty in addition to any injunctive relief or other
remedy provided by law. The civil penalty may not exceed $1,000 day for

each violation.

(b) The attorney general, at the request of the Central Education Agency, may

bring a civil action to collect civil penalty under this section.

(c) Civil penalties recovered in a suit brought under this section shall be
deposited in the state treasury to the credit of the General Revenue Fund.
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(a) If the Central Education Agency has reasonable cause to believe that a
proprietary school has violated this chapter or a rule adopted under this
chapter, the agency may:

(1) order a peer review of the school; or

(2) suspend the admission of students to the school.

(b) A peer review ordered under this section shall be conducted by a peer review
team composed of knowledgeable persons selected by the agency. The agency
shall attempt to provide a balance on each team between members assigned to
the team who are from this state and those who are from other states. The

team shall provide the agency with an objective assessment of the content of
the school's curriculum and its application. The costs of providing a peer
review team shall be paid by the school.

SUBCHAPTER H. FEES

532.71. Certificate and_Reeistration Fees.

(a) Certificate and registration fees, except those charged pursuant to

Subsection (d) of this section, shall be collected by the Administrator and
deposited with the State Treasurer. Each fee shall be in an amount set by
the Administrator and approved by the State Board of Education in an amount
not to exceed 150 percent of each fee in the following schedule:

(1) the initial fee for a school is $1,700;

(2) the first annual renewal fee for a school is $1,400, and each

subsequent annual renewal fee is based on the gross amount of annual
student tuition and fees as follows:

Cross Amount, Student Tuition and Fees Fee

not more than $ 50,000 $ 550

but not more than 100,000 650

but not more than 250,000 750

but not more than 500,000 850

but not more than 750,000 950

but not more than 1,000,000 1,050
1,150;

(3) the initial registration fee for a representative is $60;

(4) the annual renewal fee for a representative is $30;

(5) the fee for a change of name of school or owner is $100;

(6) the fee for a change of an address of school is $180;

more than $ 50,000

more than 100,000

more than 250,000

more than 500,000
more than 750,000

more than 1,000,000

3'''i
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(7) the fee for a change in the name or address of a representative or a
change in the name or address of a school that causes the reissuance of
a representative permit is $10;

(8) the application fee for an additional course is $150, except for
seminar and workshop courses, for which the fee is $25;

(9) the application fee for a director, administrative staff member, or
instructor is $15;

(10) the application fee for the authority to grant degrees is $2,000;

(11) the appitcation fee for an additional degree course is $250; and

(12) the fee for an inspection required by rule of the State Board of
Education of classroom facilities that are separate from the main
campus is $250.

(b) The commissioner of education shall periodically review and recommend

adjustments in the level of fees to the State Board of Education and the
legislature.

(c) For purposes of this section, the gross amount of annual student fees and
tuition for proprietary school is the amount determined by the State Board
of Education based on any report submitted by the school to the Central

Education Agency or any other information obtained by the agency.

(0 In connection with the regulation of any school or course thrc 0 a
memorandum of understanding pursuant to Section 32.12(c) of this code, the
Administrator shall set an application and annual renewal fee, not to exceed
$2,000. The fee shall be approved by the State Board of Education to be an
amount reasonably calculated to cover the administrative costa associated
with assuming the additional regulation.

(e) The fee for an investigation at a school to resolve a complaint filed against

the school is $400. The fee may be charged only if:

(1) the complaint could not have been resolved by telephone or written
correspondence only;

(2) a representative of the Central Education Agency visits the school as a
part of the complaint resolution process; and

(3) the school is found to be at fault.

(f) The Administrator, with the approval of the State Board of Education, may
increase any fee authorized under this section at a rate not to exceed the
increase in the National Consumer Price Index For All Urban Consumers. The

calculation of the index in effect on September 1, 1989, shall be the base
for calculating the rate at which fees may increase. Fee increases under
this subsection do not have to be made annually.

(g) All fees collected under this section qhall be used only for the

administration of the Texas Proprietary School Act.

3 "
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§32.81. Fundiqg.

(a) The cost of administration of this
budget allowance for the State Board

(b) Fees collected by the Administrator
shall be used to help defray the
provisions oE this Chapter.

Chapter 32
Page 20

Chapter shall be included in the State
of Education.

and deposited with the State Treasurer
cost and expense of administering the

ammuTER J. PROTECTION op TNITION

§32.91. Tuition Protection Fund.

(a) At the time that each school pays its annual renewal fee, in the years
provided by Subsection (c) of this section, the State Board of Education
shall also collect fee from the school for deposit to the credit of
special Eind in the state treasury to be called the proprietary school
tuition protection Eund.

(b) The amount of the fee is determined by applying a percentage to each school's
annual renewal fee. The percentage is the rate as determined by the board
that, when applied to the total of all renewal fees, will result in the
collaction of $250,000 for deposit in the fund in the first two years that
the Eee is collected.

(c) Beginning on January 1, 1990, the board shell collect the fee for two years.
If on January 1, 1993, or any subsequent year the amount in the fund is less
than $200,000, the board shall collect a fee during that year by applying a
percentage to each school's annual renewal fee at a rate that will bring the
balance of the fund to $250,000.

(d) The state treasurer shall invest the fund in the same manner as other state
funds. Sufficient funds from the tuition protection fund shall be
appropriated to Central Education Agency Admitistration for the purpose

outlined in this section.

§32.92. Closed School.

(a) If a proprietary school closes, the Central Education Agency shall attempt to
arrange for students of the closed school to attend another proprietary
school.

(b) The expense incurred by a school in providing a teachout that is directly
related to educating a student placed in the. school under this section,
including the applicable tuition for the period of time for which the student
has paid tuition, shall be paid from the proprietary school tuition
protection fund.

(c) If the student cannot be placed in another school, the student's tuition and
fees shall be refunded under Section 32.39(d) of this code.
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(4) If student does net some a plea, that is available and reasonable in
another wawa, the student's tuition and foes shall be refunded under the
refund policy msintained by the closing school under Soction 32.39(b) of this

code.

(s) It tits amount of tho closod school's bond under ',scam% 32.34 of this code is
less then duo amount soothed for student refunds under Subsections (c) and
(d) of this section, tho refunds shall be paid from the proprietary school
tuition protection fund in an amount not to excood 423,000.

(f) If another school assumes responsibility for tho closed school's students
with ne significant changes in the quality of training, the student is not
ontitled to a refund under Subsection (c) or (d) of this section.

(g) Attornoy's foes, court costs, or damages may not be paid from the proprietary

school tuition protection fund.

(h) Ibis section takes effect January 1, 1992.
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COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

TITLE VI, CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1944; THE MOOIFIED COURT ORDER,
CNN. ACTION 5261, FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT, EASTERN DISTRICT

OF TEXAS, TYLER DIVISION
Revives of local educetion agencies pertaining to compliance with Tills Vi CM Rights
Act of 1964 end with specific requirements of the Modified Coun Order, CMI Action
No. 6261, Federal District Court. Eastern District of Texas, Tyler Dhaion we conducted
periodically by staff representatives of the Texas Education Agency. These reviews
cover at iseet the following policies and practices:

(1) acceptance policies on student transfers from other school districts;

(2) operation of school bus routes or runs on a nonsearegated basis;

(3) nondiscrimination in extracurricular activities and the use of echool facilities;

(4) nondiscriminatory practices in the hiring, assigning, promoting, paying,
demoting, reanigning, or dismissing of faculty and staff members who work
with children;

(5) enrollment and assignment of students without discrimination on the basis of
race, cobr, or nationei origin;

(6) nondianminalory practices relating to the use of a etudant's Net language; and

(7) evidence of published procedure. tor hearing complaints and grievances.

In addition to conducting reviews, the Texas Education Agency staff representatives
check complaints of discrimination made by a citizen or citizens residing in a school
district where it is alleged discriminatory practices have occurred or are occurring.

Where a violation of Tide Vi of the CM Rights Act Is found, the findings are reported
to the Office for CM Rights, U.S. Department of Education.

If there is a direct violation of the Court Order in CM Action No. 5201 that canna
be dewed through negotiation, the sanctions required by the Court Order are applied.

TITLE VN, CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1944; EXECUTIVE ORDERS 11244 AND
11375; TITLE IX, 1973 EDUCATION AMENDMENTS; REHASIUTATION
ACT OF 1973 AS AMOCO; 1974 AMENDMENTS TO THE WAGEHOUR
LAW EXPANDING THE AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT OF
1997; ANO VIETNAM ERA VETERANS READJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE
ACT OF 1972 AS AMENDED IN 1974.
It is the policy of the Texas Education Agency to comply fully with the nondiecrimina-
tion proVeions of all federal and state laws and regulations by assuring that no person
Moil be excluded from consideration for recruitment, selection, appointment, training,
promotion, retention, or any other personnel action, or be denied any benefits or ow
Wootton in any programs or actigities which it operates on the ground, of race, religion,
colt, nallonsl origin. sex, hendicap, age, or veteran statue (except where age, sex,
or handicap constitute a bona fide occupational qualification necessary a proper and
ancient administration). The Texas Education Agency makes politive efforts to employ
sod advance in employment all protectal groups.

37
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Summary of Senate Bill 417
Texas Education Agency Sunset Legislation

Article IV. Proprietary Schools

Section 4.01 amends Section 32.11(9), Education Code, to redefine "un-
earned tuition" as meaning total tuition and fees subject to refund.

Section 4.02 amends Section 32.12, Education Code, to provide that if
a state agency that issues a license or other authorization for the
practice of an occupation elects not to regulate course hours above
the minimum requirements for the license or authorization, the licens-
ing agency must enter into a memorandum of understanding with TEA for
the regulation of the xcess course hours. The licensing agency may
terminate the memoradum of understanding upon notice to TEA.

Section 4.03 amends Section 32.21, Education Code, to require TEA to
prepare a cost comparison of courses at proprietary schools and simi-
lar courses at other schools. TEA and the Texas Higher Education Co-
ordinating Board must adopt a memorandum of understanding to
coordinate the regulation of proprietary schools and courses. The MOU
must identify the respective responsibilities of each agency, ensure
that the rules adopted by the agencies are not duplicative or con-
flicting, and establish procedures to ensure that information regard-
ing regulatory activities is shared between the agencies.

Section 4.04 amends Subsection 32.23(a), Education Code, to change the
composition of the Proprietary School Advisory Commission so that one
member instead of ! must be a public school official, and four rembers
instead of two must be distinguished citizens of Texas without a di-
rect connection to vocational-technical training. In addition, the
attorney general and the director of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation are made ex officio members of the Advisory Commission.

Section 4.05 adds Section 32.25 to the Education Code to require TEA
to develop a strategy to reduce default rates of students loans to
proprietary school students and to improve the overall quality of pro-
grams offered by the schools. TEA must adopt al memorandum of under-
standing with the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation and all
state agencies regulating proprietary schools in the state which will
require development and monitoring of indicators that identify schools
with high default rates or poor progtam performance, require the shar-
ing of information relating to these indicators between TEA, TGSLC and
the other agencies, and require the application of sanctions to lower
default rates and improve program performance.

Section 4.06 amends Subsection 32.31(a), Education Code, to prohibit a
school from maintaining, advertising, soliciting for, or conducting a
course of instruction before the later of the 30th day after the date
the school applies for a certificate of approval or the date the
school receives a certificate of approval.

Section 4.07 amends Section 32.33, Education Code, to include several
additional criteria that must be met, upon an on-site investigation,

APPENDIX B
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before an application is approved: (1) the school must furnish to
students before enrollment information pertaining to incomplete
grades; name, mailing address and telephone numbar of TEA for purposes
of directing complaints; current rates of job placement and employment
of graduated students; and notification of the availability of the
cost comparison information; (2) the school must furnish to TEA the
current rates of graduated students and of job placement and employ-
ment of such students; (3) the school must furnish to TEA for approval
admission requirements for each course or program; (4) the school must
furnish to TEA for approval the course hour lengths and curriculum
content for each course; and 15) the school must not owe a civil pen-
alty under Section 32.611, Education Code (for violation of prohibited
acts in Section 32.61, such as operating without a certificate of ap-
proval or deceptive advertising).

Section 4.00 amends Section 32.34, education Code, to require that ex-
amination of a school for the purposes of certificate renewal must
take place on school premises, and to require that the administrator
must visit a school for re-examination no later than 3 months after a
school begins operation or changes ownership.

Section 4.09 amends Subsection 32.36(a) to allow the administrator to
re-examine a school two or more times during a year in which the
school has been given notice regarding revocation of a certificate of
approval or conditions for continued approval.

Section 4.10 adds Subsection 32.17(e) to require the administrator to
deny registration to a representative of a proprietary school who owes
a civil penalty under Section 32.611, described above.

Section 4.11 amends Section 32.30, Education Code, to require a pro-
prietary to provide a bond for an amount between 05000 and $25,000,
dependent on tne administrator's estimate of the school's projected
maximum total unearned tuition. The bond will be used only for pay-
ment of a tuition refund due to a student or potential student.

Section 4.12 adds Subsections 32.39(e) and (f) to the Education Code
to (1) require a school that does not make a tuition refund to a stu-
dent within the required period to pay interest on the refund at a
rate determined by the commissioner to be ufficient to deter re-
tention of student funds, unless the school can document its good
faith efforts to locate the student; and (2) require a school to re-
cord an "incomplete* grade for students who withdraw but who are not
entitled to refunds because the student withdrew during the last quar-ter of tho course. A student who receives an "incomplete° may
reenroll wlthin a year after he withdraws, and may complete the incom-
pleted subjects without paying additional tuition.

11.
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Section 4.13 amends Section 32.40, Education Code, to allow a proprie-
tary school to withhold a student's transcript if the student owes
money to the school.

Section 4.14 adds Section 32.401 to the Education Code to allow a pro-
pritary school to offer an associate of applied arts or associate of
applied science degree approved by the Texas Higher Education Coordi-
nating Board, and/or offer an applied technology degree, occupational
studies degree, or other degree approved by TEA. TEA may not approve
a degree title using the word "associate", "bachelor's" "master's" or
'doctor's", and must consult with the Coordinating Board to ensure
that TEA-approved degree titles sound distinctly different from Coor-
dinating Board-approved degree titles.

Section 4.15 amends Section 32.61, Education Code, to delete the pro-
vision that the prohibited acts of Section 32.61 constitute a
misdemeanor carrying a fine of no more than $500.

Section 4.16 adds Section 32.611 to the Education Code to provide for
civil penalties for the violation of Section 32.61. The administrator
may assess a fine of no more than $1000 after issuing a preliminary
report to the person charged with the violation and a statement of the
person's right to a hearing. The person charged with the violation
must either pay the fine or request a hearing within 20 days after the
notice is sent, or his right to a hearing will be waived. 30 &ye af-
ter notice of the finding of a hearing is received, the person must
pay the full amount of the fine, which will be placed in escrow if the
violation or the amount of the fine is contested. Civil penalties re-
covered will be placed in General Revenue.

Section 4.17 adds Section 32.612 to the Education Code to prohibit the
State Board of Education from adopting rules restricting competitive
bidding or advertising, except to prohibit deceptive practices. Board
rules may not restrict the use of a type of advertising medium, size
or duration of an ad, or advertisement under a trade name.

Section 4.11 amends Section 32.62, Education Code, to provide that an
action for an injunction restraining a school from committing prohib-
ited acts must be brought in Travis County.

Section 4.19 adds Section 32.63 to the Education Code to establish li-
ability for a civil penalty of no more than $1000 for a person violat-
ing Chapter 32 or any rule adopted under the chapter, in addition to
injunctive relief or other legal remedy. The attorney general can
bring a civil action to collect the civil penalty.

Section 4.20 adds Section 32.64 to the Education Code to allow sanc-
tions of peer review or suspension of admissions for schools suspected
of violating Chapter 32 or rules adopted under it. The peer review
will be paid for by the school, and the peer review team will be com-
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posed of persons selected by the agency, with a balance of Texas and
non-Texas members.

Section 4.21 amends Section 32.71, Education Code, to establish that
certificate and registration fees must be set by the administrator and
approved by the State Board at an amount not to exceed 1508 of the
amount set by statute. The initial school fee is $17001 the first an-
nual renewal fee is $1400, and subsequent renewal fees are set up in
the fee schedule in the current law amounts (although numbers are dif-
ferent from current statute to reflect changes previously made in the
1987 appropriations bill). The fee for inspection of separate class-
room facilities is $250: the fee for additional regulation under
32.12(c) (Section 4.02 of the bill) is no more than $20001 and the fee
for an investigation to resolve a complaint that requires an on-site
visit when the school is found to be at fault is $400. The adminis-
trator cannot increase a fee at a rate more than the increase in the
National Consumer Price Index.

Section 4.22 adds Subchapter J to Chapter 32 of the Education Code to
establish the Proprietary School Tuition Protection Fund. A fee will
be collected from each school, beginning 1/1/90, along with its annual
renewal fee, and is determined by using a percentage of the school's
renewal fee. The percentage is at a rate that will &Ault La two
years in the collection of $250,000 from the schools. The state
treasurer will invest the fund in the same manner as other state
funds. If a proprietary school closes and its students are placed in
another proprietary school, the expense of teaching those students
will be paid out of the tuition protection fund, or if a student can-
not be placed in another school his tuition will be refunded under
Section 32.39(d), Education Code. If a closed school's bond under
Section 32.38 (Section 4.11 of the bill) is less than what is required
for student refunds, the refunds will be paid from the tuition pro-
tection fund in an amount not to exceed $25,000. The section on
closed schools takes effect 1/1/92.

Sections 4.23 through 4.30 amend Articles 4413129c1, 6687b, and 670Id
to transfer the regulation of driver training courses from DPS to TEA,
including truck-driving, regular driver training, defensive driving
and the licensing of driver training instructors. TEA will distribute
uniform certificates for defensive driving and receive a $1 fee per
certificate to be placed in a fund to be used for the cost of the cer-
tificate and for regulation of proprietary schools. TEA must adopt a
memorandum of understanding with the State Soard of Insurance for de-
velopment of a curriculum for driver training courses.

Section 4.31 clarifies that the changes Made in Subsection 32.2341 by
this bill (Section 4.04) will not affect the terms of current members
of the Proprietary School Advisory Commis3ion.

311
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Section 4.32 requires that the memorandum of understanding between
TEA, TGSLC, and other agencies regarding loan defaults and poor pro-
gram performance*(Section 4.05 of this bill) must be adopted by

8/31/90.

Section 4.33 creates an interim committee to evaluate the system used
to regulated courses offered by proprietary schools. The committee
must report findings to the 72nd Legislature. The committee must con-
sider the policies of TEA, the Coordinating Board, and other involved
agencies regarding proprietary school programs including on-site eval-
uation of facilities, qualifications and continuity of staff, student
admission and recruitment procedures, placement of proprietary school
graduates, counseling and support services for students, loan default
rates, dropout rates, reasonableness of requiring schools to distrib-

ute cost comparison information, consistency of course hour lengths
and content between proprietary schools and other schools, and uses of
degrees by proprietary schools. The committee will consist of the
House Higher Education Committee chair; the House Public Education
Committee chair; the Senate Education Committee chair; the Coordinat-
ing Board chair; the TEA commissioner; one senator, one proprietary
school owner, and two public members appointed by the Lieutenant Gov-

ernor; and one representative, one proprietary school owner and two
public members appointed by the speaker.

Section 4.34 provides for a transition period for the phasing out of
associate of applied arts and associate of applied science degree pro-
grams. Schools may continue to enroll students in those degree pro-
grams up to the 4th anniversary of the effective date of Section
32.401, Education Code (Section 4.14 of this bill).

Section 4.35 repeals Subsection 32.38(b), Education Code, relating to
bond requirements for proprietary school representatives.

Section 4.36 provides that Section 4.23 of the bill, dealing with cer-
tificates for driver training schools, applies to applications filed
or inspections made one or after the effective date of the bill.
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COMPARISON OF THE TEXAS PROPRIETARY SCHOOL ACT
BEFORE AND AFTER SEPTEMBER 1, 19$9, EFFECTIVE DATE Of SENATE SILL 47

SENATE BILL 417 AND STATE BOARD STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO

OF EDUCATION RULES SENATE BILL 417

IMPROVED PROGRAM QUALITY
Experts used in determining None

minimum program standards
(14.03/169.127(b)(6)]

Admission requirements, course
length, curriculum content must be

approved/disapproved
04.07/469.127(b)(2)(A)]
Rule proposed to set program

standards

Peer review of school
operation/program
(14.20/69.125(g)(I)I

HOU with TCSLC and other state
agencies to reduce defaults/improve

program quality
[14.051

HOU to develop curriculum for driving
safety courses
[14.271

Minimal requirements - content and
length must reasonably and adequately
achieve stated objective.

None

None

None

GREATER ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY
Suspeneion of enrollments None

(14.20/169.125(g)(2)1

Ass sssss nt of civil penalties
(14.16/169.125(5)(3))

Interest on late refunds
(14.12/169.127(b)(5)(0)

On-site survey within three months
after licensure
(14.0111

None

None

None

MORE CONSUMER INFORMATION
Cost comparison studies None
(14.03/169.127(b)(2)(E)(iv))

Information about incomplete grades,
complaints, and cost comparison
availability prior to enrollment
(14 07/169.127(b)(2))

Placement and employment rates

114.07/169.127(b)(14)]

Agency address and telephone
information given to students to file
complaints if necessary

None
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SENATE SILL 417 AND STATE BOARD STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO

OF EDUCATION RULES SENATE BILL 417

MORE CONSUMER PROTECTION
Advisory commission added Attorney Itspresentatives of schools (4);

General and Guarantee Agency public schools (3); citizens (2)

($4.04/$69.2(a))

Associate degree programs r..7,,lated

by the Coordinating board, new
degrees available to proprietary
schools under Agency regulation

114.14/$69.129))

Collection of fees to establish
tuition protection fund
(14.22/$69.128(8))

Administration of tuition protection

fund
($4.22/$69.125)

Associate degree programs regulated
by the Agency but not mentioned other
than fees in statute

None

None

GENERAL LEGISLATIVE CHANGES
MOU with the Coordinating None

Board regarding dual
regulation of degree granting schools

($4.03)

Thirty day wait from application for

school approval
(14.06)

Bond amounts $5,000, $10,000 etc.

to $25,000.
($4.11/169.122)

Authority for State Board of
Education to increase fees up to 50%

($4.21/$69.126(d))

Regulation of the commercial driving

echool sector
($4.23-$4.29/Chapter 69 Subchapter B)

3 .1

None

$5,000 and $25,000 only

Fees set by statute no increase
authorized

None
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The Tau Gumanteed Student Loan Corporation in public, nonprofit corporation created by the
Tens Legislature to administer the Guaranteed Student Loan programs in Tease. lea primary
responsibilities are to provide access to higher education for those eligible borrowers who desire
it, te provide lenders a 100% guarantee on funds awl pmvide for education loans, and to
coordinate administration of federal student loan programs in tbe state. Created in 1979, the
Corporation has guaranteed mme 19.4 billion dollars in loans toover 706,000, borrowers.

3 4. 7
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Careers and Higher Education

If you're considering continuing your educa-
tion after high school, you have a lot to think
about-such things as choosing a job or career
path to follow, selecting a school where you
want to pursue your education or traininT,
and finding a way to pay for your education.
These are decisions you and your family win
be making in the next few months. They are
major decisions. Decisions which deserve
careful consideration. Decisions which
require making choices. And that is why the
Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
published this booklet-to provide you with
information to help you make more informed
decisions about your choices in postsecon-
dary education.

How *of choosing lob or career **tato
to &swag att odocatioat
College and training programs today are
expensive; and, for the most part, students
and parents are expected to pay for these
costs. Some financial aid may be available to
assist families with education costs, but it
should be expected to supplement their
funds, not to cover all menus. Often
grants and scholarships are not enough, and
families must borrow to meet educatioa
expenses. Career planning helps families
evaluate the student's future income poten-

tial and costs of suitable
schools, as well as their
own current and figure
financial resources.

Ii
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This helps them decide how much they can
afford for education.

Why le choosing a school oo anoottantt
Several thousand schools throughout the
world, over 300 in Texas alone, offer &der-
ally and state funded grant and loan pro-
grams. Selecting an appropriate institution
to prepare you for the field you've chosen
requires carefid evaluation of such things as
academic programs, facilities, faculty,
financial aid programs and policies, housing
end job placement. Costs of schools vary
widely; so does available financial aid. The
student and family must choose what type
and what quality education they want and
can afford in order to achieve the goals
they've est. Choosing the wrong school could
be a warts of your time and money, a waste
of student aid, and a debt you don't want if
you had to borrow to attend.

Qualifying for Financial Aid

Mt be WW1. t roostro Itamotal alat
In the 198748 school year, it was estimated
that almost $26 billion dollars of financial
aid was awarded to students for postsecon-
dary education. Of this, $11 billion was in
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

The purpose of financial aid I. to provide
equal educational opportunities for all
Americans. 1F1nandal aid assists students
who need help with the costs of advanced
training. For some students, this means the
difference between being able to continue
their education or sot; for others, it means
being able to attend the school of their
choice,
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Most financial aid is awarded to families on
the basis of eligibility or 'need', which is
delarmined by the school you attend. 'Need'
for most programs equals °Estimated School
ca less 'Expected Family Contribution."
"Estimated School Costa' are projected by in.
dividual schools based on budgets which may
include tuition, fees, books, housing, trans .
portation, personal expenses, and other
costs. The *Expected Family Contribution"
is based on the student's dependency status,
the family's size, income, assets, expenses,
and the number enrolled in postsecondary
education. It is usually determined by
independent need analysis companies, using
methods approved by the U.S. Department of
Education. This helps insure that all sus
dents in the country are treated equally,
using the ume standards of measurement,
regardleu of where they live or plan to
attend school.

As you can see, so many factors go into the
'need' analysis that it's difficult to tell who
will qualify until an application is completed
and evaluated. Each year many who would
qualilY either fail to receive aid because they
don't apply or decide wrongly that they
aren't @PAM. Don't pass up the opportunity
provided to you by available financial aid for
your education - make the effort to apply.

OK, so what do I need to do?

First and foremost, start eadyt

Ask your high school counselor for
Information on career choices, schools,
and financial aid,

Learn everything you can about the
schools you are considering.

Contact the school's financial aid office
for Informetion on assistance programs,
application procedures and toms,
deadlines, and awarding policies.

Complete the forms and follow their
procedures accurately and on time.

Talk to the financial aid counselor if you
have problems or unusual cIrcum.
stances.

Look M all your choices carefully!

a

4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Financial Aid and Education

Applying for Financial Aid
With all the grants, workstudy and loan
programs available, how do you know where
and how to apply and what you might qualify

for?

Your high school counselor can help you with
general information and application forms,
particularly on community-sponsored pro-
grams. The financial aid administrators at
postsecondary schools you are considering
can give you the specifics nn programs at
their schools. They,
too, can give you ap-
plication forms and
help you design
financial aid plans to
best meet your needs
and qualifications.

If you are eligible for
financial aid, more
than likely you will
be offered a combine-
tion of programs.
You and your family
can then decide on
what school and
which awards to
accept.

In general, scholar-
ships and grants
are considered "gift"
aid. They are best
becalm they don't
have to be paid back.
Usually, scholarships
are given for merit in
academics, athletics.
or particular field of
study. Grants are
given to studenta
judged to be needy
under formulas estab-
lished by the federal
government andlor
the school.

Work-study programs combine jobs for
students with their education. These pro-
grams help students to fulfill the American
tradition of 'working one's way through
school.' Pay is based on federal minimum
wage standards, but varies with job require-
ments, skill, and experience levels.

Loans are student aid that must be paid
back. They, too, use the tradition of 'work-
ing one's way through school"; but school is
completed first, with the work coming later
to earn the money to pay back the loan.

Th Student Loan Process

Chooses school
Completes forms
and need analysis
Receives finasdal
aid award cholas
Deeides whether or
not to borrow
Completes leas sp.
plketion
Submits application
to school

CemiSse School
Semi= of applks.
tion
Returns application
to borrower or
famed. to bor-
rower's lender

Decides whether or
not to make loss
Completes Lender
Section of applieation
Reguarda applies.
Soo to TGSLC toe
review

NU SI Checks application
for compliance with
law, regulation and
Polle7
Guarantees eg
denim application
Notilles borrower,
learier, sehoel el
approval or denial

$
A
School

Prepares cheek
Delivers then to
school kg Stands
sad SAD; to bee.
rower for PIA/Ss

Releases etwk to
student if eligibility
I. maintained.

lkiStudent

Repays the loan.

TOSLC loans an made through a partnership arranpment involving
schools, lenders, TOSLC, arid the federal government. &hook &tannin.
the eligibility delude:its and parents kw loam, private lenders provide
money hr the loans, TG8LC reviews applications and guarantees the
loans, and the federal government subsidises and reinsures the lane.

8
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Loan programs offer different interest rates
and repayment terms. Families must decide
which loans and which lending institutions
offer the most favorable terms, much as they
would when shopping for a car or home loan.

Of course, you should reek out scholarships,
grants, and other forms of auistance that do
not require repayment before taking out a
loan. And, don't forget to check out all your
possibilities for help your parenta and
relatives, your summer savings, cooperative
education programs, and part.thne jobs.

--L----- -) Borrowing for
Education
Whether or not to borrow

to pay for your educa-
tion is an important

make. A good

decision, and it is
sone only you and

your family esn

P.tilitik investment of me,
orth the

education is ex-

usually wpensive,

but it is

ti
effort, and money.
However, when you
decide to enter the
world of credit and
finance, you assume
new reopoesibilities,
and it is impottant
for you to realise
that your loan will
tur * A be paid
backwhether you

finish school or not, whether you can finda
job or not, whether you feel you received the
education or services you paid for or not. A
loan is a financial obligation that won't go
away until it is paid in full.

Stafford Loans and other government.
sponsored education loans are a "good deal"
if you decide to borrow to help pay for your
education. They are better than traditional
consumer loans because they offer lower
interest rates and extended repayment
terms, require no collateral, and help stu-
dents and parents with the costs of educe.
lion.

But, there are certain eligibility require.
ments. Congreu decided to limit access to
education loans because paying for an
education is considered to be the primary
responsibility of individual families. Borrow.
ers must qualify based on eligibility or
'need.. Some programs, like the Stafford
Program, which is heavily subsidized by the
government, consider a family's assets and
income in the 'need` analysis. Other pro-
grams, like the Supplemental Loan (SW)
and Parent Loan (PLUS) Programs, which
require leas federal subsidy, do not. The SLS
and PLUS Program are for students who
don't qualifY for Stafford Loans or who need
additional loan Ihnds.

332
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Planning for Your Debt

Managing Your .lebt
Managing your finances may be a new
experience for you. It is a big responsibility.
Planning should begin before you take out
your Brat loan and should cover both your in.
school period and your expected repayment
period. By developing budgets to cover ' 5th
the time you are in school and the period
after graduation, you can make an educated
decision about how much you will need to
borrow for your training and how much you

can 'afford- to borrow and realistically
expect to repay.

Generally, a manageable level of education
debt payment is considered to be from 8% to
15% of your first year's gross income.
Debt above the 15% level is no excuse, however,
for failing to repay your education loan.

Annual In-School
B udget Guide

L Income
a. Employment
b. Finandal Aid
c. Savings

d. Family
Total

II. Moine Weems
L DepoWM
b. Hmmeholdhamis
c. Food

TotW

Monthly Expenses
a. Rent
b. Combined Utilities
e. Groceries
d. Trensportation
S. Credit Cards
t Insurance
g. Medical Expense.
h. Entertainment
I. Emergency Fund
j. Mienellaneous

Total

IV. School Weems
a. Tuition/Fess
b. Books/Supplies
e. Membership Dues
d. Other

Total

Atter Graduation
B udget Guide

L Income
a. Annual Salary

Minus Taxes
(approx. 26%)

b. Net Income
C. Monthly Income $

after taxes
(ree imam divided by IS)

I. Meting bootees
a. Deposits

b. Houeebold Items
e. Food

Total

NI. Monthly expenses
a. Rent
b. Combined Utilities
c. Groceries
d. Auto Expenses
e. Loan Repayments
t Credit Cards
g. Insurance
b. Medical Expenses
I. Entertainment
j. Emergency Fund
IL Miscellaneous

Total

7
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Your Credit History
swyeas was booms mousy Om met Iststoey.
ishioollson low an benowIng money.
laseados loom alfoot WPM Moto*.

Education loans tan provide money you need for your education while giving you the chance
to begin a credit history of your own. Student loan lenders report borrowers repayment
records to credit bureaus. Future creditors from whom applicants wish to borrow then refer
to this record. Having a positive credit history improves your ability to borrow again when
you need to.

Payment Amounts for Selected Interest Rates
(for *eh $1,000 Borrowed)
The accompanying chart can help you determine the approximate amount you will be expected
to pay each month on your education loan. Use it to help you decide how much to borrow for
your education. Amounts for several interest rates and time periods are shown. Locate the
line with the interest rate you expect to receive on your loan and follow it across to the column
with the number of months you plan to take to repay your loan. Multiply the amount shown
times the amount you will borrow in thousands. (If you expect to borrow $5,000, multiply by
5; if KOMI, by 8.)

Por iutampla to compute the monthly payment on a 5400 loon al 8% Interest, go to ihe
interest rate line. Then native across and multiply any number times 4 ((or $4,000 borrowed). If
yea aped to repay you lows in 5 years (or 60 months), your Payment would be 4x 82048 or
$81.12 per month. If this payment seems too high, try a longer repayment term, say 7 years (or
84 months). Then your payment would be 4 x1115.59 or $62.35 per month. Your lender may
allow you up 00 fen years it, May ken bid usust scheduk payments of at least $50 per month.

Repaymont Foriod

Merest Ms 12 mo. 24 mo.

7% 86.53 44.77

in 87.45 45.68

38 mo. 46 mo. 60 mo.

30.88 23.96 19.80

..:Pi.W.MilinEWE
-31.50 24.89 20.76

1101111111KCZ;ilaii.:74:: : .32WAIMENIM
11% 88.38 46.61 32.74 UM 21.74

IIIIIMIIM..O.7.r2MKYi.7..itiEallMMIIIIIMII
Intorost Rots 72 mo. 84 mo. 98 mo. 106 mo. 120 mo.

7% 17.06 15.09 13.63 12.61 11.61

IIIIMEMEMMIS11.1111111111111111111
9% 18.03 16.09 14.66 13.61 12.67

IIMIIIIIIIIIPTETPIIEIETIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
11% 19.08 17.12 16.71 14.03 13.77

1111111111111111111111111113311111111111111111111111111111
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So . . What Are My Options?

Financial Aid Programs in Texas

Federally Sponsored Programs

Financial aid programs funded by the federal
government available to students attending
postsecondary schools in Texas include:

The PIN Stant. which assists financially
needy undergraduate students attending
any eligible public or private school,

The Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant, which
assists financially needy
undergraduate students at-
tending any eligible public
or private postsecondary
school,

The We.
Weds Study Pre.
gram. which pro-
vides employment
opportunities for fi.
nancially needy under-
graduate students attending any
eligible postsecondary school,

ml Peddles Lea Program (formerly
the National Direct or Defense Student Loan
Program NDSI), which provides long term,
low interest loans to financially needy
students attending any eligible postsecon-
dary school, and

State Sponsored Programs
The State of Texas provides four general grant
programs and a loan program for students at-
tending college in Texas. These are:

The Tuition Equalization Stant Pro.
VIM, which assists students attending a
private college or university in Texas,

The Texas Public Educational Great
Program, which assists financially needy
students attending one or the state's public
colleges or universities.

The Guaranteed Sadist Lean pew
gram, administered in Texas by the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation,
which guarantees loans made by the private
sector and through the Hinson-Hulewood
Program to students attending eligible
postsecondary schools. The Guaranteed
Student Loan Programs include: Stafford
Loans, Supplemental 1.011041 for Students
(SLS), and Parent Loans (PLUS).

The State Sb/dest
Incentive %rant Program,
funded through a mix of
state and federal funds,
which helps students at-
tending any of the state's

public or private higher edu-
cation institutions, and

no Stab liehohroldp Pao
gram fro leak Itoondhasat, which

assists students of an ethnic group com-
prising less than 40% in the enrollment
at a particular senior college located in

Texas, and

Map lanoon-Naslowood co.& Student
Loan Program, which helps Texas students
attending eligible accredited public or
independent nonprofit institutions of higher
education and some students attending
proprietary schools. The Hinson.Hazlewood
Program was formerly known as the Texas
Opportunity Plan and is sometimes referred
to as the TOP loan.
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In addition to these programs, the State of Texas also offers a variety of student financial aid
programs designed to meet the needs of particular groups. These include, but are not limited
to, programs for teacher education students, medical and other health profession students,
handicapped students, students who are children of disabled or deceased firemen and peace
officers, students who are children of prisoners of war or persons missing in action, and high
ranking high school graduates. Texas also offers tuition exemp.
tions and tuition waivers for certain studenta.

To obtain more information on
these programs, or to apply for
nancial aid through any of these
programs, contact the financial aid
office at the school you plan to attend,
your high school guidance counselor, the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board, or the Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Corporation.

Military Financial Aid
Programs
The United States Military recruit& mem.
bars actively through several education
benefit plans. Most programs are available
for both active duty personnel and for the
reserves (National Guard).

The New GI Bill

The Veterans Administration
Assistance Progroun

ROTC Scholarships

Student Loan Repayment Program

Health Profession Loan
Repayment Program

For additional information on these pro.
grams, contact your local military nscruiter
or the Veterans Administration office.

lb

46-418 0 - 92 - 11

Scholarships
Scholarships are often awarded on the
basis of:

Academics

Athletic skills

Artistic abilities

Ethnic background

Religious affiliation

Special interests

For more information, check with:

Your high school counselor and
postsecondary school financial
aid officer.

Community organizations

111 Private businemea and professional
organizations

326
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The Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Programs

In 1979, the Texu Legislature created the
Texu Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
as a public, nonprofit corporation to admini.
ster the federal Guaranteed Student Loan
Program for the state of Texas. TGSLC's
main role is to provide financial access for
students to pursue their educational goals by
encouraging lender participation in the:

Stafford Loan Program

Supplemental Loans for Students
Program ($LS)

Parent Loans for Undergraduate
Students Program (PLUS)

ConsoNdation Loan Program

Stafford Loans
Stafford Loans offer low.interest, subsidized
loans for education to eligible
undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students.

The StaffOrd bun interest
rate is 5% during the first
four years of repayment and
10% thereafter. Repayment doss not begin
until six months after you complete school or
drop below halftime enrollment. The federal
government pays the interest while you are
in school and in grace. Your lender mut
give you at least five years but not more than
ten years to repay your loan. The minimum
monthly payment required is $50.

Two fees ars deducted from the loan before
you receive the proceeds - a guarantee fee
and an origination fee. Both rates are set by
Conran.

The guarantee fee may not exceed 3% of the
principal. This amount is paid to the guar.
antes agency to Insure the loan to the lender.
The guarantee is one of the features which
makes lenders willing to provide money foe

3 ' i

student loans. Without it, student loans
would be difficult to obtain.

The origination fee is 5% of the principal.
This fee is paid to the federal government to
partially offset their interest costs while you
are in school. landers may pay this fee or
pass it on to borrowers.

Financial eligibility for Stafford Loans is
determined by your school on the buis of
Ilea% This considers your family's financial
condition, the estimated costs of education,
and eligibility for other financial aid. It must
include your eligibility for a Pell Grant
because you are required to apply for a Pell
Grant before you apply for a Stafford Loan.

To be eligible for a Stafford Loan, you must
be a US. dtisen or eligible =ultimo and be
enrolled, or accepted &enrollment, at least
half time at an eligible schooL You must be
in a degree or certificate program sr a single
course step te twelve menthe enteesery to
enter a degree et certificate Ingram. You
cannot have any outstanding Moults or
reRinds owed under Weed ideation pro-
grams. You must sho be registered with the
U.S. Selective Swiss System, unless you ars
not required to register, and must certify
your intent to use the icon proceeds for edu-
cational purposes. Students who have
attended school previously must be making
satisfactory academic progress.

a

The maximum loan amounts are:
Freshmen, sophomores $2,625 anniaily

Juniors, seniors $4,000 sway
/Wu undergraduate $17,250

Graduate/professional $7,500 aussity

IWO undergraduate $54,750
mil graduate



Supplemental Loans for
Students (SLS)
SLS loans are for graduate or professional
students and independent
undergraduates. Intertain
exceptiunal cases, depend.
ent undergraduates may
also quality. SLS loans may
be in addition to Stafford or
PLUS borrowings or are for
those who are not eligible for Stafford Loans.
Applicants must have their eligibility for
Stafford Loans determined and apply for
Stafford Loan before they apply for SLS.
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SLS loans have a variable interest rate,
which is adjusted annually and may not
exceed 12%. Like Stafford Loans, a guaran-
tee fee is charged. This may not exceed 3%
of principal. There is no origination fee since
the federal government does not pay any
interest on SLS loans.

SLS borrowers begin repayment of their loan
within 80 days of disbursement unless they
qualify kr deferment. Interest must be paid
or periodically be added to principal if the
loan repayment is deferred.

SLS borrowers must meet all the eligibility
requirements of Stafford borrowers, except
their nwe determination does not include
an Wellgunent of family financial condition.
It is based on estimated costs of education
minus other financial aid.

SIB borrowers may receive up to $4.000
annually, $20,000 total. Lenders must allow
at least five years but not more than ten
years for repayment and schedule monthly
payments of at least $50.

Parent Loans (PLUS)
PLUS Loans are for parents or legal
guardiana of dependent under-
graduate, graduate, or pass.
sional students. They may be
in addition to Stafford andfor
SLS loans or are for families
who are not eligible for Stafford
Loans.

The interest rata, terms, and financial
eligibility requirements for PLUS Loans are
the same as for SLS Loans. In addition, the
parent borrower must be U.S. national or
eligible noncititen, have no defaults or re-
funds owed on prior federal education pro-
grams, and state his or her intent to use the
loan proceeds for the educational costs of the
student.

PLUS borrowers may receive up to $4,000
annually, $20,000 total for each dependent
student. Lenders must allow at least five
years but not more than ten years for repay-
ment and schedule monthly payments of at
least $50.

Consolidation Loans
Consolidation Loans are available after
students complete their educa-
tional programs. They can as-
sist borrowers in managing
their student loan repayment
by combining loans from
several federal programs or lend-
ers into one loan, extending repay-
ment periods, lowering monthly payments,
and centralizing transactions and payments.

However, these privileges do oome at some
additional cost to the borrower. If the bor-
rower's original lender discounted his or her
interest rate, consolidation could result in
higher overall interest rata on his/her loans.
Likewise, having an extended repayment
period does result in more interest being
charged over the life of the loan. And, lutly,
some deferment privileges are not available
for Consolidation Loans.

Loans which may be consolidated are:
Stafford Loans, Federally Insured Student
Loans (F1SL's), Supplemental Loans (SISs),
Perkins Loans (formerly NDSL's), and
Health Profession Student Loans (HPSL's).
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You can get more information about
student financial assistance from

fuss Guarantood
S tudent Loan
Corporation
P. O. Box 16996
Austin, Texas 78761.5996
14004524743
8:00 am 500 pm, CS.T.
Monday through Friday

S ervices
InformaSion on
111 eligibility for student loans

the student loan process
II debt management and

repayment options
Miter financial aid

nouns of participating
schools and Isadore
problem resolution
Program mike and
regulations

Other *Nowa Mau*:
Federal iltaderd Ald
infonnatlen Center
P. O.Box 64
Washington, D.C. 20044
1.800433-INFO
900 am 5:30 pm S.S.T.
Monday through Friday

Texas ilighw E.reation
Coordinating Beard
Division of Student Services
P. O. Box 12708, Capitol
Station
Auatin, Texas 76711
(512) 4624325

litadeat Aid Lamy
Male Stevens ilipst
'woodman§
GPM South Tower, Suits 360
800 NW Imp 410
San Antonio, Tun 78215-6090
(512) 5254404

We'd like to hour from you . . .

Anti don't fetaW &beet«
Your school's financial aid
°Sur, the primary source of
financW aid information. You
can also contact the dean of the
college in which you plan to
enroll to Ara out if there are
scholarships available in your
chosen field of study.

Additionally, thore en cam
menial campanili which offer
computer.aseisted seholanhip
and financial aid research for
fee. Me can be *spondee and
may not provide you with say
more information than that
available through the norm
listed here.

Roquest for Stafford, SLS, and PLUS Application Form

Mew send me application forms for the following loan program(s).

Pieces check by Me type Worm you would like to receive.

A Stafford 0 KS 0 PLUS

Nem

Melling Address

City, Stat., Zip

Texas lieenwneed Mast We Cevennes
P.O. Da MN Aseasil 7571141641 8124354100 1004624743

13

ur
LI

ml
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PRE-ENROLLMENT CATALOG

The Pre-Enrollment Catalog.shall include, but shall not be limited to the
followings

--I. Identifying data, such as volume number and date of publication;

'-2. Name and address of tho nchool, and its governing body and officials;

3. A calendar of the school showing the legal holidays, beginning and
ending dates for each course quarter, term or semester, and other
important dates;

4. Complaint and grievance procedures;

5. Cost comparison information availability;

Loan Counseling Entrance Interview and verifying document;

7. Starting and average salaries for each field of study;

8. Placement and employment information;

9. State licensing requirements and graduate scores for license courses;

10. Disclosure of specified consumer information available;

11. Signed documeat of roceipt of Pre-Enrollment Catalog and counseling;

12. Document of receipt of "Your Future" in specified time;

13. Photocopy of school's current License to Operate;

14. School policy and regulations Oh enrollment, including datet4 and
speeili, entrance ruquirements !'vr each course;

15. Information on entrance testing and remedial development plans;

16. "Disclaimer" with concurrent limitations on loan eligibility;

17. Special requirements regarding Ability-to-Benefit students;

18. Copy of the Enrollment Contract or Agreement as specified;

19, School policy and regulations about leave, absenses, class cuts,
make-up work, tardiness, and interruptions for unsatisfactory attendance;

APPENDIX D
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Pre-Enrollment Catalog, cont'd... page 2

21. School policy and regulations about standards of progress for the student
including the grading system.of the school, the minimum grades considered
satisfactory, conditions for interruption for unsatisfactory grades or
progress, a description of any probationary period allowed by the sehool,
and conditions of re-entrance for those dismissed for unsatisfactory
progress;

22. School policy and regulations about conduct and conditions for dismissal
for unsatisfactory conduct;

23. Detailed schedule of fees, charges for tuition, books, supplies, tools,
student activities, laboratory fees, service charges, rentals, deposits,
and all other charges;

24. Policies and regulations about refunding, tuition, fees, and other
charges, if the student does not enter the course, withdraws, or is
discontinued;

25. A description of the available facilities and equipment;

26.. Names of local employers who have hired graduates, and/or market
and job availability surveys;

27. Names and Companies on the Advisory Council for the school;

28. Cleat distinctions regarding employment rates and placement
percentages/rates, whichever ls applicable:

29. Availability of placement assistance;

30. A course outline for earh course offered showing course objectives,
sub,ects or units in th contse, typo ot work or skill to bo
and approximate time be spent on each subject ot unit;

31. Policy and regulations about granting credit for previous education,
hours, or credits and training;

32. Information on the transferability of credits earned, and on school's
articulation policies;

33. Any information the Commissioner, Otrector, and IMPS may prescribe.

331
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"STUDENT COMPIAINTS" REPORTING FORM

Name of Regulatory agener Compiled data from fourteen agencies surveyed

Address: Various sch:ail locations

entact hrom Judy Sextor

Date of This Report:
October, 1990

air maw Texas zip.

phoni. (512) 463-0782

Period Covered. SePt.

Number of schools &swim& 15 85 /4,pes ischoor proprietary

'89 thru Aug. '90

Number of &boots Involved in Complainte: 271 Percent of Total.
17i

I l 59
Total Number of Allegations: Number of Students Making Complaints

762
'

3 I

Reso
8 266

lved for Student: Reeolved for School: Pending Resolution:
112

Mosso list. In &Rending order of froquoncp, ths allegations rocolvod during UR reporting period sperillot

Nature of Allegations: (please, be specific) Number

( f curriculum and/or instructors 466

lisrepresentations jrt dvertisin(; 6 recruitment, re:
)01) avail AA: Lty, ossistal.ce 6 earnincs 338

Iayment of refunds due student and/or lenc'er 188

Inadequate yquim,nt, texti:eoks, supplies 6 facilities 158

Unfair testing, grading practices L awarding of credit 149

Inproper and inad,2q.::.fe reccic k,eping 140

Schocl or,rariar1 Mitht lic e r a:Troval 139

rin3nrial aia ard rolau.Iderflic,ds 121

0 t her sr, TOTAL* 1573

Commeote.

To alarm dist this report I. sad accurate account slaw rhulteal amaphdals sipalamd So sclaide
reseleted hp Ilw abet. wood . and for the reporting period speced. I hereto affix ray signature/
cz me. ICOPS Report Writer D4E11128190
IP. Making Noon) , udy Sex en

MAIL TOs Joist Interim Committee oa Proprietary Schools (a/o III 0441347SE
Roos SI l, Reagan Building. P.O. Sox Mil% Audi^ Texas 7471114911

APPENDIX E

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
RESPONSES TO ISSUES AND CONCERNS RELATIVE TO
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

October 12, 1990

An opening comment: In view of the charge of the committee to study the
overall regulation of the proprietary schools, the committee may wish to ask
these same questions of the other agencies thst regulate proprietary schools.

1. Question: Whet is en acceptable and customary curriculum (content
length) for a course of study? It appears that the proprietary schools are
gesring their curriculum length to eet the requirements of obtaining grants
or loans for their students. It may be that certain curricula are inflated
just so that the students may qualify for government smite or loans.

Response: There is rot a set acceptable and customary content and length

for course of study. The content and length would vary depending on the
purpose for which the program is being offered, the stated entrance
requirements, and the educational and experience level of the student being
enrolled.

Agency staff believes thst in certain instances curricula are inflated to
maximize the goverment grant or loan. Attached is July 1989 letter from
the Commissioner of Education to the Committee on School Finance, State Board
of Education concerning 'course stretching°. A proposed rule will be
conridered at the October 20 State Board of Education meeting which will
authorize the commisaioner to set minimum and maximum program lengths. It

also will require the following to be ascertained prior to approval of
program;

(1) The program must prepare the student for job in a recognized

occupation; (2) there must be need for the education or training; (3) there
must be an employer demand for the occupation; and (4) the content and length
must be necessary to reach the stated objective.

2. Question: Some of the proprietary schools appear to be very active with
local business and industry advisory boards. Other schools don't sem to pay
much attention to the needs in the local business/industrial environment. It

appears that local business and industry (where they are used) are quite
influential in adding value and meaning to a course of study offered by a
proprietary school. Does it make sense to require proprietary schools to be
actively end meaningfully involved with local business and industry advisory

boards? Such an advisory board vould not be just "figure head". It would
truly need to be involved in helping the proprietary school determine what is
the most meaningful training and education for a given marketplace,

Response: Yes, it makes sense to require the use of advisory boards.
With the exception of the degree programs, proprietary schools are not
presently required to have advisory boards; however, some of the schools have
advisory boards in place.

A
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3. Question: Can the loon default rate cutoffs be tightened uch that there
ere attractive incentives for low defeult rates end unattractive disincentives
for high default rates. Also, there appears to be some confusion as to how
default rates should be measured. Just what is the most meaningful way to
calculate default rates? Do all state agencies use the same calculation?

Response: Regulatory activities concerning the student loan default rates
are under the purview of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation and ars
beyond the scope of this agency. That agency had previously provided us with
a definition of the default rate which is attached for the committee's
convenience. It is identified as Attachment I. Since this question would best
be answered by that corporation, this document has been sent to Joe McCormick,
as the Executive Director of the corporation for his consideration in
responding to the committee.

The committee may wish to know that Senate Bill 417, the sunset legislation
for the Taxes Education Agency, requires the development of a strategy to
reduce default rates in proprietary schools. The agency has entered into a
memorandum of understanding with the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
and other state agencies that regulate proprietary schools to develop that
strategy. Presently, the agencies are selecting representatives to serve on
the task force to implement the memorandum.

4. Question: Are the proprietary schools required to maintain en active and
e ffective placement process? If a large portion of their Income is in the
form of government grants and loans, it appears possible to require that they
have certain placement results. Basically, if there were a positive
correlation between the portion of their income that is in the form of
government grants and loans and the placement rates of their graduates, then
this would be an indicator of how valuable the proprietary training or
e ducation would be in the community.

Response: The proprietary schools are not required by statute or State
Board of Education rule to maintain a placement process.

Texas statute makes a distinction between employment and placement.
Employment means the student has a job in the field in which he was trained.
Placement involves the school making an affirmative effort to assist the
graduate in obtaining a job in the field in which the student was trained.
With this understanding, schools are not required to provide placement servicu
for students. A. a matter of fact, if a program's employment rate is 1000 and
it's placement rate is zero, that program would be considered to be successful
if the school did not dais to have a placement service.

As for the employment rate, Senate Bill 417 gave this agency the authority to
collect data from the proprietary schools that will provide the total
enrollment, retention rate, completion rate, placement rate, and employment
rate. The State Soard of Education rules require schools to state a desired
retention and employment rate before program approval. It is contemplated
that the data collected will be used to assist schools in providing better
quality education and students in making choices to enroll in particular
school.

314
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The Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation may wish to respond to the
inquiry about placement results being tied to the loan and grant program.

S. Question: Row can articulation be encouraged? It appears that most of
the proprietary schools ars not concerned with articulation. Are there
certain incentives that can be applied when proprlatery school works out
articulation agreements with degree-granting institutions? It seems that
proprietary training/education that can be articulated with 2 or 4-year
colleges and universities would probably be of a higher quality then that

which cannot be articulated. Perhaps disincentives ere not in order, but
incentives for degrees of articulation could be beneficial.

Response: Articulation can be encouraged by the agency in continuing to
work with proprietary schools to improve program quality in those programs
which are not terminal in objective. With good quality programs, the
proprietary school would have the best opportunity for articulation. It may
be important to note that the acceptance of training received at a certain
institution is totally the prerogative of the receiving institution. This
agency would be willing to work with the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board to explore other ways to encourage articulation.

Further. most proprietary schools are not concerned about executing
articulation agreements because the majority of the programs offered by
proprietary schools are terminal. The students enroll to train for specific
job, not to continue their education in an academic post-secondary
institution.

6. Question: Regarding default rates, it appears that a common standard
would be needed for proprietary schools aa well es public institutions. It is
not clear to O4 that default rates are dealt with on a fair end equitable
basis when comparing the proprietary end public schools, Incentives and
disincentives should be equally applied. Are they?

Response: The area of default rates falls under the purview of the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation end is beyond the scope of this agency.
Since this question may beat be answered by that corporation, copy of this
document is being forwarded to Joe McCormick, Executive Director for his
consideration in responding to the committee's question.

7. Question: There should be closer regulation end control of branch
operations of proprietary schools, even when these branches ars delivering the
same kind of education and trainine sa the "mother school". There should be
even greeter requirements placed on branches vho specialise in a different
eras of education or training compered to the original qualifying entity. Ars
those controls in place?

Response: The controls are in place st the Texas Education Agency. The
elancy treat& branch operations the same as °mother school° operations. Each
te required to hold a certificate of approval and meet all of tits legal
requirements. Accrediting bodies do recognise branch operations and have a
different set of regulations for those.

S. Question: Whet can be done about different proprietary schools being
regulated by different state agencies who have different criteria by which

n).
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they Judge these schools/ Is it possible to have independent agencies who
have similar criteria which are being regulated by a higher agency?

Response: Two alternatives have been mentioned. (1) Change the law
pertaining to ach agency such that all the laws and rules regulating the
proprietary schools are ssentially the same. (2) Transfer the regulation of
all proprietary schools to one agency. The possibility of a higher agency or
board regulating the independent regulatory agencies could be another
alternative but this approach does not appear to be as viable as the other two
mentioned here.

9. Question: Is TEA adequately staffed to enforce and regulate? Are they
being ffective in their enforcement and regulation? How is this measured?
Are they having a positive impact on reducing loan default rates or consulter
abuses or illegal acts?

Response: Yes, the Texas Education Agency has committed sufficient staff
positions to enforce end regulate the proprietary school sector over the long-
term. Funding to fill these positions is not adequate. As the agency is
prohibited from using general revenue funds to support this program and
revenue generated from fees paid by proprietary schools is inadequate to fill
these positions, additional revenue is needed.

On the short-term, the current staffing level may not be adequate. In the
long term, the current staffing level should be adequate. The sequence of
events from the summer of 1989 to the present has caused a back-log in the
processing of applications and compliance reviews. The legislature doubled
the workload of the staff by transferring the regulation of the commercial
driving schools to the agency ffective September 1, 1989. Approximately 260
schools and over 3000 instructors were added in three new driving programs
under a different statute. Further, the legislature significantly changed the
Texas Proprietary School Act and the State Soard of Education significantly
changed the rules pertaining to proprietary schools. New staff had to be
hired and trained. Additionally, the staff began to work toward better
quality programs and schools and therefore, did not merely process paperwork.
This slowed down the processing time. It is important that an apptoval
extended by the agency be meaningful.

The agency is having a positive impact on consumer abuses and illegal acts.
Since September 1, 1989, additional staff has been and is still being employed
and trained. A special investigation team has been formed to handle student
complaints, conduct close-out visits to closed schools, and arrange for the
students of closed schools to be transferred to another school. A full time
attorney has been hired to work with the staff on better enforcement and
administrative hearings and to work with local district attorneys, the
attorney general's office and the courts to bring about compliance with the
legal requirements. Further, the agency has formed an informal cooperative
alliance with the guaranteed student loan corporation, the accrediting bodies,
other state licensing agencies, and the U. S. Department of Education to
improve the overall regulation of this sector.

10. Question: What can be done to tighten entrance requirements? If
entrance requirements are tightened, does this defeat the philosophy of access
to education and training for everyone? Are we dealing with a situation which
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dictates that anyone can get a guaranteed student loan regardless of whether

or not he or she is capable of passing the curriculum? If the spirit of the

guaranteed student loan program is "training/education for all", then perhaps

entrance requirements are not appropriate. However, if proprietary schools

can make a profit on a student who it can "shore up" for while, knowing full

well that the student will probsbly not make it, is.this being counter.

productIval Not only do you end up with an uneducated/untrained individual,
-but you end up with an individual who.has a significant debt and perhaps some

difficulty eking advantage of future opportunities because of a defaulted

loan.

Response: The entrance requirements are now tight. Previously the

requirements were not stringent enough. Effective December 11, 1989, the

State Board of Education adopted new rules on entrance requirements. These
rules have not had an opportunity to withstand the test of time, but appear

satisfactory. .Enclosed is a copy of those rules identified so Attachment II.

A student should not become indebted for a program in which there is not a

reasonable chance for success. The student must have the basic abilities

nec sssss y to learn the vocational skills of the job objective for which-the
student is being trained. If an individual cannot read, that individual should

not be allowed to enroll in a program that requires a high level of reading

and analysis and brcome indebted in the student loan program. If the

mathematical ability of the individual le on a fourth grade level, that
individual should not be enrolled in an accounting program. There are adult
basic education programa available throughout the state at minimal or no coat
thetvill help prospective students reach the basic entrance level necessary

to be successful.

Since the student loan program is beyond the scope of the Texas Education
Agency, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation may also want to
consider responding to this question se well.

11. Question: Can proprietary schools be restricted or prohibited from
employing commissioned sales people to sell to prospective students? If they

can be prohibited from using commissioned sales people, this would hawe to be

the case in the public schools also.

Response: 'Yes; if enacted in the statute, the proprietary and public
schools could be prohibited from utilizing commissioned sales people. Statute

currently requires that sales people be registered and approved by the Texas

Education Agency. Procedures for approval are: (1) the representative be of
good reputativn and character; (2) an examination is made of a notarised
.application signed by the school official containing information about any
convictions and employment\licensing history; (3) in 11024 cases, a criminal

history is vbtained; and (4) payment of 890 fee.

Statute also provides for a full refund of all monies paid by a student if the

enrollment was procured as result of misrepresentation. State board of

Education rules: also contain prohibited acts. A copy of those rules are

enclosed identified as Attachment III.
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12. Question: Should duplication of course offerings or program offerings in

a given marketing arse be significant concern? The open market philosophy
would probably take care of this. The "better schools" in e saturated market
should be the survivors whereas the schools with low quality and unable to
eet proprietary school regulations would not survive in such e market.

Respcnse: Duplication of course or program offerings may be a concern but
is not consideted to be significant nough to be regulated by the state. The
proprietary schools are privately owned and thus far the open market
philosophy has been recognized by public policy. Competition should improve

the market. An important aspect of the proprietary school sector of post-
secondary education is its ability to react quickly to changes in market
demand for new occupations and changes is existing occupations. A restriction
on course offerings could prevent a new program offering that would be

superior to those already approved.

13. Question: Can more stringent requirements be placed on the faculty of

proprietary schools? It may not be necessary for the faculty in many

proprietary schools to have college degrees. However, instructors end
teachers should undergo selection criteria to determine their suitability to

teach. This might include experience levels in the given content area,
qualifications as an instructor, end personal background requirements that
would screen out undesirable influences.

Response: Stringent requirements are already placed on the faculty of

proprietary schools. The agency egress that one of the critical points in
improving program quality is the approval of instructors. Enclosed is e copy

of the State Board of Education rules pertaining to the criteria necessary for
approval of instructors. It is identified as Attachment IV. Also enclosed is

a copy of the proposed rules concerning instructors. It is identified as

Attachment V. Staff believes these rules will assist in our endeavor to

improve program quality. Ws would be pleased to hear the committee's

recommendations in this regard.

14. Question: Does the State help proprietary schools be effective? Or, do
state agencies just regulate and control? Perhaps money spent on service
centers in support of proprietary schools would be money well spent.

Response: The agency helps proprietary schools be effective by

regulation. Many of the regulations are designed to improve the quality of
the program offerings at the schools. Vhile there is not a position funded
specifically to provide this type of assistance, the agency offers technical
assistance during the compliance work with school officials. There is also an
agency sponsored workshop to assist school administrators in complying with
the legal requirements.

The Educational Regional Service Centers could not be utilised. This
responsibility would be too large to add to their current responsibilities.
They are not funded for such purposes. The focus of the service centers must
be on public elementary and secondary schools.

IS. Question: Doe. the accreditation process really work? Are the standards
appropriate and is adherence monitored ffectively?

3
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Response: The agency would not presume to stets whether the accreditation
process works. There is a congressional subcommittee chaired by Senator Sam
Nunn studying this and other issues pertaining to fraud and mismanagasent in
the guaranteed student loan programs. Enclosed is a recent article in the
Education Daily concerning spacial reviews of the accrediting bodies that tho
U. S. Department of Education will conduct. It is identified as Attachment
VI. Please note the statement of purpose mentioned by an accrediting body
official in the article.

It is a fact, however, that the majority of the student complaints ars about
accredited schools. The majority of the schools that close with a large
refund liability are accredited schools. Only accredited schools are eligible
for participation in the federal loan and grant program. These facts raise
serious questions about the accreditation function.

16. Question: ihspension of loan or grant programs for certain abuses or
lack of school performance would be a significant disincentive. Is it
possible to have a suspension process? Would this ultimately hurt the
consumer worse than it hurts the proprietary school?

Response: It is possible to have a suspension process and one is in
place. The suspension process protects the consumer and is very ffective
when the iolations Are so severs that new students need to be protected from
abuse.

Effective September 1, 1989, the Texas Education Agency has the authority to
suspend enrollments of any students. The Texas Quaranteed Student Loan
Corporation has the authority through federal regulations to suspend a
school's eligibility for participation in the loan and grant program.

17.Question: Are not schools now required to furnish completion and
employment rotes to TEA? If not, why not?

Response: Schools are'required to furnish completion and employment data
to tho Texas Education Agency. Senate Bill 417 gave the agency the authority
to collect placement and employment rates. For additional information, please
see the response to question 4.

18, Question: How can proprietary schools be self-policing? Perhaps they
could have thair own monitoring agencies which they support with dues.
However, who regulates these monitoring agencies? Or, do they need to be
regulated?

Response: Proprietary achools cannot be selfpolicing and need to be
regulated. The Texas Proprietary School Act is a consumer protection act.
The source of income for these schools is the consumer, the student. It may
be difficult for some of the school owners to discontinue practice that
resulted in additional income. Also, if ths proprietary achools can be self-
policing, why is there not evidence of that practice now?. Why was it
necessary to have regulatory law enacted?
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS 12.21

Subchapter A: Purpose and Authority

Purpose.
Authority.
Degree Titles Authorized.
Definitions.

Ran
12.21. Purpose.

It is the intent of the Legislature to encourage proprietary
postsecondary institutions and to ensure the integrity of applied associate

degrees.

(a) Proprietary schools, as defined in §32.11 of the Texas
Education Code, offering programs in which aoplied associat degrees

are awarded, shall meet minimum educational yrogram standards.

(b) Applied associate degrees offered by proprietary schools
shall meet minimum educational program standards that are consistent
with applied associate degrees conferred by public colleges.

12.22. Authority.

(a) Chapter 61 of the Texas Education Code provides the authority

to the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board to enforce minimum

standards for the approval of programs of study leading to the award of the

applied associate degree.

(1) The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board shall
administer the provisions of the Texas Education Code. To achieve the

purposes of the Texas Education Code, the Commissioner may request

from any department, division, board, bureau, commission, or other
agency of the state, and the same shall provide such information as

will enable the Board to exercise properly its powers and perform its

duties hereunder.

(2) The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board shall have
the authority to administer the rules by appropriate action
consistent with Texas law and the Board's own policies and

procedures.

(3) The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board shall have
jurisdiction over applied associate degree programs in proprietary

schools.

(b) Chapter 32 of the Texas Education Code and rules promulgated by
the State Board of Education provide the authority to the Texas Education

Agency to enforce minimum standards for approval of proprietary schools.
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keirmailltorligsl..

(a). Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.), Associate of Applied
Arts (A.A.A.), and Associate of Occupational Studies (A.O.S.) degrees.

(1) A.A.S., A.A.A., and A.O.S. degrees will be the only
..degrees authorized by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.

(2) Institutions may enroll students in A.A.S., A.A.A., and
A.O.S. degrees under Texas Education Agency minimum standards until
June 16, 1993, unless the approval is revoked by the Texas Education
Agency. All students enrolled in such degree programs under Texas
Education Agency minimum standards must complete all degree program
requirements prior to December 15, 1995.

. (3) Institutions which were approved to award the A.A.S.,
A:A.A., and/or the A.O.S. degrees by Texas Education Agency prior to
September 1, 1989, may continue to enroll students in these degree
programs only if such programs have met the minimum requirements of
the Coordinating Board by June 16, 1993.

(4) Effective September 1, 1989, new A.A.S., A.A.A., Ind
A,Q.S. degree programs must meet the requirements of the Coordinating
Board.

NWT
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12.24. Definitions.

The following words and terms shall have the following meanings,

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

tioplietAssociate,Dearee --
Refers specifically to the A.A.A.,

A.A.S., and the A,O.S. degrees in WiLchaptera

eajculation -- is a planned process linking
educational institutions

and experiences to assist students in making a smooth transition from one

level of technical and vocational
education to another without experiencing

delays or duplication of learning.

had and Coordinating Boar4 -- refer to the Texas Higher Education

Coordinating Board.

Commissioner -- is the
Commissioner of Higher Education.

Contract Instruction -- Is specifically targeted Instruction designed

by a proprietary
school and a contracting entity.

-- is any title or designation, mark, abbreviation,

appellft, or series of letters or words, including associate,

bacheloes, master's,
doctor's and their equivalents, which signify,

purport to signify, or are generally taken to signify satisfactory

completion of the
requirements of all or part of a program of study which

Is generally
regarded and accepted as an academic/occupational

degree-level

program among Texas postsecondary Institutions.

books,125triegritlOUTlind computers) that support the
-- are instructional materials (e.g.

educational/vocational
development of the student.

&Wile Site Program Offering mans any extension location where

course(s) which are alleged to entitle a student I:: an applied associate

degree are offered.

Proaram Approve) -- is the process whereby an instQution requests

authorization to implement a
technical or vocational program leading to the

applied associate degree.

Program of Stuck -- is any course or grouping of courses which

entitle a student to en
applied associate degree or to credits which are .

applicable to an applied associate degroe.

Progridaryjchgol -- is env business enterprise
operated for a

profit, or on a nonprofit
'oasis, which maintains a

place of business in the

State of Texas ny
tolicits business within the State of Texas, and;

(a) which offers or
maintains a course or courses of instruction or

study; or
(b) at iAich place of business such a course of study is available

through classroom
instruction or by

correspondence or both to a person or

persons fnr the purpose
of training or preparing

the person for a field of
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endeavor in a business, trade, technical, or industrial occupation, or for
avocational or personal improvement except as excluded by Section 32.12 of
the Texas Education Code.

RemedtatIon -- is an activity designed to teach basic competency in
such ireas as reading, writing, oral communications, and arithmetic.

I Kan I
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS 12.31

Subchapter B. Basic Standards

Minimum Standards.
Demonstration of Program Need.
Administrator Qualifications.
Faculty Qualifications.
Full-Time Faculty.
Curriculum Requirements.
General Education Requirements
Length of Programs.
Facilities and Equipment.

Library/Learning Resources.
Student Services.

12.31. Minimum Standards.

The program standards for applied associate degrees approved by the
Coordinating Board reflect the criteria contained in Section IV.
("Educational Program") and Section V. ("Educational Support Services") of
the Criteria for Accreditation of the Comission on Colleges, Southern
Association of C311eges and Schools.

12.32. Demonstration of Program Need.

(a) It is the responsibility of the institution to identify its
local, regional, statewide, and/or national target market(s) for employment
of graduates of applied associate degree programs. The institution must
provide written evidence of a research and planning process and demonstrate
the need for a program.

(b) Approval of applied associate degree programs shall not be
denied on the b-sis of similar programs being offered by other institutions
in the same or nearby communities.

12.33. Administrator Qualifications.

The specification of qualifications for administrators of technical
and vocational education is the responsibility of the institution in
keeping with its defined mission and administrative organization.
Administrators of technical and vocational education should possess
credentials, experience, and demonstrated competence appropriate to their
areas of responsibility.

3 '1 i)
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12,34. faculty Oualifications.

(a) General Education Faculty -- All full- an part-time
faculty members teaching general education courses must have completed 18
graduate semester hours in their teaching field and hold a master's degree.
Exceptions to academic preparation must be justified by the postsecondary
institution on an individual basis. It is the institution's responsibility
to keep supporting documentation on file.

(b) Technical/Specialty Faculty -- All full-time and part-time
faculty in technical/specialty courses should have both academic and work
experience. The minimum academic preparation for faculty teaching in
professional and technical fields must be at the degree level at which the
faculty member is teaching. Faculty who teach technical specialty courses
must have three years of direct or related work experience exclusive of
teaching. Exceptions to academic preparation or work experience must be
justified by the postsecondary institution on an individual basis. It is
the institution's responsibility to keep supporting documentation on file.

(c) It shall be the responsibility of the institution to maintain
an in-service program to encourage professional growth and development.

(d) All institutions shall demonstrate promotion of teaching
excellence by developing a plan for faculty professional development. The
plan must address full and part-time teacher preparation and professional
development.

12.35. full-lime Faculty.

In each curricular area in which the institution offers an applied
associate degree, there must be at least one full-time faculty member.

12.36. Curriculum Reauirements.

(a) All applied associate degree programs must be designed to meet
specific occupational competencies.

(b) All applied associate degree curricula must contain the
following basic elements:

(" a defined number of hours required for graduation,
measuredby both credit hours and contact hours;

(2) a defined core of general education courses; and
(3) a defined core.of courses In the technical/vocational

major.
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(c) Additionally, applied associate degree curricula may contain

related studies courses, appropriate electives, and any remedial courses

required (remedial courses may not be counted toward meeting graduation

requirements for the applied associate degree).

(d) All applied associate degree curricula shall be structured to

reflect a logical progression of knowledge and skills, with course pre-

requisites established as appropriate.

(e) In curricular areas in which licensure or certification by an

external agency for entry to the profession is required, the applied

associate degree curriculum must be designed to enable students to meet the

minimum requirements for licensure or certification.

(f) Applied associate degree programs must have a Program Advisory

Committee which is responsible for advising the institution on program

requirements, course content, equipment, employment trends, and other

relevant areas which will help ensure program quality.

(1) Advisory committees should be composed of members from

the public and/or private sectors who broadly represent the

occupational field and skills used in the occupations for which

training is being provided.

(2) Committee membership should represent the population in

the service area with regard to race, color, national origin, gender

and handicap.

(3) Full-time and part-time employees of the institution may

serve as ex-officio members only.

(4) New program applications must include minutes of all

advisory committee meetings conducted for the planning of new

programs and a roster containing names and addresses of the advisory

committee members.

12.37. General Education Reouirements.

(a) An applied associate degree program consists of a core

curriculum containing a minimum of 15 semester or 23 quarter-credit hours.

(b) biPorot 0,041Aittok 1114111110401,f
i gn o develop

skills in oral and written commUnication and computation.

(c) Basic computer instruction should be provided since the

computer is an important means of both communication and computation.
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(d) -Unerel education core courses must not be narrowly focused on

those skills, techniques, and procedures which are peculiar to a particular
occupation or profession and should be drawn from each of the following
areas as specified by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools:

(I) Humanities or fine Arts;
(2) Social or Behavioral Sciences; and
(3) Natural Sciences or Mathematics

12,38. Length of Programs.

An applied associate degree may be awarded to students who
successfully complete an occupational curriculum consisting of at least 90
quarter-hours orb() semester-hours but not less than 1100 clock-hours of
instruction.

Chapter 12 PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

12.39. Facilities and Eouioment.

Equipment, facilities, classrooms, and laboratory space must be
adequate and appropriate to serve the anticipated number of students
enrolled in the program.

12.40. Librarv/Liareino Resources.

The library or learning resource center shall provide sufficient
resources to ensure effectiveness in the instructional programs consistent
with the institutional purpose. Provisions must be made to provide for
continual improvement to meet educational needs and trends.

12.41. Student Services.

(a) Admissions and Testing/Assessment Requirements -- Basic skills
as well as specific or additional admissions requiremcits and/or
testing/assessment requirements which apply to entry to specific new
applied associate degree programs must be clearly stated, published, and
made available to all prospective students.

(b) Graduatin Requirements -- Specific graduation requirements for
applied associate degree programs must be published and made avai101e to
all prospective students.

3.1S
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(c) Counseling Requirements -- Students nrolled in applied
associate degree programs must receive appropriate counseling, advisement,
and career development services. These services must reflect an organized
counseling program with an adequate organizational structure and adequate

resources.

(d) Student Attendance Requirements -- Student attendance
requirements in applied associate degree programr must be consistent with

the program goals.
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12.61.

12.62.

12.63.

12.65%

12.66.

12.61.

Subchapter C: Operational Provisions

Multiple Site Program Approval.

Program Revision, Deactivation, and Closure.
Contract Instruction.
Program Evaluation.
Evaluation of Program Effectiveness.
Appeals Procedure.

Multiple Site Program Approval.

inf

An institution offering an applied associate degree at multiple sites
must receive separate approval for each site.

.

12.62. ProgralOtevision, Deactivation. and Closure:

(a) Each Proprietary School requesting a program revision must
submit an completed Application for Program Revision and comply with the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board's Technical and Vocational
Program Guidelines.

(b) A Proprietary School may deactivate a program by suspending new
student enrollment and submitting a Notification of Deactivation Form to
the Coordinating Board.

(c) A Proprietary School may close a program voluntarily in
accordance with evaluation procedures provided in the guidelines.

12.63. Contract Instruction.

Proprietary Schools may contract for specific instruction. This
arrangement must have education as its primary purpose.

(a) Courses offered under contractual agreements must be consistent
:with the educational purpose, mission, and goals of the program and .

histitution.

(b) Courses offered under a contractual arrangement must remain the
responsibility of the sponsoring proprietary school.

rl is"
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12.64. proaram Evaluation.

(a) The institution must establish adequate procedures for planning
and evaluation, define its expected educational results, and describe how
the achievement of those results will be ascertained.

manj

(b) The evaluation criteria should include the following: mission,
labor market need, curriculum, enrollment, graduates, student placement,
follow-up results, ability to finance program, facilities and equipment,
instructional practices, student services, public and private linkages, and

qualifications of personnel.

12.65. falation_lf irsgrialffictims.
(a) Every program in which an applied associate degree is conferred

will be evaluated periodically according to procedures established by the

Coordinating Board.

(b) The following evaluation elements will be assessed in terms of
both quantitative and qualitativo factors: mission, labor market need,
curriculum, enrollment, graduates, student placement, follow-up results,
facilities and equipment, instructional practices, student services, public
and private linkages, and qualifications f personnel.

(c) The Coordinating Board staff will use the results of the
program evaluation to identify any applied associate degree programs that
should be considered for closure. A second but more extensive evaluation
will be conducted by Coordinating Board staff. The institution may provide
additional information related to the program.

(d) The Coordinating Board staff will approve the program for
continuation or will place the program under review for closure status
based on the results of the second evaluation. The staff will identify
specific program deficiencies which must be corrected.

(e) Institutional representatives must develop a plan to correct
the program deficiencies for any program placed under review for closure

status. Time limits will be determined by the Coordinating Board staff;
however, institutions will be allowed no more than two years for the
correction of the deficiencies. The Coordinating Selrd staff will
reevaluate the program at the end of the established time period. If the
identified deft:iencies have not been corrected in the Judgment of the
Coordinating Board staff, program closure will be initiated. No new
students will be enrolled and following the completion of the program by
all currently enrolled students the program will be closed.
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12.66. hguls Procedure.

(a) Contested decisions regarding program approval, revision, and
closure should be reviewed with the appropriate Coordinating Board program
director.

(b) In instances where agreement is not achieved, the institution
may request a review by the Assistant Commissioner.

The Assistant
Commissioner shall notify the institution of any decision on appeal within
30 working days of the review.

(c) The institution may further appeal to the Commissioner and the
Coordinating Board in accordance with the provisions of Chapter I (Agency
Administration), Section 1.55 of the Rules and Regulations of the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board.

c)r,tit' 44



CHART OF OVERSIGHT OF DEGREES

Educational

Providers

Public Nigh

School

Proprietary Schools Public Comrunity/Junior

Colleges and Technical

Institutes

Public Senior Colleges

and Universities

Educational Level
of Program

Nigh School

Diploma

Certificate
non-collegiate

degree

Associate Degree Ass. .iate Degree or

Certificate
Bachelor's, Master's, or
Doctoral Degrees

Accrediting Bodies SACS
Commission on
Secondary
Schools

SACS (COE1)

BATTS

AICS

Any of these listed
plus sections IV i V of

the SACS criteria

1---

SACS Commission on Colleges
(and six other regional agencies)

State Oversight State Board of Education Texas Nigher Education Coordinating Board

Credential Awarded Nigh School
Diplom

Certificates,

Doucette Mi( Studiet
Degree, and Applied

Technology degree

Associate degrees (e.g. Associate of Applied Arts,
Associate of Applied Science, and Assnciate of

Occupational Studies degrees)

Bachelor's, Master's, and

Doctoral Degrees

Characteristics of

the degrees

DNA Complete an occupational
curriculum of at least
60 semester hours of

instruction in subjects
related to business,

technical, trades,
shops, or industry. Ng
general education
component is required
for OS and 9 semester
hrs required for AT.

Teecher Qualifications:

Complete curriculum of at least 60 semester hours

of instruction. Must include a core of 15 semester
hours of general education. Must ensure competence
in reading, writing, oral communication, and
fundamental meth. Should provide basic competence

in use of the computer.

DNA

IASI) pat reauired Must ales TA;P

I--A GED and 5 yrs. in

field, en Associate
degree and 3 yrs in
field, or a Bachelor's

degree and 2 yrs. in

field. Bachelor's

degree required if

teaching general

mducation.

Teaoher Qualifications:

be at the associate
experience in field.

semester hours in

education.

Academic preparation must

degree level and 3 yrs.

Master's Pegree and its graduate

fietd if teaching general
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January 8, 1991

The State of TOM has a significant financial and social interest in effective regulation of
propriettry schools The proprietary school industry is funded largely from taxpayer dollen sod
is a part of our postsecondary educational system.

According to the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, the Texas Education Agency, and
numerous other sources proprietary school regulation has been very weak in the past. This has
resulted in a significant increase in the number of low-quality schools. These low-quality schools
are not providing students with a useful education. This, along with a downturn in the economy
has caused federally guaranteed student loan default rates to be very high, placing a significant
burden on the taxpayer. In the 1989 fiscal year, tbe federal government paid over $2 billion
nationally for defaulted student loans Approximately $100 million was paid for defaults in Texas

There are many entities involved in the regulation of proprietary schools including the U.
Department of Education. the Texas Education Agency, tbe Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation, several accrediting agencies, the Cosmetology Commission, tbe Private Investigators
Board, and several other state agencies This fragmented approach makes it dif ficult to effectively
regulate the industry.

Recently, the U. Department of Education, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, and
the Texas Education Agency took action to significantly strengthen the regulation of proprietary
schools Ms has resulted in several schools being barred from participation in federaUy guaranteed
student loan programs

Based on numerous interviews and review of documents, we identified the following issues which
we believe the Committee should study. These issues are:

Regulation is inconsistent and ineffective beiluse there is no single regulatory authority

Regulation of programs is weak

More financial regulation to protect students is needed

Additional sanctions to strengthen regulation are needed

More information should be provided to prospective students
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Members of the Joint Committee on Proprietary Schools
January 8, 1991
Page 2

These issues were presented orally to the Joint Select Committee on Proprietary Schools in February

of 1991

We appreciate the assistance of the US Department of Education, the Texas Education Agency, the
Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, and other entities involved in this review.

Sincerely,

Lawrence F. Alwin, CPA
d. State Auditor

LFAxib
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BACKGROUND

Proprietary schools are privately owned institutions that offer a wide range of training and
educational opportunities Training areas include cosmetology, bartendiag truck driving court
reporting etc. Proprietary schools are licensed by the Texas Education Agency, the Cosmetology
Commission, and other state agencies, depending on the types of courses offered.

Maoy proprietary schools paiicipate in federally guaranteed student loan programs, as do
traditional 4-year and 2-year schools. These loan programs are administered by the US Department
of Education. If a course of study is 300 hours or more, it qualifies for participation.

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program COOSiSIS of 3 separate student loan program&

Stafford Loan Program (subsidized by the federal government) Students must meet income
and needs tests to qualify. The loan limit is $2,625 per year for an undergraduate during
his first two years $5,000 for upper classmen

Supplemental Loans for Students (9S)(low federal subsidy) Students pay a market interest
rate of up to 12 percent with repayment to begin 30 days after the loan date. There is no
income or needs test requirement, and the loan limit is $4,000 Per Yeer

Parent Loam for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) (not federally subsidized) The loan is
made to parents for the student There is no income or needs test, and the loan limit is
$4,000 per year

The Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation (Corporation) is a public, nonprofit corporation
set up by the Legislature to act as guarantor on student loans A guarantor is necessary because
the US Department of Education will not deal directly with the schools or with the participating
banks. In addition, the US Department of Education does not always reinsure 100 percent, leaving
the guarantor with a portion of the liability for default& In the 1989 fiscal year, the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Caporation paid over $10 million to cover defaults not reinsured by the
US Depanment of Education. The portion paid by the US Department of Education for defaults
in Texas exceeded $100 million.

Revenues of the Corporation are mainly from guarantee fees on loam and federal participation.
Tbe Corporation uses these revenues for administrative expenses and for reserves to cover defaulted
loan& The Corporation has guaranteed almost $3 billion in student loans since 1981.

1
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A proprietary school must go through a three-step proem to be eligible to participate in the
federally guaranteed student loan programs

Llonagg - The school applies to a state agency for licensurn Several Agencies such as the
Texas Education Agency, the Cosmetology Commission, etc, have authority to license
schools. In the past, resources have not been adequate to allow state agencies to examine
the quality of the schools or programs before licensing

2. Accreditation - Once licensed, a school applies to an accrediting agency. The accrediting
agencies arc made up of representatives of the proprietary school industry.

Degrmination of Eligibility - Once licensed and accredited, the school applies to the US.
Department of Education for eligibility to participate in the guaranteed student loan
programs. If the school is accredited and licensed, the Department will grant eligibility.

The accrediting agency,Ihe state licensing agency, the guarantee agency, and the US Department
of Education share regulatory authority.

OBJECIWES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The objectives of this review are to provide the Joint Committee on Proprietary Schools and the
Legislative Audit Committee with an informational overview of proprietary school regulation and
to highlight regulatory options for the Joint Committee to consider. The Joint Committee is
charged with evaluating the system used to approve and regulate courses of study offered by
proprietary schools in Texas

Our procedures consisted of:

discussions with representatives of the US Department of Education's Inspector General's
Office, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, the Texas Education Agency,
proprietary school accrediting agencies, and the Office of the Attorney General

review of information provided by the entities mentioned above

2
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RESULTS OP ME REVIEW

According to the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, the Texas Edwin= Agency, and
others, weak regulation in the past has allowed many low-quality proprietary schools to exist and
prosper. This negatively affects society and die proprietary school industry as a whole Appendix
A. entitled Impact of Past Regulatory Environment,' discusses this ism in more detail

Recently, regulation of proprietary schools has been strengtheeed through legislation and initiatives
of the US. Department of Education, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, and the
Texas Education Agency. Appendix B, entitled 'Current Regulatory Structure," summarizes and
outlines the recent legislation and initiative:

We identified several areas where the Joint Committee on Proprietary Schools could recommend
legislation to further strengthen proprietary school regulation. These recommendatioos focus on
regulatory options within the States purview.

A. PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS SHOULD BE REGULATED BY ONE STATE AGENCY

The State Should
Consider Ens likhing
Ot Designating
One Agency To P.egulate
Proprietary &boon

In Texas, seven state entities regulate the majority of
proprietary schools. These are the Texas Educatioo
Agency, the Texas Cosmetology Commission the MUM
Board of Barber Examiners, tbe Texas Board of Private
Investigators and Private Security Agencies, the Deportment
ot Public Safety, the Funeral Services Commisdoo, and the
Texas Health Departmetri. To make regulation more
consistent and effective, the Joint Committee should
consider recommending that a single, indepeodent agency
regulatory authority over proprietary school: Tbe Teem
Education Agency appears to be the most logical choice

B. REGULATION OP PROGRAMS SHOULD BE STRENGMENED

Weak regulation of proprietary school courses and programs has been cited as contributing to the
following problems

3
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courses whose hours have been inflated to qualify for the federal loan programs

.courses that do not meet the needs and desires of industry'

courses that do not meet state licensing requirements

There are additional options available to more aggrasively regulate courses and program&

Tha Texas Education
Agency Slrould Set
Admission Standards
Por Various Programs

Proprietary schools must submit admission standards tir the
Texas Education Agency for approval. The Joint
Committee should consider requiring the Texas Education
Agency to set admission standards for varions program&
This would provide consistency by informing students
about course prerequisites and perhaps increase the succest

rate of students

Proprietary schools must give 'tests of ability to benefit* to
prospective students who do not, have a high school
diploma. These tests are intended to provide assurance that
the prospective student can actually benefit from a
program. These tests are not standardized and are graded
by the school. The Committee should consider requiring
that nationally recognized tests be used as well as
centralized grading.

The State Should Better Some schools inflate the number of hours a student must
Regulate Program Length complete to graduate so that the program qualifies for
Standards federally guaranteed student loan& The Texas Education

Agency and other state prgulatory agencies should set the
course kngth standard& This would prevent schools from
inflating course hours and would allow for more
consistency and consideration of industry needs.

4
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C FINANCIAL REGULATION SI IOULD BE STRENGTHENED

Financial regulation a( proprietary schools has been weak. This has been due in pan to lack of
regulatory resources. This weak regulation has resulted in many schools going bankrupt This
leaves the students with a debt but no education. The following financial regulatory measures
should be coosidered by the Joint Committee

The Proprietary School
Fee Schedule Should Be
More I:sinkable And
amid Provide More
Revenue For Regulation

The UMW Traction
Pund Should Be Waged
And Its Use Expanded

The Legislature recently increased the initial and renewal
fees paid by proprietary schools to the Texas Education
Agency. However, fees are relatively low an relation to
proprietary school profit: The fee schedule is also very
regresive in nature. Larger schools pay a much smaller
proportioo of grow revenues than smaller schools
Regulation of proprietary schools is funded entirely from
these fee& The current fee schedule is presented in
Appendix C

Senate Bill Number 417, 71st Legislature, established a
Tuition Protection Fund to protect students enrolled in a
school that cknes, This fund, administered by the Texas
Educatioo Agency, will be used to pay expenses, including
tuition at another school where the student% education
cootinues. Each school is beteg aimed an amount
proportional to their renewal fee to bring the total of the
fund to $250,000.

This fund could be expanded to provide additonal
intection to student: Far example, the Student Tuition
Recovery Fund in California makes payments to students
wbo obtain a legal judgment against an institution if the
student is unable to collect from the institution. California's
fund is set at $1 million.

The Tuition Protection Fund could be messed on a more
equitable bask, such as number of students or net profit
The manner in which fees are currently assessed for the
fund favors the larger schools because tbe fee is in
proportion to the shoors renewal fee.

/ 4OtPt
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P. ADDMONAL SANCHONS SHOULD BE USED TO SIVENGTHEN REGULATION

in the past, regulators had few effective tools to ensure that proprietary schools provided a quality
'education and operated in an hz- ..est manner.

Proprietary Schools
Should Re Pena find
Por Unacceptable
Completion And
Employment Rates

Criminal Penalties
Mould Be Used For
Willful Violation
Of Law.,

No agency has authority to close a school for low program
completion rates or low employment rates. California
legislation has a provision which prohibits institutions from
operating if their completion or employment rates are
below certain level& Setting and enforcing minimum
standards for completion and employment rates should be
considered as a possible means of eliminating lower-quality
schooLs.

Texas law does not provide criminal penalties for willful
violation of law, such as not providing prospective students
with required information. California legislation provides
that willful violation is punishable by imprisonment and/or
a fine up to $50,00a

E.. MORE INFORMATION SHOULD BE PROVIDED PROSPECI1VE S111DENIS
,

Statute and agency rules require proprietary schools to disclose information on placement and
employment rates to prospective student& They must also inform prospective students that the
Texas:Education Agency has information about similar courses of study offered by other
institutions in the area.

Additional disclosures could helP students make more. informed decisions about the value of their
education. This ioformation could be in the form of a brochure prepared by the regulatory agency

and distributed to prospective student&

6
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Proprietary Schools
Should Provide Addi-
demi Informstios On
Slinks And Wages

Proprietary Schools
Stould Provide Beeler
Information On The
Availability Of Jobs

Proprietary schools are not required to disclose information
about starting of average salaries paid to graduates under
each field of study or program. This information could
help proem:live students decide what career path to take.
Tbe Joint Committee should consider legislation to require
proprietary schools to obtain salary information by courses
of study or program and to provide it to all prospective
students

Proprietsty schools must provide prospective students with
placement and employment rates However, better
information on the availability of jobs and the type of
training and education desired by industry could belp
students make better career choices This could also belp
students decide which educational institution would provide
the best training and education needed for a particular
antr.

Proprietary Schools Proprietary schools are not required to disclose state
Should Disclose Stale licensing requirements This information could alert
Licesse acquirements students to courses of study where bows and cod have

To Prospective Students been inflated or which will not meet state licensing
requirements

Proprietary Schools Proprietary schools are not required to collect and disclose

ihould Dieclose Pomp informstioo about the performance of their graduates on

Eases On Stale License required state lice:sing eumizetioos This type of
%eft disclosure could help students mess the quality of

program and courses of study.

Proprietary Schools Proprietary schools must disclose to prospective students

Should Disclose lake- that the Texas Education Ageacy has informstioo about
tootles About Similar the cost of Smiler programs provided by other institutioos

Programs At Nearby in the area. Perhaps the school should be required to

adonis actually provide the Texas Education Agency's information
directly to the student

7
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Appendix AIMPACT OP PAST REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Following is a discussion or the effects of a weak regulatory environment on the students taxpayer,
and industry. Sources of our information include the Texas Education Agency, the US Department
of Education, the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, the US General Accounting Office,
and others

STUDENT IMPACT

Recent public attention has focused on the unscrupulous practices of some proprietary schools.
Many in Texas mostly disadvantaged and poorly educated, are lured into taking out federally
guaranteed student loans for an education that

they are unable to benefit from
they could obtain elsewhere, such as a community college, at a lower cost
is poor in quality, sometimes not meeting necessary licensing or certification
requirements for the industry
does not result in the 'high-payinf jobs they were promised
is not nectmary for the intended field of work

Students of these schools often cannot find employment or must settle foe a low-wage job. Students
in this situation may not be able to repay their student loan. With a negative mark on their credit
history, they cannot obtair student loans in the future and, thus, have limited the chance of
furthering their education. The student may also be barred from acquiring a profeasional license
from the State.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

In the 1989 fiscal year, the federal government (US Department of Education) paid over $2 billion
nationally to cover defaulted student loans. Approximately $100 million was for defaults in Texas
Since tbe US Department of Education does not cuver (reinsure) the full amount of the defaults
the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation paid the remainder, which was over $10 million.
This money 4 derived mainly from loan origination fees The Corporation has not received any
state funds since 1900, when the State appropriated $13 million as start-up money.

The US Department of Education pays reinsurance for default claims to the Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Corporation according to the following schedule of annual cumulative Corporation
default rates

8
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Annual Default Ratc federal Reinsurime.{

0% to less than 5% 100%

5% to les than 9% 90%

9% or greater 80%

The Corporation pays the portion of tbe claims not reinsured 100 percent from its reserve account.
The following illustrates amounts the Corporation paid for loan defaults

PONTOON OF DEFAULT8 PAID BY TOBLIO

11111111M8 *VW

10
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOL INDUSTRY IMPACT

Many proprietary schools provide a valuable service to the public and to industry. If these
marginal and low-quality proprietary schools are not eliminated or Unproved, the entire industry
may suffer.

9
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Appendix 8CURRENT REGULATORY STRUCFURE

RECENT INMA'i IVES TO STRENGTHEN REGULATION

Following is a discussion of recent initiatives at the federal and state level aimed at reducing costs
to taxpayers and improving the quality of education.

A. US DEPAR 111ENT OF EDUCATION

Congress recently enacted legislation to restrict participation in the federally guaranteed
student loan program. Some of the provisions arc

Students attending an institution wth a cohort default rate of 30 percent or more
cannot participate in the Supplemental Loans for Students program. In addition. the
Secretary of Education must prescribe regulations to prevent an institution from
evading this provision through branching, consolidation, change of ownership, or any
similar device,

Maximum Supplemental Loans for Students amounts are limited tot
$2,500 for a student enrolled in a program whose length is at least two-thirds
of an academic year
$1500 for a student enrolled in a program whose length is les than two-
thirds, but at least one-third, of an academic year
zero for a student enrolled in a program whose length is leas than one-third
of an academic year

Students must have a high school equivalency to participate in the Supplemental
Loans for Students program.

Schools must disburse loan proceeds in two or more installments

From March 1, 1990 to September I, 1990, a person could repay a defaulted loan
without penalty. The guaranty agency will report payment to the appropriate credit
bureau and the person is eligible to participate in loan programs.

The US. Department of Education and the guarantee agency can act to stop loans
from being made if necessary to prevent the misuse of federal funck

10
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An institution is not eligible to participate in the loan programs if it has lost its
accreditation within the past two year:

A data system will be developed to capture information on student loans nationwide.

The US. Department of Education has adopted default reduction regulations affecting schools in
the following categories

Default rates over 60% Schools are subject to limitation, suspension, or
termination from the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program.

Default rates from 40-60% Schools must reduce the default rate by 5% per year.

Default rates over 30% Schools must hold loan proceeds to first-time
borrowers until 30 days after the first day of class
Schools must prorate tuition refunds to borrowers
who drop out before the halfway point of a course
or in the first 6 months, whichever is earlier.

Default rates over 20% Schools must submit management plans to address
causes of defaults

All schools Schools must provide entrance counseling to first-time
borrower:

Vocational schools Schools must compile and disclose consumer
information to all prospective students, including
program completion and job placement rate:

11. TEXAS GUARANFEED STUDENT WAN CORPORATION

House Bill Number 715, 71st Legislature, requires the Corporation lc(

take the lead in working with others to reduoe default rates

calculate maximum acceptable default rates for institutions, intervene if those rates
are exceeded, carry out compliance reviews, and require the institutions to develop
and adhere to policies which will contribute to lowering institutional default rates

3 7 o
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as a requirement for continued participation in the guaranteed student loan
programs

develop and carry out a plan, in cooperation with the states
professional/occupational licensing agencies, whereby bolder: of licenses who have
defaulted on guaranteed student loans can be identified and notified that their
license will not be renewed until they enter into a repayment agreement with the
Corporation

In January of 1989, the Corporation became concerned because of the rising amount or
default claims The Corporation's Board adopted rules which restrict participation in the
guaranteed student loan program. This action resulted in the elimination of several schools
from the program. Some of the specific actions taken are as follows

The Corporation started a section which audits institutions for program compliance.

The Corporation is requiring that lenders only make Supplemental Loans for
Students and Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students to creditworthy borrowers,

The Corporation requires that Pell Grant and Stafford Loan eligibility be determined
before applying for Supplemental Loans for Students

The Corporatiou increased the guarantee fee on Stafford Loans for proprietary
schools from 25 percent to 3 percent, the maximum allowed by federal law.

In October of 189, tbe Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation established a
consortium made up of representatives of the Texas Education Agency, the Cosmetology
Commission, tbe US Department of Education, the Attorney General's Office, the State
Auditoes Office, and (ahem This consortium meets regularly to discuss problems and
improve communication and coordination among agencies. Tbe consortium has been very
effective in educating all ponies involved and bringing the significant problems to the
surface so they can be dealt with.

C TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY

Senate Bill Number 417, 71st Legislature, requires the Texas Education Agency tcc

develop, in consultation with Corporation and other appropriate agencies, a
comprehensive strategy to reduce default rates at proprietary schools and improve
the overall quality of the programs they offer

12
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collect frcm proprietary schools (I) current rates of completion and job placement,
(2) admission requirements for each course offering and (3) course hour length and
curriculum content

prepare a cost comparison of courses offered by proprietary schools and similar
courses taught by other types of schools .

ensure that proprietary schools provide prospective students with:
a course outline
a schedule of tuition 4.1c1 fees
the schoors refund, grading and incomplete grade policies
the name, addres, and telephooe number of the Texas Education Agency
current rata of completion and job placement
the cost of course comparison that the Texas Education Agency will compile

enter into a "Memorandum of Understanding for Regulation of Proprietary Schools"
with the Corporation and all other agencies that regulate proprietary schools The
Memorandum will require the

development and monitoring of indicators to idertify schools that have
excessive loan default rates, poor program performance, or both
sharing of specific information relating to the indicators between the Texas
Education Agency and the Corporation or other agency
application of specific sanctions by the Texas Education Agency or by the
Corporation or other agency, as appropriate, to lower the default rates,
improve program performance, or both

The Texas Education Agency is increasing staffing in their Division of Proprietary Schools
and Veterans Education to address the requirements of Senate Bill 417.

The Texas Education Agency is

establishing an agreement with the Texas Higher Education Coordinating BOard to
colter, data to compare the cost of programs being offered by schools

collecting dats from experts to determine minimum program standards for
bartending beverage management, and nunes aide courses

13
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establishing a memorandum of understanding with the Texas Guaranteed Student
Izan Corporation and each agency to develop a comprehensive strategy to improve
the quality of education and reduce the student loan default rate

approving student admision requirements course-hour lengths and curriculum
content

asessing interest in the amount of 203 percent on late refunds

assessing a fee of 20 percent of the renewal fee amount for the student tuition
protection fund

An example of the financial impact of some of these regulatory enhancements is the decrease in
the amount of student loans made under the Supplemental Loans for Students program. This loan
program has had serious problems with proprietary school defaults. The following illustrates the
Supplemental loans for Students program loan activity from October 1988 to March 1990 for
proprietary schools

SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS FOR STUDENTS
LOAN ACTIVITY BY MONTH - PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS
wows Dollars
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Appendix CPROPRIETARY SalOOL FEES EFFECIWB SWIMMER 19, 1989

Original or Change in Ownership Certificate of Approval $2,550.00

First annual renewal fee $2,100.00

Renewal of Certificate of Approval
based on grow amount, student tuition and fees

not more than $50,000 $ 825.00
more than $50,000, but not more than 100,000 $ 975.00
more than 100,000, but not more than 250,000 $1,125.00

more than 250,000, but not more than 500,000 $1,275.00

more than 500,000, but not more than 750,000 $1,425.00

more than 750,000, but not more than 1,000,000 $1,575.00

more than 1,000,000 $1,725 .00

Late renewal fee 12% of Annual Renewal Fee

Fee for Tuition Recovery Fund 20% of Annual Renewal Fee
(effective with February 1990 renewals)

Initial Representative $ 90.00

Annual renewal for a representative $ 45.00

Change in the name of the school or school owner $ 150.00

Change in the address of the school $ 270.00

Change in the name or address of a representative or a
change of name or addres of a school that causes
the reissuing of a representative permit $ 15.00

Additional course - regular $ 225.00
seminar and workshop $ 35.00

Director, administrative staff member, or instructor $ 20.00

q wI 1
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Degree granting approval $3,000.00

Additional degrees 375.00

Classroom facility separate from main campus

investigation of a complaint against a school if tbe
school is at fault

375.00

600.00

School operating through a memorandum of understanding $2000.00

16
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Proprietary School Regulation
Briefing Report

Report /

Release Date

Federally guaranteed student loan defaults by proprietary school students are costing taxpayers over
$2 billion per year nationally. In 1989, appittlimately $100 million in taxpayer dollars was paid for
defaults in Texas The briefing rePort identifies several areas for the Joint Committee on
Proprietary Schools where the State could strengthen regulation of proprietary schools. This would
result in lower the cost to taxpayers and ensuring that students received a quality education.

The primary suggestion is that tbe Committee consider consolidating regulatory authority into one
agency. Currently, regulation is the responsibility of several agencies Other suggestions are to
strengthen the actual regulation of programs to strengthen financial regulations, to implement
sanctions for more effective regulation, and to provide more information to prospective students

SCOPE We prepared this briefing report to assist the Joint Committee on Proprietary Schools in
carrying out their charge of evaluating the system used to approve and regulate courses of study
offered by proprietary schools in Texas The report providesan overview of current regulation and
identifies issues which indicate that regulation should be nrengthened.

In preparing the report, we interviewed the entities involved in the regulation of proprietary schools,
including the US. Department of Education, the Texas Educatioo Agency, the Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Corporation, and others We also reviewed documents from these entities and from
other sources
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS:
THE REGULATORY STRUCTURE

SUMMARY

Proprietary schools, which are privately owned posteecondary institutions
operated fbr profit, usually provide short-term job training in a wide variety
of occupational sukiects. Their students receive about $5 billion in Federal
student aid awards annually.

Insuring that these public Node are well spent requires the development
of an adequate regulatory structure. For schools that participate in student
financial aid programs, thie structure consists of a three-part system that is
commonly referred to as the *triad': accreditation,State licensing, and Federal
eligibility and certification. Accreditation and State licensing developed
independently, and Federal regulatory intends are secondary. The U.S.
Department of Education's only influence on eligibility determination I.
indirect, and the certification requirements are minimal. Specific regulatory
issues with which the *triad' must dsal include prop= quality,
institutional integrity, and student protection.

Program quality and effectiveness are a 'Unction both of the nature
of the programs offered (abort-term job training) and of the types of students
attracted to such school. (lower-achieving). Defining and measuring program
quality is not an easy task, however. None of the agencies in the current
regulatory structure address questions of the appropriate program length orcost of a program in relation to its declared otiectives.

Institutional integrity, i.e., Mimesl and administrative capacity, is
important in order to avoid providing financial assistance to students to
attend institutions that are chronically financially unstable, or shout to claw
Annual monitoring is important, yet there are pp in financial monitoring
procedures at all three levels in the current etructure. Despite the potential
for instability, new breaches and new owners can continue to receive Federal
title IV lands without interruption under current Federal regulations.

Student protection issues haus primarily on recruitment and
admislions processes. Questionable recnritment tactics become a particularly
serious problem when combined with misuse of admissions standards.
Admissions standards must be designed to legitimately screen out those
unlikely to succeed without discriminating aping the wry students most in
need of a chance. The ability of accrediting agencies, and States and Federal
regulations to protect against abuses in recruitment and admissions is limited.

Given those concerns, we must recognise that no regulatory structure can
prevent all fraud and abuse. Treating the reeulatory structure as a triad may
be misleading and diminish the Federal regulatory role. Finally, the current
system of postsecondary education, regardless of the level 3r institutional
sector, often may not ensure a good match between students and schools.
Given tbst fiat, end a continued commitment by Congas to help provide
mess, etudent aid policies mey need to be reessessed in terms of the extent
to which they allow students the opportuniry to try spin.

3
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PREFACE .

This report I. one of a NM/ of studies the Congressional Research

lervice has made of proprietary schools. We undertook the eerier in response

do congressional requests Ibr inibrmation about the schoole in light of the
fraud and abuse with which some have been charged. The series focuses on

issues likely to be important during the (forthcoming reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act, including the educational opportunities they offbr some

students and the increasing amount* of Federal student aid they mein.

Proprietary schools are
postsecondary vocational schools that
are privately owned and operated tbr
profit. They also are knovsn as
private career or private trade and
business schools. Most proprietary
school programs can be completed in
6 to 9 months, allowing students to
obtain training without losing much
time from work. While community
colleges also offer short-term
programs, u do some 4-year colleges,
proprietary schools can be
distinguished from most institution.
of higher education by their
consistent focus on vocational training. Colleges typically have academic
programs leading toward degrees, even if they also have vocational programs.
Relatively few proprietary schools award degrees.

Proprietary abode provide instruction in a wide variety of occupational

subjects: business and secretarial skills, computers and tribulation
processing, marketing, travel and tourism, hotel management, gunnery arts,

oosmetolov, health services, electronics, automotivemaintananos and repair,

tzuck eying, security guards, building maintenance, and many others. In
several fields the proprietary school 'odor is a =dor provider of pre.
employment training. Nonetheless, most postucondary vocationsl education

occurs in colleges and universities, and much oocupational learning azure on

the job.

Currently, there are over 6,000 propeistary schools and branches In the
United Statesmore than all the colleges and universities. Host proprietary
schools are small, but those with classroom Instruetion enroll well our one
million students ovary par. Proprietary eorrespondoeue &tool. enroll about
onrohalf as soy. While the actual number otproprietary school sbAdents is

difficult to determize from Federal sump, they legal* sonstitute between
9 and 12 percent of all undergraduate enrollment in a given paz. Compered
to colleges, proprietary schools are likely to have higher proportions of
e tudents who are minority, hoists, lower booms, or without a high school
diploma. Student bodies in Individual Womb differ substantially, thou" and
most postsecondary students with any of theme characteristics are enrolled in

alleges. For additional in(brmation, see Proprietary 8thook A Datripties
of Institutions and &Weak by Richard N. Apling with Steven 1. Moan.

A series of studieZ :about
proprietary 'school. souring:

thi echo& end their
students

student aid

regulation

labor market. outomnes

)
1..) I ) I
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Federal financial aid to proprietary school students is controvert's', One
reason is the significant imam during the 1980. in their use of subsidised
loans and grants. Proprietary school students now receive about one-third of
Guaranteed Student Loans (081a) and on' quarter of P.11 grant& Some
people contend that this increase could sewn in less aid being available for
college studio* Their concern I. magnified by two associated problems
proprietary school student.' 40 percent 08L defkult ratetwice the rate ot
community college students and 4 times that of students from 4-year schools
and persistent allegations of fraud and abuse in the way a number of
proprietary schools administer the aid progranss. It is argued, however, that
changes in Federal policies to /Adria then problems could restrict
postsecondary educational opportunities fly some studs.m. These and other
issues related to the Mute of student aid for proprietary school students are
analyzed in Proprietary Schools and Student Fbsancial Aid hogrome:
Background and Policy Issues, by Charlotte Frau.

The way proprietary schools are regulated has come under scrutiny.
Currently the schools are subject to a three-part regulatorystructure known
as the "triad': private accreditation, State licensing, and Federal eligibility and
certification. But frequent allegations of abuses by some schools show the
limitations of these systems. Accrediting associations help schools raise
i. ander& through voluntary evaluation; created and controlled by the schools
themselves, they have limited enforcement powers. Licensing requirements
vary widely among States and may not address program quality. Eligibility
and certification requirements !be Department of Education student aid
programs are neither adequate nor properly enforced, according to Inspector
General reports. Proprietary schools are deo subject to market forces to the
atent they must compete ler students. Yet if students are not knowledgeable
conaumers, as sometimes seems the case, the marketplace may not offer much
protection. Proprietary Schoolc The Regulatory Structure, by Minot
Menet, provides an analysis of these Wires.

How proprietary schools affect the subsequent work end earnings of their
etudents is not an easy question to answer. Little research has been done on
the subject. Moreover, the question must he approached in different ways
depending on the policy issue. Knowing how much proprietary school
students subesquently earn, fee example, would be helpfial fix determining
whether they can pay back student loans. Knowing what similar students
earn after attending community college, or perhaps not going on to school at
all, would help determine the relative effectiveness of proprietary schools.
Knowing if the students' additional earnings exceed the cost of the schooling
would be usefig hi determining whether proprietary school education I. a
good investment. Whatever the ism, it I. important to take amount al
differences in ability and prior education and tndning. Current research
cannot yield conclusive findings on these matters, though it does euggest ideas
for how the training of students beyond high school might be improved. For
fintber discussion, see Labor Market Outcomes of Proprietary Schools, by Tom
Gabe, Steven IL Aleman, and Bob Lyks.

3
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PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS:
THE REGULATORY STRUCTURE

CHAP= 1
WHY REGULATE? BACKGROUND AND ISSUES

BACKGROUND

The design of Federal student flannelsl assistants programs le rooted in
a number of unique characteristics of American podia:ender), education.
Two main characteristics am the diversity of postescondery inetitutions and
the prohibition on Federal control of education. The univeree of
postsecondary education institutions includes publicly supported colleges and
universities, community colleges and vocational schools, private nonprofit
institutions, and proprietary schools, all of which make independent decisions
on curriculum and admissions. Students themselves make their own cholas
of the type of institution they wish to attend. The role of the Federal
Government 13 not to control but to provide aid to etudes!a so that student
choice I. not restricted by the costs and the level of the student's ce hisiher
femily's income. Students ideally make the choke of inetitution based OD

interest, geography, and the school's academic standards.

While Americans pride themselves on the diversity and independents of
our higher education system, we have to live with certain conesquenees.
These consequences include the possibility thst some institutions will not
provide an adequate education, and that not all students will nuke good
Choices. In order to protect the independence and diversity of the meteor and
still allow students mess and some degree of choice, adequate regulatory
structures have to be developed to deal with these problems.

Concerns about whether students receive an adequate education or make
the right choice of postaeoondary trsining ham alms existed, but when most
student aid was in the tbrm of pants and scholarships, problems were not
visible nor fiscal implicatione as obvious. Loans have now replaced pants le
the melor source of student aid. By relying on loan% which the Clovirmant
guarantees against delimit, attention I. directed to the results of the education
that the assistance has provided mesa to, linos students whose educational
experience is unsuccessM Iney be more likely to default on atudent loans.

In order to impure that Federal Nods are well spent and that awes
means the opportunity for meaningibl educational choices and quality
programs, some Federal regulation of all postsecondary institutions has always
been considered appropriate. However, rather than directly establish Federal
standards fbr educational quality, the reeponsibility was delegated to agencies

46-418 0 - 92 - 13
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outside the Federal Government Beginning with the GI. bill, the first broad-
scale program of Federal aid to postsecondary students, a process war set up
for the Federal Government to list "nationally recognised' accrediting agencies
that could attest to the quality of postsecondary institutions. This was
intended to help assure that the public dollar spent at any schoolpublic,
private nonprofit or for-profitwould be well spent

Current student financial assistance programs authorized under tide N
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 include etandards of eligibility for
schools, including proprietary vocational school., as well as students. In
congreesional testimony in 1974 on the eligibility oyster for posts000ndery
student aid, researcher Dr. Harold Or lane stated the purposes of a Federal
e ligibility eystenu 'A system of eligibility fir Tugs numbers of students and
postsecondary schools should be equitable, tering students and schools in
e very State and field an equal opportunity to qualifY; it should insure that
Surds are spent for the purpose for which they are appropriatednot always
precisely definedand it should give students an .honest and, if possible, usekl
education."

The purpose of this report is to examine whether the current regulatory
structure is adequate to deal with concerns about program quality,
institutional integrity and student protection in the proprietary sector. While
this paper focuses on proprietary schools, concerns about program quality,
inetitutfonal integrity, and student protoction are applicable to all
postsecondary institutions. Treditional institutions of higher education (publie
and private nonprofit institutions) have the potential for wrongdoing End
may not alwsys deliver a dollar in educational value for every dollar they
receive. DEAN advertising aggressive and misleading recruiting, the
watering down of educational standards, and financial instability can occur in
traditional ineetutions too. Ono current example I. the ecandsls and issues
surrounding recruitment of student athletes and the efforts to begat* a
oartain amOunt Of COOSUmer protection through th* disclosure of greduation
rates for student athletes at schools that receive Fedual thuds.'

The rest of this chapter eummarises the key regulatory issues es they
relate to the proprietary sector. The next chapter describes the basic
regulstory structures and processes lbr school participation in Federal student
financial aid programs. The rest ot the paper focuses on the three major
regulatory issues: program quality, institutional integrity, i.e., financial and
administrative capacity, and student protection. The report looks at the

kid Conran nom Committee en Education and Labor. Special fluboommittse tm
Munition. Federal Higher Education Programa hmeindiemol Bligthilky. Hearin" 61d
foe. aro, Id flein., Part 1, Accreditatko, July 111, 111, end 26, 1274. Washingten, CPO, Mt

1Aa pawed by the House en June 5, 19.0, H.E1454 would require all schools that rendre
Federal &ads to report graduation rates f* fultime students and student athlete,.
Cbagremiteal Road, June 6, MO. p. 113111.
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current efforts in these areas, pps in regulation and possible options to
achieve policy objectives. The concluding seetion attempts to place theme
issues in the broader context of student financial aid policies at the Federal
level.

ISSUES

Insuring that public funds aro well spent redoes regulatory Mutes
about program quality, institutional integrity, and student protection.
While these concerns apply to all postesciondszy inetitutiono, specific aspects
are particulatly relevant fbr schools that offer vocational program, including
proprietary schools.

Questions about the quality sad offactivemes of vocational programs
are a 'Unction both of the nature of the programs offered and of the types of
students attracted to such schools. These programs offer short-term training
specificelly designed to prepare students fbr particular jobs. Because of the
close relationship between program content and the job market, program
quality requires continual change and adJustment. In addition, program quality
is important in the vocational school motor because of the students these
schools serve. Many of the student* attracted to vocational programs are low-
income, lower-achieving students, including high school dropouts. These
potential proprietary school students may be less likely to have aeons to
counseling and information on postaecondaty choices, and may be relatively
unsophisticated about the connection between any higher education and the
job market.

Program quality and the question of the effectiveness of vocational
programs is also a critical component in achievement of the Federal goal of
access. Providing seem fir poor students to postsecondery opportunities was
not meant to provide opportunities kir failure, minimum wage jobs or

. unemployment as the result of a poor quality education. Instead the goal is
access to quality training loading to valued skills and well.paying jobs.
Defining si 4 maturing program quality le not an easy task, however.
Regulatory agencies my look at various outcome manna, such as
dropout/graduation rates, job placement success, or at queetions concerning
the appropriateness of the program's length and cost in relation to resulting
job opportunities.

Institutional integrity, IA, whether the school has the finsncid and
administrative capacity and 'lability to provide the education and training it
promises, is also concern fbr the proprietary sector. As privet* profitaraking
entities with a need tbr rapid turnaround in programs and studeat clientele
and dependence on Federal student aid Ibr mueb of their revenues, their
potential for financial instability may be considerable. The profit motive my

iTeehaleal Failures. StaWs %Wend Sabah Dash* Students, highs en Jab.
Placement &EA* Minmepolis &sr 2Wasaus, Apr. SS, Fat p. IA.
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also lead to greater preseures for too rapid growth, expansion into branch
empties and buying and selling schools. The regulatory structure mey
monitor financial stability, seek to protect students and the Government from
the consequencee of school closures, and review decisions to establish branch
campuses or buy and sell schools.

Consumer protection is also an important issue for proprietary schools
because of the nature of the schools. In colleges and universities, the
relationship between a mejor or course ot study and a future job can be
somewhat indirect. Students often enter without a clear idea ot bow they will
use their education, and may change =Ors. In proprietary schools, the
avowed purpose is to prepare students for specific occupations. This makes
it easier to test their claims spinet results than for traditional institutions,
and, at the same time, makes it more important that students have accurate
information, since they are purchasing a specific service!

In order to eveluate a program as a means to a particular job, students
need to know the prospects for completing the course, and for getting work
in the area for which they ars trained. In addition, because of the unitary
nature of the proprietary school programsa single course of study that lead.
to a certificate in x amount of time, instead of a series of courses, kr each of
which the student receives separate creditand, because of the lack of
transferability of credits, selecting the wrong program and dropping out may
have much more serious consequenoss for the student consumer whom
investment could be totally lost. Regulatory efforts may bens on review of
recruitment and admissions practices, student information &closure
requirements, and efforts to encourage wheels to increase student retention.

There have been reports of consumer protection problems in the
proprietary sector at least since the schools began to participate in title IV
student financial assistance programs in the early 1970s. In 1976, the
American Institutes for Research completed a report for the U.S. Office of
Education that found proprietary schools had a higher potential fbr commie
abuse than nonprofitmaking institutions. The Government Operations
Committee in the House of Representatives held beerinp on consumer
complaints and fraud and abuse in the proprietary school sector in 1974, and
in the same year, the Federal Trade Commission bepn developing a trade rule
to protect student consumers from alleged misleading advertising and high-
pressure recruitment tactics of proprietary echools!

'Odom% Hamad. Primo AseradiasOkot sad Mile ilisibllity. Wept" lira, D.C.
Heath and ComPiler. 1M. p. 1914 (Haresitar dud as Prima Aand4ls1100

11160 et am witted's la the 1970o did as* souk la as* thaws is the master
wafture itr praprietatp ochool parlidpatios is student Caudal aristatios propsem but their
Wow* dots Wats that titt *wake is eat ow ow Jung, I. sIaL kryworkw Me
COnsume Prologdon Filastion M PasSmeadop giatatiaa. rad Napa AMMO, wised
Juin Palo Alta, Americas hatitutas far Passesals, 1977. WI. Comma Holm
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The main function of regulation by the U.S. Department of Education
CEO/ I. to insure appropriate use of Federal fUnds to benefit the intended
recipients. Some of the currant concern surrounding the participation of the
proprietary sector in student financial aid programs has centered on
alleptions of deliberate fraud and alma. Even the best regulatory structure
cannot guarantee the elimination of all fraud and abuse. Indeed, it I. unlikely
that any regulatory atructure on its own can prevent all attempts to bilk the
public. However, monitoring and oversight provisions that aro sfrkt and
consistently enforced may deter oome &tura abuse and enable the systim to
detect abuses after they have occurred. On the other band, the best romedy
to reduce fraud and abuse may lie not in pester regulation or enfbrament
of regulatiot e but in changing the incentive stmeture of the props= to
make it lees appealing to those with criminal intent.

This paper describes the structure of regulation for proprietary, ochools
at the Federal, State, and accrediting agency levels and analyses appropriate
regulatory responeee to the issues of program quality, institutional integrity,
and student protection. It is not an independent evaluation of the
implementation or enforcement of misting replationr, although reporte
relating to these activities are noted.'

k.aratInued)
Conmaitme en Government Operadema &Awing Akees M ?wimpy Wesienal ihrsiriem
Twthlraeveallt &perk Don IA, 1P74. Wathingths, OPO, 1P74. Pnprktary ibestionstsod
Home Seudy Wools: node Itegvimks slam FR 44 Den 11, 1078640117.

°We have relied en preview stualos, jathlithed deeethethe d Gle nradny
freethod, and movereetieth with Miff at venoms levels la preparing this revert. At the them
level, we limited our review et mud etatumehesthetione I. the ala Naas with the mom

et proprietary school entionto or ego* mat, Tai. Kt, Pav EL, end ohle), letr.7°:;:taiblithed studies and surveys that described the regulations in othir States
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CHAPTER 2
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS: THE TRIAD

Accreditation is a private process undertaken in the interests
of and financed by accredited schools. Federal program
interests are secondary.

States vary in how they regulate proprietary schools.
Different States have different requirements for Sawed
schools, and vary in the =tent of their oversight.

Federal regulation of proprietary school participation in
title IV programs has a number of limitations. Ws only
influence on eligibility determination is indirect, and the
certification requirements are minimaL

For schools that participate in student financial aid programs, tbe
regulatory structure consists of a three-part system that is commonly reamed
to es the °triad' In order for students attending school to receive Federal
mistime, the school must 1) be aocredited by an gooey recognized flw that
purpose as listed by the Secretary of Education, 2) be honed or otherwise
lepily authorized tc. provide postescondery education in the Mate in which
it is located, and 3) be deemed eligible and certified to participate in student
aid programs by the U.S. Department of Education (ED)"

Of the three components of the VWaccreditation, State licensing, and
eligibility and catificationtwo of theme components developed Independently
of any Federal program needs to serve purposes related to quality assurance
end consumer protection, bat not necessarily hoes the Federal
perspective. 'lb avoid activating tsars about Federal intertwines in
educational decisionmaking. the Federal Government generally and the ED,
specifically, have relied on accrediting agencies and State licensing to
determine standards of program quality. Traditional definitions of eduaationel
quality have fbeused on school characteristics as indicators of quality, sorb as
faculty qualifications, the curricula, and admissions standards. The legislation
establishing the ED specifically prohibits it trom exercising %ay direction,
supervision, or control over the curriculum, program of instruction,
administration, or personnel of any educational institution, school, or school
system, over any accrediting agency or aseociation . . . ` Attempts to set
independent Federal standards of higher education curricula, and*
administration of programs have traditionally been viewed as violating this

:tem 10 U.1.0, 1111(b), 10111, NA 1011, 1444 NW 1141.
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provision, and have been attacked as infrinpment on "academic freedom' as
well.'

Thus, a three-pronged system of regulation developed, with each
component operating independently and having different purposes and
histories. Accreditation agencies, which ars private organizationa set up to
review the qualifications of member institutions, are the locus for essentially
self-initiated quality guidelines and self-improvement efforts. State agencies,
such as school licensing bureaus, exercise minimal educational quality control,
and consumer protection standards. The Federal Government, through ED,
is the third arm of the triad, focusing on protecting the administrative and
fiscal integrity of its fkanding programs.

ACCREDITATION

According to the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation or COPA,
accreditation is 'a system for recognizing educational institutions and
professional programs affiliated with those institution' for a level of
performance, integrity and quality which entitles them to the confidence of
the educational community and the public they serve.' Accreditation is seen
MP a uniquely American process for ensuring quality and protecting the
'academy's' autonomy" The two main fiinctions of accreditation are the
development of standards and the protection of institutional autonomy. Both
have important implications for the use of accrediting agencies ss part of the
regulatory structure for proprietary schools.

Background

Historically, accreditation developed out of the circumstances of the
American system of higher education, in which no single point of control or
central body existed to set educational standards. In the late 19th century,
there was no consensus on the content of or the distinctions in content
between high school and postsecondary institutions. Because the boundaries
were unclear, the first voluntary association of postsecondary institutions was
formed in 1895 to define the difference between high school and college and

'Department of gducation Orpnisation Act, P.L. 9646, section 103(b). Ons et the
Aindamental principles d the system ot higher education in this country, the Mid ot madman
freedom has been defined am "the essential freedoms of university to determine fbr itself ar
academic grounds whe may teach, what may kw taught, how it shall be taught and who my
be admitted to study.' Iles U.S. Suprema Court. Sway v. New Hampshire, 1967, Justices
Harlan and PrankArrter concurAng.

*Me Balance Wheal for Accreditation. A.nourol Diredery. Washington, Council cn
Poesecondary Aocrodlualon, July 1967.

4 .'
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to develop some guidelines and procedures for peer relliew, SIP condition fbr
membership."

Over time, a number of such regional associations firmed whose
membership was contingent on accreditation. The essociations established
separate accrediting bodies or commissions that were responsible for
developing standards and pursing on the institutional qualifloations for
membership. By the eerly 1970s, all but a small percentage of the dopes
granting institutions of higher education were either accredited or applicsate
for accreditation. To some Went, regional accreditation had become so
universel as to have lcat any power of discriminating among traditional higher
education institutions."

During this same time period, proprietary schools hod developed outside
this framework of smociations and accrediting commissions fbr traditionsl
public and private nonprofit higher education institutions. Some proprietary
schools were in existence in the 18th and 19th centuries, and many of the
associations of these schools have hngthy histories. The regionsl
postsecondary accrediting agencies had, however, generally excluded
proprietary schools, using nonprofit status as a criterion tbr membership.
After the U.S. Office of Education was authorised to publish a lid of
recognised accrediting agencies fbr purposes of eligibility fbr veterans' benefits,
under the first O.I. bill, the national proprietary school associations began to
set up their own accreditation commissions.°

Controversy over the exclusion of proprietary school' by the regional
aecrediting bodies came to a bead with the Marjorie Webster ow (1908-1970).
Marjorie Webster was a for-profit junior college that had been in *Mews 1hr
a number of yeas and conforred meociate degrees. It woo noosed to operate
in the District ot Columbia but wm not accredited although it had attempted
to apply several times to the Middle States &crediting Commission. In 1908,
the college, whose students were unable to remise Federal aid bemuse of its
lock of ameeditation finally sued the accrediting sommission !be denying the
college the opportunity to apply Por accreditation. Ana* other things,
Marjorie Webster charged that the regional association acted as a combination
in restraint of trade and had denied the @drool due moose in rejecting its
application attempts.

stet issiled hhtetp et eitoredhsties is thh maim as Itateinesd, FM F.
AmediWhos Sham Prow" end holdros. %angles, Amdahl Areastka he Higher
lchassies, MI

"Prime Aeorediairt, p. II

11The Aseedetka et Isilepesdest Oellesee and Scheele (Ant) gm estabikhed is 114 lb
meditieg etmamies sr at up is WA The tistkeel lime Study Cessell CHM) bee
Meat shoe MA, but the asereathi body eas ereated is 1961
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During the course of the trial, the issue quickly became one of whether
the profit motive was compatible with education. A number of distinguished
economiets such as Milton Friedman testified on behalf of the school, with
higher education officials defending Middle States exclusion of far-profit
schools. The trial court judge ruled in favor of the college: 'educational
excellence is determined not by method of financing but by the quality of
the program.' The appellate court reversed the decision, bolding that the
regional accrediting commission could legitimately use nonprofit criterion fbr
accreditation. While the school itself went out of business not long after, the
proprietary *actor lost the battle but won the war, as other regional
6:mm1o:slow began to admit proprietary schools and a number of proprietary
junior colleges joined existing proprietary accrediting groups."

The Marjorie Webster case focused attention on the question of whether
institutional accreditation had any direct relationship to quality. A nure,er
of critics concluded that accrediting agencies were too status quo, too hide-
bound, and too protective of established institutions. They recommended that
the Federal Government should Mop relying on private accreditation in
establishing eligibility for Federal rands. Opponents argued that this would
remove the incentive for any school to la. accredited, and would :sad to direct
Federal control of programs and institutional deeisione.14 The proposals were
not adopted. Instead, the proprietary accrediting agencies gradually became
accepted members of the accreditation community.

In 1975, the coordinating body of the regional accrediting commission.,
the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commission. of Higher Education
(MACRE), and another organisation representing colleges and universities,
the National Council on Accreditation (NCA), merged to form COPA. COPA's
membership was also expanded to include three of the national commiesions
that accreditad most proprietary schools, the accrediting commissions oh the
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS), which accredits
primarily business schools, the National Amociation of Trade and Technical
Schools (NATTS), and the National Home Study Council (NHSC), which
accredits correspondence schools. COPA acts as an umbrella orpniution that
supports research projects and publications on accreditation and aims to
protect socrediting agencies from government interference.

In addition to AKA NAIIS, and the NHSC, three other accrediting
bo.iies currently accredit eignificant numbers of proprietary schools. These are
the National Actrediting Commie:don of Coemetolov Arts and Sciences
(NACCAS), group farmed from merger of two previous accrediting bodies,
the Accrediting Commission for Continuing Education and Training (ACCET),
and The Southern Amociation of Colleges and Schools, Commission on

11The Supreme Court refused le review the Appals Court derides in Doe. 1070. Koerner,
Jame D. The Case ot Marjorie Wow. The Palle Imam, no. 20, Kummer 1070. p. 4044.

"Privets Merediestion.
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Occupational Educational Institutions (SACS/COW. Wilts institutions of
higher education, however, not all proprietary schools are accredited. In the
early 1970s, it was estimated that less than 30 percent of the existing schools
were accredited. While it I. likely that that proportion has increased
considerably, there remain a number of such schools that are not
accredited.14

Elements of Accreditation

Kenneth Young, one of the Rounders of COPA who has written
axteneively about accreditation, has set out the six major purposes of
accreditation: fostering excellence, mourning improvement, assuring the
public that institutions have appropriate objectives which they ars capable of
accomplishing, providing technical assistance, eneoureging diversity of
institutions and programs, and protecting institutions from encroachments on
academic freedom. Accrediting organiutione have generally avoided specific
standards and quantitative checklists in developing criteria of quail?, and
fostering excellence, and instead have relied on qualitative criteria and
subjective judgments of institutional ezcallence. According to Young, the
ultimate test of institutional accrediting is whether the accredited institution
is acceptable to other accredited institutions."

The actual process of accreditation, in contrast to particular standards,
is very uniform, regardless of which accrediting agency I. involved. In part
this is due to the influence of COPA and its wordination of the accrediting
community and its procedures. In part, it also results ikon the fact that the
criteria the ED uses in listing recognised accrediting agencies hone on the
procedures agencies use end not the content of the standards they set." In
keeping with the primary goals of peer review end self-improvement, the key
element in accreditation is self-evaluation by the institution. The standard
components of the aemsdltation proses include a eeltstudy, an welts
evaluation by a team of peers, and a final decision to grant or deny

"IACII/COZI wee tensel is Des. MI, and was Medal le the MOW COPA
membership homes it is a admit et the regional ameektiam Neither HAMM am AO=
are COPA waters. Is rehrrisp to the seareittis( speeks sag their math tiesesteut tbs
pew. we um the amociatise saramme bet maw abseil remember time the atermithag
armmimises ham soparats Wipe, and pmemiessi stet

Ulm DI Many et Osegras. Cassrseelead Isseare Sante. Preprithory Nosh:
A IhraWles f &MA mad Ilhionh S Igen hr thegrae, NEW Mho
Weablegtem Oft hr dhurries of the ellseithe le Merril( the mad swam et sea
mho& Otereatter Ma to as herder, DrAah) lbs mitheate el NI esoI h sma COPA,
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accreditation by the Mil accrediting commission whose members usually
include public representatives u well as representatives or owners of member
schools."

Self-studies by %b00% are designed to measure progress according to
pzwriously accepted objectives, also defined by the schools. The resulting self-
study report is used as the basis for evaluation by a site-visit team that
anuses the school in light of the self-study, the team's expertise, end external
perspectives. The UM prepares an evaluation report that I. reviewed by the
institution fbr factual accuracy. The original etudy, report, and response then
go to the accrediting commission which uses these ea a basis 'Or action
retarding die status of a school. Negative decisions are appealable, usually
to a specially constituted committee or review board.

Accnditing commissions tend to meet two to four times yser and vary
in the number of applications on which decisions need to be made at any one
muting. Accreditation is generally granted for a specific term, which is 6
maximum of 5 to 6 years among the proprietary school accrediting agenda,.
Accrediting bodies can review member institutions at any time 'for cause' and
require prior approval or review of substantive changes..

Limits to the Accreditation Promos

There are a number of limits to the accreditation process as a means to
insure consistently high standards at schools. Some of thus can oocur in the
application of individual steps in the process. For example, standards nay be
too vague or limited to evaluate institutional quality, self-studies mer lack
objective data, review teams may not be expert or their time may be too short,
evaluation reports may ignore deficiencise, or accreditation commissions may
be too overworked to careMly review applications. In short, the process may
not live up to ha intentions. COPA, itself, hu acknowledged that
*accreditation falls short of providing the quality miming* that our nation
deserves . .. . far too often the participants in the accreditation process focus
their efforts on minimal barely adequate standards.'3°

"Tho docoodioodon Pim Pads, end Pr000diuvo, Jaw 1916, owl litowdortio for
Acavdimol" Avg Mt Meson& ACM. The Ponds sod lkondonto Oho theineti*en
ea Ompodonol Irdanction looderlaw, 1990 Mice, Duster, Georgia, Mt Nom Study
Moot Aotrodimiass Mak" header*, and Swaim& %Maros, liocaditingOomdedoo
ot NH60, 1990. Aseraditation Criawiar Pad" h000dwoo sod illimdsodo. Washington,
Aeoreditadon Oilfiablieb 'CAM 1916 with ettpplentente. Ihmulardo ofdorodkadm, and The
Aearediteties Proms, Washington, Aserediting Comatirden of NAT111, NA. NACCAS thondonlo
and CM,* Feb. liN and Asko of hoodoo oed Prixodunt, Mu. 16, 1950, Washington,
NACCAS. AO OW above oonunisions sloe mod their reader eolteoh inteeprothe moos and
n ew polithe end standar& on ipso& lame trete time le tune.

22Quowd in Manning, Munson. Are the Stereteris Intentions Ilonecablet Madam
Jute.Aug 1996. p. 1346.
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Other limits of accreditation are more Aandamentally linked to its nature.
It is important to remember that eccrediting is undertaken in the interests
of, and is !thawed by accredited schools. Public service and consumer
protectior are secondary interests. Accreditation I. not process by which
inetitutions an measured against clear oldective standards of quality.
Although the public often assumes that accreditation implies some warranty
or 'good housekeeping seal of approval' that protects the educational
consumer or vouches for the financial and educational integrity of an
institution, accrediting agencies maks no such claims. Accreditation cycles are
too long to be able to vouch for the current status of schools. While annual
reports may be required, and accrediting agency staff may inveetigate
complaints, accrediting bodies generally do not have the resources to closely
monitor accredited schools. Since the outlook of the accreditors is collegial
and voluntary, they do not see policing or enforcement of standards as part
of their mission. The only serious sanction such bodies can invoke is
withdrawal of accreditation, so when problem schools come to their attention,
the mai approach is exhortation.°

Ironically, perhaps because of the greater spotlight focused on alleged
abuses in the proprietary sector, or a general defensiveness that comes from
being looked down upon by the traditional higher educstion establishment, the
proprietary accrediting bodies have suffered from these limits somewhat lees
than the regional accrediting commission.. The proprietary ached accrediting
organizations are more likely to have specific, even quantitative, etandards,
to require regular annual reports from all member., end to investipte
complaints and any changes in specific indicators of school quality or
integrity. Oa the other hand, because of the greater financial stakes in
withdrawal of accreditation, they have bind it difficult to apply that ultimate
sanction.* Their basic ethos, however, remains the same as the regional
commissioneLthe tbeus is on peer review and self-improvementP

'ME STATE REGULATORY ROLE

There is no consistent State role in regulating proprietary
schools, since States developed rules with a variety of different purposes and

110C awes problems tin sn essountend im isislal sunditetion eon be rooked by
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perspective.. Some of these regulations were relatei to the rulw governing the
traditional sector of higher education, while others were patterned after State
rules for operating businesses. Technically, all States do not license
proprietary schools; however all 50 States do have some identification,
registration, or certification procedure with which schools must comply in
order to obtain legal authorisation to do business within a State. States
however, differ greatly on the nature of this procedure, the extent of the
requirements imposed on schools, u well as on thf verification of information
or oversight of licensed w' NA. In a few States, schools need only fill out a
simple fbrm and pey a fbe to be authorized to operate, while others require
elaborate applications, and on-site investigation by State staff."

Background

State regulation of the proprietary sector relies primarily on laws
requiring proprietary schools to register or obtain a license in order to operate
within their borders. The impetus for these rules varied from State to State,
sometimes growing out of business registration procedures generally, and
sometimes initiated in relation to eligibility for State programs of student aid.
Depending on the State and the type of training offered, several different
agencies Way be involved in the licenoing and oversight of proprietary schools.
For example, in Texas, there is a separate board that oversees coemetolory
schools, and another agency that licenses trade and technical schools. The
public safety or traffic bureau registers truck driving schools, while the State
education agency I. responsible for authorizing schools that grant degrees."
In States with multiple licensing or authorizing agencies, the various
regulatory watchdogs may have little contact or coordination with each other.
In most eases, agendas regulating proprietary schools are also likely to be
completely excluded from any participation In higher education coordination
or planning in the State."

The activities of State licensing bureaus are typically funded through fees
which the schools pay to be lkonsed or registered. As a result the very
agencies with the responsibility for monitoring and enforcement of regulations
governing proprietary schools are dependent on thou same schools for the

"Conversation with Cecedinating etossearh National Amoolation ot State Administrators
and Supervisors or Private Schools (MUM), reb. 1900. Um* are no published gummy
of the laws Mnd repletion' prinking proprietary schools in all the States. NAMPO I. the
assodetion that represents these ado regulstay veil&

album recently (1M) brought truck driving schools within the purview if the same
agency that regulMes other trade and technical *shook but colosetolov schools roman under
another authority. Pennsylvania revised its statute in 1147, at which time previously
independently operating naming epodes were combined Into single board. Cansetology
sohcols aro those mom likely to be authceired under a separate authority in many State&

Namious, Brum N. SON Oversight of she Moue ond Prvprielary Saw. Paper,
81113.E0, A. 19115.
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agency budget. This is not an ideal situation from the point of view of
disinterested, strict enforcement of regulations."

Another source of authority fbr State regulation of proprietary schools is
the programs of student aid established by the State. In 38 States,
proprietary school studenta are eligible fin State programs of financial ald,
and thus any Stets regulations applying to schools participating in those
programs would also apply to proprietary schools. Since the focus of this
paper is the regulatory structure for participation in Federal student aid
programs, no attempt was made to review State student aid program
regulations.*

In addition, all States have enacted the Uniform Commercial Code, which
has a number of explicit protections for consumers from abusive practice. in
recruitment and sales, theoretically including abuses in the education sector.
Consumer protection statutes per se tend to be complaint driven, and
regardless of whether provisions have been enacted specifically including
proprietary schools in their coverage, enforcement of such rtatutss on an ad
hoc, case by case basis limits their role in regulation of the proprietary school
sector. The various school licensing bureaus, registration or certification
agencies are the main locus of State regulatory efforts.

Element. of Regulation

A theoretical distinction I. usually made between accreditation as an
evaluation of educational quality and Stets licensing as an assoesment of the
viability of the institution to do business. In practice, States we a number
of difterent perspectives in the regulatory prows. Many States approach
regulation from the same perspective as accreditors. A State Now may have
the authority to establish minimum standards fbr the qualifications of 11111.
time faculty, the amount of library 'materials, and instructional specs, and
evaluate institutions on these criteria. Another common &cue is on 'honed
prectim.' A State agency may have authority to review the reliability and
accuracy of published materials and advertising, to regulate refinid
and to require other consumer protection measurm. Many States uee
elements of both approaches. Some fOcus more on mimmum standards for
depergranting proprietary schools and on the application of truth in
advertising rules for the nondtgrergranting szbools.*
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The Education Commission of the States developed model State
legislation for regulation of proprietary schools in 1971 that combined
minimum standards and consumer protection concerns. The legislation WU
also supported by the National Association of State Administrators and
Supervisors of Private Schools in congreuional testimony in 1974, and has
since been used as a resource document by many States in developing or
revising their laws and regulations. The following NW were suspated for
minimum standards at the State level: application information, catalog
criteria, admissions policies, instructional materials, recordkuping criteria,
agent/salesman criteria, placement rates, policies for cancellation and refund
of tuition and fees, equipment/facilities, faculty criteria, administrative staff
support, advertisinglrecruitment, and financial stability. At the um. time, the
model legislation included a provision to allow States to waive any
independent requirements for licensure when a school was already accredited
by a private accrediting commission.3°

Limits

Regulation of proprietary schools at the State level is limited in what it
can accomplish. The lack of uniformity in State statutes and regulations limits
the reliance that can be placed on States for inuring Federal objectives in the
use of stuaent aid funds. States vary too much in the substantive areas
covered, in the etrietness of the standards imposed, and in the extent to which
the applicable statutes are actually implemented and enforced. Perhaps, for
these reasons, the Federal Government has never placed a great deal of
emphasis on this component of the triad.51

In a 1976 report that accompanied a proposed trade rule for proprietary
schools, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) concluded that State overflight
of proprietary schools was inadequate both because there were gape in State
laws and regulations that permitted deceptive or fraudulent practices to
continue and more importantly because the laws that did exist were seldom
adequately enforced.33

A number cf more recent reports and comments suggest that the
situation has not changed in the intervening years. A 1979 General

mlidodel State Legislation. Report of the Teak Faroe on Model State Legislation for
Approval of Postsecondary Educational Institutions and Authorisation to Grant Degrees
Denver, Education Commianion of the State*, 197$. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on
Education and Labor. Special Subcommittee on Education. Hearings on hsseitutronal
Eligibility, 1874. Washington, GPO, 1474.

317114t Carter Mministretion proposed abolishing reliance on accreditation in hopes of
forcing Stamm into is more rigoroue regulatory posture. The suggestion was overwhelmingly
oppcewl by every incur of the postoecondary education community.

nDizon, W. D. Proposed Dade Regulation Ruk: Advertising, Disclosure, Coolintoff and
ReAind Requirements Aw Proprietary Weational and Home Study Schools. Washington, Report
of the Presiding Officer, Federal Trade Commission, 1974.
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Accounting Office report suggested that the lack of oversight by State agencies
was major problem either because accredited schools were exempt from
review or because States had inadequate (kinds to review and monitor schools.
More recently, in 1988, then Secretary of Education William Bennett wrote
to the Governors of the BO States to urge them to 'undertake a thorough
review and evaluation of all your State's laws and regulations governing
proprietary school licensing and operation.. See if they need amendment,
strengthening or more rigorous entbrcement. M the same time, the American
Council on Education Center tbr Adult Learning and Education Credential.
recommended that States review laws on authorisation and approval of
educational institutions and strengthen and enforce them." ktichs exposing
abuses in the proprietary sector and the failure of State regulatory agencies
to either prevent or control these abuses have been published in recent years
in number of mskior metropolitan newspaper.."

Four of the six States with the largest proportions of proprietary school
student, or schools nationwide, Texas, California, Ohio, and Illinois, have
recently amended their proprietary school law, and New York I. currently
debating changes to its statutes. A number of other States have also recently
revised or are in the process of revising and strengthening their statutes and
regulations governing the proprietary sector. These Stats reihrm tarts have
focused on raising fees to strengthen monitoring and enthralment staff,
establishing some tuition-reimbursement plan, new requirements fbr schools
to submit financial infbrmation, and setting standards tbr placement and
program completion rates".
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THE FIMERAL ROLE

Department of Education Regulations

U.S. Department of Education regulation of postsecondary education
institutions includes several steps. Then regulation. apply to all
postseoondaty institutions that participate in title IV student financial
mistime programs and not just to proprietary schools. Although the
regulations recognise different types of institutions, until recently different
requirements for participation had not been imposed by type of institution."

First, an institution must establish 'eligibility' under the Higher
Education Ad, which qualifies it to apply for participation in student finandal
assistance programs. Eligible institutions must then be certified as meeting
certain financial and administrative 'standards' for participation in title IV
progrems. Once eligibility and certification requirements have been satisfied,
the school enters into specific program participation agreements for each of
the individual title IV program.. These participation agreements require the
institution to abide by the specific regulations for that program and otherwise
refer to the criteris established under the institutional eligibility and
certificatlin requirements."

The two main criteria for eligibility are: 1) legal authorisation by the
Mate in which a school I. located, and 2) accreditation by a nationally
tecognised accrediting agency or association. The determination ot eligibility
is *actively delegated to nonfederal entitiesState licensing authorities and
the accrediting organisations. The Secretary of Education is authorised to
publish periodicslly a list ot accreditation agencies according to certain
criteria. There is no really comparable process fbr Department of Education
listing or recognition of State agencies that legally authorise proprietary
schools' operations. Thus, ED's only influence on edlglbWty
determination le indirectly through the process ot reoognition et
accrediting agencies."

"New &Auk regulations tinder the Ouwenteed Student Loan props., 114 031,111118
and $61.44, Impose requirenente ea wheels with high default rates and require meta'
&deems he nudists in verationd grogram but de not spealibelly tin& eut prephatery
wheels. %oedema wheels, whether slat w scamein, haw always been gulden te Slew
rule tor NOON that wee not imposed en other posteweekry institutiew. nowever, awe the
aeszedith* epodes ales require ethane to be in operation ter yearn it le not pm* new
kr procaine* whale.

"Ike N CFA SOO, NS, 17S471, mat NO, *I

"The Sereetary does establish criteria and publish lin et reeepaised State specie that
authorise public weetional institution" Thie provision wee added to the law end regulations
because public neaticeal schools have no national eareditadon body. See Si 0.13., Senna
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Recognition of Accrediting Agencies

Federal recognition of accrediting bodies was first established under the
Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952 which authorized the
Commissioner of Education to 'publish a list of nationally recognized
accrediting agencies and associations which he determines to be reliable
authoritiu as to the quality of training offered by an educational institution
. . . .1° The impetus for this authority and similar authorization in other
legislation such as title IV was the need for a reliable measure of educational
quality that avoided any appearance of Federal interference in educational
decisions by schools. The original criteria for recognition of accrediting
agencies, written in 1952, were not revised until 1989, at which time a
provision was added for review of agency recognition every 4 years. Since
then the criteria have been revised twice, in 1975 and again in 1988.

Each attempt at revision of the criteria for recognition has aroused the
concern of the higher education establishment that any npansion in or
greater specificity in such criteria could be a 'Asp towards Government
interference with curricula and academic freedom. On the other hand, a
Carter Administration proposal to drop the accreditation recognition process
also aroused opposition from the higher education community that feared the
alternative would be more stringent eligibility requirements imposed directly
on individual schools by the Federal Government.

At Senate hearings in 1988, then Secretary of Education Bennett
announced a review of the criteria for recognition of accrediting agencies with

view to revising them to focus more on results and effectiveness and lees on
the process of accreditation. In his testimony, Secretary Bennett noted
problems of schools graduating large numbers of students who failed relevent
State licensing exams or could not satisfy minimum standards in their held
and gain employment. His comments were not limited to proprietary schools
but included programs such as pharmacy and teacher education in traditional
institutions of higher education.°

In 1987, the Administration proposed new criteria for recognition that
required accrediting agencies to have specific standards for program
effectiveness and for disclosure of consumer information in order to be
recognized by the Secretary. The higher education community and the
accreditation community opposed the now criteria. Thry argued that the
Secretary could require accrediting agencies to have a standard for program

seFor good description cf the haw> of the Federal role In recognising atcrediting
agencies, me Kaplan, William A., and J. Philip Hunter. The Legal Status of the Educational
Accrediting Agency: Problems in Judicial Supervision and Governmental Regulation. Conwil
Law Quareerty, Fall 1966. p. 104.131

4°U.8. Cowles. Senate. Committee on Labor and Human Rasounue. Subcommittee
on Education, Arta and Humanities. Quality in Higher Education. Heerinp, 99th Conig.,
km, Jan. 28, 1980. Washington, GPO, 1988. p. 841
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effectiveness or consumer protection, but could not prescribe its content. To
do so would exceed the Secretary's authority to recognize and constitute an
unwarranted interference in educational programming. To quote from an
article by the bead of COPA, If the Secretary can set accreditation standards
for consumer protection, cannot the Secretary set accreditation standards in
other area., such as faculty compensation? . . . . In Washington todey the
possibility I. alive that the power of the Federal puree might circumvent the
historic prohibition of Federal interference in education.'"

As a result of such criticism and concerns, the final revised criteria,
published in 1988, only require accrediting agencies to include g standard for
evaluating student achievement without specifying how it should be measured
and do not specifr the content of consumer infbraration disclosure
requirements. The main changes from previous versions include spefting a
number of program quality areas in which accrediting agencies should have
standards, such as admissions criteria fOr 'ability to benefit' students, and
requiring that accrediting agencies take into account adverts decisions of other
such agencies when considering accreditation.d

For the most part, the current requiremente for Federal recognition of
accrediting agencies continue to be more procedural than substantive. To be
recognised by the Secretary, an agency must have sufficient experience in the
programs for which it seeks to be the recognized accrediting body, be national
or regional in scope, have suMcient resources to carry out its fUnctions, be
nationally recognised as the appropriste accrediting body, have written
documents describing its standards and procedure., adhere to an accroditation
prows that includes self-analysis, on-site review, and reevaluation at
siaeonable Intervale, and include information on educational effectiveness, tbe
adequacy and accuracy of public disclosure., and the decisions of other
recognized accrediting agencies as part of its criteria.

Accrediting agencies not previously recognisad make application
fUrnishing evidence of compliance with the above criteria. These written
materials are reviewed by ED staff assigned to the National Advisory
Conunittios on keereditatlon and Institutional Eligibility (which has statutory
authority to r. dommend whether accrediting agencies should be recognised by
ths Secretary) along with any comments fives third parties solicited by a
notice in the Federal Register. Public bearings are held on the application
and the Advisory Committee prepares a recommendation to the Beeretary on
recognition. Recognition is for 4 years, at which time the accrediting agency
reapplies following the above process.

Between 1952 and 1988, tha number of recognized accrediting bodies has
grown from 28 to 72, although the main growth has been in the number of

41161lalai, Ave the letretasee Intentions nottotebht, tt. 12-14.

423ee $4 CZ& 002,
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special program accrediting bodies, not in proprietary school accrediting
agencies. The two additions to the list that accredit proprietary schools are
ACCET and SACS/COEI.

Limits of RaJognition Process

There ars a number of weaknesses in the recognition process as a device
for Federal regulation of proprietary schools. Since 1952, no meior
institutional accrediting agency hes ever been dropped from the Secretary's
list. In a recent report, the ED Office of the Inspector General ham charged
that ED staff have been lax at their review of accrediting agencies befbre
initial recognition and renewal.a If accrediting agencies get sloppy in their
application of standards and allow poor quality schools to receive or maintain
their accreditation, the Secretary's only threat is to drop the agency from the
list of recognized agencies. This would effectively mean eliminating all the
schools accredited by that agency, good as well as bud, from eligibility fbr
participation in student financial assistance programs. One proposal that has
been suggested to make it easier for the Department to drop agencies from
the list is to give schools accredited by an agency that I. dropped 1 year of
continued eligibility. During that time, they could seek accreditation from
another agency thst remains on the list.

In addition to the lack of oversight and sanctions to enforce the
standards for recognition, the inclusiveness of the recognition prows also
limits its utility in dealing with regulatory issues concerning proprietary
schools. If ED believes that problems exist or different standards should
apply in the accreditation of proprietary schools, there is not explicit statutory
authority for nparata standards. Although there is no statutory prohibition
against events criteria, the current recognition process applies the same
criteria to all accrediting agencies for institutions of ponsnondary education,
not just to proprietary school accrediting bodies. This would inevitably lead
to oppoeition to the imposition of new requirements from the traditional
higher education community.

Eligainty and Certification

Before a proprietary school can participate in student financial assistanco
programs, it must go through the eligibility and eertifieation processes. To
establish eligibility, Ws Division of Eligibility and Certification reviews
documents provided by the school to determine whether a school her met the
State authorization and the accreditation requirements, whether it has been

°US. Department stEttuostiss. Ofbot tOr the Wm.* Georg Imes N4441 lo De*
to our Audits of the Poetteroodory heeredilotiest, betitudenol ltigibtlity sod
Promos. lisetmodue, Yob. 14, 1990. Mond* died to bow Reba IN .11 Wails

to Riukto Aotsiditiskit Apo** 10 Bo" Modem Danz Ape. IS, MO.
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in operation for 2 years, and whether its programs meet the minimum course
length requirements." Eligibility must be renewed every 4 years.

Eligible institutions must then be certified as meeting certain regulatory
requirements regarding financial responsibility and administrative capability.
The financial responsibility standards are supposed to indicate that an
inetitution esn pay its bills, is financially sound, and that the owners and/or
employee. have not previously boon convicted of defrauding the Federal
Government. The administrative capability requirements ere also bask and
concons the adequacy of personswl resources to administer title IV programs
and the maintenance of student records. After reviewing the application and
documents submitted, department staff determine whether a school meets
these standards and certify it lbr participation in title IV programs. Schools
about which there is concern about their financW capability may be placed in

special reporting cstegory. Currently, 7,945 institutions are eligible and
certified to participata in title IV programa, of which approximately 50
percent, or 3,500 are proprietary schools.

Finally, schools must sign program participation agreements with the
Department for each of the title IV programs. These agreements generally
refer back to the mend standards for participation discussed above as well
as any administrative requirements specific to a particular program.

In 1989, the Department published new rules that amended the
administrative capability requirements and added new requirements for schools
with high &auk rates on guaranteed student lows, as well as expanded the
student disclosure requirements under the GSL program regulations."

Linage

Until 1972 for the CISL program, and 1978 for all other title IV
programs, schools could not be dropped from program eligibility. In 1972,
legislation established Federal authority to limit, suspend or terminate the
eligibility of institutions found to be in violation of Federal program standar&
for the 08L program and this authority was expanded in 1978 to cover all
other title IV programs. Authority fbr *emergency suspension of aid
eligibility was established in the FY 1993 recond_hation legislation, P1 101-
E39, after the department had been legslly challenged fbe leek of statutory
authority to invoke emergency suspeneionc Between 1985 and March 1990,

"AN pare d the dadaltion et Meth Institutions, a meatioasl school must ear minus
that fie a dais= ot SOO doh hews

°be UAL limy el Cairo" Osagradonol Rama hortim The U.& Dqprownt
ithiesdeols ardest lam WWI itsibeNos bilk** lsokgrewed owl Ansbeis. CRS

Rome he exam No. 116454 IP by Chaim, J. bra Weehbom, 1105. Ohnehie
thed m Rodualos hatioNod
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the Department has terminated 35 schools from eligibility, the vast mejority
of which were proprietary schools.

Oversight and Monitoring

The Department of Education conducts a number of different monitoring
activities desigoed to insure compliance with the eligibility end program
criteria for institutional participation in title IV programs. These include
program reviews, the biennial independent audits required of all recipients of
Federal Atnds, and audits or investigation. initiated by the ED Inspector
General's Offiee.

The Department of Education's Office of Program Review end the
regional offices conduct program reviews onsite, lasting approximately 1 week.
These reviews are supposed to occur every 3 years and examine an
institution'e administrative capabilitiee, program compliance, and accounti4
practices in order to mess etewardship of Federal Nada. Program reviews
focus primarily on student fins:wild aid administration, rather then on
broader questions of institutional policy such es recruitment, curricuium, and
placement effort.. Reviewers attempt to verily compliance with various
statutory requirements of the title IV progrems, including whether Audents
are actually eligible for aid, whether ability to benefit was correctly amused,
whether aided students continued to meke satieflectory progress required,
whether appropriate aid disbursement procedure. were followed, as well as
whether refits& were aocurate and timely.

Given the large number of eligible institution. and resouree limitations
in pereonnel end funds, it I. not surprising that there have been persistent
concerns that these review processes are not sufficient to usure compliance.
Between 1982 and 1939, ED conducted en average of approximately SOO
reviews annually, about one quarter of the number that would beneeded each
year to ensure that every school was reviewed every 3 years!' Recent reports
on abuses in the proprietary sector have noted that regional office staffing is
inadequate to handle the program review process. In region U (New York,
New Jersey, Puerto Rieo, Virgin Islands), *we are bur Institutional **view
specialists to cover 930 posteecondery inetitutionsl region IV (ilobelrost
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Miesissippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee) has 13 program reviewers responsible fOr revering 1,100
institutions in eight States.°

"Information euppind b ZD's Division ((Audit end ?repent Review.

et/ Onwend Amount* Mee. May lreptiory Meek D. Net Ongdy With
Dtpwervent of l4inefie0 Dona hogrom Regeiteebaas. GAMOW 114-17, Avg. SO, UK
Washing*" UK (Kwesen deed es GAOXIID440) hew MM. Illentejee, Man
MIN. at Amy Pea WAN &Mae et Nes rerk Preprietwy &MAL Nen Tee Inemeata,
IOW dee oho US. *Ingram Beate Penewseet eabeeemitiee se Investigedens Staff
Statement, Reerings en Abaft. in Moot &Woo AM Program, Fe 110, 1100.
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Another oversight mechanism is the Student Financial Assistance
Program audit reports prepared by independent public accountants that
schools are required to submit every 2 years. While focusing on the fiscal
integrity of programs, the auditors are also supposed to address overall
compliance with title IV requirements. The Inspector General's Office
mealy found a number of weaknesses in the audit process and in an effort
to clarify and strengthen the focus on program compliance information, a new
audit guide wu recently released.°

Finally, ED'. Office of the Inspector General (0IG) conducts audits or
investigations (if it suspects criminal violations) sr a result of its own iffiews
of school information and in response to complaints. For 1989 and 1990, the
Inspector General has estimated that approximately 70 percent of the office'.
resources have been devoted to the student financial aid area. The average
liability of the 98 audits conducted by the OKI during 1989 and 1990 is
approximately $1.6 million. Between 1984 and 1990, proprietary schools
represented 64 percent of the total audit liabilities from both the independent
audits and those of the Inspector General.*

Institutions that participate in the OSL program are also suldect to
monitoring and oversight by the guaranty agencies that insure these student
loans. Guaranty agencies share with the Federal Government a responeibility
to ensure that schools are administering the OSL program correctly. Guaranty
*pules are required to conduct biennial program reviews of the schools with
the largest loan volume guaranteed by their agency and those that have
default rates over 20 percent. Guaranty agencies also have authority to
initiate limitation, suspension and termination proceedinp against schools
baud on these reviews. In addition, guaranty agencies in some States, such
as Tuns, have initiated additional monitoring requirements based on concerns
our defaults or other fiscal mismanagement relating specifically to the loan
program.

Other Agencies

Federal regulation in postsecondary education involves a number of
agencies in addition to the ED. For example, the Federal Aviation
Administration certifies airline maintenanee technician schools, and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation investigates mail fraud when aggrieved
correspondence students lodge complaint& The agency with a role most
comparable to the Department of Educed= is the Veterans' Administration
(VA) which regulates schools that veterans may use their benefits to attend.

"lid Department et Education- Mee et Impeder Nara Mee et Audit AUDIT
OWL Amen.' of &oast Findouial Amhara. ?Aroma. Moo. MO.

°DI Department et Edgeatien. Mee et Student Nana Assietanen Raul" of
Program Itovirm, &Ms owl Ooke Cowgirls, Aolkitio. Presentation he the staff et the
Dion of Audit and Program Review, Mg SO,
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The VA has its own law and regulatkno and a syMem of State approval
agencies that approve postsecondary pn yams (not schools) and conduct
annual reviews of postsecondary institutionii. The system has similarities and
differences with Department of Education regulations and some proprietary
institutions participate in both. Where the VA approach has been suggested

as an alternative to current regulations, this will be noted in the chapters
that discuss specific issues."

The other Federal agency with role in proprietary school regulation I.
the Federal Trade Commission crro. Its main role is to protect consumers,
in this case, students attending proprietary schools, regardless of whether they
participate in Federal Audent aid programs. The FTC's role is somewhat
analogous to consumer affairs offices in some States that also mAy pursue
complaints brought by proprietary school students. The p.m I. limited to
posthoc authority to investigate complaints against individual schools.
Currently, the FTC investigates deceptive trade practicer in proprietary
schools and issues cease and desist orders against individual institutions.
Action is taken against schools that divert substantial trade unfairly From
competing schools through misrepresentation of status, programa, facilities,

fees, or the employment opportunities and earnings of graduatas. The number
of individual cases the agency has brought against proprietary schools declined

:n the 19801 ao the agency fbcused its declining resources on unfair and
deceptive business practices in other economic sectors that involve larger sums
of money and number" of consumers.m

In 1978, the FTC had proposed to regulate the proprietary school sector
more broadly through the issuance of a general trade rule. The rule which
was proposed to go into abet in 1980 would have required hour fbr bour
prolate afkind policies, a 14-dey °Doling off period for prospective enrolkee,
and affirmative disclosure of program dropout rates for all proprietary
v.,cational schools. In addition, schools advertising that their programs
resulted in employment outcomes would have been required to affirmatively
disclose their Job-related placement rates. The rule was immediately
challenged in court (Katherine MU Sehool v. the Federal Trude Commission)
and war returned to the Commission fbr revision by the Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in 1980. The court ruled that the rule violated the Commission's
statutory authority and proposed remedies that ware not related to the unikir
practises described.° Between 1980 and 1988, Commission staff attempted to

"Tor a react aseethreera et the regulatory einem. Ihr veteratte' education beneath Ns
UL Noma. Committees ea Worm/ Affrin. Waves' Athealleo Peaky. A report
prepared by tbe Closothiso tc Moth VOWS= Meatier' Pokey. Joist thimakthe FS*
09t. 12, net Waglagtok OPO, OU. (lieredtee Med as VonoreWorths PAW

ellotereleer trith FTC MA 111A
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develop revised regulations dealing primarily with refunds and disclosures, but
Commis. ion consideration was repeatedly postponed.

In 19118, the Commission voted to terminate the proposed rulemaking.
In the nOtiro announcing the decision, tbe Commission stated that the
rfldgnef supporting a general rule was out of date and mom importantly that
the evidence in the record did not substantiate the need fbr the mediae
proposed. In addition, the Commission noted that the ED was considering
new regulations fire the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program that would
rover some at the same issues se those in the rule. Presumably, this wo a
reference to the regulations which have now been issued as part of the ED'.
new default Initiative."

'edema &par, 6S, Aug 6, 1066. p 21146141412. The dedealt tigukdcse %vele
published is the Plokna &glow, v. 54, June 6, 190. IN 24114.21127. Oa the Mauls
regulation, see oleo C1011 hatiailve.
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CHAPTER 3
PROGRAM QUALITY ISSUES

The current regulatory structure views dropout rates ss an
indicator of potential problems rather than as an absolute
standard for school eligibility.

Given current difficulties with defining and verifying
placement rates, the imposition of a mini/num standard may
be unrealistic.

None of the agencies in the current regulatory structure look
at the length of a program in relation to its declared
objectives.

The current regulatory structure does not attempt to address
cost/benefit issues for particular vocational training
programs.

Concerns about the quality and effectiveness of proprietary school
vocational programs are a filnction both of the nature of the programs offered
and of the types of students attracted to such schools. Many of these
programs offer short-term training of a year or less specifically designed to
prepare students for particularjobe. Because of the close relationship between
program content and ths job market, program quality requires continual
change and adjustment. In addition, proprietary Wino!' attract lower-
achieving students, including high school dropouts. These potential
propnetary school students may be less likely to bars access to counseling and
information on poetascondary choices, and may be relatively unsophisticated
about the connection between higher education and the job market. Defining
and measuring program quality is not a simple task; the regulatory
structure can focus on educational inputs, student outcomes, specific
characteristics of programs, or questions of costs in relation to
benefits.

BACKGROUND

One of the main Federal policy goals for postsecondary student aid Is
providing access to a postsecondary education regardless of financial resources.
Student* receive financial assistance to attend their choice of poetsocondary
school. This goal presupposes that students will use the financial assistance
to attend programs of at least minimum quality. Otharwirs, there would ba
no benefit from access and choice.

To mist studonta in finding program of at least minimum quality, the
Federal Government determines which institutions are eligible to participate
in student finincial aid programs, Eligibility however does not measure
program quality directly. As previously discussed, the Federal Government

4 2.1
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has scrupulously avoided any attempts to define standards of quality kir fear
of being accused of interference in curriculum or educationsl decisionmaking
which it is specifically prohibited by statute from doing." Indeed, the Federal
Government. has relied on accreditation and State licensing to insure that
minimum standards of quelity are met in postrecondary institutions whose
students are eligible for Federal assistance.

Traditionally, the measures of quality used by accrediting agencies and
State licensing bureaus have focused on educational inputs. For example, the
Accrediling Commission of AICS hu a standard which requires Amity
preparation that I. 'academically and experientially appropriate to the sukiect
matter taught. Faculty members shell be competent to teach the subject
matter offered and shall have reasonable latitude in their choice of teaching
methode." Accrediting agencies tend to rely on the suldective judgments of
poor review teems to determine whether a school meets their stanurds.

In addition to standards relating to the credential of faculty, and the
adequacy of instructional materials and equipment, proprietary accrediting
agencies may specify required areas of program content (for single focus
groups such as NACCAS) or require thet programs be careNlly planned,
appropriate to the occupational objective, and continuously evaluated. Four
of the accrediting bodies that serve the proprietary sector (AICS, NACCAS,
MSC, and ACCET) use specific program specialists on the site visit teams to
evaluate program content and quality. NATIS and COEI do not use program
specialists.

State laws and regulations licensing proprietary echools tend to boo
more on objective or quantifiable standardsminimum square feet of specs per
student. or minimum educational qualifications of faculty. Cuu.tent and
enforcement of these standards yetis@ enormously among the States. In
California, for example, until recently, accredited schools were automatically
approved without review for conformity with State standards. The California
office responsible for private school regulation argued that it was unable to
act against schools with known poor quality programs unless the relevant
accrediting agency took action first. In 1988, a State law was passed
authorizing the California Student Aid Commission to investigate schools
suspected of offering substandard programs and giving the Superintendent of
Educstion authority to revoke a school's license.

"Ite only direst federal attempt to deans proper quell, wee it the seri' MIL The
then Bureau et Education prepared a lit et alleges ranked accord* to kw level is oak*
This met with such strong opposition from the higher education eenuntosity thus both
Presidents Taft and Wilson Mild to publish the lit. The incident made clear the nod br
a ridable guide to the quality et postsecondary bffititutions end ionic* was era to the
development et private wireditatlea.

iticrediactie Merl& Peaties, Pmeatimos and beadanis. %Airco, Acaediting
Canwilion et the Meociation et Independent Wipe and &boob, 1916.
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In Ohio, proprietary schools submit applications to the Board of School
and College Registration. They must include evidence that curriculum
requirements are being met, documentation of teacher qualifications, and
curriculum materials. State staff review these documents and a consultant
performs a site visit before school I. licensed. Critics have charged that the
staff resources an inadequate for a muningffil review of individual schools.
The only professional staff is an ancutive secretary of the board and there
are only 6 part time consultants. No school has ever had its license revoked
for disciplinary reasons.*

New York law and regulations require schools to submit extensive
documentation and to undergo a self-evaluetion. Schools provide detailed
descriptions of programs, instructional components, and material.. State
agency staff review the documents and may make one or two site visite, a
process that can take 6 to 12 months. Nevertheless, critics in New York have
also charged that, despite the strict rules, poor schools slip through the cracks
became monitoring and enforcement are insufficient. Licensed schools
reportedly continue to operate without books or equipment or in overcrowded
classrooms!?

But even with adequate specification of standards for educational inputs,
and rigorous followup and monitoring, the question remains whether these are
appropriate measures of quality. In recent years, at the elementary and
secondary education level, attention has begun to haus on what we aged our
students to lcnow rather than on school characteristic., and this lbws on
effectiveness and program outcomes has also begun to be reflected at the
postseeondaly level. In traditional higher education, the reflum movement
has suggested the need for assessment of student outcome. In part, time
proposals have been driven by State universities searching for additional
arguments to justit revenue requeste Vocational education is also
increasingly looking to performance standards and student outcomes, such al
job placement rates, as measures of program quality. Both the House and
Senate bills reauthorizing the Perkins Vocational Education AA include
provisions fir pertbnoance standards for vocational education.° COPA, itself;
ha, suggested accrediting bodies need to per more attention to outcomes and

"Ilee swiss if articles is the Ciantand Plain Doak", Aft. MA ltit OW. weld new
legislation tor proprietary schools In July OK Proposed new regulations were issued A.R. 16,
1900.

"Berm 41k. Unfilled Prefabs et Training and $40,000 Job Spurs Suit. Now York
Yinsee, Aug. 6, 1155. See else N. T. &a* Am.* Navin" 1119.

millnes, Cavan! N. Higher tduestion and &ate &versals*: lerreed Partswahlp,
Cooperatko or Canpedtion. ASHUR:0 HON Mamie' Repot% so. 6, 1966.

Nes U.S. Library el Congress. Cingressional Research &Mtn Owl D. Perkin
Vocational Idutation Act bona jbr Reentherinstion. lenue BM No. NM, by Richard N.
Aiding and Paul M. Irwin (updatad Waihingtons,
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improving standards of quality. Attention hes thus turned to various
measures of student success, most prominently to dropout or completion rates,
and Job placement data,

DROPcnnycomPuncoN RATES

One frequently suggested measure of program quality Le dropout rates.
Newspaper amounts of problem in the proprietary sector have alleged that
some schools have extremely high dropout rates.. Aside hom anecdotal
evidence, however, there is very little nationally representative infbrmation on
the current overall dropout rates in the proprietary sector. Conceptually,
there are number of problems in viewing a school's dropout or completion
rate as an absolute indicator of program quality. First, students dropout for

variety of reasonsbecause they have changed their mind, because of
personal or financial problems, because they tail to make satisfactory progress,
or because of dissatisfaction with the quality of the program A high dropout
rate oouid signit very high academic standards, or problems with program
quality, or neither.

The current regulatory structure does view dropout rates as an
indicator of potential problems rather than as an absolute standard
a program quality and school eligibility. Most of the mejor proprietary
accreditation oommiseions request annual infbrmation from member schools
on dropouts (with the exceptions of COEI and ACCED. AICS is currently
considering special requirements tbr schools with dropout rates above the
average hr their membership as a whole. The current averap ot
approximately 40 percent fbr ARM schools I. not significantly different from
the rates usually attributed to traditional higher education institution..
Schools with high rates may be required to develop plans to improve retentt
or conduct evaluations of current admissions standards and procedures. State
agencies have generally viewed the question of dropout rates as consumer
protection issue. However, Califbrnia's new law on proprietary schools doss
set a maximum dropout rate (40 percent) for schools seeking to obtain or
retain State approval.

Federal regulations do contain a numerical standard hr dropout rates as
part at the administrative capability criteria fbr certification. The definition
of administrative capability include' a section that permits the Secretary to
require institutions to 'take reasonable and appropriate mamma to anavtate
high dropout rates in order to be certified for participation in the title N
programs. High I. defined as 88.percent withdrawal or dropout rates.
Schools that report higher rates at the time of application fbr certification
mud alto submit to the Secretary plan tbr reducing the rate.

"Mine Mak the 84. Members (Raj lbw, Apt DM 10811; NAM* (Imil blend,
N.Y.) June 211, 181; the HanAnd Chemist (Caw.), Nev. 8, 1887; the Moo *pa&
(Phoenix), Dee. IS, On the Odom* Sunanse, Jen. 34, INIS; the Cleveland Phis Dokr,
4r. 2147, 1916; the Lao MO. lbw, June ISA 19118 the Ifismopotio filar Trikm4 Apr.
27, 1Ntend the Houslon Chronicle, Sky 20, 17, end June 1988.
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Implementation of the plan and actual reductions in rates haw not however
been monitored by ED once a school is certified." The apercent standerd
may actually be fairly rigorous given the comparable rates for &pee granting
institutions. However, without data on actual rates across schools in the
proprietary sector, it is difficult to detennine what an appropriate Wel should
be.

An alternative would be to view dropout rates from the perspective ot
recruitment and admissions rather then program qualify. High dropout rates
could be a usdid signel of possible problems in recruitment end admirsions,
from which students need protection. The coorequences of dropping out are
of particular concern fbr proprietary school snidest.. This is due to several
factors. First, because thew are swills, shortpterm programs without
transferable credita for work completed, students cannot dropout and then
pick up where they left off later at another institution.

Second, the demographic characteristic, of the students combined with
the high cost of the programs, relative to community_ college., for ezample,
increases the negative consequences of dropping out.° Became proprietary
studenta are more likely to be poor and to need a ken to finance the training
they receive, those who dropout may be no bettor off, still unemployed or even
on welfare. As a result, they my be unable to repey any student loan. If
they default on the loan, they also lose access to Author Federal student aid.
This may be less of a problem for middle class Auden* who are more likely
to have resources to pay off debts, or to students who drop out of public
vocational progrms, with substantially less debt.

In a recent review and analysis of the dropout problem in traditional
higher education institutions, Vincent TInto argues that a key factor in this
phenomenon is the mismatch between the student and the institution. He
emphesises the need fbr more attention to the development of appropriate
admissions criteria that will guide student selection while at the sem time
avoiding discriminatory judgmenb. High dropout rates are less an indicator
of problem with program qu_ality and more an indicator of problem in
admissions and student choice." Many potential proprietary school students
may be even less well.prepared or have tbw, if any, support systems for
choosing schools to match their needs and career objectives.

Thus, proprietary school dropout rates become an issue of helping
students to make the right choices, and requiring schools to have appropriate
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admissions procedures and student services to help students remain in school.
These concerns are explored in more detail in the chapter on student
protection issues.

JOB PLACEMENT

Conceptually, job-placement rates make a great deal of sense as an
objective measure of the quality of proprietary school programs." M with
dropout rates, placement rates can also be viewed am a student protection
issue. If schools claim to be training fbr employment in particular field,
then they should be required to disclose their success in placing graduates.
This use of placement-rats data is discussed in the student protection chapter.
A summary and review of the available information about actual rates in
proprietary schools as well as a discussion of the problems in defining
placement will be covered in the final report in this series, a study of labor
market outcomes.

Placement rates could pnvide an important measure of the effectiveness
of proprietary school programs. As a recent report by the New York State
Education Department states: 'the appropriate criteria fbr success in job
training programs are the attainment of job skills, smears on the job and
employer satisfaction rather than academic degree attained or summing
completion of the program.' The Califbrnia legislature recently passed a joint
resolution urging the President and Congress, as part of reauthorization of
the Higher Education Aet, to consider that 'eligibility for institutional
participation in State and Federal financial aid programs should be contingent
upon clear evidence that students are benefitting from a quality education
that leads to a reasonable likelihood of OW employment or certification of
licensure in a professional field.'"

Accrediting agenda* typically have subjective standards for placement
success rather than quantitative norm.. For example, the NAM standards
for accreditation state: 'Evaluation of the education program kr based upon
the success with which announced obfectives are achieved . . . . The Mat
educational objective is to train suitable persons Ibr entrance or advancement
in one or more occupations . . . m None of the proprietary aecrediting
agencies mentions specific placement rates le part of their dander* although
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NATTS, AIM, and NACCAS do review schools' placement rates in the annual
reporting promos. Placement rates are also definitely mouldered in the on-
site evaluations that take place prior to a school receiving initial or renewal
of accreditation.

Proprietary Khool accrediting agencies argue that avy specific rate
standard would be too rigid. For example, a 60-percent rats might be
commendable in certain circumstances-fbr students who are low-1mm, high
school dropouts, in an area of high unemployment, and mediocre in
others, training for an occupation with low skills and high demand. They
consider placement rates in the context of individual school and program
circumstances, not as an either/or (cite:ion Os accreditation. Other &dors
that are considered by the accrediting agencies include employer and student
satisfaction. Several of the accrediting groups include surveys al students and
employers as part of the initial accreditation proems. All of the accrediting
groups agree, however, that schools with very low rates need to be watched,
as such rates are a possible symptom of problems in the program.

State statutes and regulations governing legal authorization of
proprietary schools have not typicalb, included specific placement rates as a
criterion for determining &ensure. Frequently, new schools that apply fbr a
license will not have any plaosment merinos yet. Califbrnia reeently passed
legislation that would remove sebool eligibility to participate in aid programs
if placement Mu in proprietaly schools OW below 70 percent ot graduates,
while Illinois recently est the minimum at 50 percent al the average
placement rate fbr such schools. Several other States are considering or hove
passed legislation requiring the collection ot job placement rate infbrmation
from schools.

There is no specific plowment rate standard as part al the current
eligibility/certification or program requirements for participation in title N
programs. Developing such a standard, perhaps as a minimum requirement
for eligibility, would require a standard definition of the term (which does not
currently exist), as will as collecting. verifying, and analyzing school data."

At one time, such a standard woe in erect fbr veterans' assistance
programa Legislation passed in 1970 OS USD. See 16700 prohibited the VA
from approving the enrollment of eligible veterans in courses that had
vocational objectives unless justification was presented showing that at least
one-half of the persons completing the nuns over the preceding 2-yeer period
had been employed in the occupational eategory be which the course was
designed to provide training. This requirement was abandoned in 1990
because of the uncertain validity and applicability of the data collected es well
as the administrative difficulties in compiling and analyzing it. A recent
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commission studying problems with the VA regulatory system concluded that
record of job placements would be instructive, but did not recommend

reestablishing the requirement because of the administrative difficulties and
expense irwolved."

Given these difficulties with defining and 'verifying such rates, the
imposition of a minimum placement rata as a standard fbr
certification or program participation may be unrealistic. On the other hand,
such data, even if loss trustworthy: might be collected annually and used to
trigger program reviews for schools with rates below a certain levet.

PGRAM CHARACTERISTICS/COURSE LENGTH

In general, the eligibility criteria fbr participation in Feder& student aid
programs are applied to institutions not to programs. The only program
characteristic that is considered is course length. A vocational school I.
defined as school that provides a program of postsecondery education that
is not less than 300 clock-hours. This is the definition that is used for the
OSL program. For other title N programs, the definition of proprietary
schools includes minimum of GOO clorkbours."

Verification of Course Lengths

Recent reports from the Inspector General's Office in the Department of
Education raise two verification concerns with regard to course length fbr
proprietary school programs. One problem I. the lack of verifkation deans
length by the Department during the eligibility and certification proms.
Some schools are allegedly deliberately faleliYing the length of courses in order
to qualifY for aid. ED claims it doss not have enough staff to varier lengths
for every course at every institution applying ibr eligibility. A related issue
concerns schools who do not Mow agreed upon formulas for conversion of
clockhour programs to creditelsours. Some schools are allegedly inflating the
number of tredit-hours in order to qualify students fbr additional aid.
Presumably, this problem could be dealt with through verification during
departmental program reviews or external audits."

Accrediting agencies do attempt to verify program length during initial
accreditation and renewal visits, through review of attendance records, and

°stratum' Zetmoodos Polley.
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student files. HOWeVer, new programs instituted between maccreditation
cycles may only have paper review."

Appropriate Length

The broader question raised by the Inspector General's report is what is
approriate length of study fbr a courseiprogram of occupational training

in say specific field. For some occupation, for which proprietary schools
provide training, such as cosmetologist, barber, or truck driver, State
occupational licensure or certification requirements may establish minimum
amount of training. There is however no generally aosepted maximum
amount of training in most fields. The Inspector General's report essentially
charged that some schools were padding courses bored required minimums
in order to qualify their students Ibr eligibility hr Federal aid.

It ennui clear that the minimum or nrszimum could vary depending on
the materials covered. For example, a minimum-hngth course might provide
the basics in a field for entry level employment, but a longer course might
provide additional training that would help in amusement. The appropriate
course length may also vary depending on the stsndards hr admission of
students. Tire lower the academic standards, the longer students may need
in order to learn the minimum skills in a field.

None at the agencies In the oment regulatory structure look at
the length of program fa relation to Its declared oNeotives. Most
accrediting agency staff believe that the melte review team or expert program
reviewers would question egregious stretching. Neither the antediting
agencies nor State regulatory °Moss explicitly require review &course lengths
fbr 'appropristensee

One option to deal with this problem, propoeed by the IO and others, is
to have the Federal Government establish guideliner nd determine minimums
in the various fields and then provide student aid only tor tbe minimum
length of training. Mid. trout the inequity ot providing assistance through
graduate school far students attending traditional degree panting institutiona,
but only providing aid for the minimum training to students attending
proprietary schools, it is not deer that establielthsg traishig program
minimums could be accomplished without peat difficulty and controversy.
Even in the filw fields where such minimums have been esteblielsed tor
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profresional or occupational certification by States, they frequently vary
tremendously from State to State."

Another alternative would be to abolish a minimum length for eligibility
for student financial assistance. The size of the student aid award, whether
a grant or loan, could be prorated according to program length. This assumes
that program prices (tuition) are directly related to program length. This
assumption is clearly not true across postsecondary education institutional
sectors, and typos of training, since student in a 9-montb proprietary school
training program is frequently charged more than one in a Slur community
college program in the same field. However, it may be reasonffible fbr training
programs within a sector and within fields, for example, a floonth
comostolog program will coat more than a &month program. The FY 1990
reconciliation legislation, PL. 101439, took a step in the direction of
establishing as Federal policy that maximum aid amounts eould be tied to the
length of a program. The legislation limited the maximum BLS loan amounts
for short-term programs (those of a year or less) to lower amounts than the
maximum for longer programs. This alternative ubviously raise. broader
questions of how prices, i.e., tuition charges, are determined and their
relationship to the benefit the student receives from the course.

PROGRAM COSTS

Cost issues in the proprietary school sector include the question of how
much tuition schools charge, the relationship between tuition, progrem coots,
and profit margins, and the appropriateness of course offerings in relation to
a labor market. The iesue of the benefits of proPriets7 school Porno in
particular fields in relation to their cost rains complex questions relating to
Federal objectives in aiding such programs and whether students should be
assisted to attend them. These questions include: I. training needed in order
to get an entry-level job in this field, or if not, does training insure more
rapid advancement? Are jobs actually available in the field? Given starting
salaries in the field, is the cost worth it or would the student be better off
chasing another field? 1s the length of the course and its cost justifiable
given the job market and starting salaries?

Proprietary schools have argued that the market plata I. the best
determinant of answers to theft questions, and ot the ultimate efficiency of
the programa they provide. The problem with trusting to the market to
regulate prices is that it assumes knowledgeable student consumers who can
weigh the likely costa and benefits, who know the market and job potential
of training in a particular field, and who understand their figure risk if the
program doss not lead to job with a reseonable wage and they end up
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defaulting on a student loan. There is a seeming contradiction between the
proprietary schools view that their students ars sophisticated enough to make
wise choices among training programs, but then blame the schools' dropout
and &vault ram on the unsophisticated students they eerve."

A recent 10 report charged that *tuition costs charged by the schools
were pot a reflection of the schools actual aost of instruction, but merely
reflection of the muimum financial aid available.' Similarly, New York
State report argued that student costs were frequently unrelated to the
benefits and that too many schools charged high prices Thr training in jobs fbr
which then was little or no demand. The report suggested that public
support for proprietary schools should be baud on so evaluation of the
costbenefits of the training and %mused co providing training The jobs which
are in demand and particularly bon which en important to the economy and
or the well being of the public. Programs must provide their students with
the sidlis which are currently in demand in the workplace.'"

The current regulatory structure does not attempt to address
coetibendit Issues for particular vocationsl trahdng propan&
kv.reditation agencies do not specifically look at dues issues. AIM has
standsrds related to the use of market surveys and community sdvisory boards
to min in echool decisions to set up new programs. The agencies also require
schools to submit some justification fa establishing new programs. However,
the actediton focus on adequate resources to est up a new pregram, and aot
on whether the school should do so at all, nor on bow much the tuition
charge should be. Certainly, the amount of aid available may be factor in
setting tuition, as is likely true br most postssoondery institutions. In
general, accrediting poups do not het comPortable telling their members, who
are, after ell, profit-nuking conarns, bow much they should charge.

&creditors are reluctant to get into issues of market demand br training,
appropriate lengths, and reasonable tuition charges. While &meditation staff
may privately agree problems Wet in these areas, particularly with bigh-oost
training programs he low.pqing service occupations (K000 fbr sown that
leads to a certificate qualiiying student for job se so orderly In a nursing
home, fix example), they are uncernfortable questioning school owners on
these issues. As accrediting agencies, their main pal is to serve their
members by upholding standards. They dabs that setting limits on prises or
ultimately profits is not their timed= and would arguably lead to lawsuits
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claiming restraint of trade. In general, they argue that if students are willing
to pay the price and a school's dropout and placement rates look romonable
schools can charge whatever the market will bear. Proprietary schooi
associations claim that prices ibr proprietary echoole have gone up less than
those for traditional higher education institutions. There are no independent
data to prove or disprove this claim, sines, until mangy, the ED surveys on
tuition and fees have not includsd proprietary schools.

If accroditing agencies by the nature of their relationship to thoir member
schools are not the appropriate place to look fbr an examination of the costs
of these t..igrams, can this eon of oversight bo exercised by some other
componont in the regulatory structure? Generally, Stat. housing and
registration statutes Ibr proprietary schools do not include requiremonts ibr
an examination of roasonable charges or for market analyses of course
offerings, even though they may includo provisions for Stet, approval of
programs or tuition charges.

The New York State Education Department study suggested that the.
State agency pey more attention to this issue. New legislation proporod in
Tennessee would »quire proprietary schools to document educational need Ibr
programs offered. Statile froquently do take rosponsibility for roviewing
program offerings and deciding which universities or colleges in a Stata
system will offer program or molar and approve tuition charges, but, of
course, those are public institutions. Presumably, Sista could do more to
insure authorized training programs include required skills or that only new
programs in areas of high demand are approved.

The Federal Government could nos its authority under title P/ program
participation agreements to require institutions to disclose the basis fbr their
tuition charges. ED could also develop standards fbr what could be included
in tuition chirps, and for acceptable profit rotas for proprietary schools."
Arguably, however, such an approech would violate the statutory prohibition
against departmental interferroos in institutional decisionmaking.

Anothor option would be to set acceptable or maximum rates fbr student
assistance by program. The pricing structure in postsecondary education has
some 'Marsala; paellas to the health industry and hospital Nimbursements
under Median. Postsecondary institutions have generally not had diffbrential
pricing for programs at the same institution. Variations in tuition and hos
have been Nadi= of tbe institutional characteristics, not type of program
or longth. Student aid programs have maximum amounts, but the aid is
otherwise directly linked to institutional costs rowdiess of the type of
program

One possible option would be to establish maximum amount* of aid for
different types of programs, perhaps based on tho occupational field and tho
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CHAPTER 4
INSTITUTIONAL INTEGRITY

The regulatory goal should be to avoid providing financial
assistance to students to attend institutions that are
chronically financially unstable, or about to close.

Because situations and school financial conditions oan
change quite rapidly, annual monitoring is important. There
are gaps in financial monitoring procedures at all three
levels in the current structure.

School 'teachour agreements, State tuition recovezy funds,
and other steps have recently been taken to deal with
students stranded in mid-training when a school closes.

Despite the potential for instability, new branches and new
owners can continue to receive Federal title IV funds
without interruption under current Federal regulations.

Institutional integrity is also a regulatory issue of concern for the
proprietary sector. Proprietary schools are private profitmaking entities with
a need for rapid turnaround in programs and student clientele, which may
increau their potential for financial instability. It has also been argued that
the profit motive may lead to greater pressures for too rapid growth,
expansion into branch campuses and buying and selling schools."

This chapter discusses a series of issues concerning institutional viability
and control. These issues include questions of financial stability,
establishment of branch campuses, and changes in ownership or control.
Problems in these areas can range from concerns about the bale soundnees
of the enterprise, to financial manipulations, and fraud and abuse. In
number of instances, current or proposed remedies do not involve prevention
or detection of problems in these areas, but protection of the student from
their consequences. In this respect, they overlap with issues considered in the
next chapter, but they are disarmed hers because they involve a regulatory
response to inetitutional problems.

The underlying question is whether an Institution is financially
and administratively sound. The regulatory goal Is to avoid providing
assistance for students to attend institutions that are on the edge of closing
for any of number of reasonstoo rapid growth, neptive cash flow,
changing markets, and declining enrollments. Even if they remain open,
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chronic financial instability may have a negative impact on institutional
quality, for example staff laid oft incmased dams sine, deteriorating
equipment or facilities. The rapidity with which school situations can change
is probably greater in the proprietary sector beause of the extent to which
local economic conditions can affect potential enrollments and placements.
Such schools do dose or declare bankruptcy, and this creates problema for
students who have not completed a program and for the Government that hea
financed their attendance.

Both the establishment of branch campuses and changes in ownership
can have a direct impact on institutional viability. The proliferation of
branches can be a pmblem because the main school may be unable to
maintain quality control, Of may be under too great financial strain during
the start-up period. Schools that set up branches too quit* often may not
be able to keep tabs on admissions practices and the quality of inetruction at
the branches. Branching may maks it harder to control quality and ensure
accountability. This may be especially true when branching is in unrelated
fields or in distant locatione.

Changes in tr,nerehip may also load to financial instability became the
basic nature of the institution may have changed. A new school owner may
have neither the experience or the expertise to keep a school in sound
financial condition. It has also been alleged that branching and changes in
ownership can be used by unscrupulous school operators to essentially
circumvent regulatory controls, avoiding liabilities and eligibility provisions."

FINANCIAL INSTABILITY AND scnooL CLOSURES

There are two ways for the regulatory structure to deal with ths problem

of financial and admininzatim instability and the possibility of school
bankruptcies or closures: by carefld screening to prevent urinal& schoole

from becoming eligible for participation in title IV programs, and by protecting
students and the Government from the financial consequences of such events.
The current regulatory system contains elements of both prevention and
protection, with a nuer of recant suggestior..o for strengthening both arm

Accrediting agencies currently attempt to deal with these problems in a
number of ways. All of the accrediting bodies review financial information es

a part of the initial accreditation process, in renewal oi accreditation, and ea
part of an annual reporting process. However, only two commissions (for
AICS and NHSC) require independently audited financial infbrmation at

any of these stages. Recently, AIM, NAM, and NACCAS have begun
developing explicit financial rriteria against which to judge an institution's
fiscal health through the annual reporting process.
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One of the difficulties of detecting struggling institutions is that
situations und school financial conditions can change quite rapidly, so that
annual monitoring becomes more important. AICS, NATT8 and NACCAS
have all moved recently to more systematic review of annual report data on
financial conditions. AICS, for example, requires schools with certain signs
of problem to go on quarterly reporting. Approximately 20 percent of their
accredited tuchools are currently in that situation. Th. criteria Our placing
schools in that category ere not published, but conversations with the
accrediting staff indicate that reviews of the annual reports flag too rapid
growth es well es declines in enrollment or revenues.

One additional step would be to require audited financial infbrmation on
an annual basis. Some of the accrediting groups feel that the current
reporting requirements are sufficient and that the added expense fbr small
schools would not be worth the chance of catching potential problems in few
more shaky schools. The main problem is that once the accrediting agency
detects financial difficulties, there I. little they can do beyond closer
monitoring. If they withdraw accreditation, the school is sure to dose,
possibly leaving students stranded with neither a refund nor an education.

Another problem for accrediting agencies in monitoring schools with
financial problems is dual accreditation. If a school has dual accroditation and
believes it is being monitored too closely by one sync% it may voluntarily
withdraw, remain accredited by te other body, and continue to be eligible for
title IV aid." As previously discussed, one of the revised Federal criterion for
recognition of accrediting agencies requires them to take into acoount the
action of another agency in withdrswing accreditation. However, this does
not really solve this problem. One reeommendation that has been suggested
is to require schools with dual accreditation to designateone fbr the purposes
of Federal eligibility so that they could not withdraw from one accrediting
group and remain eligible fol. Federal program participation became of
another accreditation but would have to reapply for eligibility.

The proprietary school accrediting groups have also tried in various ways
to deal with the consequences when schools declare bankruptcy or dose end
leave students stranded. Because of the way the bankruptcy etatutes work,
filing for benkruptcy is sometimes used by a school as way to protect he
assets and continue the Bow of Federal funds. Mending to awaiting
commission staff, courts in WNW cues have ruled that accreditation and
even Federal certification fbr participation in title IV programs are property
rights of the institution and cannot be withdrawn once a school declares
bankruptcy. The result is that problem schools mey continue to rears
Federal funds, with resulting discrepancy between available assets end
Federal liabilities when they close. In addition, more students are ultimately
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left with an incomplete education. Dealing with this problem would
presumably require some change in the bankruptcy laws to specifically exempt
accreditation and eligibility from being considered property rights.

Accrediting agencies have taken some steps to help schools in danger of
closing find other institutions willing to absorb the students and complete

their training. This practice is usually referred to as a 'teach-out" The

accrediting groups vary in the extent to which they get involved in such

arrangements. None of the accrediting commissions believe they haw
eufficient financial resources to assume responsibility themeelves for teach-

outs or student refunds when schools close. Some also argue that this is
really a consumer protection issue that should be dealt with by States or the
Federal Government and that it is too expensive to nquire other schools to
take unpaying studenta. In geographical areas with few schools, it also may
be virtually impossible to find another school providing training in the same

field to take the students. The accrediting commissions of the NHSC and
AICS, on the other hand, have tried in different ways to get schools to nuke
arrangements in advance es insurance in case of financial difficulties. The
MSC commission requires a corporata agreement for teach-outs as a
condition of accreditation, while the AICS agency has a new policy that
requires schools on financial reporting to develop a plan for teach-outs and
reflinds in the event of closure which the AICS accreditation agency would

review and approve.°

State agencies also are likely to review financial data or at least to
require the provision of such information at the time of licensing a 'Khoo!.
However, as is the case with the accrediting agencies, there is wide variation

in the amount of financial information required and the extant to which any
periodic monitoring takes place. In addition, most States do make some
provision for recovery of lost Midi if schools close before students complete
their programs. Texas provides an example of the types of provisions that

have been in effect in most States for a number of years. Schools apply fbr

a certificate of approval and must demonstrata 'financial soundness' and poet

a $26,000 bond. Change of ownership requires a new application, certificates

art renewable annually, and school. must Me annual, independently audited

financial statements. New York, se another example, requires proof of

financial solvency, a net worth of at least $20,000, and a performance bond

of $20,000 for initial liwnsure. Recent proposals in New York would also
require annual renewals and the annual submission of certified financial
statements. Nov Jersey has recently moved to require criminal background
checks on owners and has increased the amount of bonding for proprietary

schools.

"The ED recently withdrew. a proposed new rule that would have required schools to have

"teach.out* agreements. The proposed ruin added to 34 C.V.R. 6111210, would have required

*vat* vocational schoole participating in the OIL program to have a eteacbout° easement

with a school offering a similar program ED dropped the rule alit ocaimmite indicated the
problem in implementing such a rule were insurmountable.
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Enforcement and monitoring of these requirements and review of the
financial condition' of abode puts a large burden on the staff and resources
in many States. In addition, the bonding approsch to protecting students
from school closures bas frequently proved inadequate because the amounts
hav not been sufficient to cover »hinds due !nudists and the Government
when schools close. A number of States have themfbre moved to an
alternative tuition recovery Rind approsch. Among these States are
California, Georgia, Maryland, Texas, and Connecticut. New York and New
Jersey are also considering moving to such a plan. The Connecticut plan,
which is Addy typical, requires each school licensed by the State's Private
Occupational Schools Division to pay ons-helf of one percent of net tuition
income to the Student Protection Fund fbr student teach-out or tuition
reitunts. Interest from the Rind goes into a echolarship or grant fland for
students enrolled in occupationel programs. Such plans seem acceptable to
the major proprietary achool essociatione and are being oonsidered in a
number of States. However, the problems of school bankruptcies or closures
will remain in a number of States without such plans.

The Federal Government's eligibility and certification requirements and
audit procedures contain a number of provisions designed to detect financial
problems and to recover Nude owed students and the government if schools
close. In order to be certified fbr participation in student financial assistanoe
programs, schools murt submit financial infbrmation prepared by a licensed
certified public accountant!' However, ED regulations do not bold schools to
the stricter stendard of submitting certified financial statements. Schools with
operating losses fbr 2 years or a deficit net worth would not meet the
financial responsibility criteria. However, these schools my still be sertified,
but are required to peovide financial infbramtion to the Department on a
quarterly basis. Currently, the Deportment receives quarterly reports from
approximately 10 percent of tbe eligible certified schools. In addition, a
smaller number ot schools that apply tbr certification may be in such poor
financial shape that the ED requires en irrevoesble letter of credit se surety
in case of financial Mune betbre certiOing the school.°

About 300 to 400 new schools become certified eseh year. Only a few
schools that apply (25 wee a recent estimate) fall to be certified. Schools that
are not on 'special reporting' never have to resubmit finansial data.
Eligibility Aunt be renewed may 4 years, but this only entails documenting
continued licensure and accreditation. If problems are brought to the
Department's attention, however, new financial statements may be required.

g ars. mu
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The audit imports prepared by independent public accountants thst
participating schools must undergo biennially are for the purpose of reviewing

the administration of student aid programsand not assessing the overall fiscal

health of the institution. In addition, ED has not had any procedure in place

to check on the receipt of audits. In 1987, over 2,000 *duels had overdue

audits, of which 48 percent were proprietary schools.

Ta help students in situations where schools close in mid-prograu,
leaving them responsible tor repaymenkof a *Went loan, ED recently issued

a policy guidance to guaranty vendee. Agencies sagx owe to make efforts

to collect, i.e., write-off, that portion of the loan that represents the portion
of the program the student was unable to complete."

A recent report by the Department's Inspector General (10) charged that

the ED's current certification procedures are not adequate to protect the

Government or the students' financial interests." The report implies that
ED's perspective mums to be more one of bow to insure that every school I.
certified regardless of the requirements rather than on restricting certification.

The 10 report propued requiring certified Anemia statement. prepared by
independent auditors, and letters of credit fbr more schools and far largre

amounts of money in order to more adequately cover potential Government
losses. Presumably, more schools would also bs denied certification.°

Other proposed options to strengthen the Federal role in financial revlaw

and monitoring include a 1-year provisional eligibility and certification statue,

with complete reapplication balm final certification, to catch linanalal
problems with new schools. Another option would either require all schools

to submit annual financial reports that tho Department Gould use to monitor

their fiscal health, or require some larger percentage of otherwloe nortitied

schools to submit annual reports. The selection of schools could be based on

the degree of dependence on Federal aid, or their default rate.

Using a school's dependence on Federal aid, however measured, u an

indicator of financial soundness, or as a nigger for increased znonitorin& or

wavy getting a suximum dependence on Federal ftwde as a criteria for

eligibility I. not a new ides. Under veterans' assistance programs, *veterans

and other eligibles mey not be enrolled in toy course in which more then 86

percent of the enrollue have all or pert of their tuition, fees or other *harps

paid to or for them by the VA or the institution itself.' A recant commiosion

st.8. Department ci natation. Corapmmiot and 19110411 h000duro, 044K lig
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reviewing these programs felt the provision had been effective in preventing
abuse and should be retained."

Aside from diecouraging school, whose sole purpose is to abuse student
aid programs, establiehing an 15.15' rule or something similar for
participation in title IV programs might act as a price control. It would
arguably restore some of the market incentive for schools to charge only as
much as students, at least 15 percent of them, are willing to pay out of their
own pockets. On the other hand, such a rule could lead to limits on access
for needy students, if school. were !brad to turn away applicants in order to
maintain their quota of nonsided students. There aro no independent data
on the average percent of aided students per school, but overall,
80 percent of proprietary school students receive student AnancialaPParZitancalla

The new default regulations adopted by ED to des! with Khools with
high defwit rates under the 0131 program include a provision kr increased
monitoring. The new regulations require guaranty agencies to do biennial
program reviews of schools with default rates over 20 percent unless the
school I. operating under an agreed upon &huh reduction plan.

BRANCHING/CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP

All of the accrediting agencies have taken stops to deal with the
proliferation of branches in the 1980e and resulting institutional instability,
u well as some publicised instances of problems with changes of ownership.
These steps, varying in their severity, make branching more difficult and allow
the agencies to review changes in ownership more closely. The stricter
provisions include restrictions on the number of lunches per mein amps
that can be established within toy 1 year, provisional accreditation fbr
brawls., or schools with new owners, with Atli reviews within a yew, or
withdrawal of accreditation and a new application for schools with new
owners. At least two accrediting bodies however, ACCTT and SACS/COEI
continue to accredit new branches andlor new owners wahout mandatory site

States also vary widely in the extent to which they automatically include
branches in an imaitution's license or nod» separate reviews and approvals
for breathes or for Menges In ownership. Out of State schools that eiKablish
branches within e Stet' also =Snug to be a major problem ibr State
regulation. This is because branches are revered by lioeneure ot the mein
campus in another State that may have lees rigorous standards.

aVasrme &Woke /obey.
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Federal title IV regulations also include a number of provisions related
to branching and changes in ownership." Institutional eligibility applies to
the main campus and any branch locations in existence at the time of
application. If a school opens a new branch after becoming eligible for
participation in title IV programs, it must notify the Secretary within 10 days
and must apply tO establish eligibility for the new location. If the State and
accrediting agency have approved the new branch, ED will automatically
extend eligibility to the new location of the main institution. The 2-year
requirement is not applied to branches. Certification, based on financial and
administrative capability, is only required for the main institution, not its
branches. In effect, ED defers to accrediting agencies and the States
in its treatment of new branches.

A change in ownership resulting in a change in control also does not
necessarily require a school to reapply for eligibility and certification, which
would entail interrupting the flow of Federal !Undo to students for 2 years.
If the new owners agree to be liable for any improper use of Federal !Undo by
previous owners and submit financial records among other requirements, ED,

after review, will continue the eligibility and certification of the school
without interruption. New owners that have previously been convicted of the

misuse of Federal Alas must submit application as a new institution.

The Inspector General has recently proposed more restrictive new rules
for branching and new owners. The IG suggests that all new branches or
schools that change owners be required to be in operation be 2 yeas before
becoming eligible to participsts in title IV programs. He ergues that this is
in keeping with congressionsl intent in establishing the 2-year rule for
institutionel eligibility, and that ED hes in Ant improperly levered the
requirement fbr branches and changes in ownership. Requiring 2 years of
operation is intended to remove the Rancid incentives for too rapid
expansion through branching or buying up existing schools." One accrediting
agency, AICS, currently has a similar rule in effect for branches.

One final recommendation, which has been mentioned in every report on
the regulatory structure since the late 19605, is the improvement of
informationsharing and coordination among tbe components of the triad:
accrediting agenciee, States and the Federal Government. The het that it is
mentioned but never accomplished suggests there may be gone major barriers
to increased communications. One problem is that due proems requirements
designed to protect schools until reviews and eppeals have been exhausted
often mean that advance warninp of problems are not communicated smug
members of the various arms of the triad. Although accrediting agencies
reguisrly ask other regulators for information about schools applying for
initial accreditation or »accreditation, there are no established procedure. to

Nos 14 CAL 400.3040011
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exchange information at other times. The Federal Government does not
request information from other elements of the triad prior to making
eligibility and certification determinations and apparently even hu problem.
in exchanging infbrmation between the program review and the eligibility and
certification unite within ED.N In addition, there ars no procedures in place
for the ED to &are program review information with accreditors or States.

Waal Audit Re:" No. ACNI1401410.
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CHAPTER 5
STUDENT PROTECTION

Questionable recruitment tactics beoome a particularly
serious problem when combined with misuse of admissions
standards. Admissions standards must be designed to
legitimately screen out those unlikely to succeed without
discriminating against the very students most in need of a
chance.

The ability of accrediting agencies, and States and Federal
regulations to protect against abuses in recruitment and
admissions is Hmited.

Various consumer disclosure requirements incorporated in
the regulatory structure may be unlikely to have a major
impact on abuses in recruitment.

Revisions in the situlent aid payment schedule and stricter
refund policy requirements may provide incentives for
schools to retain students.

Consumer protoction is an important issue for proprietesy schools because
of the nature of the schools. In proprietary schools, the avowed purpose is
to prepare students for specific occupations. In order to evaluate a program
as a means to a particular Job, students need to know the prospects he
completing the course, and tbr getting work In the area fbr which they are
trained. In addition, because of the unitary nature of the proprietary school
programsa single course of study that hods to a certifirate in a amount of
time, instead of the traditional series of courses with separate credit for
eachand, because of the lack of transhrability of credits, selecting the wrong
program and dropping out may have muds more serious consequences fix the
student consumer whose investment could be totally lost.

The regulatory hems grouped under the heading of student prntection
hem primarily on problems in the recruitment and admissions processes.
Because the current student-aid system provides schwas with incentives fbr
enrollment and gives students the choice of schools, there le the potential hr
abuse in those arose. According to the New York State Department of
Education, 'The primary reason for the continued abuses lies in the structure
of the financial sid system which rewards enrollment in programs rather than
completion. Combined with the general characteristics of students attending
nondegree vocational institutions, this creates a set of incentives to enroll m
many students as possible, father than efforts to assist students to achieve
vocational ski1ls.41
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Problems in recruitment and edam*. a at proprietary schools range from
honest dilemmas about the balance between access raid admissions standards
to questionable practices and outright abuses. There has been a history of
charges, beginning in the 1970. with the nc hearing record and continuing
with journalistic investigations today!' of schools engaging in fraudulent
advertising and using high-pressure commissioned recruiters to attract
students, admitting unqualified students who then dropout, and failing to
provide equitable refirnds.

Questionable recruitment tactics msy in themselves be potential vio:utions
of ethical standards for business practice and of some State consumer
protection rules. They become a particularly seriou, problem for
postsecondary education and student aid when these activities are combined
with lack of or misuse of admission, standards. The admission' problem
has generally been framed as a problem of the admission of students without

high school degree who do not in fact have the 'ability to benefit' from the
education or training provided. Department of Education student-aid
regulations define an *ability to benefit` student as one who is admitted to a
postsecondary institution without a high school degree or equivalent and
receives student aid because they fall into ono of the following categories: the
student passes an admission. test, Whey enroll in and complete a remedial
program not to exceed 1 year, or they receive a high school equivalency
certificate before the end of the program or the first year. There have been
charges of outright abuses in this area including the use of inappropriate
testa, no testing, alteration of test scores, or falsification of high school
graduation."

There ie a broader issue, however, than abuse in 'ability to benefit' (ATB)
determinations and that is how to decide who will have access to
postsecondary educational opportunities. The ATB provisions were originally
adopted to accommodate open enrollment policies in public institutions that
gave students who had not been successful in secondary school a chance to try
for education and training that would lead to employment and sumo in life.
However, even high school graduates may not benefit if the match between
their needs and ths school is not correct. Many argue that high dropout
rates at traditional higher education institutions that do not accept ATB
students are consequence of students selecting the wrong schools." In
sddition, even high school graduates mey not have the ability te benefit from

program. At some proprietary schools, high school graduates meg not do
any better than AM students on the admissions tests the schools administer,
according to accrediting agency staff. Finally, it may be difficult to find

etizon, PropoNd Trade Ittesitation Rule; on also antipope ow* fitotnoto
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appropriate testa thst actually measure the ability to benefit from the
education and training provided. Schools and, indirectly, Federal policy-
makers face a dilemma in designing adialasions standards that will
legitimateV screen out those unlikely to mooned without
(Recriminating again& the very students who most need a chance.

Eliminating achnimioas standerds I. not an answer because the
consequences of failure are so serious for the student. This is particularly
true for high-risk students receiving loans to attend proprietary schools. Such
students who do not complete a program reosive no partial credit br
completed work, and are saddled with high debt, or default on bans making
them ineligible (br further amistance.

The regulatory structure attempts to deal with these problems in three
wows: 1) review and approval mechanisms (br recruitment and admissions
practices; 2) assistance to students in making choices and staying in school,
such as disclosure and support services; and, 3) effbrts to change ate incentive
structure to focus on success and retention, not recruitment and enrollment,
such am rettind policies. The following sections look at the current regulations
in these areas and proposals for change..

REVIEW AND APPROVAL

All of the &crediting groups for proprietary schools have standards
related to advertising and salseirscruitment. All review advertising materials
as part of the accreditation process End prohibit misleading statements about
student aid and employment opportunities. Rules on the ore of thIrd-party
recruiters vary from genteel standards that urge schools to use are in the
selection and use of recruiters to MIS stringent standards that specifically
prohibit surveying or canvassing .Mk places, retinals by employment
agencies, or testing and admissions Allow by anyone other than salaried
employees who do not receive commissions based on enrollment.

The perennial problem that accrediting agencies face I. enforcement of
the standards in the interval between initial accreditation and reaceeditation,
as they only learn ot abuses through complaints from students or other
echools. Became they are not staffed, nor philosophically prepared,
to do onsite monitoring, their ability to protect againM abuses in
these areas is limited. The accrediting groups also vary in the =tent to
which they feel that an outright ben on commissioned recruiters is necessery.
Most argue that separating recruitment and sil__Lk__Issions etaff is sufficient. In
part, this may be due to a reluctance to deprive their members of what
appears to be a successtial and profitable recruitment technique.

A number of States, but by no mesas all, have provisions requiring
licensing or approval of commissioned recruiters or sales agents. Carotin&
protection statutes may also prohibit misleading advertising. In New York,
for example, commissioned recruiters sous:, be certified with the State and
schools must pay surety bonds of $1,000 fbe each recruiter. Unibetunately,
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only nine field staff are responrible for monitoring the adivities of at least
2,500 recruiters. Other &atm may require cooling-off period after students
sign an enrollment contract or prohibit specific recruitment techniques.

At the Federal level, general provision, exist that give the Secretary the
power to deny participation in Federal financial aid programs to any
institution that misrepreeents the nature of its educational program, its
finance charges or the employability of its graduate'. In addition, current law
prohibits the use of commiesioned salesmen to promote the availability of
guaranteed student loans.* Nevertheless, information on sake, advertising
and recruitment practices are generally not available when the Department's
initial decision on eligibility and certification takes place, so that the Federal
Government is only likely to uncover problems in these areas through
complaints or during program reviews. In recent years the Department has
been criticised for cutbacks on program reviews: schools may go for long
periods without any Federal oversight in this area.

As part of its default reduction initiative, ED hu now announced its
intention to intensify its program review efforts, and has also proposed
legislation that would prohibit schools from employing anyone except salaried
employees or volunteers from recruiting and or admitting students and
prohibit the use of financial incentives based on enrollment or student aid
volume for persons involved in recruiting or admissions efforts."

With respect to admissions standards and particularly the admission of
ATB students, the accrediting agency standards tend to reflect current Federal
regulations that require admissions testing, counseling and mediation, or
high school equivalency program. The revised Federal criteria fbr recognition
of accrediting agencies published in 1988 added that the Secretary would
consider whether the agency had documented accreditation criteria regarding
the admissions taste used for ATB students, and other methods institutions
used, including preadmission' testing or evaluations, to determine ability to
benefit.

Accrediting agencies have generally been struggling with the problem of
what rules to establish for schools in the use of tests and cut-off scores. All
of the accrediting groups have been snowed in an ongoing eflbrt to help
member schools by recommending approPriate lute, follawup Audios by
schools to see if the cut-off scores in use are appropriate.. and rules requiring
schools to establish and apply admissions standards.

Many accrediting agency and school staff are willing to admit informally
that current admissions tests and cut-off scores are fairly arbitrary and

°Tor regulations Implementing these provisions of the MOM !donation Act of 1906, eas
C.F.R. 0114.71.76, and 6$2.200.
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To some extent, the public has perceived accredited status itself as
sufficient consumer information. Certainly, in the proprietary soder, there is
at least choice between accredited and nonaccredited echools, unlike
traditional higher education where accreditation status is practically universal.
However, it is unclear exactly what that status means for consumer
protection.

As Gordon Davies argues in a recent article, one might assess
accreditation in terms of three analogies: the Better Business Bureau, the
Underwriters Leboratories, and Standard and Poor's. Among other things, the
Better Business Bureau serves as a reference about oompaniee and their
reliability, and provides information about complaints; Underwriters
Laboratories approves a product or not and provides the information on
product label, while Standard and Poor's rates the risk of purchasing certain
investment issues. Currently, accreditation probably most closely resembles
the Underwriters Laboratories, in that it provides a label which testifies to
minimum standards. Unfortunately, the consumer information that students
need to make an informed choice is probably a lot more like Standard and
Poor's, which is not something that accreditation agencies can provide."

States have sometimes had provisions that required schools to maks
available to prospective students certain information with which they could
make informed comparisons themselves, such as dropout rates, placement
rates, and the starting salaries of graduates. California and Illinois have
recently adopted such requirement. Minnesota has a requirement that
vocational schools that claim to help place students must give the State
placement data and also give a summary to every student who enrolls.
However, the data are not verified or reviewed by the State."

To avoid problems with State monitoring of school disclosure
requirements, a new approach is being tried in some States. To use the above
analov, the Stata agency assumes the role of a Standard and Poor's rating
service for schools. The idea I. that States should help students make
postsecondary enrollment choices by collecting comparative data ea programs,
costs, graduation rates, placement, and earnings and distributing it through
high school guidance counselors, welfare agencies, and career centers. Tens
recently passed legislation that requires the State education agency to collect
such information and would require proprietary schools to provide the
information to prospective students. Arisons had similar program. After

newspaper expose of low salaries for proprietary school graduates, the State
instituted a new program that collected and published data on placement rates
and starting salarisa by school. The find year's data showed student results
for many schools were poor, and, perhaps se a consequence, Amding for

3e5.
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continuation of the relict was dropped by the State legislature. Florida has
also been considering a proposal to include proprietary schools in the Florida
Education and Training Placement Infbrmation program that already operates
ibr public vocational schools in the State. In another veriation, New York has
been considering proposels to require students to go to independent
aeseament and counseling services hobo enrollment in proprietary school
Pragralaci0

At the Federal level, some student disclosure requirements have been in
place since 1979 under HEA. These require schools to provide information on
financial aid and various institutional policies and charges to enrollees and
prospective students, upon request. In addition, institutions that advertise job
placement rates must make available data on employment and graduation
statistics." Past effbrts to apply graduation and placement rate disclosure
requirements to traditional higher education institutions have been vigorously
opposed by the higher educatios establishment. Moat non*, effects to
require disclosure of graduation rates et athletes at colleges and universities
with athletic scholarship programs have been opposed by Us Amens=
Council on Education and the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
claiming that 'graduation mho ean be misleading becouse students mg not
graduate fbr a variety *treasons, from a money shortage to a school tonsils`
Nevertheless, such a requirement recently peened the Senate in B. 590 and the
House in H3. 1454.

A. part ot the default reduction Initiative, the ED »Denny published
regulatioes requiring all vocational schools, regardless et default rate, to
compile and disolose consumer infismation, including program sompletion end
job placement deta to all pigeon!. students. Since meg sommsmity and
Junior colleges offer boudoirss vocotionel pogrom they are required to
amply with this !gulagsa sod have been potion* meal in their
complaints about it." Vocations' schools must also provide this information
to the ED, which his annamsed thst it intends to compile end disseminate
the babrmation. ED also intends to &Oho publicise the currently misting
toll free consumer fbr students receiving Federal aid. One births:
step that could be taken by the Moil Government would be he the ED to
provide egoista:se to States to develop publicatioes providiag this censumer
Information and disseminating it to prospective proprietary school students.

The reel problem with this coosumer protection oppress& is that it
assumes a particular kind at student comumer. The model appears to be

INthona lipablk; Itcristary &Mot haw; adAn Whit of Propkary ltdatetion.
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middle-clus parents who review college catalogs in the same way they wad
consumer reviews before making a major domestic purchare. This, however,
may bear faint resemblance to a proprietary school enrollee or potential
enrollee, who may be an unemployed high school dropout, who may mistrust
information disseminated by public agencies, and may be unlikely to read the
many pieces of information given him or her by the school at the time of
enrollment. Thus, while the information arguably should be made available
for the student consumer who is sophisticated enough to use it, such
disclosure requirements are unlikely to have a major impact on the
problems of Inappropriate recruitment and admissions.

An alternative that still focuses on the student is to put mon emphasis
on support services to keep students in the programs they select. Most
accrediting agencies expect schools to have attendance programs, such as
calling students alter particular number of absences or having students sign
attendance agreements. This is, in part, because of the need for strict
observance of attendance standards to continue to quali0 students for federal
assistance. However, none of the accrediting agencies require schools to have
more extensive student support services, such as counseling or arsistance with
social services, or provision of day care. Relatively few proprietary schools
provide these support services.s"

Proprietary school representatives are willing to admit that problems such
as the lack of day care are often contributing factor to student dropouts.
This is also true for students in traditional higher education institutions,
some of which have become concerned about the need for more active
retention efforts. In the proprietary sector, such programs are less likely to
be initiated unless there is some financial incentive to do so. Currently,
relatively few resources are available from the schools, State agencies, or the
Federal Government to provide services to disadvantaged postsecondary
student..m

REFUND POLICIES

The final approach to improving recruitment and admissions is to change
the incentive structure. Schools msy need an incentive to retain, graduate,
and plaie student., not just to enroll mon and mon. As the New York State
education department report argues, the problem may lie in the tact that
current student aid policies are structured so that the 'profit is not in having

104Proprissary Schools.

10The Higher Education Act doss authorise antral small programs to provide special
woken to disadvantaged students to improve their some and emcees in postsecondary
eduestico, Le., the sooelled TRIO programs authorised by title N.
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successfUl students but in enrolling as many students as possible irrespective
of whether the students are able to do well in the program?'"

Aside from totally changhsg the nature of student financial assistance,
suggestions to change the incentive structure usually focus on revisioca in the
payment schedule for student aid and on Naiad policies. Current Federal "id
disbursement provision. require multiple disbursements her students in longer
programs (over 6 months). As part of the efforts to curb default costs, Pl.
101-239, the Student Loan Reooncillation Amendments, require multiple
disbursement of Staffierd and $LR loans, with the second payment not to be
made before the halfersy point of the losn period, as well u a 80-dq delay
in BLS loan disbursement f r first-year students. ED has also propoeed that
disbursement of all loans to first time borrowers be delayed thr 80 days.
These provision' ars all designed to provide an incentive fbr schools to keep
students enrolled in order to receive the aid Nada and appear to be based on
the assumption that dropouts occur most frequently in the early pert of these
programs. In fact, there is no general information on when most dropoots
occur. Some proprietary associations claim dropouts occur fairtr uniformly
throughout the length of the program.

A more extensive regulatory change along these lines would be to require
monthly disbursement of aid Viands or perhaps to have prorated disbursements
with the final payment only after succesaM completion of the program. Since
aid I. used for subsistence as well as tuition and fees, such change would
require separation of aid payments into tuition portions and those that
students receive to mist in other costs of attendanco, such as transportation
and living expenses.

As an inducement to schools to keep studenta in whoa, a prorate relknd
requirement has also been suggested. Current Federal regulations rely on
accrediting bodies to determine and enforce fair and equitsble refund
policies.1 Although there are some variations in the calculations, all Gf th.
proprietary school accrediting agencies have standards for reflinds that require
some, though not absolute, proration up to 60 percent of the program. This
includes some minimum period, moot commonly the first week, when the
entire tuition is reltanded.

States that have standards in this area usually follow the accrediting
agency rules. The idea of prorate refUnds se a device for improving student
retention end dieoouraging inappropriate recruitment and admiatiom is not

new one. It was firet proposed in the Frc rule in the late 1970s.
Traditional higher education institutions do not fbliow prorate reflind
procedures and have strongly opposed its imposition. Proprietary schools have
therefore argued that it I. inequitable to apply such standard only to their

ImPropiwary 8eheel how.
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gator. Generally, postsecondary schools argue that they have tart up and
iixed coats that do not vary based on the number of students in any
particular class and that would not be recovered if a strict prorate policy were
required. Proprietary schools have also argued that current policies already
provide incentives for retention since students drop out at all points In a
program and not just at the beginning or the end.

The Department of Education's new default regulations effectively require
schools with default rates over 20 percent to adopt a prorate refland policy fbr
guaranteed student loans only. In addition, ED I. proposing additional
legislation that would require schools with default rates over 30 percent to
apply thus prorate reffind provisions to all types of title IV aid fbr students
who withdraw in the first half of the pros .m. This would not be a mejor
change from current school policies as required by accrediting new
standards. Experience with the impact of these new default regulations may
help determine whether prorsta refund provisions, applied, perhaps, to all
institutions with high dopout rates, would have a beneficial impact on
recruitment and admissions practices.

4 r
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

Given these efforts and options, is the current regulatory structure
adequate? First, we must recognize that no regulatory structure can
prevent all fraud and abuse. That is no more likely for student aid
program than it is fbr advertising. At most, the regulatory structure can
increase the likelihood fraud and abuse will be detected and perhaps reduce
the incentives to abuse the system.

Second, to accomplish Federal policy °Neatly.. requires Federal
regulation. Thinking of the regulatory structure as a triad may be
misleading and inhibit the Federal Government from taking needed actions.
While accrediting bodies and State agencies exist and do impose requiremente
on proprietary schools, they do eo !be their own purposes and not to protect
the Federal investment in this sector. They also do so inconsistently and not
uniformly across different types of schools and in different States. If the
Federal Government is concerned about standards in the proprietary school
sector, and about insuring that student aid goes to provide some to a quality
e ducation and trainir.g program, it may have to establish Re own standards.
To substantially enhance the Federal regulatory role, monitoring and
enforcement resources and initiative at ED would also have to significantly
increase.

Finally, the current system of postsecondary education,
regardless of the level ar institutionel sector, often may sot ensure

good match between students and schools. Given that het, and a
continued commitment by Cocgress to access (even if that meow the
opportunity to try and fall), student aid policies need to be resseessed in
terms of the extent to which they allow studente the opportunity to try again.

As the previous chapters have indicated, considerable regulation of
postsecondary education institutions already exists. Effints are also currently
being made in all arms of the skied' to tighten controls. Many of the
problems and the regulatory responses concerning postsecondary institutions
that perticipate in Federal student financial aid programs sonars all
postsecondary institutions, not just proprietary schools. Where the ammo
and controls are specific to the proprietary sector, we have tried to make that
clear.

Accrediting groups are making efforts to monitor their schools more
closely on Samna's! issues, and to look at questions of outcome twamments
and admissions standards in order to improve program quality and the
chances of students they enroll fir success. Many States are attempting to
improve their oversight of schools as well as to take a more active role in
providing students with °mums, inibrmation. At the Federal level, the ED
hos announced inereseed attention to monitoring and enforcement of current

4 r
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requirements, and new regulatory standards for a particular subset of schools
with high default rates.

There are also number of additional options that could be coroldered.
Accrediting groups, for sample, could clearly do more in the area of overall
aseessment of the need and value of training in certain fields, particularly in
relation to costs. States could initiate tuition recovery plane and develop
more systematic collection end dissemination of student consumer information
and school and program comparisons.

At the Federal level, improvements could bs made in number of areas:
stricter certification requirements, such se euggested in the IG reports,
perhaps even including the impoeition of something like m es-15 rule for
maximum SFA participation; the use of certain quality indicators (high
dropouts, low placement rates) as triggers for spscial monitoring or program
reviews; and creation of incentives for retention and completion through
multiple disbursemerts and prorate refimds, either across the board, or for
schools with high dropout rates. The possibilities even include cost-
containment approaches for postsecondary training in certain fields andior
institutional sectors. The Federal Government could also contribute to better
regulation at other levels through assistance to States to provide consumer
information, and encourage labor-market surveys es part of the program
approval process. Auistence could also be provided to proprietary schools
themselves to develop better admissions criteria and to improve the support
services to help students stay in school.
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Why are We Not Effectively Regulating Proprietary Schools?
I. Is There Really. a Problem?

A. Yes, most definitely.

The raW numbers are stalk, somber and unforgiving:

Since September 1, 1969. 41 proprietary schools have closed in Texas owing
th3usands of Texas students anywhere from 2,5 melon to 25 million dollars In tuition
refunds. The exact numbers are kroalculable because of the chaotic state of closed
school records. Many have been destroyed and those that remain are so poorly
organized as to be unauditable. For a list of closed schools. See Exhibit 1.

Given current Department of Education policy, the fact that a student borrower was
unable to complete his education because of a school closing Is not a recognized
defense to the collection of a GSL loan. The fad that Mary enrolled on a Monday In a
600 dock twur private security guard course and the school closed the following Friday
does not excuse Mary from paying back the more that $5,000 she borrowed on
Monday. For MOM on this outrageous and totally unconscionable federal poky,
please see the 'Paradox of the GSL ProgramLet the Buyer Beware' below.

Unless the students who attended the 41 closed schools pay back thaw slums
loans they will be effectively foreclosed from ever being able to borrow for another
education. Leowise their chances of financing a car or a house are substantially
diminished.

01 the 342 propdetary schools that remain in Texas. 213 are curter*operating witi
expired certMcates of approval. Mhough required by statute. 54 proprietary schode
are operating without surety bonds.

For the ast two fiscal years (Sep - Aug) propletary schoots In Texasgenerated 485
million dollars In tuition revenues from loans made bY the Tem Guaranteed Student
Loan Corporation. Neither bans from other guarantee agencies nor grads froM the
federal governmed are represented in this figure. Total gross Won income is
unknown. During thls period of time, the Division el Proprietary Schools arid Veterans
Education (DPSVE) had an operating budget of approximately 1.5 million dollars.

For the last two fiscal years the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
guaranteed 214. 882 loans to students attending proprietary schools In Texas. During
this same period of time the DPSVE had a total professional staff ranging from 7-13.
Expressed as a ratio. the CIPSVE had 1 staff member for every 16427 bans
guaranteed by TOSLC.

During the period from calendar year 1965 through 1969 the lumber ol proprietary
schools in Texas approximately doubied, growing from 187 lo 363 t.

As of September 30. 1990, the total dollar amount of student bans in default for
Texas proprietary school students stood at $220.728.333.74.

Thu, Oct 4, 1990 Page 1
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II. What Are the Causes of This Moss?

Regulatory responsibility Is divided among at least 3 differera state agencies.

The state agency charged with primary responsibility for regulation, TEA, is woefully

underfunded and cannot possibly cope, given present funding levels, with the sea of

lederaity insured dollars that annually flow to proprietary schools.

The policy makers In the Department of Education charged with responsibility for

administering the '7.uaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL) have wholly failed to adopt and

or implement the safeguards that are necessary to prevent abuses from occurring in the

private-for-profit school industry with respect to Me GSL program. As a result of tftir near

willful failure to act, countless thousands of students have been victimized by unscrupulous

proprietary school owners.

Congress has been unable or unwilling to lace reality and enact legislation that Is needed

to structurally reform the GSL program so as to make it work as originally Intended. If

anything, Congress has made matters worse for student-consumers by exempting GSL

loans kom the prote4tion afforded by the Federal Truth in Lending Act. By so doing,

Congress has made it difficult it not imposseole for a student to raise valid defenses to the

collection of student loans which range from fraud to forgery.

III. What, If Anything, Can the Texas Legislature Do To Flx the Problem?

The Texas Legislature cannot 'solve" the problems of proprietary schools anymore than it

can Solve the problems inherent in the Savings and Loan industry. The uttimate solution

must come from Congress through reform of the GSL program. The Texas Legislature CAN,

however, take positive Steps to ameliorate the suffering of many future proprietary school

students. I recommend the lonowing:

provide Increased funding to the DPSVE so that it will have sufficient resources to *ram,*

the Proprietary School Act. This can be done either by returning the Division to general

appropriations or significantly increasing the lees it chdrges schools or a combination of

both.

Consolidate the regulation of all proprietary schools, Including beauty, barber,

cosmetology, private security and others, into the Texas Education Agency, DPSVE.

Abolish the maximum bond limitation of $25000. In order to insure that Schools are

financially accountable to students for unearned laltion, the bond amount should be
expressed as some ratio to gross tuition revenue. The use of such ratios (capita! and
surplus as a percent of unearned premium) is common in the regulation of Insurance and the

Legislature would be well advised to consutt with the State Board of Insurance on

formulation of the proper number.

Replace the statutory requirement that a 'school (should be) financially sound and Capable

of fullillintt its commitments for training with explicit and objective financial criteria including

among others: minimum capital and surplus requirements and minimum ratios behveen

unearned tuition and capital and surplus similar to those adopted by the Legislature with

respect to the regulation of Insurance companies. Schools should be expressly prohaffted

Thu. Oct 4, 1990
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from carrying unearned tuition as a current asset and should be required to cany the Nem as
a currem expense. Current assets should be required to exceed current liabilities try a ratio
in excess of 1 to 1 .

Require schools having gross tuition income exceeding $25,000 to submit audited
financial statements together with the previous two years federal income tax returns.

Make the school owner, if an individual, Or the maguey shareholder, If a corporation,
personally liable for the payment of any unpaid tuition refunds. Unearned tuition, being
fiduciary funds, Mould be treated in the same fashion as unpaid FICA and withholding
taxes.

Make the school director personally liable for the payment of any unpaid tuNion refunds.

Declare the laibre to pay a tuition refund a Deceptive Tube Practice.

Make the willful failure to pay a tuition refund a criminal offense bearing the same penalties
currently applied to those who convert fiduciary funds to their own use.

Prohibit proprietary schools from accepting as fuN or partial payment for tuition and fees
any proceeds from any purchase money loan, including guaranteed student bane, which do
not contain the disclosures required to be made by the Federal Trade Commission as set
forth in 16 CFR 0433.1 et seq.

IV. The Paradox of The Guaranteed Student Loan Program - Let the

Buyer Beware

thought the federal ipvernment was supposed b help me not hurt met

--Comments of an anguished proprietary school student upon learning he was expected
to repay his entire ban balance of $3,500.00 after attending school for only 3 days.

, a student who borrows under the CISL program from a third party lender remains
responsible ior repaying the loan even 11 the school faNs to provide the ifilviCes promised to
the student.. ..

----Letter from the U.S. Department of Education to the Texas Attorney Generals Office
regarding the liability of students who attended TexCel in Houston when it closed.

A. A Little History

On December 10, 1975, I shared my concerns regarding the proprietary school
industry and the admkestration of what was then known as the Federally insured
Student Loan Program (FISL) with members el the United States Senate in testknony
before the Committee on Government Operations. Ss*, those COMMents are as
appropriate now as they were 15 years ago. I offer the Comets' a few brief excects
from that lestirnony:

'As a result of the enactment of the FISL program, significant numbers of young
people were able to pursue a college education, receive degrees, find jobs and

Thu, Oct 4, 1990 Page 3
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ultimately become productive, lax paying members of society and share in its manifold

benefits.

But, for many students who because of background, aptitude, desire, or any number of

reasons chose vocational training at privaleforprolit business or trade schools, the

results are often tragically different.

Instead of finding employment many of these youngsters found themselves heavily
indebted to the Federal Government for an education Mat they either did not receive or

one which was of such uniform poor quality as to be of little or no value in obtaining the

jobs that were so frequently promised upon enrollment.

These students, rather than becoming the beneficiaries of the FISL program, became
its unwitting victims. They became easy prey for an all too statistically significant
number of knowledge hucksters whose deceptive and fraudulent business practices
were directly subsidized by the Federal Government through the U.S. Office of

Education.

The FISL program, in the case of proprietary education, all too frequently served to
create and enrich a new leisure class of promoters and highbinders al the considerable

expense and suffering of a class of students who were and are least able to afford IL*

1. The Historical Role of the Texas Attorney General's Office In

the Development of the FISL Program

The issue than (1975) as now was the alarming growth of unpaid tuition refunds
owed to proprietary school students and the complete refusal of the federal
government to honor defenses available to students under Texas law with
respect to the collection of FISL bans.

In a letter to Secretary of HEW, Caspar Weinberger, dated March 10, 1975, Texas

Attorney General John Hill succinctly slated the problem:

11 is my understanding that the present policy of the Office of Education is to
collect on these notes regardless of any cognizable legal defense that the student

may used vis a vis the school or the lender or both. I have also been Informed
that whits the Office of Education has been aware for some lime of the refund
problem In Texas it has decked most of ks collection @Irons toward the individual
students and in so doing has neglected to assert es NO of recovery against the
offending proprietary schools who are In many instances legally responsiblefor all

or a part of the student's indebtedness to the federal government"

As a result of a series of letters from Attorney General Hill to Secretaries
Weinberger and Matthews arguing the legal case of student defenses under
Texas law, the Department reversed its position and In August of 1975
announced that it would indeed honor valid defenses available to students under
Texas law, upon the assignment by the student of his rights against the school or
lender. This policy was ultimately codeled In 34 C.F.R. §682.5111. (The Hill Rule)

Thu, Oct 4, 1990 Page 4
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2. The Feds Rethink Their Position Regarding Student Defenses

Faced with mouraing losses in its propdetary scb3o1 ban podia° and fearful that
significant numbers of lenders might withdraw from the program, the Depadmsnt
of Education in 1981 (the successor agency to the Office of Education) began to
doubt the wisdom of its decision to honor valid legal defenses asserted by
students against the government. In the case styled United States v. Griffin, 707
F.2d 1477 (1903) the government ignored Ns ovm rule regarding student loan
defenses and abrogated its agreemere with ths Attorney General of Texas arguing
successfully in a motion tor summary judgment that a student had no right to rake
defenses to the collection ol a leder* insured sludent loan.

The case was reversed on appeal. The court held that the Depadment could rot
ignore Ns own regulation, commenting:

Indeed, the policy (honoring student defenses) I. one ol fairly long stEouing.
Section 682.518 merely codifies a policy proclaimed by Secretary of Health
Education and Wellare Weinberger, and Commissioner ol Education Bell, in a
series el Men to the Attorney General of Texas in 1975 and 1978. Those letters
made clear that OE intended to assert against students rights no greater than
those ol any other holder ol the loan.-

B. The Current Position of the Department of Education Regarding

Student Loan Defenses

For all practical purposes the Department of Education by the @arty 19801 got out of
the business of directly guaranteeing student bans and MN that job principally to stale
guarantee agencies such as the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan COrpOration. The
Department primarily acts as a reinsurer ol Guarantee agency bane. Even though I no
longer makes direct loan guarantees it retains ultimate sideway for the supwislon al
the program. Its rules and regulations and interpretetions thereof are binding on stale
guarantee agencies.

The Current poliq id the Department is expressed in a letter dated Nov inter 30,1989
from William L Moran, Director, Student Financial Assistance Programs to Rich
Tomlinson, Assistant Attorney General and Director ol the Houston Regional Office of
the Consumer Protection Division. Please see Exhbt 2.

The letter was in response to a previous lener by Tomlinson putting the Depadment on
notice oi the fact thet Houston's Broussard& Schools, aka Texcel which had closed In
September ol 1988, owed hundreds ol thousands ol dollars In student refunds. The
letter made two points:

The Hill Rule regarding the honoring of student deh.nses does not apply to loans
guaranteed by state guarantee agencies, but applies only to bans ilrectly guaranteed
by the federal government (which as a practical matter rarely, If ever, are made
anymore).

*As a legal matter, however, a student who borrows under the GSL programs from'a
third party lender remains responsible lor repaying the loan even it the school fails to
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provide the services promised to the Student' unless an origination relationship exists
between the lender and the school. 'To our knowledge, such a relationship has not
been shown to exist with regard to these loans' As a practical matter, given the
Departments Interpretation of an 'origination relationship it Is virtually impossible to
establish one short of showing that the tender actually participated in or had aclual
knowledge of the activities of the school.

C. The Department of Education Has Been Grossly Negligent

Regarding the Certification of Proprietary Schools

Altheugh the Department of Education no longer is In the direct guarantee business it
must nevertheless pass on the eligibility of schools to participate In state loan
guarantee programs. One of Its most important responstilitles in this regard is to pale
muster on a school's financial capability. In a scathirv indictment of Its own agency, the
Office of Inspector General concluded that 'the Department's financial analysis
certification procedures were not adequate to protect either the students' or the
government's financial interests' See Exhibit 3.

in light of its poor performance, It Is infuriating, if not in fact dishonest, for the
Department to suggest as it did In the letter to Tomlinson that 'We encourage students
who do not receive what they pay for from a school to vigorOusly pursue their remedies
against the school' In the case of Tenet students, following this advice would lead to
a fruitless pursuit of the Corporation in a noasset bankruptcy. What the Department
laded to mention to Tomlinson was that if had the year before reviewed the financial
condition of Texcei and pronounced it sound.

D. What Every Borrower Should Know Before Entering into a

Guaranteed Student Loan

The execution of a guaranteed student loan note is unlike any other consumer
transaction known to the law:

The Identity of the lender, the amount of the loan and the rate of interest are typically
left blank at the time IN student signs the note. This procedure which ts roundly
condemned and made illegal in almost every other context Is expressly sanctioned by
the Department of Education. 34 C.F.R. g 682. 205.

Lenders are permitted to make electronic fund transfers of the proceeds of a
guaranteed student loan directly to a school's bank account. Because of this
procedure, students are frequently unaware that they have even executed a
promissory note let alone that it has been funded.

The student borrower bears the entire risk of the insolvency of the rider or of the
sellers partial or total failure to perform. The lender bears no respons011ity for the failure
of the seller. In every other consumer transaction, the buyer can assert against the
lender whatever defenses he originally had against the seller. See FTC Rule 433
'Preservation of Consumees Claims and Defenses' 16 C.F.R. § 433.1 et. seq.

Thu, Oct 4, 1990 Page 6
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DiSOISUres that are required to be made in every other consumer credit transactbn we
not required to be made In connection with a guaranteed student loan because
Convress has exempted guarameed student bans from the Truth In Lending Act.

In essence, the Department ol Education and the United States Congress have set
thirtylive years of slate and federal consumer protection legislation on Its head. In the
guaranteed student loan context the *id adage 'Caveat Emplor Let the Buyer
Beware has returned with a vengeance.

V. Why We Need to Treat Proprietary Schools Like insurance

Companies

Given the Department of Education's abysmal failure In weeding out those schools that are
not sufficienty capitalized to participate In the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and es
insistence that students do not have a right to used defenses against particbatino lenders,
the Issue of proprietary school solvency should be of paramount Importance to the Texu
Legislature and to the Texas Education Agency.

Solvency Is also ImportaM because proprietary school contracts are strildngly limiter to
contracts of insurance In that they are both executory In nature: the buyers contractual
obligation Is fully satisfied up trod upon the payment of the premium or the tuition while the
sellers obligations we spread over time. Long ago when governments first began
regulating the business of insurance they asknoviiedged a simple fact of human nature:
there le a great temptation on the part of those entrusted with fiduciary funds to treat those
funds as one's owl. In the case of insurance companies the lenertation was to treat as Cask
unearned premium income. Simla*, In the cab of proprietary schools. the tenedation
to treat Won boom, vetich is unearned lc the lime of is receipt as an unrestricted NO
asset. The solution to this natural Masan wah respect to the business of Insurance wee
to require the creation of reseives sulkier* to Insure that the Conway could pedantNs
xecutory obligation to the policy holder over the Ile of the contract. No less should be
required of proprietary schools. Ths luitbn payers of Texas demand and we entitled to the
same level of protestion accorded by the laws of this stale to those War purchase insurance:
that durim the life of the contract they gel what they pay for.
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Report on Tuition Protection Fund.
Maintenance of Records of Closed Schools

and
Rondina for Irokrietary Schools Regulated by the

Texas...Education Aftnly,

TUITION PROTECTION FUND:

Note Options are not listed in order of preference.

OPTION I
Funding Source for Refunds

The thrust of this option is to convert the use of the fund from a teach-out
purpose to a refund purpose. This is similar to that of other states with the
exception that this option would pay the school conducting the teachout for
expenses incurred in purchasing textbooks and supplies. Bonding would be

eliminated. The current practice is for a school to provide a teach-out

without any reimbursement by the fund.

(1) The size of the fund should be increased to $3,000,000. A report on the
funds in other states is enclosed and identified as Attachment A.

(2) Each school would be required to contribute as a condition for issuance
of an initial or renewed certificate of approval an amount equal to the
highest total program cost charged by the school. Using the present school

costs, it would take three years to reach a 63.000,000 level.

(3) Collections would begin July 1, 1991 and continue until the $3,000,000

level is reached. Current bonding requirements would be in place for one year

or until June 30, 1992.

(4) Assessments would resume if the level dipped below $2,500,000, If the
level exceeued $3,500,000, dividends would be paid to the school participants
in an amount based on the ratio of the amount available to the amount paid in

by the school.

(5) The statutory language pertaining to the Leimbursement of all expenses to
the school offering the teachout would be replaced with language which would
authorize payment from the fund for reimbursement for the cost of textbooks
and supplies for the students.

(6) Eliminate the language which restricts payment of refunds to $25,000.

(7) Eliminate Section 32.39 (f) since students and school owners are
adequately protected by the language in subsections (c) and (d).
Additionally, interpretation of a significant change in quality is to
subjective to ascertain.

(8) Include language which would transfer the student's right to a rePald to
the administrator if the student's refund is paid from the fund. Require the
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administrator to attempt to collect the refund amount from the school owner
and reimburse the fund

(9) Limit the payment of refunds to those students whose termination date was
within 12 months of the claim for a refund from the fund except under
extenuating circumstances as determined by the administrator.

(10) Require attempt to arrange teach-outs with private industry and community
colleges when one cannot be arranged with proprietary school

(11) Require the issuance of a certificate of completion to a student from the
school providing the teach-out

(12) Require the State board of Education, the Central Education Agency, and
the Proprietary School Advisory Commission to determine whether the size of
the fund needs to be increased or decreased and report to the legislature.

OPTION II
Funding Source for Teach-outs

The thrust of this option is to maintain the original intent of the iund. The
intent is to be fiscally responsible towards the fune and to supply the Agency
with funds to continue the operation of the failed scnonl through teach-out
at another school or through administration by the Agency. This operation
wouldnothave the ability to enroll new students.

(1) The size of the fund should be increased to $1,000,000 with the current
bonding requirements. If the fund is used for teach-outs as opposed to refund
payments, the cost to the fund would be significantly less.

(2) Include a requirement that the agency comply with the following:

a. attempt to arrange a teach-out in a school in the area offering a
similar program and ake payment from the fund for the cost of textbooks and
supplies; if th,t is not possible, the agency must,

b. attempt to arrange for teach-out in the facilities of the closed
school and the fund would pay the expenses of the teach-out via en agency
administered teach-out.

(3) Each school would be required to contribute as a condition for issuance
of an initial or renewed certificate of approval an amount equal to one-half
of the highest total program cost charged by the school. Using the present
school costs, it would take two years to reach $1,000,000 level.

(4) Collections would begin Jan 1, 1992 and continue until the $1,000,000
level is reached.

(5) Assessments would resume if the level dipped below $750,000. If the
level exceeded $1,250,000, dividends would be paid to the school participants
in an amount based on tht ratio of the amount available tu the amount paid in
by the school
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(6) Eliminate Section 32.39 (f) since students and school owners are

adequately protected by the language in subsections (c) and (d).

Additionally, interpretation of a significant change in quality is to

subjective to ascertain.

(7) Include language which would transfer the student's right to a refund to

the administrator if the student's refund is paid from the fund. Require the

admilistrator to attempt to collect the refund amount from the school owner

and reimburse the fund

(8) Require attempt to arrange teach-outs with private industry and community

colleges when one cannot be arranged with a proprietary school

(9) Require the issuance of a certificate of completion to a student from the

school providing the teach-out

(10) Require the State Board of Education, the Central Education Agency, and

the Proprietary School Advisory Commission to determine whether the size of

the fund needs to be increased or decreased and report to the legislature.

OPTION III
Funding Source for Teach-outs and Refunds

The thrust of this option is to present a compromise position of Option I and

Option Il whereby the fund will be increased, bonding will be eliminated, and

the interest of both the student and the school owner will be addressed

thought the payment of refunds and payment of teach-out expenses.

(1) The size of the fund should be increased to $2,000,000.

(2) Each school would be required to contribute as a condition for issuance

of an initial or renewed certificate of approval an amount equal to two/thirds

of the highest total program cost charged by the school. Using the present

school costs, it would take two years to reach a $2,000,000 level.

(3) Collections would begin July 1, 1991 and continue until the $2,000,000

level is reached. Current bonding requirements would be in place for one year

or until June 30, 1992.

(4) Assessments would resume if the level dipped below $1,500,000. If the

level exceeded $2,500,000, dividends would be paid to the school participants

in an amount based on the ratio of the amount available to the amount paid in

by the school.

(5) The statutory language pertaining to the reimbursement of all expenses to

the school offering the teach-out would be replaced with language which would

authorize payment from the fund for reimbursement for the cost of textbooks

and supplies for the students.

(6) Eliminate the language which restricts payment of refunds to $25,000 but

include a requirement that the agency follow this sequence:
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a. attempt to arrange a teach-out in a school in the area offering
a similar program and ake payment from the fund for the cost of textbooks and
supplies; if that is not possible, the agency must,

b. attempt to arrange for a teachout in the facilities of the closed
school and the fund would pay the expenses of the teach-out via an agency
administered teach-out; if that is not possible, the agency must,

c. pay refunds to students in accordance with the provision of Section
32. 39 and 32.91 of the Texas Education Code.

(7) Eliminate Section 32.39 (f) since students and school owners are
adequately protected by the language in subsections (c) and (d).
Additionally, interpretation of a significant change in quality is to
subjectEe to ascertain.

(8) Include language which would transfer the student's right to a refund to
the administrator if the student's refund is paid from the fund. Require the
administrator to attempt to collect the refund amount from the :.,chool owner
and reimburse the fund

(9) Limit the payment of refunds to those students whose termination date was
within 12 months of the claim for a refund from the fund except under
extenuating circumstances as determined by the administrator.

(10) Require attempt to arrange teach-outs with private industry and community
colleges when one cannot be arranged with a proprietary school

(11) Require the issuance of a certaicate of completion to a student from the
school providing the teach-out

(12) Require the State Board of Education, the Central Education Agency, and
the Proprietary School Advisory Commission to determine whether the size of
the fund needs to be increased or decreased and report to the legislature.

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS OF CLOSED SCHOOLS:

This proposal is made under an idealized best-case scenario, but an
examination of this proposal should be made by the full committee in light of
the Texas Education Agency's limited staff/funding and increased
responsibilities,

(1) Authorize the agency to remove the student records of a closed school
within 30 days of the school's closing

(2) Require the agency to maintain the records and provide transcript service
at a minimal cost to the student or other individual requesting a
transcript

(3) Maintain records for four years

(4) Ensure adequate funding is available for this operation
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Tuition Protection Fund, cont'd...

BONDING:

page 5

(1) Bonding should be an option available to schools who do not wish to
participate in the protection fund if the school is able to provide a
bond in the amount equal to the maximum amount of refunds due in the
event the school closes.

(2) The current bonding structure would be in effect for one year
after the reccmmended changes to the protection fund have been in
effect.

(3) Bonding requirements of other states is enclosed and identified as
Attachment B.

Submitted by Paul Ellis and Dee Bednar

DB:db:revyfd.doc
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Tuition Protection Fund, cont'd...

BONDING INFORMATION FROM OTHER STATES

INO BOND 02,50002,500110,000020,000025,00005,000425,0001
IREOUIREDI l MINIMUM 1 J I I

I 5 I l I
1 1 4 1 2 1 1

I

page 6

1$10,000425,0001$1,000450,0001$5,000450,0001$50,0001$10,000-$60,0001

1 I 5 3 1 I 1

16100,00005,000 167,500 1$10,0001B0ND REQUIRED !STUDENT PROTECTION/

1MINIMUMIMINIMUMIRINIMUMIAMOUNT UNKNOWN! FUND

1 1 1 5 1 1 1 11 1 4
I

4

4R-4113 0 - 92 - 16
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STUDENT TUITION
PROTECTION

WASHINGTON
STATE

FLORIDA OHIO MARYLAND CONNECTICUT TEXAS CALIFORNIA

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
REGULATED 116 700 350 192 70 647 2,250

SIZE OF FUND $1,000,000 Proposed

No limit

set as of
this date

Proposed

$1,000,000

$1,000,000 $2,000,000 $250,000 $1,000,000

7

II
0

0

0

0.

7

7
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(Consolidation Issue)

CONTEXT

Within the state of Texas there are hundreds of
private for-profit 803ols offering a wide range of career specific
training and education. It requires considerable specialized
knowledge to properly regulate these diverse and occupation
specific institutions and programs. As a result of the variety and
high degree of specialization involved in the training a
decentralized and fragmented regulation system has evolved. There
is extensive scrutiny of programs by the various state agencies and
state licensure boards. The programmatic analysis includes
examination of curriculum and standards leading to the award of
certificates, licenses, and degrees. In many cases (except for
those institutions regulated by the Texas Education Agency) the
state agencies rely upon regional or national accrediting bodies,
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education, to analyze and
determine the institutional suitability of proprietary
institutions. Recent events regarding; 1) the proliferation of
proprietary schools within Texas, 2) the significant increase in
student loan default, and 3) the alarming increase in the number of
economic failures in the proprietary school sector leaving students
untrained and in debt has engendered a concern among the committee
members with respect to effective oversight and regulation of these
schools.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The significant increase in proprietary school failures and
student defaults has caused concern about the current fragmented
system of state oversight of proprietary institutions. The problem
is to develop a consolidated form of proprietary school
oversight/regulation that cant 1) reduce school financial failure
through improved scrutiny of institutional financial stability and
administrative capability, 2) improve the state's proprietary
school database a4d enhance the process by which the information is
shared among statc agencies, and 3) provide the public with
consumer informatici, promote the student completion of programs of
study, and ensure employability.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

- -Reduce the negative effect of school failure on the student
- -Reduce the default rate
- -Increase the completion (graduation) rate
--Ensure employability for graduates
- -Improve the effectiveness of state oversight capacity
- -Improve student satisfaction

APPENDIX M

4 74
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Consolidation Report, cont'd... page 2

Option One

Consolidation -- where all licensing/regulation/oversight
authority is vested in an existing agency.

Advantages:
- -reduction of duplication of reporting
--cost would be within reasonable limits
--legislature would find this acceptable

Disadvantages:
--current manpower at any one agency is not sufficient to
handle the volume of work
--time to move, hire, or retrain personnel would be
prohibitive

Option Two

Dual oversight -- where schools would go through separate
agencies for institutional certification (e.g. general
financial stability and administrative capability) and
programmatic approval (curriculum).

Advantages:
--Very feasible since most elements are already in place
- -Cost would be within reasonable limits

Disadvantages:
--Potential for duplication of reporting
- -Potential for difficulties in sharing information in an
effective fashion

Option Three

Coordination of Agencies -- where existing set of agencies
with regulation/licensing/oversight responsibility work
closely to coordinate activities to close loop holes and avoid
duplication.

Advantages:
- -Cost would be within acceptable limits
- -Causes the least amount of change
--Would be acceptable to the legislature

Disadvantages:
--Cost to develop information sharing vehicle
- -Potential for duplication
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Consolidation Report, cont'd...

Option Four

penandPSAC-- to include representation of those institutions
not currently regulated by TEA

Advantages:
- -Low additional cost

page 3

Disadvantages:
--Potential exists for lack of communication among agencies
- -Potential for duplication of reporting

Option Five

Conduct a Study -- to determine if there are common agendas
among the existing regulatory/licensing/oversight agencies.
If there are commonalities among the agencies use then this
information should be the foundation of a system to coordinate
information and regulation. If no common standards or
procedures exist then study the agencies and suggest some
commonalities that might be used as a basis for a coordination
vehicle. The expected outcome of this study would be the
creation of a hybrid division drawing from resources currently
at the disposal of the individual agencies.

Advantages:
--Increased knowledge about how the various agencies operate
--Increases potential for an integrated approach to the
problem

Disadvantages:
--Time is needed to conduct the :study (the committee would
have to reconvene at some future date)
--Cost of the study would be incurred prior to any tangible
action

CRITERIA

Feasibility (in terms of time and manpower)

Cost

Student Protection (regarding schools that fail without
providing the training)

Reduce duplication of reporting for the institutions

Acceptability to the legislature

Consumer protection (information available to allow for
informed choice)

Institutional Effectiveness (completion rates, placement
rates, and default rates)
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Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
BACKGROUND

Creation and Powers

The Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
(TGSLC) was created by the 66th Texas State Legislature
in 1979. The corporation was created as a public
nonprofit entity to administer the federal guaranteed
student loan program in Texas and to guarantee student
loans under the terms of that program. The corporation
does not make any loans itself, it guarantees loans made
by financial institutions and the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board against death, disability or default
of the borrower.

TGSLC is not a state agency and receives no
appropriations of state funds. The corporation is
subject to the Texas Sunset Act however. In addition, an
attorney general opinion found that the TGSLC is subject
to the Texas Open Records Act because of an initial
appropriation of lender's allowance funds from the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating T'oard made to help
establish the corporation. TG. LC is also subject to the
Open Meetings Act.

The original national guaranteed student loan
program was created by the federal 1965 Higher Education
Act as a way of removing financial barriers to higher
education opportunities. Under the loan guarantee
prograA, the government initially encouraged private
lenders to make loans available to students by providing
an 80 percent guarantee that the lender would be
reimbursed should the student not repay the loan. Other
incentives to lenders to make capital available for
student loans included a federal interest subsidy that
made the return of the loans attractive and the existence
of secondary market agencies whose prLmary purpose was to
purchase guaranteed student loans from lenders.
Secondary markets provided smeller lenders with needed
liquidity of their assets. However, even with these
incentives, the participation of lenders in the program
did not keep up with the demand for student loans. It
was determined that the high degree of centralisation in
the federal student loan insurance program was hindering
its growth. Lenders had to wait too long to have a claim
for reimbursement on defaulted loans processed and often

APPENDIX N
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70SLC Background
November 20, 1990
Page 2

had claims rejected. Consequently, the Higher Education
Act Amendments of 1976 created financial incentivea to
states to create guarantee agencies which would
administer the guaranteed student loan program at the
state level. These incentives included federal advance
funds to help establish the agency, 100 percent
reinsurance on all defaults for the first five years of
the program, and administrative cost allowance funds. In
addition, the lender's guarantee was increased to 100
percent. As a result of these financial incentives being
offered, the Texas Legislature commissioned an interim
study conducted in 1978 by the accounting firm of Touche
Ross & Co. The study evaluated alternatives for a
student loan guarantee program in Texas and the creation
of TGSLC in its present form was recommended by that
study.

Since the incentives were offered to set up state
guarantee agencies, all fifty states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, North
Marianas, and the Trust Territories have established a
guarantee agency or designated one of two national
private nonprofit guarantee agencies as their guarantor.
Twenty five states and Puerto Rico have designated a
state agency to be the guarantee agency, 18 states,
including Texas, have established nonprofit corporations
as guarantee agencies, and 7 states and the District of
Columbia have designated one of the national private
guarantee firms (Higher Education Assistance Foundation
or United Student Aid Funds).

Currently, the guaranteed student loan program
represf to the largest student financial assistance
prograr n the state, as well as in the nation. TGSLC
guarantees the principal and accumulated interest to
private lenders for each eligible student loan they make.
Participation in the program and loans guaranteed have
grown steadily since TGSLC was created. The drop in the
number of lenders participating in the program in 1987 is
due, in part, to an increase in Texas bank failures and
mergers, and to smaller lenders dropping out as large
"open-door" lenders have entered the student loan market.

47S
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WSLC Background
November 20, 1990
Page 3

Policy-making Structure

The board of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation is composed of 10 members. Nine of these are
public members-including one student-appointed by the
governor with the advice and consent of the senate, and
serve for six year terms. The Comptroller of Public
Accounts is a statutorily designated member of the board.

yunding and Organization

The headquarters and only office of the Texas
Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation is located in Austin,
as required by statute. The corporation employs
approximately 400 full time employees. The employees are
not state employees and the corporation has its own
retirement and benefits programs.

When TGSLC was created, the Texas Legislature
appropriated $1,500,000 to it from the federal special
lender's allowance fund at the Coordinating Board. This
fund had a balance at that time of over $4 million and
represented earnings from the state's direct student loan
program. This was a ane-time appropriation designed to
provide the total funds necessary for TGELC to become a
self-sustaining entity.

In addition to this start up appropriation, TGSLC
was eligible to receive two types of federal advance
funds under sections 422(a) and 422(c) of the Higher
Education Act of 1965. These advance funds were made
available by the federal government for the purposes of
helping regional guarantee agencies get established and
build up adequate reserve funds. TGSLC received
approximately $10 million in federal advances which have
been recalled.

By state law, the TGSLC reserve fund is divided into
two accountso the operating account and the guarantee
account. Income to the corporation in the form of
insurance premium receipts from students, federal .

administrative cost allowances, the corporation's share
of collections on defaulted loans, and loan servicing
fees is deposited to the operating account, from which

4 7 1
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TOSLC Background
November 20, 1990
Page 4

the corporation's operating expenses are paid. The
federal advance funds, federal reinsurance receipts
investment arnings and corporate earnings not needird for
operations are deposited into the guarantee account.
Funds may be withdrawn from the guarantee account for the
sole purpose of paying lenders' claims on defaults.
TGSLC's board has a policy of maintaining reserves
equivalent to 1.5 percent of outstanding loans. This
reserve is the guarantee fund balance. Management
transfers funds into the guarantee account, according to
a financial forecasting model, to maintain the proper
allowance for dfaults.

Ltalumm_and_runatim

Loan Guarant Operations

The main function of TGSLC is to guarantee student
loans under the terms of the federal guaranteed student
loan program. The guaranteed student loan program
consists of three student loan components: the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program (GSLP), which is the original loan
program created in 1965; the Parent Loan for
Undergraduato Students Program (PLUS), created in 1980 to
encourage loans to parents of dependent undergraduate
students; and the Supplemental Loan for Students Program
(SLS), created in 1916 to encourage loans for independent
students. From an operational standpoint, TGSLC
guarantees loans under the three components in the same
way, therefor. there is no differentiation among the
throe in terms of corporate staff, income, or expenses.

The loan guarantee function operates as follows.
First a student undergoes a financial needs assessment
processed by a national firm, which forwards the results
to the school financial aid office indicated by the
student. An overall determination of the student's need
is made by a financial aid officer who then prepares a
financial aid package for the student, first offering
whatever grant or scholarship aid may be available.
Student loans are offered as a last alternative to make
up the difference between the student's resources,
expected work earnings and gift aid, and the expected

tho
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costs of attending the institution. The student
completes the loan application and the school certifies
that the student is at least a half time student and
meets the financial need criteria. The student then
takes or mails the application to a participating lender
who may accept or deny the application, depending on the
lender's own criteria. if accepted, the lender forwards
the loan application to TGSLC. TGSLC processes the
application on its computer system which has various
automated editing checks to see that the application
meets all the eligibility criteria and checks to see if
the student has ever previously defaulted on a TGSLC
guaranteed loan.

When all application requirements are met, TGSLC
issues the guarantee and sends a aotico of guarantee back
to the lender. The loan guarantee processing operates 24
hours a day, employs 16 people, and the current
turnaround time at TGSLC to process a guarantee is 48
hours. Then the lender receives the loan application
back with the guarantee, he issues a check in the
student's name - - aftr first deducting the loan
insurance and origination foes from the loan amount - -
and sends the check to the school's financial aid office.
The total elapsed time between the student's submission
of the application to the lender and the arrival of the
check at the financial aid office is approximately sevendays. The loan insurance fee is sent to TGSLC and the
origination fee is applied to the first federal interest
subsidies the lender will receive. ?or an average $2,000
student loan, the student would receive $1,855 after the
insurance foe of $45 and the origination fee of $100 werededucted.

proclaims, Claims. and Collections

This department is responsible for helpino lenders
prevent defaults on loans, for processing lender claims
once a default occurs, and for collecting claiis on
defaulted guaranteed student loans. Fifty-threo peoplework in this area. The proclaims process is initiated
when a lender notifies TGSLC that an account is 60 days
past due and files a request for assistance. The
proclaims staff contact the borrower and generally
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qupplement the activities of the lender in trying to
collect the )oan payments by making phone calls and
sending letters. At 180 days past due, after the lender
has issued a demand letter to the student calling in all
the loan, the lender may filo a claim with TGSLC. The
lender must file the claim before the 220th day past due
and the average claim is filed at the 210th day. The
lender signs over the promissory note and the documented
account history which is reviewed at TGSLC. Data iS
entered into an automated system that checks the claim to
verify that all the due diligence procedures have been
followed by the lender. If they have, a check is issued
automatically to the lender. This process takes from 24
hours to 10 days from receipt of the claim. A new
expedited process is being introduced for lenders with
historically low claims rejections rates that will reduce
the number of TGSLC personnel involved in claims review
and allow them to focus more on proclaims and collections
activities.

TGSLC may not bill the federal government for claims
reinsurance until the 270th day of delinquency, and
usually recsives the reimbursement around the 330th day
of delinquency. Since TGSLC pays the claim to the lender
around the 220th day of delinquency, there is a "float
period" of approximately 110 days for $10 to $15 million
which TGSLC must cover with its own funds.

Secondary Markets

Student loans are unlike any other typo of
commercial loans that lenders make since they are for
relatively small amounts and have very long repayment
periods. A student has up to ten years to repay the loan
and the repayment period doesn't begin until six months
after graduation or leaving school. In addition, there
are 19 types of deferments available to students in
special categories. For extimple, loan repayment may be
deferred if a student goes to graduate school, joins the
armed forces, becomes unemployed or takes parental leave.
These deferments prolong the loan repayment period and
make handling student loans all the more difficult.
Consequently, the Congress established the Student Loan
Marketing Association (Sallie Mae) to purchase student

4 S 2
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loans from lenders, thereby providing lenders the
necessary liquidity on their investment. Sallie Mae is
thus a secondary market for student loans. Sallie Mae is
a private corporation, financed by private capital, which
received federal fund advances and administrative
allowances to help get it established. In addition to
Sallie Mae, Texas statutes authorise the creation of
local Higher Education Authorities which function as
regional "mini Sallie Mass." The authorities are created
by the governing body of a city (or cities), usually near
a large university, and issue revenue bonds for the
purpose of purchasing guaranteed student loans from local
lenders. There are eight Higher Education Authorities in
Texas. A local lender in Texas then has throe possible
purchasers of his student loan portfolio: the
authorities, Sallie Mae, or any other eligible lender.
Many lenders sell their student loans to a secondary
market, unless their student loan volume is large enough
that they can achieve the economies of scale needed to
make holding the loans profitable. Although secondary
market agencies are not recognised as eligible lenders in
the guaranteed student loan program (they must operate
through'a designated trustee bank), they must meet the
same due diligence requirements of primary lenders and
the guaranteed student loans they purchase retain the
original guarantee of 100 percent insurance.

Lender of Last Resort

The federal guaranteed student loan program statutes
require that each state designate a lender of last
resorts either the guarantee agency itself; or another
eligible lender in the state through an agreement with
the guarantee agency. TOSLCwas designated the state's
lender of last resort by the state legislature in 1985.
The lender of last resort provisions require the TGSLC to
make a guaranteed student loan te any eligible student
"to the extent funds are available" who certifies that no
other eligible lender in the state, nor the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, is willing to make a
guaranteed student loan to that student.
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Signillcant_Eginta

In summary, concerning TGSLCI

* Trends in other states indicate that the use of
nonprofit agencies, like TGSLC, has grown from 10
states in 1985 to 18 states presently while the use
of state agencies in the program has decreased from
35 to 25 in the same period. No state has converted
a nonprofit guarantee agency into a state agency;

* Loan capital available to students increased from
$40 million in 1981 to over $600 million in 1990
demonstrating lender satisfaction with the program;

* The corporation has operated successfully without
state appropriations, has built up a loan insurance
reserve fund of approximately $25 million and has
not incurred any liability for the state;

* Entire elimination of the program would force the
federal government to designate a guarantor from
another state which would reduce the service and
attention to Texas lenders, schools, and students,
and would likely adversely affect the lender
participation in the program; and

General Recommendations to the Joint Interim Committee
on Proprietary Schools

Based on TGSLC's involvement with proprietary
schools, the following are some general recommendations
which would help the administration of the GSLP in Texas.

Until recently, access to GSLs was universally
available to all qualified borrowers. However, as a
result of unacceptably high default rates among
proprietary schools, secondary markets have stopped
purchasing GSLs made by lenders to proprietary school
students and some lenders, in turn, have ceased making
GSLs to these students. This has resulted in a situation
in which financial access to the largest segment of

4 S 4
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Texas' postsecondary educational system for a particular
group of students is effectively denied. To correct this
problem, a level of comfort and confidence must be
restored in the lending community concerning the quality
of programs and training offered by the proprietary
school industry.

Over 60% of the default claims paid by TGSLC to
lenders are on GSLs made to proprietary schoOl students.
This situation also affects lender confidence in the
continued viability of the guarantor of the loans they
make. Again, the solution to this problem is insuring
that students who choose to attend a proprietary school
receive quality instruction and training which results in
a marketable job skill, which, in turn, results in
repayment of student loans. Requiring proprietary
schools to share a portion of the risk by expanding the
use for the state's tuition protection fund to include
payment of student loan default claims and loan losses
would also restore lenders' confidence in both the
proprietary school industry and in the GSLP.

All schools should be prohibited from utilizing
commissioned recruiters/salepersons as a tool to enroll
students. If this practice is allowed to continue, these
individuals should be salaried employees and commissions
should be based on the completion rate of the students
who are recruited.

Currently TGSLC must interact with each and every
state commission which regulates proprietary schools,
each with its own set of policies, procadures,
regulations, and statutory requirements. Centralising
this oversight function in a single agency would aid
TGSLC's ability to address the problem of defaults among
proprietary schools through better coordination of
efforts undertaken by TGSLC and the designated regulatory
agency.

Allowing state employees the opportunity to repay
their student loans through a withholding plan for those
who can financially afford to repay their loans and an
emergency relief program for those who, as the result of

4 c.
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some legitimate hardship, are unable to repay their loans
would prevent some GSLs from defaulting.

Insuring that school owners and schools are
financially solvent prior to licensing them would have a
positive impact. Schools should be required to
demonstrate a greater than one to one asset to liability
ratio and a total debt to net worth ratio of no greater
than three to one. What this means is that for every one
dollar the owner invests in his school, three dollars are
borrowed.

Currently, a lender is required to inform TGSLC when
it receives a refund from a school. In order to insure
that the school complies with the federal regulations
that requires refunds to be made within 30 days of the
student leaving school, the school should be required to
notify TGSLC when it makes a refund. Furthermore, any
refunds made by a school should be required to be applied
to repayment of student loans first, then to personal
expenditures and other aid.

Another recommendation which is not specific to the
topic of proprietary schools but is certainly a policy
issue central to the default debate is the imbalance of
loan and non-loan student financial assistance. The
ratio of the availability of loan and non-loan aid has
virtually reversed itself over the past 10-15 years from
80% Grant and College Work Study and 20% Loan during the
mid to late 1970's to 80% Loan and 20% Grant and College
Work Study today. To compound this situation, the GSLP
is now reserved almost exclusively for low income
students. 67% of the GSLs TGSLC guaranteed last year
were to students with annual family incomes of less than
$10 000. If, and until, Congress ever changes the focus
of the GSLP to an educational loan program for credit
worthy borrowers and ?significantly increases grant
programs, loan aid will continue to be the prime source
of student aid for poor students and the likelihood of
defaults in the GSLP will continue to increase.

Three actions by the State Legislature would help to
alleviate this problem. The Legislature can strongly

4 (1 t;
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endorse and work with the Texas Congressional Delegation
to increase funding for Title IV Grant and College Work
Study programs and at the state level, the Legislature
should approve the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board's recommendations regarding funding for the Texas
Educational Opportunity Grant Program - $20 million, the
Texas Tuition Assistance Grant Program - $8 million, and
the Tuition Equalisation Grant Program - $92 million.

The third action the State Legislature could take which
would improve the availability of student financial aid
in Texas would be to incorporate into the increased
funding for the state programs a comprehensive study and
review of the state's student financial aid policies,
programs, structure, and delivery system to insure that
every available student aid dollar - state and federal -
is being effectively and efficiently utilised.

These then are the major "General Recommendations" I
would submit to the committee for its consideration based
on TGSLC's experience with proprietary schools. If you
have any questions or additional input, please contact
me.

GCT/dft
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. McCormick. Mr. Alden?

STATEMENT OF COMER ALDEN, PRESIDENT, SAN ANTONIO
COLLEGE OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL ASSISTANTS

Mr. ALDEN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you today to discuss the future of the Higher Educa-
tion Act.

My name is Corner Alden. I am president of the San Antonio Col-
lege of Medical and Dental Assistants, which is celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year. We have four campuses in Texastwo in
San Anton:o, one in McAllen, and one in El Paso.

We are currently serving about 600 active students, and our
school offers allied health professions on a job entry level, basically
medical assistant, dental assistant, but also surgical technician,
ophthalmic technician and such as that.

I am convinced that the decisions that you and your colleagues
make when you rewrite this important act are extremety impor-
tant. In fact, I believe the bill you draft will be the most important
piece of domestic legislation before this Congress.

The actions you take will ":74ve a major impact on our Nation's
ability to meet its needs for a skilled work force, and on the ability
of millions of individuals to get the kind of education they need to
get good jobs and support themselves and their families.

I understand you have held dozens of hearings on the complex
issues surrounding student aid. While I would be happy to discuss
other aspects of the student aid programs, this morning I would
like to focus on one particular problem facing many schools and
students.

Today many students are being denied access to Federal student
loans for which they are eligible. I imagine most Americans, and
perhaps most Members of Congress, assume that under the Guar-
anteed Student Loan Program any student who is eligible and at-
tending an eligible institution is actually guaranteed getting a stu-
dent loan.

But that is simply not the case, and it is a particularly serious
problem here in Texas. Why is this the case? First, as you know,
most lenders sell their loans to secondary markets. Many of these
secondary markets, including the giant .3allie Mae, pay less than
the full value of a loan when they buy them, thus creating a disin-
centive to lenders from making loans in the first place.

Secondly, many banks are reluctant to make loans to high risk
students. High risk students are wore likely to default, and lenders
and servicers want to avoid the cost of conduction due diligence
measures on delinquent loans.

Third, lenders are paid the same special allowance regardless of
the degree of risk or the cost of servicing the loan. In other words,
again there is a built-in disincentive for them to serve students
who need help the most; those students who the Higher Education
Act is supposed to help the most.

And fourthly, State laws and regulations often restrict access by
establishing additional requirements for student borrowers attend-
ing certain types of institutions and students enrolled in short-term
and non-degree programs.
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Fifth, guarantee and secondary marketh discourage, oftentimes,
lenders from making loans to students attending institutions with
a certain level of default. As you know, an institution may have a
hiei default rate because it serves high risk students.

The default rate may have nothing to do with the quality of their
educational program. Nevertheless, students are denied the oppor-
tunity to attend the school of their choice because a guarantor dis-
courages banks from milking a loan available.

Sixth, many secondary markets require a minimum average loan
size in a loan portfolio before they will purchase the portfolio. This,
oftentimes, discourages lenders from making smaller loans. It vir-
tually costs the same amount to process a small loan as it does a
large loan. So some banks have decided not to bother with smaller
loans. And again, this hurts many students in short-term pro-
grams.

This restriction can often lead to ironic results. In a recent arti-
cle in the Houston Business Journal, Ron Sanders, then the presi-
dent of the Council of Houston Area Private Schools and owner of
International Travel Institute, noticed that he had encouraged stu-
dents from borrowing large amounts of money that they may well
have trouble paying back.

He encouraged them perhaps not to borrow that much. Now, his
banks were telling him that the loans are not big enough to bother
with. And in his words, "It's a Catch-22."

As I said earlier, the loan access problem has become especially
serious in Texas, and it is primarily hitting private career schools.
Of tLe 357 private career schools regulated by the Texas Education
Agency, 44 closed between last September and May of this year.

And I have asked Dee Bednar how many of those closures were
the direct result of a loan access problem, and I guess we will never
know for sure. But certainly, some of them were.

The Association of Texas Lenders for Education, ATLE, is a
trade group made up primarily of banks that make 90 percent of
their student loans within Texas, and they have issued suggested
guidelines for lenders.

I would like to go on record as saying that ATLE has come
thwitigh like gangbusters, and they are helping many schoolsor,
potentially will help many schookand I appreciate what thf.,y
have done. And their new president is in the audience.

But some of the guidelines concern me. They were designed to
minimize risk for the lenders, and that is fine. A banker has to
make money. I have no problem with that whatsoever. But as a
side effect, they will cause some lenders to discriminate against
students enrolled in shorter term programs, such as those offered
in most private career schools.

One criterion clearly illustrates the reason for this concern.
ATLE recommends that lenders not lend to students at institutions
which have an average borrower indebtedness, ABI of less than
$2,500 a student. In many respects that is very reasonable, because
you cannot make money off of a small loan.

Many of our students simply do not have to borrow that much,
and they are not qualified to borrow that much. At our main
campus in San Antonio, for example, the average student loan in-
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debtedness at graduation is $1,850. This practice explicitly discrimi-
nates against students who wish to attend shorter-term programs.

I would like to underscore the importance and value of educa-
tional programs of up to 2 years in length. It is important to re-
member that many professions do not require 2 years of schooling,
let alone 4.

At the same time, many students cannot afford the luxury of
being out of the work force for long periods of time, and we heard
that this morning from the students. They need job-specific educa-
tion in a relatively short period of time, and then they need to get
back into the work force.

Now, I hope I have adequately described the problem. But what
do we do to ensure that all eligible students have access to loans in
order to attend the school that best meets their interests and their
needs?

The answer to this question I would like to refer to legislative
propoeals by the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools, and the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools,
AICS and NATTS, and they have been submitted prior to your
committee.

Their legislative recommendations would make a number of im-
provements that would help ensure that students had access. Let
me very quickly, before concluding, share three of their suggestions
with you.

First of all, we recommend establishing a slightly higher interest
rate paid to lenders by borrowers for students who are enrolled in
programs of 2 years or less, and borrowers with loan balances of
$10,000 or less. Now, while this would cost the students slightly
more, it would provide an incentive for lenders to serve these stu-
dents.

Second, AICS and NATTS would recommend expanding the non-
discrimination provision for creditors to prohibit discrimination
based on the type of institution, tax status, the length of the pro-
gram in which the student is enrolled.

And finally, a lender-of-last-resort program should be part of the
designated State guarantor program participation agreement. All
of these changes would help ensure that students have access to
the help they need.

Mr. Chairman, 1 would close by asking you to remember that pri-
vate career schools are an important element in th3 education of
the American work force. They provide the kind of career-specific
technical education that American business demands and our econ-
omy needs to remain competitive.

They provide the kind of education people need for real jobs.
Many of the job fields private career schools train people for are
among the fastest-growing occupations, according to the U.S. De-
partment of Labor. The health profession is a goW example.

As I am sure you are well aware, the positions in health care for
which our school educated students are growing. For 25 years the
Higher Education Act has opened doors of opportunity for millions
of Americans.

4
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For 25 years, the San Antonio College of Medical and Dental As-sistants has opened its doors to prepare thousands ef students forrewarding careers. The important decisions you make in themonths at ad could well determine whether these doors remainopen.
And I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Comer Alden followsj
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Houston, Texas

Mr. Chairmsn. I appreciate this opportunity to appear

before yOu today to discuss the future of the Higher

Educati,n Act.

My name is Comer Alden. and I am the President of the

San Antonio College of Medical and Dental Assistants, which

this yb.ar celebrates its 25th anniversary. We have three

campuses in Texastwo in San Antonio and one in the Rio

Grandc Valley--and we also operate the Career Centers of

Texas in El Paso. Wc ore currently serving about 550 active

students. Our schools offer ten difterent programs. all

related to health core professions. We primarily educate

people to become medical or dental assistants, but we also

offer training for such professions as surgical technicians,

ophthalmic technicians and insurance processors.

I am convinced that thc decisions you and your

colleagues mokc when yo4 rewrite this important Act are

extremely importont. ln fact, T believe the bill you draft

will be the most important piece of domestic legislation

before this Congress.

?!:/ t
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The actions yoe take will have a major impact on our nation's

ahility to meet its needs for a skilled workforce and oe the

ability of millions of individuals tc get the kind of

education they need to get good jobs and support themselves

and their families.

I understand that you havs: held dozens of hearings on

the complex issues surrounding student aid. While I would be

happy to discuss other aspects of the student aid programs,

this morning T would like to focus on one particular problem

facin8 many students and schools.

Today many students are being denied access to federal

student loans for which they are eligible. I imagine moat

Americans, and perhaps most members of congress, assume that

under the Guaranteed Student Loan program any student who is

eligible for a loan is actually "guaranteed" of getting one.

But that is simply not the ease and it is 0 particularly

serious problem here in Texas.

Why is this the case?

First, as you know, most lenders sell the loans they

make to secondary markets. Many of these secondary markets

(including the giant Sallie Mae) pay less than the full value

of the loan when they buy them, thus creating a disincentive

to lenders from making ths loan in the first place.

Second, many banks are reluctant to make loans to high-

risk students. High risk students are more likely to default

and lenders and scrvicers want to avoid the cost of

conducting the due diligence measures on delinquent loans.

2
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Third, lenders arc poid the Name special allowance

regardless of the degree of risk or the cost of servicing the

loan. In other words, there is e built-in disincentive for

them to serve students who need help the most -- those

students who the Higher Education Act is suppooed to help the

most.

Fourth, state laws end regulations often reetrict

access by establishing adVtional requirements for student

borrowers attending certain types of institutions and

students enrolled in short-term end non-degrec programs.

Fifth, guarantee and secondery markets discourage

lenders from making loans to students attending institutions

with certain levelo of default rates. As you know, an

institution may have a high default Date because it serves

high-risk students, The default rote may have nothing to do

with the quality of their educationul program. Nevertheless,

students are denied the opportunity to attend tae achool of

their choice because a guarantor discourages banks from

making a loan available.

Sixth, meny secondary markets require a minimum everage

loan size in a loan portfolio before they will purchase the

portfolio. -Thin discouragers lenders from making smeller

loans. it virtually costs the same amount to process a Mill

loan as it doee a large one. So some hanks have decided not

to bother with the smaller teeny. Again, this hurts many

students in short-torm programs.

'1di I, 14
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This restriction can also lead to ironic results. In a

recent article in the Houston Business Journal, Ron Sanders,

the president of the Council of Houston Area Private Schools

and owner of 11. Tnternational Travel Institute, noted that.

he had encouraged students from borrowing large amounts of

money that they may have trouble paying back. Now his banks

were telling him that the loans were not hig enough to bother

with. "IL's a catch-22," he said.

As I said earlier, the lean acct...a problem has become

especially serious here in Texas, and it is primarily hitting

private career schools. Ot the 357 private career schools

regulated by the Texas Education Agency, 44 closed between

last September and May of this year, Many of those closures

were the direct result of the loan aceees problem.

The Association of Texas Lenders for Education (ATLE), a

trade group made up primarily of banks that make 90 percent

of their student loans within Texas, has issued suggested

guidelines for lenders. These guidelines concern me. They

were designed to minimise risk for lenders, which is fine,

hut as a side effect they wtli cause lenders to discriminate

against students enrolled in shorter-term programs, such As

those offered at most private career schools.

One criterion clearly illustrates the reason for my

concern. ATLE recommends that lenders not lend to students

at institutions which have an "average borrower indebtedness"

(ABI) of leis than $2,500 per student.

4
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Uny of our students simply do not have co borrow that much,

or are nut qualified to borrow ihe full loan amount. At our

main campus in San Anionio, fer example, the average

i.tadent's loan debt at gruduation is $1,850. This practjce

cxplit iily discriminates against students who wish to atte.nd

:the:ter-term programs.

: culd like to underscor the importance and value of

eancatIonal programs et up to two years in length. It is

important. to remember that many professions do oot require

yearo or schooling, let alone tour. Ai the same time,

:0.1) staents cannot afford the luxury ot being oot or the

workforce f.; long periods c -imr. They need job-specific

a relatively short porlod of time and then ihey

!teed to get back inru the workfore.e.

7 hope I have adequately described the problem. But

what dc we au t_o ensure that all eligible students have

access to !oans in order to attend the schoo) Oat hest meets

their interesrl and needs?

To znswc- this question, T would like to refer to the

legislative proposal chni has been made by the National

Association of Trade and Technical Schools (NATTS) and thn

Association. of Independent Colleges and Schools (AI(S). I

onderstand r! se organizatJons have sahmitted their proposal

to Congress.

Their legislative recommendation would make a number ot

imi:rovements that would he) p ensure that students bud dccess

to loans.

5
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Let me share three of their suggestions with you.

First. they recommend establishing a slightly higher

interest rate paid to lenders hy borrowers for students who

are enrolled in programs of two years or less and borrowers

with loan balances of $10,000 or less. While this would cost

these students slightly more, it would provide an incentive

for lenders to nerve these students.

Second, AICS and NATTS also recommend expanding the non-

discrimination provision for creditors to prohibit

discrimination based on the type of institution, tax status,

or length of the program in which the student is enrolled.

And, third, a lender-of-last-resort program should be

part of the designated state guarantor program participation

agreement.

All of these changes would help ensure that students

have access to the help they need.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to close by asking you to

remember that private career schools are an important element

in the education of the American workforce. Thoy provide the

kind of career-specific, technical education that American

business demands and our economy needs to remain competitive.

They provide the kind of education people need for real

jobs. Many of the job fields private career schools train

people for are among the fastest-growing occupations,

according to the U. S. Department of Labor. The health

profession is a good example.

4 . ).s
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As I am sure you are well aware, the povitionm in health care

for which our schoo! educates students arc growing.

For 15 yearn, the High Education Act has opened doors of

opporuiniLy for millions of Americana. For 25 years, San

Antonio College of Medical und Dental Assistants hus opened

its doors to prepare thousands or students for rewarding

careers. The important decisions you will make in the months

ahead could well determine whether those doors remain open.

Thank you.

L1011-41/ti
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Alden. I must confess thatI
certainly appreciate you have to represent the broad cross-section
in your industry, but is it that you feel that the previous problems
with proprietary schools are behind us that you did not address it?

Mr. AuniN. I would love to think that the problems are behind
us. They probably are not, but I think you will never see in front of
us what you have seen in back of us. I did not know that I was to
necessarily address that issue.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Oh, no, no. No, sir. I am not criticizing you for
your testimony.

Mr. ALDEN. No. But I think Mr. McCormick talked about accredi-
tation as being less thanit has gotten very strict. Federal regula-
tions have gotten strict Dee Betinar has tripled her office and
gotten very strict.

And any time there is big money involved, you are going to have
some smart guy that tries to beat the system. But I would be
remiss if I did not say that I think a great deal of the abuse and
fraudthat I have to live with every day and that I am ashamed
of--a great deal of it has been addressed and will not continue.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I certainly was notand, please do not take
my remarks as being critical of your testimony. 'You should give us
a forward looking persrctive because I think that, psychologically
as well as realistically, we must look forward.

At the same time, I am certain that you know that those of us in
the business of legislating and regulating are going to attempt to
fmd ways in which we can eliminate the bad apples because they
give your industry a bad name.

And I certainly do not mean to paint with that broad a brush,
but when we speak of regulation I want to make sure that we are
singing from the same page, so to speak.

I would feel a lot more comfortable if your industryand, not
today, but in the foreseeable futureI think it would be in the best
interests of the industry if you commented upon and made recom-
mendations and suggestions on some of these ideas that are float-
ing around that are already in place, and some of those in the
future such as tightening up on accreditation or perhaps makingsome sort

I understand the problem that you address with respect to the
discrimination, or the alleged discrimination, although, I do not
think it is intentional. I think there are some reasons for it.

But perhaps think of some middle ground like a sliding scale, so
to speak, so that you could have someyou could leave the door
open for a shorter course so you do not end up creating a fraud
an out and out fraud, like Mr. McCormick saidwhere you end up
making a program long enough to qualify the trigger, and you arenot fooling anybody.

If there wm some sort of sliding scale so that courses that need
to be shorter but also have needs where the Ancients have needs
for participation, so that we cover the broad range of the spectrum,
I thmk, would be some of the ideas that I think that the Congress
would certainly be interested in looking at.

Mr. Amax. Well, and I do think our trade association is attempt-
ing to address some of those issues. I know that we have stretched

5 I
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courses, and that is unforgivable. I know we have overcharged, and
that is unforgivable. I think these things are being addressed.

Recent lyand, this perhaps is off the subjectbut the Accredit-
ing Commission of the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools directed me to do a rapid response show call visit in Los
Angeles to six schools that we suspected of being involved in
hanky-panky.

And we walked in with a show cause letter at 8 in the morning
and scared the living daylights out of them. And I think they will
be closed down. This is a new thing that we are beginning to do, to
police ourselves.

And I hope no one ever comes to my door the way I had to come
to someone else's door, but it wasand, then I have )ust sent for
my director'sthey are now required by the Commission to attend
a training session prior to writing your self-study, which comes up
every 4 or 5 years for renewal; your accrediting.

And they just came back absolutely dumbfounded at the work
that they are going to have to do that they did not have to do 5
years ago. So yes, Iand, as far as Congress is concerned, you
know, bring it on us; just lay it on us. And the good schools can
take it.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, sir. I did not mean to suggest that. We
are weighing and trying to reach some accommodation and some
balance because we recognize that the vast majority of proprietary
schools are both needed m the community, serve a useful purpose,
and ought to be encouraged to continue their work.

It is a matter of trying to take a rifle and, if you will, knock the
ones off the limb that should not have been there to begin with.
Strengthen the hand of State agencies so that they have the en-
forcement tools that they need to be able to go in and deal realisti-
cally with accreditation.

At the same time, perhaps I think as Ms. Bednar or perhaps Mr.
McCormick stated, we may need to look at the difference between
the requirements for licensure or accreditation, and vis-a-vis the re-
quirements that one ought to threshold meet in order to qualify for
students to receive financial assistance from the Federal Govern-
ment.

In the past, I think we have lumped those together and assumed
that one set of standards apply to both. And now upon reflection
and, quite frankly, on the benefit of some bad experiences, we need
to step back and look at that.

And we want to work with you. And certainly the testimony that
you offered is most helpful anci critical in that regard.

Let me ask Mr. Wolanin if he, who is our counsel, the staff direc-
tor for the committeethe one who keeps all of us in line, from the
Chairman, to all of the members of the subcommitteeif he has
any_ observations or questions that he would like to ask.

Mr. WOLANIN. NO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. Well, then, let me thank you once again

for the illustrative testimony that you have offered covering a wide
range of subjects. And I believe, ping from General Becton, who I
believe was the first witness, to Mr. Alden, we have really had a
most enlightening set of panels, and you have added greatly to the
body of information that the committee will have available to it.

44)
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Before we adjourn, may I take this opportunity on behalf of
Texas Southern University, our host for this occasion, to call your
attention to a flier that has been handed out, and to invite you to a
reception which is given in honor of the subcommittee this after-
noon.

They had originally planned it from 2 until 4. They have moved
that tune up to 1:30 because of the early hour at which we are
going to complete our work. I believe the fliers are available near
the entrances so that you can get the details of that.

And those of you who are able to, I know it would be appreciated
by Texas Southern University if you could at least stick your head
in, realizing that you all are busy people and have many other
things to do.

Let me, once again, thank Texas Southern University for being
our host on this occasion, and I would like to thank all of the
people who came in the audience who were, frankly, the most im-
portant people, because you have the opportunity to hear the same
thing that the Congress has heard with respect to a very important
issue.

You have demonstrated by your presence that you are interested
in this area and one that I think is most important to all of us.
Many' times, we use experiences from the African-American com-
munity as an example, as I will on this occasion.

But I am certain I need not say to anx of those who know me
that when I use that, I do not mean that to distinguish from any
other community. I think that Congress ought to serve all people,
and I try to serve all people without regard to race or any other
reason that we use to divide God's creatures from each other.

It is a problem for the total community, not just for the black
community, that there are more black people in prison than there
are in college. We have to do something about that. We have to
ensure that education is important from pre-kindergarten to
prison.

It seems to me that one of these days, the light will come on for
our State legislators, of whom I was one recently, as you know,
that there is something terribly illustrative about the fact that
over 90 percent of the people in prison are high school dropouts.

If we had the courage and the foresight to look down the road
instead of trying to fmd some immediate solution that we think
satisfies the voters at least temporarily, we would have the courage
and foresight to perhaps require that everyone who gets out of
prison has a high school degree at least, or its equivalency.

I think that has something to do with recidivism but, then again,
that is off the subject. It seems to me that, again, that education
ought to be one of our most important products from pre-K
through prison, and all in between.

And it seems to me that working together with people like the
witnesses who have testified and like the people in the audience
who are dedicated and committed to education, that one day that
dream will come true.

You have made a valuable contribution to assisting us and foster-
ing and nurturing and carrying forward that dream. You have ex-
plained from proprietary scliools, to the loan process, to what has
been done in the State of Texas and from the national perspective
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of National Education Association, and from the students and the
administrators.

You have given the committee additional information upon
which we will have very shortly to make very important decisions.
Tom tells me that he thinks that after the summer recess and
when we return from Labor Day, the committee will begin the task
of marking up this bill and reporting it to the House.

I ask all of you to stay in touch with us and stay in tune to what
we are doing. If we are not doing it the way that it ought to be
doneand, you know better than we do how it ought to be done
pick up the phone and call or write us. And remember that we
serve you.

Thank you for coming, and God bless you. The committee stands
acrvihrned.

ereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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